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Dedication
To the powerful, brave, courageous and mighty survivors that we had a

chance to speak with during this initiative. To the ones that opened their hearts
and allowed us to peek inside. To the ones that challenged us, to push our work
forward. To all of you, we hope that you ﬁnd true justice one day. Whether you
ﬁnd it alone or in a room full of other survivors, or on a late-night walk amongst
the trees. We want each of you to know that we see you. We are with you. You
are our comrades and we will forever remember each one of you. These are the
living pages that your declarations dance on, whether you want to leave them
with us or continue harnessing them to take to battle; we are here in solidarity.
We hope this document, that you all helped to build, will be a catalyst for
change, so that every survivor can ﬁnd their own justice.
To the ones that we lost, we’re doing this for you.

Stylisation of the Report

This is a Big Document...

This report is bolstered by inclusive images of
women, to show the many faces of those who are
the overwhelming targets of sexual violence. We
want the reader to see themselves reﬂected
somewhere in these photographs. If not you, then a
woman you know. In the ﬁrst four sections, the
images are in black and white, as a metaphor for
how sexual violence drains the colour from the
world of those survivors, especially when they have
been denied justice. When justice, however she
deﬁnes it, is served, and there is real perpetrator
accountability, survivors can continue on their
healing journeys, and live lives with new
possibilities, with renewed hope. That is why in the
ﬁnal two chapters, where we describe the new
justice framework and alternative model, the
images return to full colour, as another metaphor
for the capacity for this model to repair harm, and
transform lives.

... and by big, we're not just talking about the
number of pages, but of the ideas it discusses. It
may seem like a lot of pages to read through. We
know. But we hope that you are able to do so. Take
your time. Be prepared for some conversations that
challenge you, as they challenged us. We hope that
you are able to sit with it, discuss what you're
reading with family members, friends, colleagues
and acquaintances. Remember to practice healthy,
positive self-care throughout. All the declarations
are unﬁltered, as it is not our intention to ever
censor women. But be prepared and remember that
these experiences happened to real women, and is
still happening.
In any event, feel free to select the Chapter(s) that
resonates most with you, and get in touch with us if
you want to be involved in creating transformative
change.
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Introduction
In 2016, WomenatthecentrE was tasked to explore
and ﬁnd an alternative model of justice for sexual
violence survivors. Survivors of sexual violence
have long stated that the current criminal legal
system has failed them in ways that often
exacerbate the trauma they experience from the
assault. As an organisation whose members have
extensive experience and expertise gained by
having personally navigated it as complainants,
we have also engaged in systems’ monitoring
through our various CourtWatch[1} activities.
Based on those experiences, we have been able to
see ﬁrst-hand how the current criminal legal
system is not in fact a site where those who are
the victims of the crime can go to ﬁnd justice. Our
own experiences have shown us how survivors of
sexual assaults are discounted, not believed and
often made to feel as though they are the ones on
trial, leading to other survivors’ understandable
reluctance to report to the police. Trying to ﬁnd an
alternative model of justice for survivors
therefore entails an exploration of why the main
option is not working the way citizens expect it to.

WomenatthecentrE approached this initiative
with the intention of providing a 360-degree
review of the legal system’s responses to sexual
violence, to help ﬁrmly ground our work. Having
engaged in Specialised Domestic Violence
CourtWatch monitoring for years, we understood
the importance of bringing those insights from
the courtroom. We therefore applied our
experience and utilised it in this model, to peek
into the prosecution of sexual assault cases, as a
way to illuminate one of the core issues of this
initiative – why the current system is failing
survivors.

We view justice as embodying three fundamental
principles:
of aggressor accountability, remorse and
change in attitude and behaviour, having
recognised the harm caused by their actions;
of the survivors feeling heard, believed and
validated
of societal acknowledgement of the role it plays
in navigating and negotiating the above.

Operating with limited resources, we knew that
each activity on its own would yield a small
sample size, but planned on combining all the
data gathered to form a kaleidoscope of
information, with each piece acting like a part of
a jigsaw puzzle and helping us to accurately
paint a complete picture of the social landscape.

In an effort to ﬁnd an alternative model of justice
which could address these principles in ways
that were clothed in compassion and kindness,
and would lead to healing and real social change,
we engaged in a number of research activities to
gain greater insight and identify legal and social
approaches to holding perpetrators accountable,
changing their behaviours, while providing better
supports to survivors.
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We have engaged in key primary research
activities aimed at eliciting data to support us
in identifying elements that could be
incorporated into this alternative model. There
were ﬁve components:
One-on-one ethics approved interviews:
with survivors of sexual assault who
reported the assault to police. Women from
two
communities
in
Ontario
were
interviewed - rural Renfrew County and the
urban city of Toronto
Ethics approved focus groups: with
survivors of sexual violence who did not
report, from the same two communities
CourtWatch: with trained volunteers
monitoring sexual assault trials in the City of
Toronto
Canadian Legal Information Institute
(CANLII): reviewing and auditing trial
judgements from sexual assault cases
adjudicated in the past ﬁve years, in Ontario
Media Watching: tracking social discourse
on sexual violence, through TV shows,
newspaper articles and social media,
including podcasts, Twitter and Facebook

Each component was reviewed in the same
way, to gain a better understanding of the data
obtained from that key research activity. By
combining all the data, we were able to form
the kaleidoscope of information, which then
allowed us to paint a complete picture of the
social landscape. We adapted the framework
we had developed and used in previous
research[2], to help us categorise and analyse
the data. We termed this The 5 Cs of Sexual
Violence: Context, Consequences, Care,
Communication and Critique. The 5 Cs aided us
immensely in reviewing all the information, by
allowing us to quickly identify recurring
themes, regardless of the research activity.
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Below are explanations of the 5Cs framework
that we developed to analyse the data.
1. Context:
General information about the nature of the
relationship between the survivor and
aggressor, if any, and the circumstances and
general details surrounding the sexual
violence. We use the 5 Ws (Who, Where, When,
What and Why) to unpack and explore a lot of
this information.
2. Consequences:
This is where we explored the impacts,
including the social, legal, physical, emotional,
ﬁnancial and spiritual ramiﬁcations of the
sexual violence on the survivor, as well as
surfacing the implications for the aggressor,
where that information was available. We were
mindful and held space in this section for the
fact that the community surrounding both the
survivor and aggressor could also be impacted,
especially
in
circumstances
where
a
consequence was the death of the survivor.
3. Communication/ Conversation:
In this section, we tapped into the larger
conversations surrounding sexual violence that
arose in many of our key research activities. We
understand sexual violence to be an issue that
goes beyond the two people in the situation, so
these often involved conversations about
global and societal consciousness.
4. Care:
In this section we sought to identify and
understand
the different types of interventions
.
and survival mechanisms that survivors utilise
before, during and after the violence
5. Critique:
This was an essential section that allowed us
to examine how larger systems of oppression
inﬁltrate and inform the other 4C’s.
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Chapter 1: One-on-One and Focus Group Interviews
In January, 2018, WomenatthecentrE received
ethics approval from the Community Research
Ethics Ofﬁce in Waterloo, Ontario. We were
determined to speak with survivors in two
communities, urban and rural, who had
reported the sexual assault and had gone
through the legal system. Our focus was on
identifying and supporting communities of
women survivors who have largely remained
invisible to the system, especially Black,
Indigenous, trans and women living with
disabilities.
The focus groups were designed to get input
from sexual assault survivors who had not
engaged the legal system. We were able to
ensure inclusivity in our recruitment, with 50%
of Toronto participants identifying as
Black/Mulatto, and 27% of the Renfrew County
participants identifying as Indigenous.
In Renfrew County, we conducted two, threehour sessions over two days, with the support
of the Women’s Sexual Assault Centre of
Renfrew County (WSACRC), and Kim Charlebois.
The WSACRC were generous in allowing us to
use their space for the interviews and also
provided taxi tokens and refreshments for all
participants. Kim Charlebois was instrumental
in the recruitment of all the participants. All the
women in the Renfrew County groups lived in
the county or in surrounding communities,
providing us with the rural component that is
so critical to the project’s aim.
Chapter 1 of the report is structured in a way
that allows for easy access to participants'
demographic. In keeping with our belief in the
agency of survivors and their ability to speak
for themselves, we have centred their
statements, so that the powerful authenticity
of their message is accessible to all. That
message comes through clearly – we must do
better.
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Chapter 2 - Part I: Sexual Assault CourtWatch
With a group of trained students, interns and
members of the WomenatthecentrE, we
attended sexual assault trials in Toronto to
help us critically analyse the administration of
justice in the prosecution of these types of
offences. It was important to experience ﬁrsthand the processes that have been put in place,
to observe the conduct of justice personnel, as
well as the treatment meted out to
complainants and accused persons. We were
even able to monitor a few non-sexual assault
trials and the dynamics at play. This was an
important opportunity to draw comparisons.
CourtWatchers documented, among other
things, demographic information where
possible and noted the use of rape myths and
stereotyping of complainants, most often by
judges and Defense counsel. They also
observed the ways in which power and
privilege are used as tools to control, and how
this all plays out to determine who gets heard
and whose voices are silenced or absent from
the process. We used Critical Anti-oppression
lens, combined with critical race, critical
feminism and critical queer approaches. to
dissect the power imbalances that exists in
these courtrooms. That way, we were better
able to surface how gender, race, age, sexual
orientation, socio-economic status, ability,
class and citizenship status are addressed. This
process also allowed for themes to emerge. In
total, we were able to critically observe 13
sexual assault trials, located both at Old City
Hall and Superior Court in Toronto.

We started our CourtWatch observations by
partnering with the Victim Witness Assistance
Program (VWAP) team at Old City Hall. They
provided our Project Coordinator with a copy of
the docket several months in advance, which
allowed us to assign CourtWatches according
to their availability. A signiﬁcant challenge that
remained difﬁcult to overcome was that of the
institutional chaos which ensues due to
something as major as trials being traversed,
or as minor as a change of courtroom. Trials
would be traversed on the day it was set to
commence, with no notice being provided. It
resulted in great inconvenience and frustration
on the part of our CourtWatchers, many of
whom travelled long distances to the
courthouse, only to be told that the case was
not going to be proceeding. However, as
inconvenient as it was for them, they were
more concerned and angered at the impact on
the survivors who showed up, expecting the
process to play out, only to have to go home
and prepare all over again.
There were also instances where justice
players, the accused or the complainant did not
show up, or if they were in attendance, were
unprepared for trial, at which point, they would
seek a new court date. Then the back-andforth of coordinating calendars would begin,
often leading to next appearances being
months away. Although our CourtWatchers
expressed deep frustration at the chaos, they
all felt tremendous empathy for the survivors
in these cases whose lives are put on hold
pending trial outcome.
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Chapter 2 - Part I: Sexual Assault CourtWatch cont'd
At the same time, we connected with the VWAP
at. Superior Court in Toronto, and were able to
partner with them. Collaborating with VWAP
was a great way for us to gain access to more
sexual assault cases. However, we did
experience additional obstacles with the
administration of justice in Superior court. Our
contact person changed three times in a very
short period, resulting in drastically different
levels of approachability and informationsharing. VWAP also kindly offered to reach out
to complainants to elicit their consent for us to
attend the trial, something that we, as a
survivor-based
organisation,
appreciated,
completely applaud and support their intention
of putting control back into the survivors’
hands. It did however further limit the amount
of trials we were privy to and again added
some delay, as we waited for consent.
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Chapter 2 - Part II: Canadian Legal Information Institute (CanLII)
Due to these logistical challenges with the
CourtWatch component of our work, we
started to look for other sources of information
that would allow us to track the legal system’s
responses to sexual assaults, and turned to the
Canadian Legal Information Institute (CanLII).
We were able to audit 37 CanLII decisions, from
cases heard in rural and urban communities
across the province of Ontario. Cases were
randomly selected based on a search of
www.canlii.org, restricting the searches to:
Ontario – Superior Court of Justice. In the
‘Document Text’ ﬁeld, CourtWatchers were
required to search ‘sexual assault’, and then
had the discretion to audit any of the cases
that were displayed, provided that the decision
was rendered between 2013 and 2018. This
online resource, while an invaluable and
informative source of information on reasons
for judgement, was also quite limiting in the
scope of information we are able to
extrapolate from the reasons for judgement
contained therein. For example, we were not
always able to glean certain information that
was available by being in the courtroom, such
as age of the parties, or their race.

Altogether, we were able to critically observe
and analytically audit 50 distinct criminal
system-based interventions, and it has been a
thoroughly frustrating, upsetting, unsettling,
yet humbling and inspiring experience. We are
grateful to have had the opportunity to bear
witness to the declarations of truth and to see
the strength that these survivors hold as they
navigate what many view as an inherently
ﬂawed system, a system that does not offer
them justice or hold perpetrators accountable.
We witnessed how this system is coopted as a
site to revictimise and re-traumatise those who
are courageous enough to come forward. As an
organisation of, by and for survivors, we openly
state that we believe these survivors, and we
stand with them, in solidarity.
We also want to acknowledge the few
exemplary justice players who tirelessly called
out rape myths and stereotypes, refusing to
stand by while complainants were berated and
badgered on and off the stand. By the same
token, we completely denounce the outrageous
and disappointing ways the legal system itself
and many within it, continue to treat survivors
of sexual violence, the overwhelming majority
of whom we know from previous research[3]
and from our current work, are women. The
ingrained misogyny that we witnessed during
this research initiative was quite shocking,
easily explaining why so many victims of this
heinous crime refuse to report. It is for these
reasons that we remain committed to
implementing an alternative model of justice
and accountability for survivors of sexual
violence, where justice is in fact equitable and
where survivors of gendered sexual violence
ﬁnd safety and respect, and are able to move
on with a sense that justice, however they
deﬁne it, has been served.
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Chapter 3 - Media Scanning
We are living in an era in which sexual violence, sexual assault and sexual harassment are at the
forefront of almost every conversation. These discussions are taking place in newsrooms, on morning
television shows, in ﬁlm and television, at workplaces, at dinner tables, on social media and over
cocktails. We realised that there were very authentic, honest conversations happening all around us at
the same time as we were navigating and working through this initiative. We recognised that there was a
wealth of knowledge in what survivors were saying and the stories the media was highlighting to
continue the dialogue. We knew this had to be a part of the initiative. We also realised that we would
never get an opportunity to speak with so many women as we could reach through the online #metoo
movement. Therefore, we embraced these different types of media, on different platforms, to fully
understand how the discussion surrounding sexual violence was changing.
To be able to pull all of this information together, we worked together as a team, sending each other
news stories, or recommending television shows addressing this issue. Our student interns, members
and the research team then critically watched, listened to or read the selected items before we
reconvened to dissect what we had seen. We used the same 5 Cs Of Sexual Violence framework to
categorise our ﬁndings.
This has been a critical aspect of our research, seeing survivors utilising social media to share their
opinions on the legal system and on sexual violence, without any ﬁlters or censorship. We have
therefore committed to bringing the actual words used by survivors, and have quoted them fully. The
important role media plays in shaping reality and social norms for all of us can sometimes get
overlooked, especially by older generations. The media is a heavy inﬂuencer that curates content and
feeds younger generation’s views of the world. If we want the problematic rhetoric around sexual
violence and victim-blaming to end, media, and social media especially, is the place where that
conversation needs to shift. When it changes there, the rest of the world will quickly follow.
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Chapter 4 - Developing an
Alternative Justice Model
The task of ﬁnding an alternative model of
justice for survivors of sexual violence cannot
be
accomplished
without
thorough
consultation. Engaging with survivors who
reported and those who did not, our
CourtWatch monitoring, CanLII auditing and
social media scans were all essential pieces of
the puzzle we needed to bring together, if we
were to understand what the current state of
play was. But those activities were not enough
for us to paint a full picture of why the system
was failing, or what we could do differently to
address those failings. We therefore had to go
out into the community, to understand what
others were doing, and see whether there were
viable options that could bring about the
justice, accountability and healing outcomes
survivors were seeking.
We met with individuals working in the criminal
legal system, including members of the Toronto
Police Sex Crimes and Domestic Violence Units.
We also connected with agencies implementing
Restorative Justice programmes, such as Chris
Cowie at the Community Justice Initiative in
Kitchener, Ontario, and Marlee and Barbie Liss
at Re-Humanize. We also had an engaging and
animated conversation with Mia Mingus, one of
the leading proponents of the Transformative
Justice model, to get ﬁrst-hand information
about strategic steps to take in the
development of a Transformative Justice
mechanism. The community consultations and
secondary research activities raised two
possible alternatives for us to consider –
Restorative and Transformative Justice.

Both of these models proved to have merits,
but in the end, Transformative Justice
resonated more with us, because while being
rooted in the principle of community and
aggressor accountability, it also recognised the
problematic role played by the state, which in
and of itself was responsible for perpetrating
ongoing racist, misogynistic violence, primarily
against Black and Indigenous communities.
These communities were disproportionately
targeted as either ‘non-victims’, i.e. did not have
their reports of sexual violence taken on and
prosecuted, or as ‘primary perpetrators’, i.e.
were more likely to have reports against them
being investigated and brought before the
courts.
Restorative Justice models have been practised
by Indigenous communities globally and is
effective because those communities have
strong kinship ties, share a common history,
common belief systems, a common language
and world-view that weaves an intricate web
and sense of belonging among its members.
We observed the increase in the numbers of
non-Indigenous individuals and organisations
engaging in Restorative Justice practices, and
were
concerned
about
the
cultural
appropriation of Indigenous knowledge by
settler communities, who may be operating
without an appreciation of how problematic
that was, and how it can become an exercise in
‘white-washing’.
The Transformative Justice model developed as
a grassroots movement by by Black people,
especially Black women, queer, trans and
disabled communities, as well as activist
communities, to operate outside of the criminal
legal system, because their communities were
often the victims of state-sanctioned, as well
as inter-personal violence. Therefore, the idea
of going to that system expecting justice was
antithetical to the systems’ own ideas of who
deserved justice.
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Chapter 4 - Developing an Alternative Justice Model
For us, Transformative Justice had more
components matching the elements survivors
had shared with us that they were looking for,
including the ﬂexibility to choose whether or
not to meet with the aggressor. Those
components were of equal parts accountability
and justice, hence the decision to call our
framework Transformative Accountability &
Justice (TAJ). We have therefore developed a
fairly comprehensive framework for this
alternative model, including incorporating what
we view as foundational principles of
compassion and kindness for both survivors
and aggressors, removal of shame for both
parties, the composition of the teams who will
be supporting the survivor and the aggressor,
and a commitment to healing the harm and
transforming lives.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions, Recommendations & Next Steps
At the start of this initiative, we had no way of
knowing precisely where the research would
lead us. We were standing on fairly sold
grounds in terms of our conﬁdence in what we
would hear from survivor, because after all,
they are us and we are them. However, what
was disclosed was still pretty devastating.
Learning that the same kinds of rape myths,
system’s bullying and societal silencing was
still prevalent made us even more determined
to ﬁnd solutions that would make a meaningful
difference in the lives of not just survivors, but
of aggressors.
We narrowed down our recommendations to 10
points:

1 Listen to survivors and believe them.
Survivors are the experts. We have been
through it, and understand the violence, the
process and the system, as well as the sociopolitical dynamics at work to maintain it

2

Language matters. ‘Declarations’, not ‘Stories’:
The word ‘stories’ implies that women are
making things up up, like fairy tales and works
of ﬁction. ‘Declaration’ speaks to acts of
resistance and revolution, so we should
embrace it

3 Facilitate healing. Survivors require a process
where aggressors, the community culture,
power dynamics are transformed
addressing the impacts of violence
facilitate ongoing healing, both reactive
proactive, for the person harmed and
person who did the harm.

and
by
and
and
the

4 Amplify the humanity of people. Identify ways
to make the system more humane in its
treatment of even the most violent offenders.

5 Don’t tinker. It won’t ﬁx anything. Also,
recognise that we cannot currently disband the
whole criminal legal system from the inside,
out either. The system isn’t broken; it was made
that way by those with the power, so stop
looking for it to ﬁx itself.

6 Be safer and do better for those survivors who

will still want to utilise the current criminal
legal system

7 Be safer and do better for Black, Indigenous,

racialised people, Trans, Queer, Mad and
Disabled communities who deserve justice

8 Recognise and respect even small acts of
courage by survivors, as sometimes, that’s all
that’s needed to start a revolutionary
movement that galvanises the whole world

9 More participatory research is needed,

especially to investigate any correlation
between gender-based sexual violence and
gynaecological illnesses

10 Support us to implement this framework,

with a 3 to 5-year programme, to pilot the
model in two communities

When we speak, we are afraid our words will not be heard or welcomed. But
when we are silent, we are still afraid. So, it is better to speak.”
– Audre Lorde
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Chapter I: Participants' Demographics

I think that in this room we’re all OK in that, we were able to come to this
[focus group]. It’s very brave to come. It’s very courageous to come and speak
and we talk about it and have our tears and feelings but, there are so many
women who are not on this planet because [of the violence] and they cannot.
They are alone, they feel isolated, they don’t have language, they are so
oppressed, they don’t make it. There are many women that are dead because
they ended their lives because what happened to them so, that for me is also
the focus of why I am here because I feel like we are OK, like we’re ﬁnding
supports, we’re reaching out, we’re talking. But, there so many women who
cannot. And so how do we make the world better in that aspect? Right? For
women who cannot, who cannot get outside of themselves and what
happened to them.” (RF1:4)

Chapter 1, Part II: Conversations with women who reported
INTRODUCTION
The work of eradicating gender-based violence
must be centred around, informed by and led by
survivors. There can be no substitute for having
lived experience. It is analogous to conducting
market research with consumers, only bigger.
Survivors have navigated the systems and have
identiﬁed the ﬂaws in the design. They have seen
behind every corner and have developed incredible
insights into the multiple ways to improve
outcomes. They have this knowledge, not because
they heard about it or read it in an article, but
because they were the key informants whose
words and ideas ﬂow through those pages. As an
organisation by and for women-identiﬁed
survivors, we have ﬁrst-hand knowledge of the
importance and power of our voices in bringing
about systems’ change. Speaking up about the
violence can be a revolutionary act, as well as a
healing one. Whether we engage with one another
on individual basis, or when we gather as a group,
something amazing happens. Women blossom,
even through the pain and tears and trauma.
Women ﬁnd a sense of connection, sisterhood and
comfort in knowing that they are not alone, that
someone genuinely knows what they are going
through, without judgement, without shame, but
always with a righteous outrage at a society that
allows this to continue.
Tapping into that outrage and using it as a catalyst
for change has been an essential underpinning of
our work. Anger, for anger’s sake is quite
destructive and not a sustainable way to live or to
engage in social justice advocacy. Anger that
propels one to ﬁght because of injustices done to
you and to others, well that’s powerful. Having the
opportunity to be present in those spaces is also a
humbling experience and a privilege, not to be
taken lightly.

For survivors to feel safe with you, to trust you
enough to go down deep to where their secrets are
buried is a tremendous responsibility, and we
recognise that. We know that some of the
conversations that follow can be triggering,
resurfacing traumas and anxieties that some may
have felt were under control. That is why we
commit to moving gently with one another, to
holding space for each other’s tears and
remembering to practice self-care – always. We
have no choice, but to do the work, otherwise the
solutions being provided by individuals who don’t
know what we know, will continue to be
ineffectual.
It was therefore inconceivable for us to embark on
such a monumental task as ﬁnding an alternative
model of justice for survivors, without the full
engagement of survivors of sexual violence. With
support from our Board, Chapter Co-Chairs and
members, we devised a research strategy, with
questions vetted by them, to ensure that our
research protocol was sound. We also sought input
from Janet Mosher, Law Professor at Osgoode Hall
Law School, York University, who has been leading
research in this area of law and gender-based
sexual violence for decades. Together with her
Research Assistant, Tamera Burnett, we completed
a robust proposal and received ethics approval
from the Community Research Ethics Ofﬁce in
Waterloo, Ontario.

Chapter 1, Part II: Conversations with women who reported
Speaking with women who had reported the sexual
assault provided us with important information
about survivors’ experiences engaging with all the
sub-sectors of the criminal law system, primarily
police, Crowns, Defense lawyers, Victim Witness
Assistance personnel, as well as members of the
judiciary. As stated in the introduction, we wanted
to hear the experiences of women living in urban,
as well as rural communities, to better understand
the areas of commonality and difference. We were
particularly interested in ﬁnding out what were
some of the speciﬁc ways access to justice was
impacted by living in rural and remote
communities.
The survivors in this ﬁrst set of engagements met
with us for an hour-plus, and each was interviewed
by two members of our team. There were 13
survivors in total, ﬁve in Toronto, and eight in
Renfrew County.
As noted in the introduction, we designed this
report using the same 5 Cs of Sexual Violence
framework that we used to analyse all the data
gathered from the ﬁve research activities. Our
whole team had an opportunity to weigh in,
especially in the Critique sections, where we would
unpack what we were seeing and provide our own
analysis of what we understood the data to be
saying, especially about systems’ accountability,
implications of race, poverty, misogyny and other
structural inequalities that were exacerbating
factors to the issue at hand. However, for this
chapter, we have decided that it was only right and
ﬁtting for the women to speak for themselves. We
have centred their voices, as they lead the
conversations, free of researcher bias and analysis.
We want the reader to leave with the imprints of
these powerful and moving declarations. We want
you to be outraged, because what they suffered
was outrageous.

For some, it was the ﬁrst time they were speaking,
but for many, it was the ﬁrst time they felt heard.
Being able to read the unﬁltered declarations that
were shared with us will help you understand that
these survivors do not need anyone to speak for
them. They do not need anyone to provide context,
or to critique the consequences; nothing else can
do equal justice or have similar impacts than
hearing directly from these powerful women.
We have also left out our critiques, because we
know survivors’ words, actions and realities are
already inundated with far too much critical
gazing. Our critique comes in the form of the
framework we have developed (Chapter 4), which
is our way of honouring these women, and giving
back to the broader community of survivors who
have been failed by the current system.
Below are the declarations of truths from the
experts that have guided us throughout this
project. We hope they guide you too.

NOTE TO THE READER: In this section, the quotes
from participants are arranged according to
whether they were part of the Toronto one-onone interview group, or the Renfrew County oneon-one interview group. Accordingly, for
example:
(T004) refers to Toronto one-on-one interview
participant #4, and (RC001) refers to Renfrew
County one-on-one interview participant #1

Chapter I, Part II - Context:
Who? What? When? Where? Why?
In this section, we will be identifying the
circumstances of the sexual violence, as told to us
by the survivors. Using the 5 Ws - who, what, where,
when and why, we were able to bring together the
shared experiences of the participants and
thematically sort their statements.

Who
One of the themes to come out of our primary
research with participants of both the one-on-one
interviews and the focus groups centred on the
identity of the aggressor. For many women, the
“who” was someone known to them. From work
colleagues to friends and family members,
aggressors ran the gamut, including step-fathers,
step-brothers, uncles, current or former intimate
partners. There was only one incident where the
rape was committed by someone unknown to the
survivor. These ﬁndings align with other research[4]
and should begin to dispel the dangerous myth of
stranger-based sexual assaults, which do occur, but
are not the norm.
Yeah my stepfather groomed me from day one to be
his. He manipulated me, he played favourites, he hated
me with a passion, the only time he was warm towards
me was when he was abusing me. […] So, he made me
crave the affection and do anything for it.” (RC006)

Another ﬁnding that was highly problematic
concerned the number of aggressors who were
repeat offenders. Survivors explained how they
later learned of other women who had been
sexually assaulted by the same perpetrator, with
the realisation that they were either the ﬁrst
victim, or the one whose assault led to his
prosecution. In one example (RC001), where her
ex-husband was the perpetrator, she learned that
he had assaulted nine other survivors over a 22year period.

There was 13 other names given.[…] His daughters
wouldn’t come forward.” (RC007)

Chapter I, Part II - Context: What
In this section, we explore and capture the events surrounding different sexual violence episodes. A
recurring theme to emerge was that sexual assault does not occur in isolation. There were many
other acts of violence and harm that were committed by the aggressor against the victim/ survivor
before, during and after the sexual assault. The schematic below highlights the other Criminal Code
offences that survivors described having experienced and the declarations that follow demonstrates
this reality.

I couldn’t really talk and didn’t know the address
exactly. I just knew the intersection; that’s it. I just
knew the house number; that’s it. And (the police)
kept calling, and I was just trying to ﬁgure out how
to get outside, but he wouldn’t let me leave. But I
eventually calmed him down and I said ‘Ok. Let’s go
outside for a cigarette break’ and when we did, I
forgot the lighter “accidentally” (sarcasm) […] and
he went and got it, and then when he did, I ran to
the road and thankfully the cops, two cars stopped,
and the cop car was slowly patrolling, and then he
ran away.” (T003)

He took advantage of me while I was sleeping. So, I
don’t know exactly what he did to me, but[…] there
was a lot of damage and tearing. I couldn’t sit down
for two weeks.” (T002)

And so, he had his way with me and I kept saying
‘Stop (his name). I need to go to the bathroom.’ I said
‘I’m suffocating here’, because we had a big
comforter there and I was trying not to suffocate,
and so I was nearly crying and I said ‘Stop (his
name); you’re hurting me’, but he had his way there,
and he just turned around and had breakfast and I
was wiping blood away.” .” (RC002)

I contacted the police and they said they'd do extra
drive-by’s, and the next thing I knew, he was
stabbing my cousin, breaking into my home, and
just grabbing me and started pushing me around
and saying that I was his, and then he ripped the
clothes off my back, pulled out a knife and held it to
me and started fondling me and hurting me, and my
daughter heard the commotion. She came down.
She saw me naked with shredded clothes all over
me, with him over me, and the knife, and I told her
to run, told her he had a knife. So, she ran out of the
house. And she went to call the police and then the
police showed up.” (RC001)

Chapter I, Part II Context: What cont'd
He was interested, and we exchanged contact info,
and we were to meet at a cafe, and he was delayed,
and I said OK, well, and so I made the stupid choice
to invite him into my house. And he came in, and he
was extraordinarily high, and then it just kind of
degenerated from there. And I ended up being
raped, and he had a knife, so it was at knife point,
yeah. It was really, it was a really shitty situation. It
was the ﬁrst time in my life I was actually terriﬁed
for my life […] And he had also, during the time he
was in my house, he had disclosed various illegal
activities, gang involvement, drugs, and such, and
speciﬁcally made threats about harming or killing
somebody because they owed him money.” (T005)

You know, I never mentioned that he put a pillow
over my head. That was one of the things he was
charged with. At least ﬁve times, he would put a
pillow over my head, and I would struggle and there
was the belt around the neck.” (RC002)

I had to drive him somewhere, and he wanted to
kiss me, and I said no and he pulled a knife on me so,
[…] I ended up kissing him.” (RC003)

We were there, I think it was for like a Mother’s Day
dinner or something like that, and again, I was just
trying my hardest to not be alone around him, and
he did catch me at one point alone and he kept
coming up to me and kept trying to, like, hug and
kiss me, and it wasn’t even like a normal, I don’t
know how to say it, not a normal, like (how) a family
would kiss. It was almost like he was trying to make
out with me. It was just disgusting to be in the
moment, and he kept asking, ‘Why aren’t you
coming around anymore? Why don’t you sleep over
anymore?’ I just kept being like, ‘Oh, I’m busy, just
so busy’. And then he just said, I just remember this
line so clearly. He says, “I miss our morning
cuddles.” (T004)

The assault happened two months later [after
meeting] and I let him into my house. I told him that
the kids were sleeping and he could come watch a
movie, and I brought him into my house. He knew
my kids were sleeping. And as soon as I went into my
room, he pushed me down onto my bed. He zip-ties
my hands behind my back; he ducked, he put duct
tape over my mouth and then he set a tripod camera
to record, and then he set up the camera. Then he
put a thing over my eyes, and then, at ﬁrst, I thought
it was his penis … Actually, before he put the
blindfold, he had these two wooden things that
almost looked like nunchucks, like with the chain
between them, but on the end of the wooden thing,
it looked like a beer cork upside down, like ﬂipped.
So, he proceeded with that ﬁrst in my ass, anally, so
proceeded with that, and then ﬁnished, like he used
that to obviously open me and then ﬁnished with his
genitals, his penis, and I was bleeding like after the
situation. I like, I told him no, like as soon he started
tying me up, and I said, and my kids were sleeping in
the room next to me, so it’s not like I could scream or
anything like that. So, after, like I continued, kept
saying no and saying it hurt, plus I was in zip-ties,
hog-tied like this. So every-time he pushed, I would
squeeze tighter and tighter and the zip-ties would
tighten. After he untied me, I was just sitting there
and crying and my wrists were so red and blood so
raw, raw, pulling so much, and he left to, he didn’t
after that. I didn’t see him for a month or so. He left
and I didn’t move from my bed for a good hour. Then
I actually went over and saw my mum. My mum was
my neighbour.” (RC004)
Sexual assault. Sexual assault with a weapon,
sexual assault causing bodily harm, forcible
conﬁnement, something with video-taping, and
then he had weapons, ‘cause I guess he had weapons
in his house and he already had a ban, so he had a
weapons charge on him too. He had tons of guns in
his house. I think that’s it. But it was like 2 counts of
the sexual assault, bodily, 2 counts of forcible. It was
big list.” (RC004)

Chapter I, Part II Context: What cont'd
He literally followed me everywhere, and
leaving notes on my step, and my mum would
ﬁnd them, and my mum even said that there’s
a red van at the end of the driveway that
won’t leave. I had enough. I was like ‘that’s
the guy’, cause my mum never even knew. She
knew the situation, but she didn’t know that
was the person, and eventually he just kept
showing up and following me around town;
so eventually I was like, ‘No; my kids live here.
I do not feel safe, so.” (RC004)
(The) physical assault stopped just before I
was 16, but there was some comments he
would make still, I would consider to be quite
bad.” (RC006)
It was very intentional. I was in bed sleeping
[…] and my partner just all of a sudden
started to kick me and kicked in my crotch
area, and it just seemed so absurd, out of the
blue, unwarranted, and so I just, I didn’t
really understand what he was thinking, and
so, I mean, it was very physical at that time
and that’s the pieces that I remember. And
there have further other physical things, like
unwanted touching and pulling, and so it
wasn’t an isolated incident; it was many
incidents like that.” (RC008)
I had left the hot tub at the time; she was in
her bathing suit. I guess he undid her bathing
suit and left her exposed, and it was just a
very terrible situation. And then he had done
other things similar to what he did to me, in
unwanted touching in areas, in the breasts
and so forth.” (RC008)
Class 3 sexual assault with a weapon.”
Referring to the charges laid against the
perpetrator (T005)

Chapter I, Part II Context: Where
An important truth to keep in mind is that sexual violence happens everywhere, in both public and
private spaces. Due to the sheer numbers of aggressors who were known to the survivor, we were
not surprised to learn that most of the acts of sexual violence took place in private spaces. The
locations included the aggressor’s car/ house, her car/ home, a family home or at a shared residence.

He usually raped me on the living room ﬂoor.
When he got his vasectomy, he wanted to
know what it was like to cum inside someone.
That was a horrible night. I think that was
the worst night I remember. He also
sodomised me a few times.” (RC006)

I would go over and spend the night with
them. I slept downstairs on a futon and I was
by myself, and essentially my uncle would be
the ﬁrst to wake up and I would hear him get
up because I’m a very light sleeper. I would
hear him get up and he would come
downstairs, and I assumed he was just going
into the kitchen, because there was a kitchen
there. So I would pretend to be asleep at that
point, and he would then crawl into bed with
me, and then he would essentially just spoon
from behind and then he would start to like
grope my breasts and go underneath my shirt
and over my shirt. Essentially, he would do
that for quite a while until I found a way or
excuse to just leave.” (T004)

Chapter I, Part II Context: When
We asked participants when the sexual violence had
occurred and received varied responses. These
included the ﬁrst time the violence happened, when
she chose to report, when within the relationship
the abuse started, how old they were when it
happened, or the length of time it went on for. We
think it is important to remember that every
survivors’ memory differs in what gets repressed or
heightened. Each survivor employs various
techniques of survival during the assault and after,
in order to cope.

The ﬁrst I recounted, we were wrestling on the
ﬂoor and he started feeling my chest. He put his
hands under my shirt, feeling up my chest. That’s
when it all started. That was the ﬁrst case I
remember. It just kinda escalated from there”
(RC006 when she was 9 yrs.)

Context: Why
Positions of Power
What we were looking for in this section was to
isolate how the sexual violence occurred within the
relationship with the aggressor. What situational
factors were signiﬁcant in determining why this
violence was able to take place? Survivors reﬂected
on many situational examples, showing how power
and control was used as a motivational factor for
the violence. We found that men in positions of
power (age, size, gender, status, family) utilised that
power to instil fear, and to dominate and
manipulate their victims. Sexual violence is about
exerting power over another, which was apparent in
our research. Power and control were the recurring
themes in the sexual violence, which was
interconnected with the abusers taking steps to
protect themselves. There were diverse strategies
these men would employ, all with the same goal:
self-preservation, while continuing to maintain his
power and control over the target of his violence.

…the man’s got them saying ‘If you say
anything, I’m going to hurt your mother.” ”
(RC007)

There was also a time when we’re at a
friend’s house of his, driving home from his
friend’s house, and he told me about
masturbation and how to do it, and he told
me to demonstrate in front of him what he
was saying, that it would make me feel good;
it would make my life easier. The ﬁrst time he
penetrated me vaginally was with his ﬁngers.
He had me sit on (his) lap and wouldn’t let me
leave until he was done. A similar situation
happened the ﬁrst time he penetrated me
with his penis. He had (been) ﬁghting over
the remote control because, I wanted him to
put on my show and he said he would let me
watch it, if I let him have his fun ﬁrst. There
was another situation where I needed a
credit number for school for something, and
my mum was in the hospital at the time with
a broken pelvis and ribs from an accident […]
He wouldn’t give me his credit card
information, unless I gave him blow jobs, and
he made me do it in my mum’s bed… He
completely groomed me from a young age to
be what he wanted and when he started
realising I was showing gay tendencies, or
thought I was gay, he took full advantage of
that trust I had, and that lead to a lot of the
assault […] He said ‘Maybe you need some
experience once with your old man.’”
(RC006)

Chapter I, Part II - Consequences
This section outlines the consequences of sexual
violence for both the survivor and the perpetrator.
Even with the alarming amount of consequences
identiﬁed, it is essential to keep in mind that during
the violence, some survivors suffer the ultimate
consequence – death. It is also critically important
for us to note not only the impacts suffered by the
survivor as a result of the attack, but to also
recognise the continual impacts of structural
violence that they experience navigating the
criminal legal system.
A. Consequences For The Survivor
Every survivor discussed tragically impactful
consequences after engaging with the criminal and
legal system. Many described it as being worse than
the sexual violence itself, as they had gone in with
the belief that the system was there to protect
them. Therefore, this made the structural violence
incredibly detrimental and very much a part of the
harm that they continued to suffer. We have
included these structural impacts as a large piece of
this section. However, we did not want to
overshadow the very real physical, emotional,
spiritual and physiological implications the act of
sexual violence unleashed on these survivors,
which is why we have started with them.
1) Losing Control of Your Declaration
What often gets forgotten when a survivor
discloses, is that it should be up to that survivor
what happens next. They should always be given
options, as each survivor is different and handles
the uninvited violence in their own way. Several
participants stated that when they disclosed to
their ﬁrst responder, that individual took it upon
themselves to tell the survivor how to navigate. We
all need to remember that the disclosure and
declaration belongs to the survivor, and so should
the navigation route that follows.

First responders need to remember that the
survivor’s power was taken away, and the most
beneﬁcial response is to facilitate in supporting her
to take it back. This means by supporting their
agency to make their own choices and is
demonstrated in the following quotation:

I made it clear I didn’t want them to [call the police]
and they did it anyway because I guess that is their
legal duty when a crime is disclosed.” (T001)
2. Powerlessness
Many survivors discussed how they felt powerless
during the sexual violence, and many verbalised this
as weakness. It is important to identify that this is a
goal of the aggressor.

What he did to me, like he betrayed me, stripped my
strength from me, my power. He like, he stripped,
me right to the bone, and (I’m) ﬁghting it to get it
back. I don’t know how to get it back.” (T002)

No, I didn’t defend myself at all. I was weak. I loved
him, so weak. I never confronted him. I was afraid
to lose him. I don’t know; I thought I could talk to
him. I was like a child.” (RC002)

My biggest struggle I think, overall, was the fact that
I kinda froze when he would assault me, and in my
mind, it made me feel incredibly weak.” ” (T004)
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3) Not Being Believed
Participants continuously described that their
credibility was questioned by those around them. This
would be ampliﬁed in circumstances involving a
family member-aggressor.

To this day, I don’t think they believed me or anything
like that. My step-father didn’t believe me and I don’t
think anyone else really believed when words ﬁrst got
out.” (T004)

They never questioned me. They never. It was like, ok;
keep those skeletons in the closet. That’s what it was
back then, and then I just more or less kept it to
myself.” in reference to the survivor’s parents’
reaction after she told them her uncle sexually
assaulted her. (RC007)

4) Emotional Impacts and Trauma
Another theme that reoccurred was the effects on
survivor’s emotional and mental health and wellbeing. Below, the survivors discuss the impacts of
post-traumatic stress syndrome (PTSD), depression,
anxiety,
ﬂashbacks
and
other
emotional
consequences they experienced due to the initial
violence, then later compounded by the legal
proceedings.

I was just so done, like my mental health was like on a
very, very steep decline, like I wasn’t doing well and I
just wanted it to be over, so I did take the deal in the
end because I was like, ‘I can’t do two more years of
like this’.” (T004)

Even in my Victim Impact Statement, I still remember
some of the words, like for what he put me through. I
have depression, PTSD. I can’t sleep at night. There’s
times I think about it and (get) sudden chills.”
(RC004)

Red vans. That’s what he drove, yeah. That’s just
actually number one, whenever I’m driving and I pass
[one]. He drove a red Dodge Caravan and any time a red
van; it just gives me chills.” (RC004)

For the longest time, my son couldn’t even sleep in the
same bed with me, ‘cause like, I’d have anxiety from just
someone lying beside me. But it’s getting there. […] It
has taken] at least maybe six months.” (RC004)

Going to gynecologist appointments are hell,
sometimes because it brings a lot of undesirable
memories.” (RC006)

I was on Fetlife, and one of my friends friended my
rapist, and I have never had a panic attack, but it was.
The physiological reactions were insane. I couldn’t
breathe. I went through this whole thing and I was up
all-night, bawling.” (T005)

This just made me ﬁght for my life, like you know? It
was as if like, I was drowning and I can't swim, and I
don't have a life-vest, and I was just like, kicking and
ﬁghting to stay my head above water.” (RC001)

After so many years, like my strength has, has dwindled
and now I'm facing reality about the impact that this
has had on me, and I'm feeling it in my body. I'm feeling
it in my soul. I'm feeling it in my, my, my brain…”
(RC001)

This last time, he was supposed to be released. I ended
up at the Renfrew Hospital with a huge, huge panic
attack. I thought I was having a heart attack.” (RC001)

There's a point you don't even feel human any more. You
don't love yourself anymore” (RC001)
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Going to gynaecologist appointments are hell
sometimes because it brings a lot of undesirable
memories.” (RC006)

It was in January 2015 where Fetlife is set up like
Facebook essentially, so you have your friends, and you
can see a feed of what they go though. You can see their
friends, their pictures they upload, etc. So, I was on
Fetlife, and one of my friends friended my rapist, and I
have never had a panic attack, but it was; the
physiological reactions were insane. I couldn’t breathe.
I went through this whole thing and I was up all night
bawling.” (TO005)

But all the time, this just made me ﬁght for my life, like
you know? It was as if like I was drowning and I can't
swim, and I don't have a life-vest, and I was just like,
kicking and ﬁghting to stay my head above water.”
(RC001)

…now, after so many years, like my strength has, has
dwindled and now I'm facing reality about what this
has had, the impact that this has had on me, and I'm
feeling it in my body. I'm feeling it in my soul. I'm feeling
it in my, my, my brain…” (RC001)

This last time, he was supposed to be released 18th of
April and he was released the 22nd of March and I
ended up at the Renfrew Hospital with a huge, huge
panic attack. I thought I was having a heart attack.”
(RC001)

There's a point you don't even feel human any more. You
don't love yourself anymore” (RC001)
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I drive around paranoid. Is he going to meet me
and butt me off the road?” (RC007)

He’s only doing 5 months. I’m doing 45 years.”
(RC007)

After the incident happened, I kept on having
anxiety attacks, and nightmares, and like,
picturing what happened… And then I’d wake up.
I’d have anxiety. The dog is right there and she
kinda grounded me, and then, I would fall back
to sleep, and it would happen all over again. It
was a like a re-run nightmare. Very vivid.”
(T002)

Yeah it was really rough, constant anxiety like
for months. I didn’t even have to be thinking of
the trial, just constant anxiety. Yeah, and a lot of
trouble sleeping; a lot of physical issues. Yeah, it
was really tough.” (T005)
Daughter witnessed the incident with her
mother (10 years old at the time) Triggering:
Now she's (daughter) getting nightmares of
somebody breaking into her house, killing her
and her baby..” (RC001)

Oh yes. I was deﬁnitely suffering from posttraumatic stress syndrome. There’s not much you
can do about that. You just have to work your way
through it.” (RC002)

I lost hair, lost a ton of weight” (RC008)

5) Medical / Physical Implications
Along with emotional impacts, many of the
survivors discussed experiencing medical and
physical repercussions. Some of this was directly
caused by the aggressor, and in other situations,
was an effect of stress from the violence, or from
navigating through the criminal system. Stress
situates itself in our bodies in many ways, and the
quotations below demonstrate that.

Then after [taking my statement], they asked me
how many times I went to the doctor. They started
talking about if I was on birth control and how
many times I got a physical. They asked me when my
last physical [was] and I said it was three months
prior to this, and I was like, why are they asking
these questions? But after, they told me that he had
HIV. And then they said they would take me to the
hospital to go get checked, but they ended up taking
me home… I had to go to the doctors. I had to go all
by myself, like even when I went to the hospital by
myself about a couple hours later, after I showered,
and I went to the hospital and they told me they
couldn’t do anything and I should make an
appointment with my family doctor. I went to
Scarborough General and they told me to make an
appointment with my family doctor, to do tests.”
(T003)

I have been on birth control because the steps of the
court case messed up my menstrual cycle so bad,
and we haven’t been able to get it ﬁxed since.”
(RC006)

I didn’t even realise. I went to the eye doctor. He said
‘Oh, you’ve got a hemorrhage in your eye.' Oh, I do?
That can be caused by stress. I’m like ‘Oh yeah. I
guess that would be it.’” (RC008)
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I should have gotten help when I was a child, but I had
to do it on my own. I actually talked to doctors. I told
every doctor I’d ever seen, every doctor. [...] I thought
that it was their duty. I really did.” (RC005)

See, like I, I wore sunglasses for three years straight,
day and night, cos I was always bruised. Always. The
only time I didn't have black eyes is when he was in
prison.” (RC001)

I had lost weight… I looked like I was 15 years old.”
(RC002)

Well since the trial and everything, I’m almost a year
clean. Like at the time when all this was happening, I
was heavily into the drugs…Fentanyl was the number
1 drug epidemic, and I’ve never touched an opioid in
my life. I worked as a PSW for 5 years at (a Nursing
Home) and I had a good life growing up. I just met the
wrong people, dated the wrong guy, and that’s how I
got into the drugs. But since the trial and all the
closure, and the just working full-time, and I’m
clean.” (RC004)

6) Financial Implications
Many survivors stated that the sexual violence
impacted them ﬁnancially. It is easy to understand the
ﬁnancial implications resulting from legal fees
survivors paid for independent legal advice, or from
lost wages as a result of time off work, or for
counselling fees. What is not always visible are the
ﬁnancial implications from the death of those women
who did not survive, the funeral costs the families
now incur in the aftermath of a suicide, which
although we did not see in our conversations with
these women, we were deﬁnitely made aware of it in
other areas of our work.

The homes that I rented and all that, and he used to
wreck the home, like, wrecked. So, my insurance
would go up, like., it was like a fucking vicious cycle.”
(RC001)

First of all, I didn’t have any of my property. I had the
one suitcase and I didn’t have anything else. And then,
he requested that I pay his children. He had three
children that I support, and I support him for child
support and spousal support.” (RC008)

I mean, I’ve lost everything. Had to sell my house. I had
to give all that money, to give to my lawyer to pay for my
fees. The civil court he used as a form of harassment.
[…] I literally have lost everything and I have no way to
ﬁnancially get to the status I once had, for sure.”
(RC008)

7) Instability / Moving Locations
We heard survivors conﬁrm that the sexual violence
impacted their lives to such an extent that it created
instability in their living situations. In some instances,
the aggressor was an ex- partner, necessitating
continuous change of location as the only way to avoid
him ﬁnding her and exposing her to more violence. In
others, the families didn’t believe the survivor, thereby
making the home unsafe. Both of these examples are
shown below.

I even left the country, went to the other end of the
country. That's the only release I ever got from this. I
went to live in the States for a while - only release I ever
got from this.” (RC001)

I just packed up all my stuff in a hockey bag and moved
out to Alberta. I just left. I kinda ran away from home,
and now I live with some roommates. I never moved
back home, like every holiday, I don’t spend with my
family because they spend it with him, including my
mother.” (RC001)

I had my own home. I had a house and an apartment,
and I lived in a quiet neighbourhood. The school was
just down the road, and like, every time that he did
something to me, I had to move.” (RC001)
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So why do you think I kept moving and never having
stability? Because I can't afford stability, if I want to
stay alive. (RC001)

After disclosing to friends, they betrayed her by using
Facebook to tell everyone that she has been assaulted
and contracted HIV, which has closed her off from
others:

8) Unsupportive Family and Friends

So, I was like, I just stayed by myself. Now I just don’t tell
anyone. […] I just say, ‘Oh, I’m just sick,’ when they say
‘Oh, why don’t you’ […] Or, if like, I go to the doctor, I go
by myself. I don’t let anyone [come with me], but like
now, I have support in the building that I’m in, my
housing building.” (T003)

Survivors shared that one of the most devastating
consequences of sexual violence is when it leads to a
breakdown with family, friends and what should be
support systems. The importance of a healthy
support system that believes the survivor and
supports their agency is vital to a beneﬁcial journey of
healing and operating in this new reality for a
survivor. When people close to us don’t support us
after traumatic incidents, it can feel like another act
of violence.

So yeah, my family, they love me, but they don’t give
me the support that I need. Um, and sometimes they
do make it worse.” (T001)

I have a cousin and we grew up as sisters, and that was
really shocking to me when I had this moment of
extreme vulnerability and I thought, ‘Oh she’ll get it’
and she said, ‘Oh, that doesn’t really sound like you,
like you didn’t ﬁght back?’ And I was just like, ‘Yeah,
you know, I thought I would, but when you’re in the
situation you never know, and I discovered that I
wasn’t capable of doing that’ and she goes like,
‘Really? That doesn’t sound like you’.” (T005)

When it came time for the video interview, I had to
ﬁnd my own way there and stuff like that, and since I
don’t drive, I ended up taking like three Go buses to
get back to Hamilton […] My step-father did not
approve of what I did, so we were ﬁghting a lot at
home. It’s pretty much destroyed my relationship
with my entire family… [My mum] just wouldn’t talk
to me at all. She kinda shut down with it all. My stepdad got really mean towards me.” (T004)

9) Radically impacts life and changes relationships
with others
One of the most upsetting and unsettling themes
centred on the way the sexual assault unravels and
damages lives. It can radically change the trajectory of
someone’s goals and dreams, leaving a residue that can
then be carried in to future relationships.

It was horrifying. It was the worst thing that could
happen to a child, I think. It took everything from me.
He took my life. As far as I’m concerned, he took my life.
He changed the course of my life.” (RC005)

And since then I haven’t had sex. Like, I don’t even want
to be around men. Even my friend said ‘You have to get
out there,’ and I said no. What gets me crying is my
friends say ‘One day you’ll meet the right guy’ but it’s
too early…” (RC004)

I grew up to keep my distance from my brothers and my
dad ‘cause I just never wanted to give them an
opportunity to even think about trying something like
that, because you think when your uncle tries it, ok, is
my dad or my brothers going to try it? And then my dad
passed away six years ago. I never, ever did have the
chance to tell him that… So, you kinda lose your
closeness, even with your own family.” (RC007)
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That’s also a very dangerous thing because
everyone takes sides when they found out, so you
get really nervous and really worried about
other people. It was really scary after a while,
running into anyone that knew him, or knew us,
‘cause I didn’t know what side they were on, or
what they heard.” (RC006)

I just stopped spending the night, but I would still
have to go over with my family and visit them on
weekends and stuff like that and I would just
avoid being alone with him. I would either stick
with my cousin, or stick with my mum, but would
avoid being alone.[…] I don’t really see much of
my family. I don’t. My relationship with my mum
is kinda ruined.” (T004)

(E)ven if he gets what he deserves, you still got
that impact on; half your family believes, half
your family don’t.” (RC007)

I don’t share beds with people anymore, like, if I
have to share a bed with a person, I don’t sleep, so
I don’t like to be cuddled anymore. If I enter a
new relationship with somebody, I typically don’t
like to cuddle and I don’t really like to share a
bed with them.” (T004)

There were so many things I had to do: change my
car, change how I would go to work, change
where I was living. I would have to check in with
the police before I went to the place. I had to
check when I went into the police. I had to check
when I got to work. There was just so many
things.” (RC008)

10) With Knowledge Comes Responsibility (Over
Others’ Safety)
We found that even with the mental, emotional,
physical and other impacts that survivors were living
with, they felt as though they had the responsibility to
keep others free from harm. We saw a lot of
responsibility being placed on survivors, when really all
of the responsibility should have been on the aggressor.

He threatened to wreck my mum’s life, and my mum
had mental health issues that I probably inherited from
her. So that threat was a scary one […] We have [to]
behave so your mum doesn’t get mad. We have to get
along so your mum’s life is easier, and that was the only
way we could get along.” (RC006)
I started living with eyes at the back of my head, and I
told him, you know, my uncle lives here. Besides, I told
my husband and everything, and I sat his two daughters
down and told them, because they hung with my
abuser’s two daughters, so they’re all teenagers. So, I
sat the girls down and I told them ‘Don’t ever be caught
in the house alone with them. Make sure you’re always
with someone when you're over there, and don’t ever
spend the night in his house.’ […] I warned my son and
step-son that was, 10 and 14, ‘Don’t go there; just don’t
go there.’ The two boys listened and they knew enough.”
(RC007)
The next day I thought, ‘Fuck. I have information;
there’s something I can do with this, if I can prevent
something from happening to somebody.’ My neighbour
happened to be a Detective at Toronto police and I
spoke to him anonymously. I didn’t mention the sexual
assault. I said ‘If I have information about a tip,
potentially someone’s life is in danger, what do I do?’
And he said ‘Well, if you’re not willing to report, that’s
ﬁne; you can report anonymously through TIPS’, so I
reported that information online.” (T005)
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I had already been warning people. I had been
tracking his movements online and then going to
people and event organisers like, ‘You need to, like,
watch this person’. And I had been doing all these
things, and I’m like, this isn’t enough. What happens
if he rapes a friend of mine and I could have done
something?” (T005)

It was a mutual of my ex and I; it would not only affect
me, but would affect him. So, I spoke to him about it.
And we sat down and had (a) good talk, and (he) goes,
‘I support you 100%. Go ahead’.”(T002)

[His new wife] sat down and she listened. She never
said nothing. And then, after I was done telling her,
she gets up and says ‘You know what? I’ll draw my
own fucking conclusions. And stay the F out of my
life.’ So, I thought, you know, what can I do? I tried.”
(RC007)
11) Workplace Ramiﬁcations
Sexual assault has long been considered a risk factor
for mental health issues, affecting not only their
personal, but their professional lives. We found that
the workplace for many of the survivors was not a
supportive environment, leaving many of the women
fearful, unprotected and vulnerable.

Yeah, but even…I have all these documentations
saying, yeah, she has PTSD and she has complex
PTSD. She’s going through a lot in terms of, all her
symptoms are being triggered, and they still ﬁred me.
So, it’s in the, like, all the frameworks there are for
them to work with, within. We have a very clear
harassment policy. The timelines are there and
everything, but people don’t actually use them to
actually take care of people, and the IRB has, or even
the government of Canada in general, has a Mental
Health in the Workplace initiative, but they dropped
the ball with me.” (T001)

He came to my workplace, came to my home several
times. He stalked around my home; he harassed my
children, knocked on my door.” (RC008)

So, our oﬃce was on two ﬂoors and at the time, I was
working on the night shift. And they took me off the
night shift, which means I lost my $2 shift premium
entitlement. And he stayed on the night shift, so [he
kept his premium].” (T001)

Because my managers had no legal obligation to
separate us, they brought me down to the twelfth ﬂoor
to where he worked, and I had to work with him for 6
weeks. Well not with him, but I had to work within a
hundred feet of him for 6 weeks, and this is the federal
government. I disclosed my PTSD to them. I said I can’t
fucking see him every day; its triggering and it’s not a
healthy work environment, and they were like, ‘Well,
we can’t restrict his movement, so.’ But that’s not what I
was asking. I was asking you to remove me from his
environment. Um, so after that, I had to ask for formal
accommodations to have me transferred out of the
oﬃce. It took them 6 weeks. Um and then I was
transferred out.” (T001)

He knew exactly where I was working and where my
oﬃce was because staff told me that he was here
looking for you, and we tried looking for you and paged
you and we didn’t know what this guy wanted, and so
they sent him down to my department, which didn’t
follow my safety plan at all, so I knew the safety plan
didn’t work.” (RC008)

Yeah, so, like the fact that I guess the system is so
backlogged or broken [I’ve been] having to go through
this harassment complaint and grievance process for
three years now. And because of that harassment
complaint, and because they stopped paying me
properly because the government has its fucking issues,
I got really sick last year with PTSD and everything,
and I basically lost my job last year.” (T001)
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He was requesting, from my workplace, private
conﬁdential information.” (RC008)

12) Additional layers of Violence and Fear
The harm doesn’t stop with the act of sexual
violence. Below you will read survivors accounts
of the ongoing violence and fear that ensued
from the aggressor and those around him.
Reporting the sexual assault to the police is not
an easy decision. Many survivors didn’t feel safe
before, during or after the report. Also, many of
the participants remained fearful and not free
from re-victimisation following the trial and
sentencing of the aggressor.

I think the day he was charged, um, he tweeted
something really disgusting, like ‘Making sexual
stupidity a capital offence doesn’t rescue victims
or educate men.’ And I kind of had a panic attack,
because it was fucked up. So, I called victim
Witness, that hotline, and I kinda just like
panicked and said ‘I don’t know what to do; he’s
tweeting about this and it’s really messed up and
it’s making me not feel good.’ And they were like,
‘Alright, let’s look at safety planning,’ just in case
he comes to my house or something. And I was
like ‘Yeah, that’s not what I was worried about,
but now I’m worried about it!” (T001)

I was very scared at the time because, like, I don’t
live in Hamilton, but he does. So, I was so worried
he was going to walk into the police station for
whatever reason, and see me and be like, ‘Why is
she here?’ I was just so nervous.” (T004)

The police show up at my work. They bring their
mugshots to the security. He's out and you're in
danger – AGAIN… They're on this because, like me,
they're fucking terriﬁed of him, because they know
what he can do. This is not somebody that you'll see
coming, walking down the street. No. This is
somebody that'll hide on your roof-top, unscrew all
the light-bulbs outside of your home, wait for you to
come in. When you go to click on your lights at
night, you'll go, ‘That's odd.
What's wrong? Something’s off here. Fuck! There
are no lights outside!'” (RC001)
When he got released, I couldn't even go shopping. I
couldn't do anything. I couldn't. That was, I was, er, I
had, my head was like a chicken, like a bobble-head,
like checking everywhere; if someone is behind
that, you know?” (RC001)
…you put yourself in a shell and you have your
guard up.” (RC007)

I spent a year where I had to go everywhere with a
pocket knife on me.” (RC006)
When I walk down the street, I always look around.
I had nightmares. Whenever I did fall asleep, I
picture myself in the bed, in the corner, and I see
him coming in, taking my dog out, and him having
his way with me, and I was totally asleep. I pictured
him taking my pants off, and I got out. I’m in the
corner yelling, but nothing is coming out.” (T002)
Oh my god [his] kids hated me… During hunting
season, I would never go too far from the house
because the son-in-law, he went hunting with a bow
and arrow. […] He used to go there at the end of the
farm, you know? They hated me. I just couldn’t”
(RC002)
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The events were absolutely horriﬁc on [moving day].
His legal counsel came. He had two lawyers there. He
wasn’t allowed to be on the property and he had
family members there and they were yelling and
screaming. His lawyer assaulted my son-in-law. It was
horriﬁc. He accused my father of stealing; that was
impossible because there was only way out of the
house. His lawyer was at the exit checking everything
we took and checking it off, it was all a façade.”
(RC008)

13) Interacting With the Criminal Legal System

He used the civil courts after he was ﬁnished with the
criminal court, and now he’s still suing third party
people. I'm still getting harassed to this day, even
though I moved out of the district. He’s still using
third party people to harass me.” (RC008)

a. Relations With Police

He lived…I guess he had a wife who lived not too far
from my house, which he knew where I lived too,
which scared me too, because he is in jail now, but like
I said, I got a call the other week saying that he’s
applying for parole and they asked me how I feel
about that, and I said I don’t feel comfortable at all.
That’s showing that he can go do that to whoever he
wants, like ‘Oh, go to jail for a couple months; its ﬁne.
We’ll let you back out.’” (RC004)

A man that’s very close to him shows up at our church
three weeks ago, out of the blue, doesn’t live in the
area, has no reason to be in the area and now he’s
there just to say, ‘You know what? I know now where
you live, and I can get you if I need to.’” (RC008)

I was on Highway 29, going from Carlton place. He
deliberately came out of the driveway and came
across into my lane. It seemed like he was waiting for
me to go by, because he knew my route to work, and
he came out and ran me off into the shoulder. The
gravel, and oh my gosh! I can’t believe this happened,
and then go to work and try to cope. It was a very
tough time.” (RC008)

There were consequences that came speciﬁcally from
engaging with the criminal legal system. The
participants provided very detailed accounts of
problematic behaviour directed at them from
individuals working in the system, demonstrating the
reality that for many, a process that was supposedly
meant to protect, was in fact a perpetrator of another
kind of harm. We call this a form of system-perpetrated
gender-based sexual violence.

Now, it's like a cat and mouse game, OK? I'm leaving
messages. I'm not getting calls back. Like, if you're
dealing with victims and you're dealing with a
dangerous offender, that you want to classify as a
dangerous offender, and you're making me run after
you, now?” (RC001)

It was more keeping in contact with the police during
the investigation. It was very hard to get answers, or get
a hold of them. Or just to ﬁnd out exactly what was
going on. Sometimes I had to hunt them down to get
information.” (RC006)

They told me they had to page a female oﬃcer from his
jurisdiction in Hamilton, so they were telling me that
they paged one; she should be on her way, and it took
four hours for her to come.” (T004)

You want me to go back into the system that has not
served me well at all.” (RC001)

These [police oﬃcers] here should be protecting me,
should be letting me in the fucking station, not leaving
me out, in a fucking storm with, with the signs that
were blowing over. They fucking stopped and got out of
their cars and picked up the fucking signs, but for me
and Bev (Support person from Women’s Sexual Assault
Centre of Renfrew County), no, no; they left us outside,
like fucking animals at the police station.” (RC001)
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The cop’s like, ‘Ok, sit down in this public area.’ So,
they kept me in a public area the whole time, which
for me was probably the worst part of the whole
experience because the whole time, I was just afraid
he was going to walk in and see me at any moment. […]
If you were in the front doors of the police station, you
still would have seen me being interviewed by that
cop, and she was asking very sensitive questions, in
my opinion, to be interviewing someone in a public
area, and like I was very emotional at the time, so at
one point I did start crying. I did break down again.”
(T004)

I remember the cops that came from Peel were just
abrasive and they were men, cis men, and they were
just awful and aggressive.” (T001)

Asked by an oﬃcer when she was reporting: “Are you
upset he didn’t buy you a Christmas present last
year?” (RC005)

It was in the middle of a snow storm in January and
the closest police station was in 52 Division, so I
walked in and I was just like, uh like, ‘I think I need to
report an assault’ and he’s like ‘When did it happen?
August? Why are you only coming now?’ And I’m like
‘Can I just report?’ And I told him and he’s like ‘Yeah
go to 54 (Division)’ and I’m like ok, and I turn and go
in a fucking snowstorm, and I was like bawling in
front of him.” (T005)

Police did not do a KGB statement initially, although
they requested one a day later:
We went to the Kanata police and I told them about
what happened, but they did not do a video. I didn’t
know what it meant to do a video…But they took it
down verbally” (RC002)

Then I didn’t get contacted by anyone., I didn’t even
know that they took him in for questioning or
anything until two months afterwards. I didn’t know I
was going to court until three weeks before I had to go
to court.” (RC003)

I couldn’t talk to anybody and it was before noon on
Friday. I called a couple of times, couldn’t reach
anybody, so I left a message so that he went to jail, and
then I found out on the Monday. They called me on the
Monday. ‘Oh, he was released from jail on the
weekend’. He served one night in jail, so he didn’t
serve the 30 days and he paid his ﬁne and, so I was
very upset about that because my safety (was) at a
risk and I wasn’t notiﬁed.” (RC008)

I was just like, ‘Can you just tell me what’s
happening?’ Because I had no knowledge of this
process, and I had no idea what goes on in the
background and what is necessary for evidence, and
the prosecution wants to get a lineup, and I had no
clue, and I’m just left here with no communication,
thinking what the fuck is happienng? I’m usually a
person who advocates for myself, so I’m like what the
fuck is happening?! I ﬁnally ended up actually ﬁling a
complaint against the Detective and getting the Staff
Sergeant calling me and saying, ‘Let me get you some
understanding of this’ and I was like ‘Thank you.’ I
had no clue. Communication is always helpful.”
(T005)

The parole oﬃcer was one-way feedback. There was
no feedback from the parole oﬃcer to me except, ‘I’m
concerned about your safety, I think you need to do
something’, and he wouldn’t tell me why or (that) his
behaviour right now seems to be, you know,
mellowing out [or] he seems to be moving on. He
wouldn’t give me any feedback on his status.”
(RC008)
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She interviews me and essentially she’s like, ‘Well
your case is going to get passed on to a Detective in the
Sexual Assault Unit, and you should hear back’. They
didn’t give me a timeline, and that was pretty much it.
They just sent me away and I had so many questions. I
didn’t know what was going on because at this point, I
was in limbo, because it’s like, I’ve gone to the police.
He doesn’t know I’ve gone to the police. None of my
family knew I went to the police after that, so I was
just in this limbo of not knowing what was going on.
And she handed a card for Victim Services, and she’s
like, ‘If you’re feeling upset, give this number a call’,
but she didn’t really explain their services or
anything to me. I ended up waiting, I think, another
ﬁve weeks before she called me again, and was like,
‘Hey, we just called him’, so they didn’t give me a
couple days’ notice. They gave me about 20 minutes
notice before he came in.” (T004)
b. Impacts of The Trial
Canadians have read headlines and seen shows
depicting instances where survivors are blamed for
the sexual assault committed against them. They
have some idea about how complainants are
interrogated while on the witness stand, and how
their character and credibility is questioned and
impugned. In this study, the participants shared with
us what it is actually like to be a victim/ witness in a
rape trial, and the numerous adverse impacts that
ﬂow from it.

They could have prepared me. Preparation. ‘Hey this
guy might come out and be like, say you’re a liar, or
that what you’re saying isn’t right. ‘They’re going to
try and push you, and try to make you break.’
Something, other than ‘No, no, you’ll be ﬁne; it will be
a breeze. You’ll be out in an hour’.” (RC003)

I was prepared, but you’re not really prepared
completely. You don’t know what to expect; you don’t
know what to say, especially when they are getting
stuff from their guy and they throw it in the trial. But
how do you respond to it when you know it’s a lie?”
(RC002)

They said there would be a cross examination, but
they didn’t go into it further. They just mentioned it.
They were more concerned with me reading my own
statement and watching my own video and
remembering what happened.”
Interviewer: Did you feel prepared for court?
Not at all. I just thought what I was supposed to do,
what my impression was, I was going there,
answering some yes and no questions and leaving, and
that’s it. I thought, I can do this. I didn’t want to, but
then I thought, maybe I can, and then I got there, and
they started cross-examining me, and I just, and as
soon as I got out of the courthouse, I was in the
hospital. I was in EMH for two and a half weeks. I just
wasn’t prepared.” (RC003)
But now, when I go into something, not just court, but
anything similar, it’s always, I’m like always second
guessing ‘What aren’t you telling me? What aren’t
they preparing me for?’ Constantly. All the time. I feel
like it could have gone so much better if they just told
me the truth and didn’t sugar coat it, and just like, you
know, ‘This is going to be hard, but it’s going to be
worth it’. I would have been ok with it. I wouldn’t have
been so crazy afterwards, and that’s all they have to
say in how many words, and that’s it. I think what
they do is they expect people to know what court is
like. I’m sorry; I had a great childhood. I had no idea
what court is like. I just wasn’t used to it, and it was
scary. Even the day of, I was like ‘I’m not doing, I can’t
testify. I can’t.” (RC003)
... the stress of going and testifying” (RC001)
I would call VWAP and say ‘Who do I talk to about
this?’ and maybe they would answer their phone and
maybe they would take 25 hours to get back to you.”
(RC008)
I got PTSD from the whole situation, which may not
be from the whole trial, but the trial made it a lot
worse than it was before. […] I also had nightmares
last night. I expected the nightmares after. It’s a
common part of PTSD” (RC006)
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I was more concerned not about the questions, but
about [the perpetrator] looking right there and like,
what I thought happened, like, I was like, I can’t. I
won’t be able to focus because he would be distracting
me. And they’re like ‘No, he won’t; the judge won’t let
him.’ But when I ﬁrst walked in, he was waving at me.
He was blowing kisses, so that made me [nervous]
when I was getting to the stand. And then he sat, and
when I was talking, he just kept looking into my eyes. I
was trying to stare at something else, but his lawyer
was like ‘Look at me.’” (T003)

But I have more nightmares about the court process
than I do about the actual incident and it just doesn’t
make sense. I was so caught off guard when I was in
court. I just wanted to cry, wanted to scream, I
wanted to yell. I didn’t know what was going on. All I
remember is the Crown Attorney saying ‘Don’t show
any emotion,’ so I just tried, just tried to keep it cool. I
wanted to lose it. But I didn't. I guess it helped me in
the long run. […] But mentally it didn’t.” (RC003)

Yes, honestly the worst 7 hours of my life” Referring to
being on the stand (RC006)

When I heard I would have to go through two years of
court and two trials, one with a judge and one with a
jury, with the really mean Defense, like I didn't want
to do it. I was so exhausted at the time and this was
before I was seeing a counsellor. I was just, I can’t do
that mentally. I would (not) be able to get through it.”
(T004)

Having to hear the 911 call for ﬁrst time while on the
stand:
Just traumatic because I was like - Oh my god! I was
all over the place. I couldn’t even answer the
questions. They kept asking me where I was, and I
was like ‘I don’t know, I’m in a basement between this
and this and that’, and I was all over the place” (T003)

It was forever before they set the next [trial date].
Just do it; get it over with. But it went on and on for a
long time. You start to question yourself. ‘What did I
say? It was a good year in between ‘cause it went on
for like three years since it started, and it was like all
over again, all the same questioning all over again.”
(RC007)

The court process was almost worse than the actual
incident. I ended up in the hospital because of court.
No one told me; the Crown Attorney didn’t tell me
about cross examination, didn’t tell me fricking
anything… So, went to court twice and the second
time when he was actually getting convicted or
whatever, they made me go into the courthouse to
point to him and the whole point of going through this
is because I didn’t want to see him ever again, you
know? I’m not going there, but they made me.”
(RC003)

It’s a small room in the courtroom, absolutely terrible
for me because the courtroom is situated where it
goes along one side, where a witness has to walk. It
doesn’t go up the middle and guess what? He was
sitting on the outside of the aisle, so I came within two
feet of him, somebody that I was very afraid of, that
he could have easily reached out and grabbed me
right there, and so it was hard to do. Just that they
could have positioned that better.” (RC008)

His lawyers were bargaining for the time, like so that
[it] wouldn't have to go through a trial. So, the
Defense told the Crown that they would tack on
another two years to his sentence, if I dropped the
sexual part of the assault. (That])was what
happened.” (RC001)

Would you be willing to drop the assault? He would be
in two more years there. That would be good for you."
(Crown) (RC001)

They did give me the options, but I was warned by the
cops and the lawyer that it would be better if I was
willing to (see the perpetrators face).” (RC006)
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The thing that was weird was that he would move
from the matrimony home [and] I wasn’t allowed to
know where he was living. No one would tell me. No
one was allowed to disclose that, and how was I
supposed to protect myself and stay away from
wherever he’s living? I don’t know where that is. He
knew exactly where I lived because he’d been to my
new house many times, but I wasn’t allowed to know
where he was living. That just didn’t make sense.”
(RC008)

c. Shame / Blame the Survivor

That’s the whole gamble when you’re working with a
jury. And that’s why the Defence chose (a) jury. Of
course, it is. Because kink, sex-positivity, the talking
about threesomes, absolutely. And they were so smart
to do so. And also makes it so much harder for me, and
he knows that.” Referring to her kink / sex positive
lifestyle having an inﬂuence on the jury. (T005)

You want justice. You want it to end, but then you have
to go through a system that'll, that'll degrade you even
more, like you know? Mind and your soul” (RC001)

Some survivors talked about how it felt having to
listen as the Defense used problematic rape myths to
discredit them, as well as the other shaming and
blaming techniques that were rampant throughout
the trial.

d. Breach of Conﬁdentiality

The Defence can say whatever they want about you,
right? Whatever, and you have to sit there, shut up
and you can't defend yourself. Because he pleads
guilty, so the defence can go on record and say 'Oh, she
was a fucking whore’, like you know? Oh, like a drug,
a drug head. […] You have to sit there and shut up and
er, you know? That was another one that really got to
me back then, is that my character was being
destroyed and there was absolutely nothing I can do
to fucking, to to address that.” (RC001)

Go through the fucking legal system again, OK? which
means disclosing my location, disclosing, do you
understand what I mean?” (RC001)

Nope you couldn’t pay me enough to do it. It was so
degrading, and then pricing it all up again, it was just,
I wouldn’t.” (RC007)

(The defense) pretty much used every rape myth in
the book. He tried to discredit me and it was all a lie,
and luckily they saw through that.” (T001)

You have to tell your story to someone that is trying to
make you look like a liar. That’s hard because you
start questioning and thinking, well maybe I didn’t do
that.” (RC007)

One survivor discussed how putting her information
in the hands of the system has allowed that
information to be available to her aggressor.

(The court-appointed assessor) left a voicemail and I
phoned him back and I said ‘How did you get that
number?’ And he says, ‘Oh. Oh, the police gave that to
me’. And I said ‘I speciﬁcally told the police I did not
want my information disclosed to anyone but now I'm
fucked, ain't I?’” (RC001)

You fucking promised that my name would not be
disclosed; my location would not be disclosed. You
fucking promised. And she (the Detective) said. ‘Oh
no I didn't.’” (RC001)

(T)hey send me the victim, er, CSC Victim Notiﬁcation
or whatever, sent me, erm, papers at home with my
new name, after I speciﬁcally asked to use my maiden
name.” (RC001)
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14) Rural Limitations

B. Consequences for The Perpetrator

Participants from Renfrew County identiﬁed some of
the many barriers faced by women living in rural
areas that signiﬁcantly impact their abilities to access
supports and services.

In this section, we outline the consequences for the
perpetrator, based on information the women shared
with us. Most of these revolve around the legal
implications they gleaned from others involved in the
trial process.

What I didn’t know was that when I was going
through everything, there was a lot of things I was
eligible for.” (RC003)

He had no money. He’s been in and out of jail since he
was a teenager. He’s like living on the streets pretty
much, or living with women, in and out of prison for
beating women, and this, that and the other things.
Severe alcoholic., obviously. How do you live with
those memories of what you did anyway? And I don’t
believe I’m the only person he ever did it too. I know
he did things to my sister. She’s four years older, but
wasn’t as bad. I was an easy target. I was alone. My
mother drank. My mother didn’t know what was
going on half the time, and for him to get away with it,
is a complete shame. But I know that he got
something for it. He didn’t fully get away with it.”
(RC005)

So, I call Victim Services, and I said – ‘Can you give me
some information about what's been going on?’ ‘Can't
do it. Because it happened in Ottawa; you have to go to
Victim Services in Ottawa.” (RC001)

It’s like if you ever see them, or if you think the police
should be up there, just call. It takes 45 minutes for
the police to get there.” (RC007)

He was asking me those fucking questions on the
phone when I live in bum-fuck Idaho, with no
support, no nothing. I'm in the middle of fucking
nowhere.” (RC001)

Oh, the judge knew he lied; he just didn't think [the
lies] were big enough. Even though there were lies
about his company, about where he was certain
nights. Basically, they caught him lying about his
whole testimony, almost.” (RC006)

Completely free.” (RC006) after being charged with 26
counts, but found NOT guilty on all counts

He refused to cooperate, so he said, they asked (him)
to come in, to report to the police station, and he said,
‘No, actually I’m going out west. I’m taking a ﬂight this
afternoon, so I’m not coming in’, so the police waited
at the end of his driveway and grabbed him and took
him to the police station and held him on two charges
and he had to go through that process.” (RC008)

Do you understand what I have been through to get
him in jail, and in one night you released this man? He
has not learned a thing.” (RC008)
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1) Sentencing

2) Plead Guilty

We were told by several participants that even
when the perpetrator was found guilty, which
didn’t happen often, and a custodial sentence
had been imposed, they did not feel like justice
had been served. We could not help but wonder
how any amount of time in prison could
adequately compare to the lifetime of trauma the
survivors have to contend with.

He's like, I feel he plead guilty, but he was getting
a better deal, so it wasn’t like. Even I said to my
mum when it was happening, ‘Like he’s not
getting two years,’ like even the cop said the last
time he went to jail, it was over a ﬁve-year
sentence, and now it’s actually ‘cause they
considered time served. He was already in there
two months, so technically all he was getting was
18 months, ‘cause he already did two months
time served. So that didn’t seem really right to
me.” (RC004)

For years of my life, for my childhood, he got 18
months.” (RC005)

He plea-bargained for ﬁve-and-three-quarters
for his last victim, and because we all
participated in the Dangerous Offender, one way
or another, nine of us, OK? And he knew, like so,
he pleaded guilty. So, he's got the Dangerous
Offender status. And because […] this started
like two years ago, so, he ﬁred lawyers and all
that. So, while he's in jail waiting for that to go
through, he's accumulating a year and a half
prison. So, by the time he pleaded guilty, he only
had two and a half months left up, up to his
mandatory.” (RC001)

He got charged for my assaults, and he got 5
months. So then, just this past July was just [the
case relating to his assault the perpetrator’s
wife] and her two children; […] up for 7 charges.
He gets sentenced on October the 3rd or the 5th.
He’s getting sentenced, but he’s running around
free.” (RC007)

7-and-a-half-year sentencing
Registered as a Dangerous Offender
6 months in jail; 2 years’ probation (found
guilty of sexual assault with a deadly weapon)
Plead guilty
A ﬁne
Registered Sex Offender
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In this section, we have documented and ampliﬁed the
many ways in which survivors can care for themselves,
as well as how others have cared for them. These acts
of love, kindness and compassion have been beneﬁcial
on diverse self-directed healing journeys. We do not
want to limit the acts to the ‘after-care’ and strategies
deployed by survivors to cope with the trauma from the
assault.
We do not want to limit the acts to the ‘after-care’ and
strategies deployed by survivors to cope with the
trauma from the assault. Rather, we want to expand the
understanding, to show how care is an important part
of all human survival, that it is also on a continuum, a
part of everyday living, and for many survivors, was
present before the assault, continued in the moments of
the assault and revived after.

1) Survival During the Sexual Violence
It is important to hold space for survivors to embrace
what we are framing as acts of resistance, that are a
part of that care continuum. Below we have outlined the
ways in which they survived. While reading these
moving declarations, we also want you to keep in mind
that not all women survive these moments.

You just want it to be over. How many times can you say
no? So, I told him ‘no’ three times, but then, you know, I
was kinda underneath him at the time, and it was cold
out. I just wanted to go home, and I said ‘You’re fucking
lucky I am on birth control. If you ejaculate in me, I will
fucking kill you.’ and the Crown told me that the
Defense was going to use this as honest but mistaken
belief in consent.” (T001)

I think I just kind of tried to focus on what I tried to do,
which was survive that.” (RC008)

I had never before felt like, actually frozen and fear,
and with the view of doing whatever I could to get out
of that situation alive.” (T002)

So, at [that] point, I actually made the choice, like if this
IS what it takes to get him out of the house, then by all
fucking means, do it. Get it over with. Get out of the
house. And so then, so then he was gone and I was just
like, I remember walking around the house and just
going, ‘You’re okay. Everything’s ﬁne, and nothing
happened’. And just repeating that like a mantra;
‘You’re okay. Everything’s ﬁne. Nothing happened.’”
(T005)
2) Supportive Friends and Family
When a survivor feels they are being cared for,
supported and listened to, other decisions can be
easier for them to make. Many of the women we talked
to had some support from friends and family and
shared how important that was for them.

It was someone I trusted, almost as a big brother kind
of thing, so when going through all this, I did tell him
what happened. He was already out in Alberta, so one
day I was talking to him on the phone because this was
after I had gotten in a ﬁght with my step-dad, and he
was like, ‘You just need to leave, and if you want to
come and live with me here, we can. We’ll do it together
and we’ll get an apartment together, and we’ll live
together.” (T004)

They said it was disgusting, that it was totally wrong,
um you know? ‘Your choice what you wanna do, but
just know it’s not your fault.’” (T001)

Most people in my life are connected with victim
advocacy on some level, or social workers, or mental
health workers, or something, so I have that incredible
privilege of having that as my support network. And (I)
carefully chose the people that I spoke to and the
majority of people I spoke to were very supportive.”
(T005)
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I didn’t know whether he was just a touchy person, and
then I recognised it wasn’t right to be happening, and I
ﬁnally told a friend and they were like, ‘No, that’s sexual
assault, like you need to get out of there’ and stuff like
that. My friend was able to keep me semi-calm. It was a
male friend. He was going to school to be a cop, so I
kinda trusted him in that aspect of it.” (T004)

He told me to do, what I felt I needed, that he would
support me no matter what. He didn’t want me to
[report to police] if I didn’t think I could survive the
situation.” (RC006)

3) Supportive First Responders
We use the term ‘First Responders’ to refer to the
ﬁrst people that a survivor discloses the assault to.
These individuals have a tremendous opportunity to
inﬂuence and shape the survivor’s healing,
depending on the way they respond and react to
that disclosure. They can be beneﬁcial or a
detriment, depending on whether they believed her,
or blamed her. Below, the participants shared the
ways in which their ﬁrst responders were helpful.

I said to myself – ‘That’s it; my marriage is over.’ That’s
when I sent my daughter an email, and I told my
daughter that I was in trouble here, that I was in
Florida. I needed to get home and my husband was
keeping a very close eye on me. I think he realised what
he’d done.” (RC002)

When the children rescued me, I left with only my
clothes; everything was in the house. They called me
and they didn’t want, they didn’t know how they were
going to do it because my husband had some guns. He
had riﬂes. He was a hunter and that time, he lived
alone, because his wife had passed away… when I ﬁrst
met him. He had a small caliber riﬂe in the closet in the
bedroom. There was those red cartridge(s) all over the
place. And I came from a family who hunted and had
riﬂes, but you don’t leave your cartridges hanging
around. So, whenever his grandchildren came around,
I pleaded with him. ‘Don’t leave any of this stuff
hanging around.’ So anyways, they were afraid if he got
the idea that I was leaving - It never occurred to me
that he might shoot me, but it occurred to the kids. So,
what they did is, my daughter called me and said
‘Mother, you have to come over right away. You have to
come over and stay with (the granddaughter) because
she just had a boil lanced somewhere’. I don’t know why
she picked that, but she said ‘She’s home now. You have
to come and stay with her. Could you bring a little bag
and bring some pajamas?’ And she said [the aggressor]
can pick you up in a couple days. And [the aggressor]
was right there, standing beside me, practically
standing over me on the telephone, and I look at him
and he said ‘Well I’ll drive you.’ I don’t know why I
didn’t take my own car. I guess he liked to, sort of [be] in
charge, and I went. I got to the door, at my daughter’s
house. My daughter said ‘Oh, hi [aggressor] it’s nice to
see you, but my daughter is sleeping right now so
shhhhh.’ She said ‘so well see you in a couple days.
Come pick mum up’, and he said ‘Oh, ok, ok’ and so he
left and I went into the kitchen and there was my
daughter, my other daughter, [and my] grandson. They
are all there, sitting at the table… And they said ‘If you
want, we’re going to help you. We’ll help you. We’ll get
you set up, if you want to leave, if you want to leave
[him].’ That took me maybe a nanosecond to say ‘Yes!
Yes! Yes! […] But my daughter, I was very lucky, put me
up for 10 months till I was able to ﬁnd an apartment.”
(RC002)
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I talked to my mum and dad. Mum said ‘You should go
call the cops,’ and Dad said ‘Don’t’. So, I should have
listened to Dad. Isn’t that sad? Because it’s true; it really
is. […] My family, my mum and my dad they were my
rock forever.” (RC003)

Later, she was a lot more comforting, trying to
understand the whole situation. She even made a whole
speech. She said it’s hard to know how to comfort me,
because she’s never experienced anything like that.
[…]Yeah I’m lucky to have my mum. I don’t know where
I’d be right now.” (RC004)

No (I didn’t go to the hospital). I did take pictures
though, because after going to the bathroom. Well they
asked me, ‘How do you know that he stuck his penis’,
because I was blindfolded, ‘How do you know he stuck
his penis?’ Because after I went to the bathroom there
was bloody cum coming out of my ass. I was bleeding
from being stretched so much, plus all just cum. I took
pictures best I could. Plus, my mum took pictures of my
wrists and my mum was ready to testify too, because I
went and saw her after and showed her my wrists and
explained the whole situation.” (RC004)
4) Supportive Police
Reporting the sexual assault to the police is not an easy
decision to make. You’ve read above in the
Consequences section that interactions with police can
be especially triggering. For the survivors below, the
relations with police were positive and that made a
meaningful difference. One theme highlighted in these
declarations centre around supportive police ofﬁcers
who believe survivors and take their experiences
seriously.

In Scarborough, the Detective was really good. The
interview was obviously really invasive, but I felt really
supported, like she believed me.” (T001)

They believed me completely.” (RC006)

It was a man [police oﬃcer], which he apologised
profusely for, but there wasn’t anybody else who could
see me on that day.'' (RC005)

The male partner came downstairs and he saw me, and
I saw him get mad at the cop. He’s like, ‘Why is she in
this area? She shouldn’t be there’. Because the
Hamilton Police actually have a separate Victim’s
Services area.” (T004)

I think [the detective’s] name was Dave. I was glad he
gave me as much space as I needed, but he didn’t hide
from me. We actually sat down and talked about video
games for a while. It was like he knew exactly the
amount of distance I needed, but at the same time, he
didn’t ignore me, or try to. He was just really good at
judging that area of where I wanted him to be around.”
(RC006)

When I was telling the policeman what was happening
to me at the [town] police station, when I was telling
her what was happening to me, I, it was very diﬃcult to
talk about that. She was a female, constable Ellen, and
she was very, very sensitive to everything. She was
excellent.” (RC002)

(The detective was]) excellent, very compassionate and
actually she’s who I went through. If I had any
questions, it was her I called and they don’t hesitate
when you tell them who you are; they just insulate. She
makes sure she calls you back.” (RC007)

I got really lucky with Tina, I’m not going to lie. As far
as most people is, she’s the best cop in town.” (RC006)

(The oﬃcer], she was an amazing support for all of us.”
(RC008)
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She interviewed me and afterwards she’s like, ‘Well
this is pretty much your decision.’ She didn’t want to
sway me. She was very unbiased, which I thought was
very professional of her, and she made sure that she
answered all my questions and stuff like that. She said
like, ‘Don’t worry, when we’re about to give your uncle
a call, we’ll let you know a couple of days before hand.
That way, you can kind of prepare yourself’. I left
feeling better. I left feeling like I had a weight lifted off
my shoulders and something was actually going to
come out of this.” (T004)

I was so lucky to sit down with an amazing queer
female oﬃcer who just had so much fucking
compassion for me and took me aside in a small room
and said, ‘This is totally off the record. What’s going
on?’ And I just replied and it was the ﬁrst time I ever
talked about everything, and all my concerns, and all
my hesitation, and reasons for not thinking I could, and
the shame around it, and all that. (She was) like so
sweet right? She really, I felt so cared for and she was
so empathetic.” (T005)

6) Supportive Victim Witness Assistance Program
(VWAP)
We had an opportunity to meet the members of the
VWAP team in Renfrew County. We found them to be
very open, accommodating and very supportive of the
initiative we were working on. They even helped with
the recruitment of survivors for these interviews. From
what we saw, the connections appeared stronger in
smaller towns and rural communities, and is borne out
in the statements from various participants.

Yes, she was very nice and so she stayed with me
through the ﬁrst trial and, uh, she was very good to me,
she was, and she told me a couple months ago she
learned things from me. She told me I was very brave.
[…] Anyway, she was good to me.” (RC002)

Desire. […] And she was very helpful too. She let me
know his court date. She’s the one that kept me
updated with court dates and all that.” (RC004)

7) Informed and Supportive Judges
5) Supportive Crown
Some of the participants from Renfrew County
discussed their interactions with the Crown attorney
on their case. For many of them, it was really a positive
experience. However, the same did not ring true for the
survivors in Toronto.

And even whenever he came out, even the Crown went
like and stood in front, because he was staring at me
whenever they ﬁrst brought him in the back. He was
just making me feel uncomfortable, just staring at me.
Yeah, the Crown, even she would just shake her head
like ‘No; this isn’t happening.’’ (RC004)

(The Crown was) Lauren. She was amazing. By far, the
best part of this whole situation was Lauren’s help. […]
Lauren believed me right away from day one. She did
everything she could to help me.” (RC006)

The way the judge interacts, not just with the survivor,
but with the perpetrator, can make such an impactful
difference on her experience of the trial process, and
consequently, on her sense of safety, and ability to
practice post-assault self-care. For many of the
survivors, it was important for the judges to show
empathy and treat them like actual human beings.

She supported me, yes” (RC002)
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The presiding judge was female, Judge Wilson… She
saw right through him, right away. She liked me and I
looked back between the ﬁrst trial and the second trial
- it was two different people. It’s like they painted me in
the second trial, in the Superior Court, painted me like
a woman who was going to put up with this abuse to get
the farm. Oh God!” (RC002)

Yes, excellent, very sympathetic, you can tell. I know
Judges aren’t supposed to do this, but you can tell he
had disgust on his face when he heard the evidence.”
(RC008)

That’s the only thing I liked about him, because he
spoke to me, not at me. To me, not at me.” (T002)

I had this friend, the same friend that had the positive
experience in 14 Division. she asked me to support her
through her trial. Her trial was at Provincial Court, so
she asked me to stay and witness the trial when she
chose not to, and that’s what I did. She had a horrible
Defense, like just out of law school, didn’t know what
the fuck he was doing, and she murdered him on the
stand. It so amazing, oh my god. It was so good. He’s like
‘So, help me understand here, how he touched your
vagina?’ And she’s like ‘I really don’t know how to
explain this more clearly for you’. He’s like ‘So, he was
able to access your vagina?’ and she was literally like,
‘yes’. It was just amazing. And so going through that and
the judge was so good in her case, I don’t (remember)
his name, a much older gentleman. He’s probably
retired by now. […] And at one point the Defense was
like ‘blah blah blah, the alleged assault’ and the judge
was like ‘Excuse me. There’s no question here there
was an assault; it’s just a question of whether your
client did it’.” (T005)

8) Victim Impact Statement
Victim Impact Statements are an important feature of
the sentencing process. Not all of the participants’
cases made it to that stage, but for those who wrote
one, they spoke about how being able to speak to the
impact of the assault on them, was itself a powerful
experience.

I made it halfway through and then I broke down in the
courtroom. It felt good to get it off my chest, and the
whole time I was reading, he (the perpetrator) just sat
there smirking.” (RC004)

9) Advocacy Work / Peer Support
Many of the participants discussed how they have
turned their trauma into advocacy work, giving them a
sense of meaning and purpose. They shared that they
wanted to make the process better for the next
survivor, or end sexual violence completely.

I am a Board member with the TRCC and my work with
them is amazing. I love, I love this. I actually really love
doing this work, as hard as it is, I love doing it. That’s
the only way I can use everything I have gone through
to (make) change.” (T001)

I realised I can help other people as well. I think that
made the difference.” (T004)
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Sure, I mean, some of the best people that are
advocates um, like, I met Jane Doe and she’s such an
icon to me, and you know, one, another part that stuck
with me through the police process is, I have three
nephews and a niece, and I also found out there’s a
history of like sexual abuse in my family, and in my
extended family, and if I don’t do this, if I don’t say this
stops with me, then it’s going to continue forever, and
as much as I know it won’t be me just changing the
system, I will be changing the system.” (T001)

10) Medical Care

We decided to reach out here to the Women’s Sexual
Assault Centre. It was nice to know people who
believed you to some extent and helped you, and she
was so good to us. Anyway, that’s when I applied to get
the ban overturned. Yes, the publication ban. I got that
overturned, so that’s when my daughter, they knew.
One of my daughters know a woman from the CBC and
that’s when we did the CBC.” (RC002)

One whole day later, like thirty-six hours, I went to my
doctor. When I told her, she took me to the rape clinic
at Women’s College. […] She cleared her whole
afternoon and took me right over there. She stayed
right beside (me), yep.” (T002)

…and then I begin work with an advocacy group after
and doing some advocacy things.” (RC008)

I think it’s really important that people’s stories get
heard, especially because everyone has a different
experience.” (T004)

I met some really great women recently and through
them, I realised that, holy shit, yeah man. I'm going
through a lot. And, I, I hope that what you're doing can
save another woman this much.” (RC001)

The good part was that I had someone from the
women’s shelter who was assigned for court services
who was there with me, and she was able to sit through
the whole thing, so she gave me feedback on how the
whole testimony went, and what she saw, so that was
extremely helpful, and she did a little bit of a debrief
also, so that helped.” (RC008)

We heard from many participants that they chose to
seek medical care after the assault. Looking at the
difference in these two quotations from two
participants shows the importance and beneﬁts of
having a good rapport with a family doctor. Medical
care can add an additional layer of care and
compassion, but it can also add layers of violence, as
shown below:

I knew my doctor for my whole life. It was just, it was
just more embarrassing kinda thing, ‘cause I felt he
would judge me. Sometimes, well that’s technically how
I feel. It’s one thing to say this, that I’m sick or
something. It feels someone’s attitudes change, so I just
don’t say anything.” (T003)
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11) Counselling Services
Through our interviews, survivors identiﬁed a
number of supportive resources and counselling
services. We thought it would be important to
include these, as these resources were meaningful
in their navigation of care.
Supportive Counselling Services
Women’s Sexual Assault Care Centre of Renfrew
County
Women’s College counselling
Perth Hospital
Darcy Turner
Family Transition Place, Orangeville
Family Transition Place (Orangeville) and the
counselling places I reached out to were both very
fantastic. I kinda just walked in a mess, asking for
help. They 100% took me in and was no problem at
all.” (T004)
Jean Tweed Native Housing clients are able to go
down and talk to the worker anytime they need
any type of support:
And you realise there’s so many resources in one
building.” (T003)
Paths of courage:
I've never had any ﬁnancial help. Never. I found
out this year at Paths of Courage that people get
compensation for stuff like that.” (RC001)

Hassle Free Clinic

I wasn’t, um, processing the fact that I had been raped.
It was um, I mean, I’m very aware of the fact that not all
rapes are violent, and all the reasons, and all things
that we, as victims, do to minimise these thing… At the
time, I was volunteering at the Hassle Free Clinic. The
Hassle Free, part of what they do is free counselling
and support post sexual assault, testing, etc. and they
have amazing, amazing people there… I went for my
shift, three days later and I realised because I was
getting ready for my shift like, ‘Fuck. I need to get
tested’, and it hadn’t even occurred to me until that
moment when I walked into the clinic. I’m like, ‘shit, I
need a pregnancy test’. Like that hadn’t even occurred
to me, and I sat, and went in with a counsellor and I
said like, ‘I need to get tested’ and she’s like, ‘are you ok’
and I’m like, ‘I don’t think I am’ and that’s when it ﬁrst
started spilling out and I’m like, ok. Like, it took like 2,
3 days for me to actually come to that realisation
because all I had been focusing on is ‘you’re alive, it’s all
good, everyone is OK.” (T005)
Individual Counsellors

I wish that were a lot more people like the counsellors
that I’ve been lucky enough to meet. Bernadette is one
that I think [of]. That’s key, when you have the right
person to help [you] through what you’re going
through. It’s a neutral party, right? It’s so important to
have, that they’re not judging you; they’re not second
guessing.” (RC005)

They really did help me coping with my feelings and my
depression, and when I feel triggered today, and stuff
like that, I very easily can kinda pull myself out of it
now, as opposed to where it would completely knock
me down. So, it would help with that coping and stuff…
When I was the most depressed in Alberta, she helped
me realise that I did have to go back to Ontario, because
my friends are there, my supports are there. So, by
leaving behind, you know, the toxic people, I also left
behind the good people, so she helped me realise that as
well.” (T004)
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… I talked to my psychiatrist about it eight months
afterwards…. I talked to my mental health
worker; she was good.” (RC003)

I was seeing an addiction counsellor in Renfrew
County and he was really good. He was. I was able,
like he even said ‘Don’t feel obligated to talk’, and
he was a person I was able to talk to after the
whole situation.” (RC004)

12) Education Programmes for Survivors
Healing for some participants came through
education programs or resource tools relating to
abuse.

The training I had here (Women’s Sexual Assault
Centre of Renfrew County) was the ﬁrst time that
I could understand myself and my behaviours,
because I found them there, in that training, in
that book, like wow, those behaviours. I'm not a
fucking slut. I'm not a piece of shit. These were
behaviours that came out of the sexual torture
and violence that I was submitted to by this man.”
(RC001)

There’s level one and level 2, and level 1 is all about
the cycle of abuse and how to recognise them and
how to basically red ﬂag them, and let the
survivors know about all of that. And the second
stage was, you know, moving on and being able to
assist moving on.” (RC008)

13) Other Potential Interventions / Models of
Supports /Justice
There were other supportive options for survivors
of sexual violence, and justice can come out of
these avenues. The ﬁrst includes the Ontario
Criminal Injuries Compensation Board (now Victim
Quick Response). Only a few of the participants
were made aware of the ﬁnancial supports
available through this programme. One participant
felt the amount awarded did not adequately
compensate for the crime committed against her.
a) Criminal Injuries Compensation Board
One survivor received money to pay for
counselling
Another survivor stated that they wouldn’t tell
her the outcome of the case, even though they
knew it. They also told her ‘If you get sicker, you
can always come back and reapply’ – referring to
her HIV status. Yet, she only got the same amount
of money as someone that she knew that was
just physically assaulted
b) Employee Union
This system was essential to keeping one
participant safe at work and they attempted to hold
the employer accountable to doing the same
c) Shelters that accommodate pets.
This may seem a fairly small or insigniﬁcant matter
to some, but in the moment of crisis, it can make a
signiﬁcant difference to the survivor. It can take so
much weight off her mind, because being able to
bring along someone that they view as a
companion and part of their circle of support can
have a calming effect, making them feel grounded.

No, um, there was a time in leaving the abusive
boyfriend where I had contacted [a shelter] more
than once ‘cause I needed to get away, and I didn’t
know where else to go, and I called, um. You can’t
take a dog and I had a dog. My dog was like my child,
so I couldn’t.” (RC005)
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Listed below are other avenues of justice or models
of support that survivors surfaced as possible ways
to make the current system safer.

I would have it be that sexual assault cases have to be by
jury, or have to have multiple judges. I think it’s too
much of a situation to have one judge do the verdict
themselves. I think it should have to be a jury, or three
judges sitting down trying to agree with each other,
because it’s just too complicated of a situation, and I
feel one judge just can’t comprehend what’s being
brought forward by both parties. So, I feel three judges
would make it so a tie couldn’t happen, but at the same
time there’s three people seeing all the sides, or a jury
where you have multiple people sitting down.” (RC006)

I don’t know if it’s a possible job to have, but like almost
a social worker on call kinda thing, so if someone does
come in, you know, to anywhere, being like ‘Hi, I need
to report a sexual assault’, they almost get brought into
the case as well, and their job can be kinda to do like on
the spot counselling, but also be that like liaison to set
you up with your ﬁrst counselling appointment, get you
hooked up with family transition place. If that had
been something at the police station, I think that would
have changed my entire experience and made it a little
more easier on me mentally, not as stressful. I don’t
know if that’s a possibility within the police
networking, but something like that as opposed to
handing someone a card and saying, ‘Call this number
if you feel sad.” (T004)

14) Self-Care
We deﬁnitely need to look at the civil court system or
family court in how it’s related to criminal court. There
should be some sort of avenue when there is a
conviction in criminal, where they look at civil and
have another path. There were so many times that they
collided with criminal and civil, that we weren’t
allowed to use evidence until he was convicted. Then
we could bring that evidence into civil court. It was
deﬁnitely a huge problem.” (RC008)

You know, I’m somewhat familiar with Restorative
Justice and Transformative Justice movements, and it’s
something that’s been talked about in kink community
for years and years and years. It’s so fucking complex.
There’s a lot of positive aspects to it when we were
looking at it ﬁve, six years ago, and how we could
implement it in the local community. The issue that I
really came up against is, how do you implement this
where the accused is not being accountable for their
actions? And how do we protect the community?”
(T005)

Self-care is an important part of putting power
back into the hands of survivor’s and using
techniques to give care to their own bodies. It is
powerful to love yourself and be your own
strength. Participants shared their methods for
self-care with us and what strategies and activities
keep them grounded.

One thing I would suggest, that I was looking into, was I
should have been able to have a support animal with
me. Not even my own, but something like a dog or a cat,
‘cause I was so nervous for the ﬁrst one, that I ended up
bringing a teddy bear with me for the ﬁrst trial, and I
was really scared. That could have hurt my case a bit,
but I feel if I could have had a dog with me.” (RC006)

I’m leasing the horse; that’s sort of my therapy. I
consider that therapeutic. They actually have a
therapeutic, well, all horses are therapeutic, but they
have a specialised one out there. A military woman
owned him and she can go out there and cry, like they
say. I’ve never seen it, but she can even hit the horse
and the horse would nudge her just to calm her down,
but all their horses out there are nice.” (RC004)
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I’m not going to lie. [Jessica Jones the] TV show
gave me a good kick in the ass. It actually gave the
courage to admit what happened to me.” (RC006)

I found this one book called, ‘Dear sister’, and it
was very helpful”. “It was poetry. It was short
stories. It was accounts [of] advice for getting
through the legal system. It was just a scrapbook
of information to help.” (RC006)

Yeah, for me talking about things is very cathartic,
and for me now, being free to be able to talk
publicly about this, is very helpful and useful for
me. Post-trial, I posted a big thing on Facebook,
like ‘Here’s how to actually help victims who are
going through a sexual assault’ and that was the
ﬁrst time I ever publicly announced that I have
been a victim of sexual assault to my friends feed.
Again, I carefully curated my Facebook feed so it
was kinda an echo chamber, but still it was the
ﬁrst time I did that.” (T005)

The best way that I can kind of show him that you
didn’t completely ruin my life, like show him and
my step-father, like I just applied to school. I’m
going to university this year and stuff like that.”
(T004)
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The ways sexual violence is discussed shapes the
ways individuals are able to contextualise their
experiences and unpack them. The question about
what kinds of men are the perpetrators of these
acts were a big part of mainstream conversation
at the time we were conducting the interviews.
This section allows us to hear some of the
conversations that were taking place in the
community that the participants were either
engaging in, or not. Some of the discussions
directly inﬂuenced their experiences navigating
the trial process, either by exacerbating their
concerns or by ameliorating it. In this section, we
begin to externalise the acts of sexual violence
and delve into consciousness-raising discussions
to create transformation.
1) Credibility – Who Fits the Image of a Rapist
and Who Doesn’t?
When we consider the question of credibility, we
are examining what it means and how it shapes
the amount of positive weight that is given to your
position as the survivor versus the aggressor.
What does it take for a survivor to be seen as
credible? Does she have to have an impeccable
memory? Should she have followed the path of
reporting immediately after the assault, as many
in the public expect her to do? And what of the
perpetrator? Is his credibility predicated on his job,
or his age, or perhaps the colour of his skin?

OK, so were probably going to withdraw the charges.
He’s gone through sexually transmitted infection, um.
He took a course on it and passed with ﬂying colours.
Yeah, so the charges were withdrawn. And when I met
with the Crown, something that still stands out to me
is, she actually spoke to him. She met with my rapist
and spoke to him and said ‘Well he doesn’t look like
every guy that walks in here, so. He’s a ﬁrst-time
offender, so, the likelihood of him being convicted is
very low, so, we’re going to withdraw the charges.”
Interviewer: “What does that mean, he doesn’t look like
every guy that walks in here?”
“Cause he’s white, haha. Yeah.” (T001)

He’s got people who don’t believe he did anything. That
guy? He’s too nice. He wouldn’t do something like that.”
(RC007)

(Social services) asked me everything. ‘What was going
on?’ Why didn’t I do this years ago, or report this years
ago?” (RC007)

Yes, I would, I would have liked to see who these people
were. I think they were probably afraid that we would
embarrass them in some way or another. [Name] who is
the MPP. Everyone knows he’s the MPP here, he sent a
letter to the Crown, [telling her that he was of good
character], but the ﬁrst trial hadn’t even started yet.
He had to stand up in the legislature and apologise for
doing so. It was all over the news.” (RC002)

I wish I could remember it myself, but I tried to block it
out and I’m obviously doing a good job.” (RC005)

A lot of times, I was very nervous, so it was hard for me
to think, and it was hard for me to know what she was
really asking, which avenue we wanted to go on.”
(RC008)
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2) Rape Culture

3) The System’s Reputation

Survivors talked about what it would take, or
actually did take before they started believing
their experiences and assaults were worthy of
reporting, and deserving of justice. For some, it
was only when others started taking it seriously.

Critiquing the system’s inability to meet its
obligations to the victims of crime came as an ‘ahha’ moment for some of the participants. To
consider how 90% of the victims of this particularly
heinous crime would rather avoid using it is the
best proof that it has failed. The system too has a
reputation to consider, but what became evident to
us and the participants was that they now had little
respect for the criminal legal process and any of its
components. It had lost all credibility in their eyes.

I got the sense that I wasn’t important enough, or
that my assault wasn’t horrible enough for them
to go forward with it, because even before the time
between those two meetings where [the Crown]
said, “they’re going to use honest but mistaken
belief in consent”, and where she told me the
charges were withdrawn, I kinda realised he’s
disgusting, and I think that it should go to trial,
and I want to go through with it. But they didn’t
end up listening to me about that part.” (T001)

Interviewer: Why didn’t you want to go to the
police?
Cause I knew there was a whole lotta bullshit coming.
It’s true.” (RC003)

I just knew that the system was not my friend, and it
would cost a lot, like just to go through with it.” (T001)

And I was really scared coming forward that that
would be used against me, just because I was
raped, that’s why I’m gay, and I did hear that from
some people on that end. That made it a lot
harder.” (RC006)

I think (the Crown] read it and memorised it, but I
don’t think she read it and understood. Does that make
sense?” (RC003)

I went to a Catholic school. They said you were
sluts if you had sex before marriage.” (RC006)

The judge wasn’t in the room. The court reporter was
there. The judge, the Crown, they were all in the judge’s
chamber and we (survivor and perpetrator) were left
there in the court room for half an hour” (RC008)

Do you know that I found out from my lawyer later
on that they shouldn’t have asked about my sexual
history outside of the assault, but it was asked. But
I did get an apology from the cop later on about it.
She did say that that was not standard to ask that,
and she apologised.” (RC006)

He (the judge) was involved in the custody between my
mum and step-father and he never said anything to the
Defense or the Crown Attorney before the trial
happened. So he didn’t reveal that he knew these
people before, and my mum didn’t know it would be a
conﬂict of interest because she didn’t study law, so it
didn’t get brought up until afterwards, but he never
revealed or said anything about it. He did the whole
trial without saying a damn thing and got away with it.”
(RC006)
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It was years before, but they had already testiﬁed;
like he was on the registry. I don’t know who the
other females (were). It wasn’t the same incident.
It was years ago. I believe the cops said that it was
dealt with, and it was actually more aggravating
factors in their case. I think that’s why it made me
mad. It was similar situations, but more
aggravating factors is why he got less. It’s not any
less, like, I didn’t understand that part.” (RC004)

Like, I’ve never been in court. I was expected to
know everything, like they just expected me to
have a lawyer’s degree or something.” (RC003)

So, what is stopping people from coming forward
is because we're not, it's as if we're cattle. It's as if
we're, we're not even human, you know what I
mean? It's like we're numbers.” (RC001)

Speaking to me like a person, not a number,
because that’s what I felt like. ‘OK, number
64712.1, your turn.” (T002)

So, the justice system for me? I have no conﬁdence
in them what so ever. Whatsoever.” (RC001)
4) Survivor’s Fight
Notwithstanding the legal burden on the state to
prove the assault, and the tremendous resources
at its disposal, survivors shared with us how they
felt the overwhelming responsibility ended up
being placed solely on their shoulders. They felt
the ﬁght was theirs, not by choice, but by default.
They felt responsible to hold the perpetrator
accountable and keep others safe, so would
deplete their own resources, both ﬁnancial and
emotional, in an effort to do what was essentially,
the job of the state.

The accused gets too much. They’re far too
believed, and the victims are forced to try and
prove it all themselves, and that’s not the way the
system is supposed to be.” (RC006)

What I went through, it really felt like I was the
one who was locked down many times in this
situation.” (RC008)

For what he took from the judge, though in all
fairness, she said ‘I do not feel comfortable [taking
a plea bargain]. She wanted to go through with the
full [hearing]. I wish I could remember how she
put it now, but she made a point of saying this was
not something she wanted to go through with, but
she did. And I didn’t want to, and I think if I had
little bit of courage, or a little bit more strength,
but I was tired. I was super tired of it all at this
point. You were writing down all the time because
you don’t remember as survivors. So, if I have a
nightmare and remember it and then writing it
down, and then I would relive it again, and that
went on for two-and-a-half years, that court
process. So, it was pretty hard core for me.”
(RC005)

I never went to a shelter. I couldn't do that. I could
not do that, because I had worked so hard for what
I had, and I couldn't understand why I was paying
for the assault, and for the abuse, and why I was
still paying through the system for something that
I hadn't caused.” (RC001)

But that was putting me at risk, like at each time,
but I felt I had to, right? They had to hear the
message that you cannot release this guy. And then
to hear, like one of them, OK? He gets off on a
fucking technicality. And I'm thinking - he saw my
face.” (RC001)
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5) Victim-Blaming
This phenomenon of blaming the victim of the
crime, rather than the criminal, is something that
does not happen with other offences. Homeowners
who suffer a break-in are never asked why they
bought a home, in that particular neighbourhood.
Victims of a hit and run are never asked why they
were out walking at that time of day. Theft victims
are never asked to justify their ownership of the
property that was stolen. Only in sexual assault
cases are the victims subjected to accusations of
trying to ruin the life and future prospects of the
criminal, by reporting his crime. Only in instances of
sexual assault are the feelings of others put above
the harms suffered by the survivor.

That’s another rumour that’s going around. ‘Why
would she ruin this guy’s life now, when he’s almost
70?” (RC007)

Trying to say that a UTI (as opposed to the assault)
gave me the cuts and things.” (T002)

We would constantly be ﬁghting, like he (Stepfather) would say stuff like, ‘You shouldn’t have
gone to the police. That was really selﬁsh of you.
You didn’t think about the family in the situation’,
and I was going out like, I, every weekend. I would
go out with friends and stuff, and I was seeing a guy
at the time and he’s like, ‘You’re not acting like a
traumatised victim should be acting.” (T004)

6) Survivors lives are not important enough to
warrant protection
The way individuals, agencies, systems and society
at large respond to a sexual assault disclosure has
a big impact on the survivor’s sense of safety. Many
of the participants shared how they were not taken
seriously, which increased their risk of continued
harm. It also sends a message that what happened
to them does not matter, and that they do not
matter.

I was (at the Rape Crisis Centre) because I needed
to talk about it and the message I got was that it
wasn’t important to talk about.” (RC001)

When the police really, really said ‘OK, that's it,
enough’, is when my ex tried to run me over at a gas
station, in front of everybody, like with families and
everything, putting gas in their car. He came
barreling through, try to run me over. And so, the
phones started ringing at the police station, and so
the police started a high-speed chase, and they
chased him through a neighbourhood, and he, he
missed a 10-year-old like by this much, and that 10year-old boy was the son of an OPP police oﬃcer.
From that moment on, I had, like, almost the army
looking for him. Like, the, the whole gamut was
there. Now they took it seriously.” (RC001)

The deal he wanted to make was, I don’t press
charges, but there will be a no-contact order
between me and him for like the rest of my life, and
he’ll also get put on a Sex Offenders list. Then I said,
‘Well, what will happen if we do go to court and he
does get charged and stuff?’ And she’s like, ‘Well,
these two same things will apply and then he would
also probably get a ﬁne because it wasn’t like
aggravated sexual assault’. I guess it wasn’t like a
bad, bad assault, so he would probably only get
ﬁned in the end.” (T004)
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7) Toxic Masculinity

8) Power / Control

Patriarchy, male privilege and toxic masculinity
were threads that ran through each woman’s
individual experience. They were also woven
together in a blanket of shared experiences, from
the fact that all the perpetrators of the assaults
on them were male, to the misogyny that was
rampant in their interactions with the
perpetrators, and throughout the trial process.

For many aggressors, the sexual assault was not
the only act of violence they committed. In many of
the declarations, women shared how these men
would use their power to attempt to control them,
not solely for the purpose of sexual gratiﬁcation,
but to show dominance. Men in positions of power
and inﬂuence in the community were particularly
problematic, as often, their positions insulated
them from having to take responsibility for their
actions.

Inappropriate
questions
asked
by
male
psychiatrist ordered by the court:
“’Well wasn't the sex with him good before? […] It
couldn't have been all bad, right? Cos you were
married to him, okay?” (RC001)

(The aggressor) was also validating that he wants
more [forced sex] and he gets, like, gratiﬁcation
from it when it makes me feel so disgusting and
gross.” (T004)

I had to deal with my colleagues having to know,
because anybody that was with me was in danger,
especially women.” (RC001)
Letters sent on behalf of perpetrator to the
lawyer, which led to a mistrial that was upheld by
the superior court:
OK, so this is where the public, the old boys club
comes in. OK, this is where the 16 letters, the 16
letters that were in this lawyer’s hand(s), which he
would later [say] they were later given to him from
people in the community, you know what I mean?
Anyway, he said ‘I’m declining this trial?” (RC002)

He used the persona as someone in a position of power
within the community to get her to talk to him on the
online dating platform:. He said, well I’m a VIP. I’m an
important person, and I’m very well known in my
community. I’m doing all kinds of politics and I’m on
this committee and that committee, and the health
committee and the church committee and the hospital
committee and the airport committee, and I was 17
years as school, um, on the school board. […] But
anyway, I could not believe that, now that I know him
well.” (RC002)

He’s Deputy Mayer of [town]” (RC002)

He was insanely jealous, insanely jealous. He would
make up things. He’d go on a rant. He was completely
irrational, and I kept telling myself I can’t live like this.
I’m not going to live like this, this, the last days of my
life.” (RC002)

… and I don’t know why, but at some point, he had
taken my car keys. He used to do that a lot. He’d take my
car keys, so I’d be isolated and he we didn’t have a
telephone in Florida, but we had a magic jack that goes
through the computer. So, he pulled out the magic jack
for a while, so I went over to the oﬃce, and I asked
them if I could make a phone call and I told my
daughter ‘I gotta get home as fast as I can.’” (RC002)
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9) Advice to Other Survivors
We asked the participants what advice they would give
to other survivors going through the journey, especially
those navigating the criminal and legal systems.

Make your own decisions, and just be your own
advocate, because you have to be. No matter what the
system tells you, it doesn’t invalidate your experience.
Even 3 years later, I think I would get the exact same
outcome, even after #metoo and #TIMESUP. I also
know it depends on the Detective, so if I got a different
Detective, I would not be surprised charges weren’t
laid at all. And that’s kind of fucked up in itself. It’s
kinda the luck of the draw sort of thing. I think I spoke
to someone at CityTV who was doing a story on how the
drop rate of sexual assault cases in Toronto varies
across the GTA and that is absolutely 100% true, and
even with the Unfounded, that whole report, yeah, I
don’t, if I were to do it again, I don’t know. I think I
would have been a stronger advocate for myself. Like
when I said I don’t need him to go to jail, that kind of
stuff. I think, even weeks later, I think I would have
been more willing to go to trial, more conﬁdent in my
ability to go through with it.” (T001)

Get your own lawyer, ﬁnding organisations and places
that can give you support and don’t be ashamed.”
(T003)
It was interesting, because if I had known that that
video testimony was going to be the, almost the entire
evidence of the case, if I had known that, I would have
gone home. I would have slept. I would have gathered
every single fucking thing I had. I would have gone
through it, because after talking with her (the initial
oﬃcer she had spoken to) in that room for three hours,
I was exhausted. Like, I had been bawling for most of it,
and I was just, I was spent. So, when it comes to the
video (statement played in court), it’s just like ‘OK, so
like this happened.’ So, I wish I had known that, and
been better prepared, because later, in the actual, in
the trial at Superior Court, it would have been
beneﬁcial if I had. But the things you don’t know,
right.” (T005)

You have to make sure that the police believe you
to begin with. You know sometimes they could. I
know when I told them about the second rape, I
was in there for four hours, in the police station,
and here I was, this old woman, trying to tell them
I was raped. So, I mean, they didn’t know what to
do with me.” (RC002)

10) Would You Tell Someone Else to Report?
We wanted to know if, after their experience with
the criminal and legal system, would they advise
another survivor to report?

Yes probably, honestly, because you think
hopefully this will help someone. Because it’s, I
think the court process would have went better
for me if I just knew what was going on. I knew
how to deal with things and what to do. It might
have been different. But I don’t know for sure. It’s
just, yeah [...] It was terrible.” (RC003)

Maybe, just, I don’t know. If anyone does go
through this, they aren’t alone. That the cops
aren’t out to get you; they will actually help you. I
thought completely different before this situation.
I think if I was in that situation what would I do?
Now looking back I’m glad I had the police oﬃcers
on my case to help me, even Desiree. She’s in the
courthouse with Victim Witness. Even the Crown
was very nice.” (RC004)

I just want women to feel like they count, and that
they're not cattle and they're not numbers, that
they're human beings, they're worthy and they're
valued. That's what I want, women that have gone
through that to know, and to feel when they go
into that system.” (RC001)
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11) What Does Justice Look Like to You?
As this project was designed to help us further
understand what justice means to survivors of
sexual violence, we asked that question of the
participants. Below we have categorised their
responses
into
the
following
themes:
Accountability, Workplace Ramiﬁcations, Education,
Speaking out, Changes to the current system and
having independent legal advice.

I don’t know which process he would have to take. In
the end, I want him to know what he did was wrong.”
(T004)

That if it went to trial, it wouldn’t go anywhere. So, I
was like, ok, well, even if we don’t go to trial, as long as
he knows what he did was disgusting and wrong and he
never does that to anyone ever again, then that’s ﬁne. I
don’t need him to go to jail.” (T001)

a) Accountability
b) Workplace Ramiﬁcations
(I want him) to be accountable” (T002)

The validation. I think in one word” (RC005)

For me, what I wanted, hoped for, and I knew was a
pipe dream, was I wanted accountability on his part
and this recognition of wrong doing, some kind of
apology and then a learning. You know, in my opinion, a
full apology is only given when the person actually
recognised what they’ve done and takes steps to change
that. So, I was hoping there would be an accountability,
recognition of wrong doing, and this would, he
wouldn’t do this to someone else. You know, I’ve come
to understand that is completely out of my control;
that’s not something I can control. And also, is not
something that, it was never my thought process that
reporting would get me that. It really was how can I
help future potential victims, or prevent future
victims?” (T005)

In August 2015, they called me to come in to the
Scarborough Court House at Eglington and basically
said ‘How are you feeling about this? Do you want to go
through with this?’ And I said ‘I don’t necessary need
him to go to jail. I don’t necessarily think jail is going to
do anything, but I would like him to see the impact of
what he did to me.’ Um, you know? If he could be
provided with some sort of education or something,
and I want to feel safe.” (T001)

They should have just ﬁred him. That would have
solved so many issues. Um, instead they were very
concerned, I mean my managers were very concerned
about accommodating me because for some reason,
that would mean that they believed he was guilty of
something. Which is yeah, that makes sense, but at the
same time, you know that shouldn’t weigh on my right
to a safe work environment. But the least they could
have done was, yeah, instead of making me have to ﬁght
for it. Because to have to ﬁght for it, and you know,
writing all of these statements and blah, blah, blah has
just been exhausting. […] I did not get paid enough to go
through all these complaints and paperwork and do my
job at the same time.” (T001)
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Um, I mean my idea of justice has kinda evolved,
since more time that has progressed. I mean in 2015
it would have looked like maybe he was ﬁred from
his job. Maybe you know, like it had to be something
more than a slap on the wrist, like going though
diversionary camp or whatever it’s called. It just
would have looked a lot like the way we see. I got
PTSD from what he did to me and what did he get?
He got nothing, so the scales are very, not balanced.
Um, if that meant him going to jail, I don’t know
about that, because I don’t really believe in our
prison system, shocking. Um but it, I think what you
were saying the monetary aspect of it. Um, money is
energy basically and PTSD has really drained my
energy for the last three years. So really, I think it’s,
you know? victim compensation and kind of
getting them to the point where they can cope with
their PTSD, and letting them take the time they
need to heal, um, as opposed to being thrown back
into work and having to juggle all of these things
that we’re not really in the right mind to juggle.
And it’s more about just making sure survivors and
victims are supported, and ﬁnancial support is
such a huge thing too in terms of that. I think if it
had went to trial, um, and [he] were convicted, I
don’t think that would really do anything for me.
Because at the end of the day, I am still coping with
PTSD, and I shouldn’t be coping with PTSD, ‘cause I
literally said no. It was something I didn’t want and
I was forced to handle. There has to be
compensation for that. There has to be restitution
and that’s not really addressed in our justice
system.” (T001)

c) Education

The Crown seemed to hone in on the STI part and
did not seem to focus on the consent part.” (T001)

They thought I was, it (was) consensual, but it
wasn’t. I was asleep. I would remember that.”
(T002)

The sex education shouldn’t be repealed, but I
don’t think, that’s not you guys. Like, I honestly,
from (what) I’ve seen of it, it might have helped me
to come forward when I was young, because I
would have known what was happening to me.
The sex-ed I got, there was nothing in it about
grooming, nothing about how to deal with it. Like,
it was if someone touches you, say something, but
because of the way he would talk to me before it
never [clicked].” (RC006)

I don’t even know about the actual justice part,
but the end result would be him learning. I don’t
know exactly, know how to implement that, but
that’s all I wanted. That’s all I wanted. I didn’t, if he
got sent to jail, I didn’t care, anything. All I wanted
him to be was like, ‘Oh, I shouldn’t be doing stuff
like this to people.’ That’s all I wanted, that I didn't
get. That’s all I wanted. Being hurt like that, I
wouldn’t wish it on my worst enemy. I’m lucky I got
out. I didn’t get hurt. Yeah, I was mentally fucked,
you, for the longest time but I didn’t get hurt. I was
strong enough to push him out of my car. What if it
was someone small and what if it was someone
who wasn’t strong? That’s why I wanted him to
learn. Maybe he would have been ‘Here’s a second
chance at life; stop fucking it up.’ But he didn’t.”
(RC003)
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Some kind of retribution. I don't believe the jail is
helping at all. At all. At all. I just think it's just fueling
the hate and the, the disrespect and the disgust he has
against women. So, for me, that's not justice. Justice for
me would be to have employers and community realise
the damage that has been done and to understand
things like anxiety and PTSD and depression that, all
those are real, and Fibromyalgia, you know? Those are
all real and those are all the, you know, the victim has
to live with.” (RC001)

d) Speaking Out

I think sometimes just telling your story to someone,
when you know it’s being taken seriously helps to bring
a kind of closure […] I don't know, ‘cause after court,
after I said my thing, I didn’t even, like, go back and
hear like what happened to him.” (T003)

e) Changes Within the Current System

I think when you’re accused of a crime like that, I don’t
think you should be able to plead out. I don’t. I don’t
think that that’s right. You’ve got all the witnesses. All
parties involved should be there and it should be
started from start to ﬁnish. Diﬃcult yes, but this is
diﬃcult, the feeling that this wasn’t resolved, the
feeling you didn’t get what should have been got.”
(RC005)

I think what it comes down to, what, where I was
bummed out, like I feel like I was supported, like it was
going the way it should, the whole way down, until that
plea bargain came through, and when that plea
bargain came through, it was more of, ‘This is what’s
happening. This is how this has shifted,’ and I don’t
think that - and this was on the phone! I was at work
and I was being told this by a woman, and I believe the
DA was, or the Crown was listening as well, like there
was a three-part call or what-not, but I was in my car
and I was at work - and I remember having to leave
work because I was devastated that that’s what was
going to happen. After all I’ve been, I was ready for the
ﬁght of my life, the ﬁght for my life, to feel validated
and what he took from me was so […] and this is how it’s
going to happen you know? You could do it; you could
refuse it or what-not, but it might not work out. I just, I
think that you’re tired, you’re weak at that point. You
just kinda lose the ﬁght. I think that if there’s
somebody or some better process. I think that there
should be a time to meet, you know? Face-to-face. If
you’re going to do it, it should be done well. I guess it
was done in a court room but the part I’m talking
about; I mean it needed to be little more to the victim.
Like this is more for him; this is more, OK, woo-hoo,
you’re going to get a guilty plea. Woo-hoo! This is what
we want. Yeah, but he’s only guilty until he turned 16,
till midnight on the day before he turned 16 and this,
about the fact that he knew better, and he did those
things for years after that. So no; it was not OK. I didn’t
really have that option; I didn’t feel it.” (RC005)

Lauren (Crown) was the best and I think if we were
allowed to collaborate, actually sit down and talk
about the trial itself, things would have gone a lot
differently. I know she wasn’t supposed to be my
lawyer, but we were supposed to be a united front. And
it doesn’t make sense not to let people talk to each
other when they’re supposed to be working together.
It’s just, how is that going to beneﬁt the Crown if they
can’t talk to their [main witness]? And yet the Defense
lawyer can talk to my step-father as much as he liked.
How is that fair? It’s basically handicapping our whole
ability to work.” (RC006)

I still feel that it was validating. I do feel some relief,
like I feel that a little bit of justice, maybe a little bit.”
(RC005)
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Well an admission of guilt! You know, as a matter of
fact they asked me what I wanted and that’s what I said
- I want him to apologise. I want him to, maybe ﬁne him
or something. I had no idea what really. This goes to,
this tells the tale that I was not still, not in love with
him, but I was still trying to protect him when I said
that, without even knowing I was trying to protect him,
because eventually I heard the Crown and both of them
talking how much they were going to put him away for.
They were talking about saying a year. They went up to
22 months. Imagine! I was ready to fall off the chair,
the thought he would die, you know what I mean? But I
don’t have any of those feelings, because it was too
late.” (RC002)

f) Independent Legal Advice
I think having somebody, preferably a woman, to speak
on my behalf and to, you know? Be my champion, OK?
would have been great. And I don't even know why it
doesn't exist. Like, why you don't get assigned a lawyer
automatically, since the frigging arsehole does, right?
Free and, free and clear.” (RC001)

I think they, they have to really start to believe you. I
mean they have to sort of. Who would go through this? I
don’t know how else. Lie detector test? Why would
anyone want to go through this? Why would I want to
put my whole life in front of the whole country so to
speak? Is that my fault? Did I do something? It’s not my
fault. I did everything for him. I would never have hurt
him in a minute. I didn’t even defend myself.” (RC002)

Yeah, Joanna Birenbaum is my lawyer. Yeah she’s
fucking amazing. I'm so lucky. She went so fucking
beyond. That woman is amazing. Wow, she’s so good.
And, you know, we’re doing the trial prep the week
before and she said, ‘Be prepared for an acquittal’ and
I'm like, ‘Yeah, I know, I know the stats. I know what I’m
walking into. I’m not doing this for conviction in the
end’. That’s what it was – disappointing.” (T005)

11) What Would Support Have Looked Like?
We also asked the participants what, in terms of
support, would have helped them have a safer
experience.

I really wish the police or detective would have said,
‘Hey, here are the options in your town.” (T004)

Maybe when I went to make my statements, there
could have been more information about what I’m
supposed to do, how I’m supposed to react to this.
Maybe being seen by a counsellor, you know? A
pamphlet or something. ‘Hi, yeah, something really
bad happened to you, but don’t go home and kill
yourself.’ Something. You know, I was just left in the
dark all the time. I didn’t know what to do. The
court process is just the same shit over and over and
over until you’re just like ‘Ok, I really don’t want to
relive this anymore. Can we just stop?’. That’s the
only reason why I don’t want to go to court again,
because if something like this does happen, but to
relive it over and over again and to keep thinking
about what I’m going to say, what are they going to
think? And it’s just, it’s in the past, and I want to
leave it there.” (RC003)

Just with his case, I don’t believe he only got two
years for all that. I don’t believe that the justice was
well served.” (RC004)

I found that the people at the courthouse were
more focused on putting him in jail, than my actual
well-being. They were worried about ‘Oh, we gotta
get him jail, and no, it’s OK; we don’t have to worry
about you.’” (RC003)
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12) Resources
It is important to remember that for many survivors,
the trauma never ends, as different life events can
bring the violence to the surface once again. We
therefore wanted to get the women’s perspectives on
what resources would have helped them, not only
while they were going through the court process, but
beyond.

I wish there was an online library that had books that
were helpful, because I found this one book called,
“Dear sister” and it was very helpful, but I had to wait a
bit to get it just to have the money in my account to buy
it, but I think if that had of been online, or a similar
book, where I could have just logged on, it would have
helped me a lot faster; or similar books, (an) online
database where people could go in.” (RC006)

I just think it would make things so much easier for
victims. Just, I know initially, you’re in so much denial
and like self-hate that you really can’t process what’s
happening, so trying to seek out help for yourself is not
one of the ﬁrst things on your list, and if someone with
a clear head comes in and kinda guides you that way, I
think it would just make the world of a difference.”
(T004)
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I think that in this room we’re all OK in that, we were able to come to this [focus
group]. It’s very brave to come. It’s very courageous to come and speak and we talk
about it and have our tears and feelings but, there are so many women who are not on
this planet because [of the violence] and they cannot. They are alone, they feel
isolated, they don’t have language, they are so oppressed, they don’t make it. There
are many women that are dead because they ended their lives because what
happened to them so, that for me is also the focus of why I am here because I feel like
we are OK, like we’re ﬁnding supports, we’re reaching out, we’re talking. But, there
are so many women who cannot. And so how do we make the world better in that
aspect? Right? For women who cannot, who cannot get outside of themselves and
what happened to them.” (RF1:4)
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Introduction
This section contains thematic highlights of the
conversations we had with women survivors who
did not report the sexual assaults, at least not to
anyone who was a part of the criminal legal
system. It was a continuation of our ethics
approved protocol, but had not been part of our
original work-plan. That plan was only intended to
connect with women who had engaged with the
process of the perpetrator’s arrest, prosecution
and trial outcome. However, it did not take us long
to realise that by limiting input to this population
of survivors would only provide us with a very tiny
piece of the puzzle, as the overwhelming majority
of survivors never report [5].
The questions that we asked (Appendix H) focused
on what decisions they made after the violence,
how the violence has impacted their lives, what
kinds of survival mechanisms they have utilised,
and lastly, what justice would have looked like for
them. As with all the data in this report, we used
our 5 Cs of Sexual Violence framework to
thematically explore their declarations. We follow
the same report structure used in Part II above,
centering the words of the participants, so that it
is their own critiques and systems’ analysis that is
highlighted.
We interviewed 16 survivors in total, 11 providing
us with the experiences of survivors living in a
rural community, and ﬁve with participants from
urban settings. In Renfrew County, there were two
groups facilitated over two days, each session
lasting approximately three-hours.

The groups were conducted with support from the
Women’s Sexual Assault Centre of Renfrew County
(WSACRC), who generously allowed us to use their
space for the interviews, and also provided taxi
tokens and refreshments for all the participants.
Kim Charlebois was again very instrumental in the
recruitment of all the participants in this
community, and co-facilitated the interviews with
the WomenatthecentrE team. All the women from
these two sessions lived in Renfrew County and
the surrounding communities, providing us with
the rural component that is so critical to the
project’s aim.
The focus group for Toronto participants was also
a three-hour session. We interviewed ﬁve womenidentiﬁed survivors. However, one woman did not
return her consent and demographic forms, and
after many failed attempts to reconnect with her,
we unfortunately had to remove her information
from the data. Therefore, the following pages
contains the powerful declarations from ﬁfteen
powerful survivors who have chosen to share
their experiences with us, and you the reader, in
attempt to inform our work of bringing about an
alternative model that better speaks to their
demands for justice and accountability.

NOTE TO THE READER: In this section, the
quotes from participants are arranged
according to whether they were part of the
Toronto focus group interview, or on one of the
two Renfrew County focus group interviews
Accordingly, for example:
(TF04) refers to Toronto focus group
participant #4 and (RF2:1) refers to Renfrew
County focus group #2, participant #1.
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In this section, we will be identifying the
circumstances of the sexual violence, as told to us
by the survivors. We use the classifying themes
below: who, what, where, when and why to easily
break down the context of the ﬁfteen declarations
that we witnessed.
1. Who
The ‘who’ from the focus groups discussions were
very similar to those in the one-on-one interviews.
93% of the participants knew the aggressor. It
included their bosses, fathers, friends, dating
partners,
boyfriends,
grandfathers
or
acquaintances. Only 7% was from a stranger
assault. What became quite apparent from focus
groups that we did not see from the one-on-one
interviews, was that when an aggressor was
known to them, survivors discussed how much
more difﬁcult it was for them to report.
Another theme that stood out, which became an
underlying theme of every context discussion, was
that the aggressor was usually older than the
victim/ survivor. This was not only evident in
familial sexual violence instances, but also in
romantic relationships and in workplace
situations. We explored this further when
discussing the ‘why’, highlighting the power and
control dynamics that so often lies at the heart of
the sexual violence.
2. When
As with the one-on-one interview responses, the
question of ‘when’ brought forth multiple
responses, when the violence started and how old
they were when it happened.

a) Age
The ages of the participants when the violence
occurred were varied, covering childhood, teenage
and adult sexual abuse. The ages at which these
women became victims of violence were as young
as 5 years and included ages 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 27.
We were profoundly moved by these disclosures,
recognising the utter inexperience, innocence and
magnitude within those numbers. You will go on to
read in this focus group section about the
consequences of the sexual violence, and as you
do, it is important to keep these ages at the
forefront of your mind. Consider the total
violations of body and mind these horriﬁc acts
causes to the victim, especially when committed
by someone who they trusted. Then consider the
travesty in the fact that these victim/ survivors
had no one to advocate for them. Consider how
the lack of trust in the system kept them silent,
and their aggressors free and unaccountable.
These are the women we are advocating with –
especially those made even more vulnerable
because they are being preyed upon by men who
chose to exploit their youth and innocence.
b) Multiple Incidents
Another recurring theme running throughout our
kaleidoscope of data, but was particularly
poignant here, was that in most instances, the
survivors were not the only targets of violence for
that aggressor. These men left a trail of
devastation by committing multiple acts of sexual
violence on multiple individuals. Many were
known repeat-offenders, a fact that actually
brought feelings of guilt and shame and anger to
these survivors, who would sometimes blame
themselves for not reporting. They would assume
emotional responsibility for future victim, even
though they knew, intellectually, that they were
not in fact accountable for his actions.
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I don’t know what to choose (to talk about)
because there’s been so much.” (RF2:1)

However, I had been raped by a single guy actually
earlier that year and I had been molested by my
grandfather, and I had been raped by my father.”
(RF2:1)

…then it happened more and more frequently, and
he was doing it on purpose because we would go in
the car somewhere and he would drive me really
far away, so if I said no, it was a really scary place.”
(RF2:2)

…my mother always hated whistling, and I mean,
like hated whistling. As in, a pure stranger could
be whistling and she would be like, ‘would you
stop?’ And I would be like, ‘Mum?’ And ﬁnally, she
said one time, [her] father would whistle when he
left [her] room and so, I knew right there that he
had done much worse to her.” (RF2:1)

The ﬁrst incident I didn’t report it because I was
questioning myself, like does this even count as
rape? Like, I don’t know. Where am I going to go?
Like go tell someone I felt really uncomfortable
and I said ‘No’, but it still happened?” (RF2:2)

I did have another sexual assault that happened in
Toronto where I did report to the police because it was
Toronto, and of course you do, and it was a stranger
and everything you know, that’s what you do on TV.
That was an incredibly frustrating experience of lack
of support as well, ﬁnding out - well twice actually ﬁnding out, oh good we’ve been trying to catch these
guys or this guy. Oh, oh so it’s been happening in my
neighbourhood for a while now? Oh good, well we’ll
call you if we ever need you to testify, if we ever get an
arrest, so that’s been very frustrating experience.
Again, another system that’s not very supportive. […]
We all know that.” (RF2:4)

You remember what happened and you kind of move
past it because it is only one of the incidents that you
have been through, so you walk through. Actually, this
wasn’t even the worst one. It messes with your mind,
but it wasn’t the worst one that you went through.”
(TF04)

c) Disclosure
Participants discussed when and to whom they had
disclosure and there was no thematic congruency in
their experiences. For some, it was right after the
assault and for others it was years later and for a few it
was during the focus group. Although the timing was
diverse, the experience of disclosing was integral to
their healing navigation.

3. What

First thought was disbelief. I think because it took
me a better part of day to ﬁgure out what actually
happened. My ﬁrst initial thought was I can’t
believe this happened again.” (TF04)

I am trying to ﬁgure out which situation to talk
about in this question.” (TF05)

As with the one-on-one interviews section above, here
we capture the circumstances and events surrounding
the instances of sexual violence experienced by these
participants. The ﬁrst question we asked them was
‘What were your ﬁrst thoughts? From that came a
deluge of electrifying responses. Many women talked
about what had happened, including the many other
criminal acts they were subjected to by the
perpetrators, in the commission of the rapes.
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Some experiences cannot be neatly packaged or
thematically categorised. Certain declarations were almost
too much to bear, so we have provided certain excerpts in
their entirety, as beacons of betrayal, manipulation, abuse
of power and unbelievable human cruelty. These ﬁrst few
quotations from participants are standing alone, and we
invite the reader to remain fully present, read and absorb
what these women endured, and remember that they did
not report because they feared that no one would believe
them.

When I was 14 and it was New Year’s Eve and - long story
short – So, I grew up with girls who I normally wouldn’t be,
you know, blessed to be invited to hang out with. I wasn’t as
pretty or cool, or well, I was pretty cool but not in their way.
And anyways, somehow, I got invited to a New Year’s Eve
party and snuck out of my house to go to it, and the very
innocent party that they were having ‘cause these were the
good girls at school and I was not a good girl. We ended up
going up the road to a senior boy’s party, which was like
really cool cause these were the popular cute jocks you
know, and I couldn’t believe (it). […] I can remember just
feeling like, I can’t believe I’m going to a party here! Oh my
goodness! But as I said, I didn’t ﬁt in with this group of girls.
And I was going to be going to my ﬁrst rock concert and I
was what, valley-folk refer to you as a ‘chi’. Does anybody
know what a ‘chi’ is? So, a chi is like rocker, you know, like
ripped jeans and Metallica T-Shirt whatever. If we could
have tattoos at that age, I’m sure we would’ve, and hair.
And anyways, so that style, and I worked tirelessly to make
the perfect pair of jeans to wear to this concert, you know,
diligently using the serrated bread knife to slit them,
bleach, wash, dry and then water and ﬁnally, made these
beautiful pair of jeans that I was so proud of and wore them
that night. Of course, again, this only made me stand out
more within this group of girls. And the boys were three or
four years older than us and they were you know, really like
these girls I was with. […] Anyways, at some point one of the
guys offered me a vodka and orange juice and the other
girls weren’t drinking and I wasn’t really drinking but you
know one of the senior boys offer you a vodka orange juice
and it was just one drink and I certainly drank plenty
before that so no big deal so I took it.

And within minutes I was sprawled on the ﬂoor unable to
move or really you know, I was really out of it. Which was
assumed to be that I was drunk right? And so the time
came, I don’t remember anything between that happening
and the time came for us to get picked up by one of the girls’
parents and they decided they didn’t want to get in trouble
you know because if the parents saw me they’d know that
there was alcohol at this party so they left me there with
these eight guys. And the guys had you know very nicely
assured them, oh we’ll get her back no problem, we play
basketball with her brother. Um you know no big deal and
because they had all been so pleasant to all those girls and
you know we’ve known them forever and they’re the good
guys so [the girls] left me.
And not too long after, it began. And um I remember
somehow getting, somehow we went upstairs and it was
this landing area. It wasn’t like a living room per-se it was
small area but they had a couch and a TV and they were
playing video games and they just put me on the ﬂoor and I
was just lying there. I don’t - you know, I don’t know what I
was doing and at some point, how it began was one of the
guys who didn’t really ﬁt in with this group but I guess he
was a neighbour so he attended this party and he was like a
weight-lifter muscle guy so he was a big scary guy. And he
grabbed a handful of my beautiful ripped [ jeans] - and just
yanked - and so my jeans ripped and I, you know kinda
ﬂung around the ﬂoor and the guys all thought that was
hilarious so they started taking turns doing that. So, when
you [ask what was my ﬁrst thought after the assault was,]
my ﬁrst thought was about my jeans. I didn’t understand
what was going on or what was about to happen. But I can
remember being heartbroken, because I was from a very
poor family so the fact that I had gotten a new pair of jeans
for Christmas and then did this, you know my mother
would say destroyed them, but for me I made them into a
piece of art and was so proud of them.
But I wasn’t able to say stop or scream or anything like that
and so I just remember the laughing and the, and just
remember thinking like how can you be so like
thoughtless? Like do you know what I did to make these,
like you guys are jerks you know? And I think that’s when I
started to get scared. I didn’t know why or what was going
to happen but I started to feel very afraid… when I was
found the next morning in the ditch outside my house halfdressed without my beautiful jeans on. Nothing from that
waist down frost-bitten, um I was carried into my house
and I actually ended up getting a good, a good, a good, um,
whipping because ‘what the hell had I got myself into?’
(RF2:1)
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I was offended but I couldn’t believe that, why would
they rip my jeans like that? And so, I now just clicked,
because I didn’t actually know what was about to
happen. But the earlier stuff, the childhood stuff, the
subconscious impact of that was that then, when I’m
surrounded by eight big football players, I didn’t - it
didn’t even cross my mind to be upset or expect them to
value me. Motherfuckers. Every one of them.” (RF2:1)

I wanted to kiss him, and that’s how it started, and he
was obviously pushing for more, and I was just kinda
doing the coy you know, ‘oh no, no, no’ and (thought)
why is (he) not picking up on this? And then the
thought of ‘oh crap’ (because) he got my pants down.
And I was wearing - or a little bit down probably - I
don’t really remember, but I remember that I was
wearing a bodysuit. That was the style, or my style
anyway, and so I laughed at him. Maybe he had a sense
of humour, and I said ‘Ha ha it’s a body suit; can’t pull
this down’, and he just laughed and said ‘oh I don’t need
to, that’s no problem’ and pulled it aside and that’s the
moment I went - oh wow - I thought, like I felt that that
was going to protect me.” (RF2:4)

I thought I didn’t have a choice, I don’t know. That was
my thought, and that I just had to try my best to just
avoid it, avoid penetration.” (TF01)

No one can hear me because I was in a basement and I
was watching through the basement windows to like
look for people, to like scream. And so, I think (my ﬁrst
thought) was no one can hear me.” (TF05)

I think I was around 5 or 6, so who was I going to report
to? Because everyone in that environment at the time,
had consented somehow. Even if they didn’t say it, it
was kind of expected of you to go into this room, go
underneath this bed and just you know, play around? I
think at the time he like took his penis out and that was
just - don’t let it go in. And I don’t remember how old he
was, he was older than me, and I think he kinda liked
me so I thought I had to do it in that moment because
everyone else was older. I felt threatened.” (TF01)

And when I woke up at home with just a shirt on and no
underclothes, it felt weird and I said, ok this is not
usually how I would wake up, even if I had a great time,
and I don’t remember anything, because you
remember parts of it but not the entire night - that is
just out of character for me. So, I did call the person
and I asked about the night and she said yeah, we had a
good time and it was left at that because I trusted her,
and so I said OK. But then bruises start to come on my
arms. So OK, even if we had a good time, why would
there be bruises on my arms and upper arms? She did
end up calling my phone, I think it was two days later,
and she was like, ‘did you tell the person I was living
with at the time, about what happened in the car?’ And
I was like what? What are you talking about? So, I said,
no ‘cause I don’t even know what you talking about and
she said, ‘OK then’, and then she hung up and that was
the last time she ever called my phone.” (TF04)

I was going to turn 12 the next month and it was my
dad. My father was also very physically abusive, so it
was interesting ‘cause I always was like yeah, well you
know, like I can live through that. I remember it was
morning when he sexually assaulted me and I was like
that’s it, we were ﬁnished, this is it.” (RF1:4)

He assaulted me uh and forced me to have anal sex
which was not anything I had done before. So, when I
went to the washroom - sorry for the details - there was
blood. So then I was like alarmed and I remember
sitting on the toilet and thinking, ok so my roommate is
sleeping and he’s now sleeping cause he’s happy and
content and I didn’t have a car and I didn’t know how I
could prove anything when I had invited him into my
house, and I was naked already because he was my
boyfriend and I was also kinda scared of him, so I didn’t
report it then; I just went back to sleep, back to bed. I
went to bed and eventually fell asleep. And then it was
like the next day happened and it was all normal, so I
thought it must be just me that thought this was wrong.
A couple years later when I actually realised holy shit,
this is why I can’t get it out of my head, because it’s not
OK.” (RF1:3)
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There’s only one person that actually witnessed and it
was the boy that I dated in public school and he opened
the door for a second and they screamed at him and he
closed the door and left and that was one glimmer of
hope that someone was going to save me and now
they’re gone. He closed the door.” (RF1:2)

I started seeing this guy and then went on a couple of
dates and thought he was fantastic, and then that night
and he was really drunk and I didn’t know he was doing
cocaine down the stairs in his kitchen and [I was]
upstairs and yeah so he pretty much had me trapped up
there. He had a knife beside the bed. Now, I don’t know
if it was there on purpose, but I knew it was there and
it was more shock of why this person all of a sudden
just - it was like a ﬂip of the switch. He must have just
done too many lines and all of a sudden just turned into
this monster and very demanding and crazy, crazy,
crazy. Um but yes, my ﬁrst thought was probably after
the ﬁrst time, uh it was, how am I going to get out of
here? I knew he was supposed to go to work and I was
waiting and waiting and he didn’t want to go to work
quite yet, he assaulted me again and then ﬁnally his
boss kept calling him and knocked on the door and he
was working just outside of the apartment building
like doing trimming the trees and stuff. So, I called my
best friend at the time and I was like, what do I do?
How do I get out of here? She was like, pardon my
French, ‘I’m fucking coming and getting you right now.
My boyfriend’s coming, he’s bringing his gun and were
going.’ and I’m like no, no, no; there’s no way! I can’t
wait 40 minutes here! And then I packed all my shit. I
left some stuff there obviously - I didn’t care - but he
was outside the entire time. I just remembered having
her on the phone and running from his apartment to
my car putting stuff in my car, making sure he wasn’t
seeing me and then I never really told anybody about
this so… and then I remember getting off the phone
with her and me being like ok, I’m going to leave. So, I
run into my car I started to try and go and he meets me
right at the driveway - the end of the driveway - and I
panic and I say ‘Oh I’m just leaving, I’m just going to go
see my friend for a little bit while you’re at work and
I’ll be back later’ and he was like, ‘OK, whatever’, kinda
weirded out, and I just left.” (RF1:6)

a) Resistance
It is important to identify the strategies that
survivors use to resist in the moments of violence.
Resistance does not always manifest as overt
acts; it can also be the covert act of remaining
silent. It seems incongruous, but resistance can
also be in the form of not resisting. Survivors
talked about doing what ever they could to stay
alive and get through the attack.

One time, I was like, no, I am going to say no. I have
the right to say no. And he got so angry, verbally
abusive and physically abusive and it was just like,
oh my god. So, I just submitted time and time
again. So then [I felt] just anger at him and then
shame at myself, I guess. (RF2:2)

I reacted really intensely. I was crying, which was
not allowed, you know, and I think he got a little
nervous. He went out to the kitchen and I
remember going out and saying, ‘I’m going to tell.
I’m going to tell my mum, like when my mum gets
home I’m telling her!’ and this is what he said; ‘If
you tell her, then we’ll have to call Children’s Aid
and then we’ll have to get divorced and you’ll have
to live in a foster home.’ So, guess who never told
another word for years and years and years and
years; I never told anyone.” (RF1:4)
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b) Disbelief
Many survivors expressed natural disbelief and
shock when the assault started. Sometimes this led
to disassociation, and other times to difﬁculty
processing what was happening.
I wouldn’t have thought these words in this way because I

We had been intimate before but then he really
pushed beyond the boundaries of what I felt
comfortable with, so initially I guess I was feeling
uncomfortable and then disbelief that he would
take it that far and then just really confused and
angry during it because, could he not tell how
upset and uncomfortable (I was).” (RF2:2)

didn’t think that way then, but if I did, it would have been
[…] What the fuck!? It’s too unbelievable to process.”
(RF2:3)

So, there was shock and then I think something happened,
as trauma does. It was like it was a bad dream ‘cause it
happened in the middle of the night. So shock, and then it
was actually shock later.” (RF1:3)
My ﬁrst reaction was shock and I actually spent a good time
on the ceiling, which is a good way to disassociate, right?”
(RF1:4)

I was working as an executive oﬃcer for a large real-estate
ﬁrm and living in a small town, but we were, we were
expected to go to conferences and that sort of thing. I just
went up to the hotel room early and my boss knocked on the

c) Silent and Complicit Bystanders
We found through these conversations that there
were usually other people involved. Whether the
act of violence was done by a family member or an
employer, or even in the single stranger assault,
there were bystanders who either knew what was
going on, suspected, or ought to have known,
thereby making them complicit in many ways to
the violence. Their silence proved to be an
enabling factor that meant the perpetrator
remained unchallenged and free from any
consequences. In some instances, these
bystanders actively participated in the shaming,
blaming and silencing of the victim/ survivor.

door and it was, you know, the peep hole, I saw who it was. I
didn’t think anything of it. I thought that he was there to
brief me on something. I didn't know he was drunk out of
his mind. And I just didn't think about it, so when he pinned
me down, the thought that I had was there’s no way this is
going to happen. It was, he, it’s not going to be technically
possible when I realised how drunk he was, but I was wrong
on that point. Then he immediately passed out so I was
pinned under him for hours. So, I dissociated, but when I
ﬁnally woke up and he came too, um, my ﬁrst thought was, I
think my ﬁrst thought and my ﬁrst reaction was panic, um,
what am I going to do? I don’t know what to do. I don’t think
I can cope. And he said nothing, so that was my answer. He
wasn’t going to take any responsibility. So, my ﬁrst thought
was coming out of panic and coming out of a disassociated
state. I was disassociating for god know how many hours.”
(RF1:5)

His friend group covered up his bad behaviour. We
went to different high schools. He would rape
other girls at the high school and then bully them
out of the social group and out of the friend group
and there were girls who were suicidal and he
would bully them on social media, and if they said
something, like, he would just mock them in front
of everybody. He was very controlling.” (RF22)
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He was also my boss ‘cause I worked at Jack Astor’s
and he was the Manager there, so there was a
power imbalance, and I feel like other people at
work knew about it somehow and I don’t know
how. But someone had told me, I don’t really
remember this, but I worked at the one location
and then he moved, and told me if I went there, I
would get a raise. So, I went, ‘cause I was like,
more money. You are in University, second year
University and you have to pay your way, so I
thought, OK, to do something small for this guy,
who is like signiﬁcantly older than me. Yeah, I just
didn’t want to be, to feel worse than what I already
felt, I guess.” (TF02)

4. Why
We were naturally interested in isolating the
socio-political, cultural and other factors that
were present in the lives of the participants, to
determine what impact, if any, these had on why
they were targeted, their ability to access support
and other services, as well as on their decisions
post-assault. One of the key questions we sought
to answer was why some survivors decide against
reporting. Understanding the impediments to their
accessing justice would aid us in identifying the
components to include in an alternative model
that would either totally remove or signiﬁcantly
mitigate the barriers.

a) Protecting Family
One theme that was very prominent with this group
was their determination to protect others, often at the
expense of their own sense of safety, health, and wellbeing. Whether it was hyper-vigilance over younger
siblings being next on the perpetrators’ line of violence,
or concerns over fathers, or brothers killing the
aggressor and going to prison, survivors would often
make sacriﬁces and decisions against their own selfinterest to protect their loved-ones. Protecting family
also sometimes meant warning them about an
aggressor within their midst, regardless of the
consequences to them personally.

Because I’m the oldest of the family and my assault, the
person who did the assault, (was) my grandfather, so
that’s why I thought of my sisters. My main goal was to
stop them from the same thing that happened to me.”
(RF1:1)

To this day, I have said I never told any of my family
about that, and I never will because I love them and I
don’t want to hurt them.” (RF2:1)

My father warned me not to go out with him, so my dad
was right and my dad would have killed [him] and I love
my dad, and he’s a prominent member of his
community, a teacher, a hockey coach, a counsellor,
and he’ll go to jail and my whole family would be
destroyed and my mother said ‘Don’t tell your father,
he’ll kill him’ and I get why she said it and of course I
know why I’m not responsible for his feelings, so
anyway, so those are some of the reasons why I didn’t
report it.” (RF1:3)

I didn’t think anybody would believe me, I also didn’t
really, I didn’t want my family to know - my dad, same
thing.” (RF1:6)
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I didn’t want my father to kill my grandfather. I didn’t
want him to do that. Um, and I also didn’t want the
family to be divided, because I thought I would be
removed from the home to be safe - not him removed
from the home - and we only saw them a couple times a
year, because we lived in a different area then they did.
So, it was always family gatherings, supposed to be a
happy time, but for me, it wasn’t, so yeah.” (RF1:1)

If that was me, I would want to kill somebody, which is
why for me, the way that I even protected my older
brother is, I didn’t tell my older brother about the
assault until he was in Kingston Penitentiary serving
hard time. I told him about a different incident that
had to do with my cousin and he was like ‘If you told me
before, I would have killed him’ and I said that is
exactly why I didn’t tell you.” (TF04)

And I couldn’t even tell my mum cause my mum would
be upset that I was even in that situation to begin with”
(TF01)

But it’s still a struggle, and I don’t like bringing it up to
my family because I don’t want to, them to think that
I’m still suffering, even though I know, but it’s like
when my dad found out, he cried and I’ve only seen him
cry – sorry [crying] - I’ve only seen him cry two or three
times in his life, and so he sat there and cried and said
‘I’m so sorry. It’s not your fault’. What the hell are you
apologising for?” (RF1:6)

When my mum and I were talking, she told me she is
also a survivor of sexual violence from my dad, and so
that was interesting to hear, and so maybe she would
have been a support but, I think at the time, I was so
scared to talk to her because it had to do with sex. And
my mum was not an open person when it came to sex.
So even when I wanted to have sex with my boyfriend
or something, it was this huge thing of like, I should
never do this, and you need to wait to marriage and all
this stuff. So, she wasn’t realistic and so because it had
to do with sex, she was not the person I was going to.”
(TF05)

I was actually date-raped so the guy who did it had
his friend actually start dating that night like my
best friend so therefore, it didn’t matter what I
said because she was gonna listen to whatever he
said. It was all of a sudden, so and then two of my
parents worked with this person’s parents, so
there was a lot of worry about what are they going
to think. Wasn’t really any concern about myself;
it was more about other people.” (RF1:2)

b) Power and Control
This theme appears as the foundational one to
emerge from our research, and the participants
fully comprehended why that was so, especially
as it factored in to why they did not report. In
many instances, the perpetrator was an individual
with power and control over the survivor. They
would resort to using threats and other
intimidation tactics to maintain silence and
compliance, or use their prominent community
connections as leverage over the survivor’s
perceived or actual lower class or social status.

The problem was that these boys were all the sons
of prominent people in our community. In fact,
one of them was the son of our school principal.
One of them was the son of the chief of police. And
those were the two big ones, the rest of them were
all, you know, came from rich families and all the
rest. But who was I going to talk to? Go to the
police station and talk to Captain whatever his
name is – Smith, about what his son had done to
me? And I was a poor trampy looking girl as far as
they were concerned with an addict, a single
addict mother and trouble-making brothers and
there was just no - there was no way and I knew
that, like there was no way.” (RF2:1)
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He would control me by driving me around everywhere
so how would I even get to a police station? Like he
would show up at school, at my work, outings with my
friends, [saying] time to go. He would control me
though driving unless I took a cab, but anyway I wasn’t
thinking that way at the time. The longer I stayed with
him, the harder it became to report because [they
would ask] why were you still with him? Because I was
questioning it, and friends would witness this really
violent behaviour and everyone would act like nothing
happened.” (RF2:2)

The ﬁrst time I probably didn’t [report] ‘cause I was
threatened by the person, and then I just felt guilt and
shame. Anyways, I thought it was my fault. And then
the second time I just thought well, like it happened
again, so for sure I thought it was my fault. I just
thought I didn’t have a chance, There was no point to
ﬁght it. I had no ﬁghting chance. Just they never will
believe me. There was alcohol involved; they know
more people than I do… so don’t even bother.” (RF2:5)

c) Legal System
Many survivors discussed not reporting simply because
they had no faith in the current criminal and legal
system. Whether it was the reputation of the system or
the lack of accountability associated with it, the system
itself was the barrier.

No, it’s not worth the emotional turmoil of it all, and
the chances of him actually being convicted of anything
are... [threw her hands up].” (RF2:2)

I didn’t want to see him. I didn’t want to speak to people
I didn’t know and talk about it and I didn’t think I had
any proof and it wouldn’t have done any good anyway;
and probably he doesn’t think he did anything wrong,
so it would totally be my word against his.” (RF1:3)

I knew this was a crime. I knew that I was innocent, um,
but I was aware that the legal system would not support
me. That was my belief, it was then, and it is now. It was
um primarily that reason I didn’t report. I felt that I
would be, if not blamed outright, um made to take
responsibility for it. And I also felt that there were
some reasons to back that up, for example, he was
drunk, so he could probably get off, and that’s probably
true. He could have gotten off for that reason. Um, I felt
that I had opened the door and that made me
responsible or at least would be made to look like I was
responsible, because I opened the door.” (RF1:5)

I had experience with police oﬃcers and they are
always male and its always super uncomfortable
talking about [sexual assault] with them” (RF2:2)

We know why we don’t report it. They’re gonna ask me
to prove it. They’re going to ask me what day it
happened, I don’t know what day it was. They’re going
to say ‘Where’s your proof?” (RF1:3)

I have zero faith in the justice system to be completely
honest. I think I just, I have no hope at all that they can
do anything. Anything you see is all over the news, all
the time, all these big wigs, and somehow they are still
doing their jobs, getting away with it.” (RF2:5)
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d) First Responders
First responders can be a pathway, or a closed door, in
that their reactions to the disclosure can either be
supportive and afﬁrming of the fact that she was not
responsible for the assault, or it can riddled with
victim-blaming, shaming and lacking in empathy. In the
declarations below, it was the ﬁrst responder’s
reactions that closed the door for the survivor to
report, stopping her from even telling anyone else.

I told friends like right after it happened, actually the
same friend I told both times right after it happened
and her response was very - I guess victim-blaming. But
like, she was close with one of the guys on one of the
occasions, and she was very much, ‘Oh, that doesn’t
seem like him.’ And then on that occasion, there was
two guys. I was throwing up in a bathroom and he came
in and made me give him head, and she wasn’t as close
with him, but the other guy took me upstairs and I
guess, raped me. And so, she knew the other guy really
close, and she was like, ‘That doesn’t sound like him.
Are you sure you didn’t say you wanted to do it? Are you
sure you didn’t say things like that?’ And so, I was like,
is this what telling someone is like? I guess. And so
other than her, I didn’t tell anyone for a long time […]
Why I didn’t report, because neither time I didn’t think
it was worthy of reporting. The ﬁrst time I went to his
house, so I thought I would be blamed for going there in
the ﬁrst place, because what my friend said, ‘Did you
know something was going to happen?’ And I was like,
no. So yeah, I guess it was just like I had a bad initial
friend that kind of said whatever, and I didn’t know
how wrong it was back then. I didn’t. I had no idea.”
(TF05)

Unfortunately, the one person I did tell, who was a
friend and colleague, when I told him, he actually said
‘Why did you let him in?’ And I was already not
planning to report this. I already decided not to, but he
certainly re-enforced that, and that shut me up for
years.” (RF1:5)
... and I didn’t have any kind of support to lead me (to
the police).” (RF2:1)

e) Previously Reported; No Perpetrator
Accountability
As we have previously mentioned, many of the
survivors that participated had survived multiple
instances of sexual assault. For some, the reason
why they didn’t report this time was because the
last time they reported, they were not believed, or
there was no consequence to the perpetrator.
They walked away from the process believing that
the criminal legal system was not the site for
them to get justice. This clearly explains why they
opted out of engaging with that system again.

No, I am not going to report. My friend got so upset.
She said, ‘Well, why wouldn’t you report?’ I said,
‘Well, why would I? I reported the last time. I went
to the trial; it was dismissed.’ The judge looked at
me and said, ‘I really do believe you, but there just
is not enough evidence.’ And I was a teenager then,
so why would I report? So, she was more upset
that I wouldn’t report, and that upset me and I
know that particular situation caused a lot of
strain between her and I, so our relationship has
not been even been the same. I already went
through a court case, was dismissed and a lot of
drama around that, so not going to do that again.
So, I internalised a lot of it and masked a lot of it, a
lot of the pain, and decided not to report, and
decided to mask with marijuana, with alcohol and
a lot of avoidance. So those were some of the
reasons why I didn’t report.” (TF04)
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I separate childhood sexual abuse including rape, from
adolescent and adult; I don’t know why, just (in) my
mind they are separate. The reason I didn’t report is
because when I reported childhood sexual abuse, ﬁrst
to my family doctor, I have absolutely no idea what was
discussed because he didn’t talk to me directly at all,
and I was told to go in the waiting room. Then he called
in my mum and whatever was discussed to this day, I
have no clue. And then (t was like) the whole thing
never happened and I mean the discussion with the
doctor. So as a pubescent girl being raped by someone
else, I just oh, I also got a - let me jump around. I also got
an opportunity to report the childhood sexual abuse to
the OPP when it was my father. My father was shooting
at people in the lake and they came to the lake for that
report, and then had us come and do victim witness
bullshit reports at the station, I think they asked the
question ‘and did he ever do anything else?’ So that to
me, I know they didn’t mean what I interpreted they
meant, having to do with physical violence towards
other people, but I took that as an opportunity to tell
them a lot about my childhood, and they just clammed
up, and of course nothing ever was spoken again from
that point on. And so then, when I was raped as an
adolescent and an adult, it was like, well why bother
fucking reporting this? Plus, from time to time, I would
say things to my mum and it was always […] It’s been
until two years ago before she would even acknowledge
anything at all. And the fucking shit show that was. She
calls my aunt and they - she comes over with her
husband and then I’m just a fucking spectacle thing.
‘Oh, we didn’t know’, and it’s like fuck you, you fucking
all knew. Anyways, but, so what I’m trying to say is I
learned soon and early enough not to even bother
wasting my breath and because to me reporting it to an
oﬃcial who’s supposed to do something about it, I’m
getting absolutely nowhere, is almost as frustrating as
the incidences themselves. That just makes me more
angry, and then to have family members, including my
sisters who were also victims of our father, say ‘It never
happened. It never happened’, and I basically was and
still am, the black sheep of the family. ‘She’s a trouble
maker. Now she even talks to the media. She makes it
all it up. None of this shit ever happened in our family,’
even though some of the people who shunned me, I
knew goddamn well it happened to them too, but
whatever. Whatever. it’s like fuck off all of you then.”
(RF2:3)

f) Repressed Memories
Participants discussed repressed memories being a
component of surviving a sexually violent situation.

And as time went on, I [started remembering]. When I
was 16, I woke up from a dream and - like a nightmare and woke up and I had remembered everything.”
(RF2:1)

I mean I thought about it before but, I think I just
repressed it.” (TF02)

But I couldn’t remember this experience until I was in
the car one day with my partner now, and I was like, I
was assaulted.” (TF01)

My period had not even come yet. I’m not even craving
sexual feelings. I didn’t know If I liked boys at that
point. It was all very confusing. I think I repressed
them.” (TF01)
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g) ''I Was Drugged”

i) Lack of Knowledge of Rape or Consent

One of the reasons that some survivors chose not
to report was due to the fact that they were
incapacitated at the time and did not remember
details. Without these details, and additional
evidence, they knew the odds are the system
wouldn’t believe them, or work for them.

One theme that we ﬁnd the participants grappled
with the most in terms of not reporting, was
confusion over understanding and naming what
had happened to them as rape. Many of the
participants discussed not knowing it was rape, or
not knowing that they could withdraw consent in
the moment of the violence.

So, I didn’t report because I was awake on and off.
I got raped for hours. I was drugged, so I couldn’t
speak, and I couldn’t move, but I consciously come
back and forth. Before I completely came to, the
guy actually dragged me in the shower and shaved
me completely and made sure that there was
nothing. So, I didn’t think that, I didn’t want to go
and be tested or go through the whole kit thing,
and then after that, I didn’t think there would be
anything. I didn’t want anybody else to touch me.
And so, I guess that’s why I didn’t report.” (RF1:2)

I don’t remember what happened. I only have a
few little repressed memories will come into play,
but a lot of it has to do with the drug that was put
into the drink and not understudying to the fullest
extent what had happened.” (TF04)
h) Fear
Fear of retribution from the aggressor was one
reason that this survivor didn’t report.

What if I report and he ﬁnds out and he tries to
ﬁnd me? I was like, he can easily come, drive and
try to ﬁnd me. What If he tries to ﬁnd me? That
was another big thing. I was very scared he was
going to ﬁnd me after.” (RF1:6)

I didn’t even know really the word rape. I didn’t
even know that that is what happened to me, so
that’s one piece.” (RF2:1)

I don’t think that I knew that it was an option to
report. I had never heard of like, someone was
saying - you do sometimes hear in the media about
like, a rape trial or something, but that’s always
far away; that was never around here. Certainly,
never heard about it around here.” (RF2:4)

I didn’t report because number 1: I didn’t even
think that it was sexual assault, because I kept
thinking it’s me; it’s my fault. Am I really
consenting to it? I don’t know?” (TF02)

I didn’t report because I didn’t think that it was
worthy enough to report. I didn’t know that I
couldn’t consent, or wasn’t even in the place to
consent in the one situation.” (TF05)

My biggest fear was - who the hell is going to
believe me? We just had consensual sex and then
unconsensual. Who’s going to distinguish between
that? There’s no way. And I didn’t want to go do a
rape kit, I wanted to shower all that off me.”
(RF1:6)
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The rationale back then, um, was I didn’t think it
was wrong, and I kinda blamed that on the sex
education I went through… I went through the
Catholic board, through the Fully Alive
curriculum which wasn’t very, very intensive. It
didn’t touch on consent. It didn’t touch on
anything like that. And now I see the importance
of our current curriculum, which was just squareheaded, and it’s so important that it’s reinstated.”
(RF1:1)

Guilt and shame, you know? I willingly went
somewhere with this person, and I was a very good
girl. I was known to be very sweet and innocent, so
you know the fact that actually, I was drinking and
going off with guys to make out would have been, I
mean, that would have been embarrassing
enough. So yeah, I don’t think I thought about
saying something to my mum. I remember hiding
it. You know, I bled for a couple of days and I kept
that a secret. I guess if she would have asked, (I
would have said]) you know just got my period. So
yes, I was a virgin.” (RF2:4)

j) Self-Blame / Guilt/ Self-doubt
This next theme comes from the ways in which
survivors are socialised into believing that the
responsibility of not being assaulted falls on them.
This victim-blaming attitude continues to be
heralded loudly, especially in the media. We
therefore were not surprised to see it surface as a
major
theme
across
participants.
This
burdensome responsibility on survivors accounted
for why so many did not disclose.

Maybe it’s my fault. Maybe I should have said
something, or behaved differently.” (RF2:2)

My ﬁrst thought - I didn’t know that he had
followed me home, and I was laying there and
thinking, if I just had gone by. How could I let this
happen? I’m disgusting, and I don’t want this to
happen again after this!” (RF2:5)

And you know, the guilt and the ‘why did I get
myself in this situation?’ We’re on a hill, on the
grass and seeing someone else - people were
walking by - and I got quiet because I would be
embarrassed if they saw us there. Even though,
even at this point, I wanted it to stop, I still had
embarrassment.” (RF2:4)

Something I am still grappling with, is that like,
why am I doing this? I kept thinking - it’s me. It’s
my fault I guess.” (TF02)

Did I agree to this? Can I, like, I didn’t agree to
this. It was a continuous trying to ﬁgure out, could
he possibly think that I agreed to this?” (TF05)

They are going to be disappointed… that I got
myself in that situation. Yep, because I did. If you
take responsibility for not being able to see that it
was a dangerous situation, because I can recognise
it now, but then I couldn’t, and so yeah, just
disappointment and not being believed.” (RF1:6)

Maybe he couldn’t pick up what I was trying to
communicate.” (RF2:2)

If I kind of feel at the time I was brave enough in
that moment, that if somebody would believe me, I
would have actually went ahead and tried
pressing charges. I would have been willing to go
through the whole court thing.” (RF1:2)
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Contrastively to the one-on-one interviews, these
survivors did not report. For that reason, we do not
have information on consequences for the
aggressors. However, what we have is a plethora of
the lasting and impactful consequences for the
survivors, affecting so many faucets of their lives.
Many of these consequences are intersecting and
overlapping.

It has impacted my current relationship with my
ﬁancé… Um, sometimes I don’t want to be touched,
and he is very understanding, and he can just pass
by and like touch me and kinda play around. I
can’t do that because I get really upset over it, but
he understands now and he gets the circumstance
and he gets the rationale around it so, it has
affected me that way.” (RF1:1)

1. Impacts on Relationships
Sexual violence can impact and interrupt
relationships, beyond any that may have existed
between the survivor and aggressor. It can be
taxing on relationships with family members,
friends and ﬁrst responders. It can affect
relationships with people that may have known the
violence was happening but failed to stop it. It can
also affect the survivor’s ability to enter into and
maintain future relationships and connections with
other people, especially men. Participants
discussed these consequential impacts on their
relationships and their reﬂections will allow the
reader to understand how far-reaching and
devastating one act of sexual violence can be, by
fundamentally shifting that critical part of our
nature to building strong social and kinship bonds.

(The assault) totally interrupted my relationship with
my mother because when I saw nothing really changing
or happening [after I thought she was told], it was like,
well how come you’re not doing anything? Like, come
on! I did ﬁnd out years later that she did modify things.
She never went anywhere. Just before she died, she
told me she changed her work shifts because I started
working when I was 13. I took over her summer job.
That was all done so I wouldn’t be in the house alone
with him. But, at the time, I was like fuck off!” (RF1:4)

I just don’t like being touched, so that become a huge
barrier for healthy relationships. Um, a lot of shame;
very self-conscious” (RF2:2)

Emotionally [I felt] really bad that my sister had
faced the same thing, because I thought I tried my
hardest at 13. I really did, I thought I tried (to stop
it).” (RF1:1)

This isolation and distrust of men, distrust of
people because of the situation of that rape, it just
kind of gave me more isolation, more disfunction
in my relationships, more fear of intimacy and
yeah, just like a long sentence of nothingness in
relationships.” (RF1:5)

I told my mum; she was pissed I told my aunt
before I told her, and it carried on, and she was
just constantly - she wanted to know every single
detail; ‘What happened and why did this happen?
Why did you let yourself go there? Why didn’t you
report?’ Just attacking me, and then my stepdad
be like, ‘I’m going to kill this person. He’s dead. I’m
coming up there this week, and I’m bringing my
friends up there. They’re going to kill him.’ and oh
my gosh, this is actually going to happen; he has
assaults on his record and he’s actually going to do
it.” (RF1:6)
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2. Memory
It is important to understand that the reason why
many survivors repress the violent memories is
because of the body’s natural way of protecting
itself from recollections that are too hard to bear.
Reliving moments from extremely traumatic
events can be a debilitating thing, holding the
survivor captive to that moment in time, never
being able to move beyond it. Forgetting therefore
becomes a subconscious mechanism of self-care
and safety.

I think it impacted my memory. I still don’t
remember what happened. I think I just repressed
it. I don’t even know his name anymore.” (TF02)

3 . Sexual Impacts
It is important to recognise that an act as speciﬁc
as sexual violence, is violating a part of one’s self
that has shame already socially assigned to it.
Sexuality is itself already a controversial subject
for many to navigate through, so violence
explicitly centred on that can make future
connections and interactions even more difﬁcult.

I think it kinda sexualised me a bit more, because
that was like 5 or 6, and another experience
happened that I am thinking about now, that I
must have been 8 or 9.” (TF01)

Sexually, it turned off a lot of things for me and I can
say right after the assault and up until it would be 2011,
I was with one person just for sex. But every time I
would have to have sex, and I knew I was going to, I had
to drink. I was never sober really. So then that
questions, okay I know I am going to do it, but am I
really consenting to it? In order to get my frame of
mind around having sex, which I wanted, I had to
constantly be drugged. Now that you looked at the
correlation between the two, yes there is a relationship
between the last sexual experience I had, which was a
violation, and up until the last person that I was with.”
(TF04)

So yeah, there are like sexual limits. I think that is one
of the impacts that has happened. And limits that I
didn’t realise until my sexual life started moving to
different things. I also think emotionally, it created a
lot of doubt in me about what I thought consent was,
and what I liked, and what I didn’t like, and knowing
myself and all of those things. It created a lot of doubt
and I think it was pretty repressed for a while until
#metoo started happening. And then, when I saw a
story or things that had happened to me represented in
#metoo, or in shows, or in media or something like
that, that is when I got complete validation, and I was,
oh what did happen to me was not consensual and I did
not consent to that.” (TF05)

You know, self-esteem (was) severely damaged, and I
was very promiscuous as a teenager and then again
when I became single, as an adult. But I can say as an
adult, I was promiscuous but it was different than
when I was a teenager. It was a power thing. It was my
way of exerting power over a man actually. And I
carried a very dangerous rage within me for many
years. It’s still there. It is still, but it’s, you know, settled
down a little bit, but I know if ever the need came out
for me to use it, it’s - I know my power.” (RF2:1)
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8 months after it happened, I kinda became slutty
when I was a teenager because my view was, I’m never
gonna let some guy just attack me. I’m not gonna attack
them, but I’m gonna be in control. I’m gonna date Bob,
then I’m gonna have sex with Bob right away. That way,
I felt that made me in control, and I didn’t want to be
raped again, obviously.” (RF1:2)

I didn’t trust myself anymore to go with my gut, ‘cause
my gut was really, really wrong in that situation,
obviously. I didn’t trust. I didn’t feel completely
comfortable in my own sexuality, ‘cause that was my
ﬁrst experience. And I had a few partners after that
that was consensual where um, I could freeze in
moments.” (RF1:3)

4. Emotional Impacts / Mental Health
The survivors that we talked to had a lot to say about
the emotional and mental health implications of sexual
violence. It is important to understand that these
implications do not stop once the violence is over. The
emotional trauma is very heavy, one they continue to
bear even years after, as indicated below.

I think it made me harder, like more guarded and
more, ‘why are you talking to me?’ I think that is a good
thing, versus thinking like, right now, yeah, I feel like in
my younger relationships or when I was a bit younger
and in relationships, I would crave male attention, but I
grew older; it was like, why am I craving it? Why do I
need it? It was the obligation to continue to please
them, because I wanted their attention. So, I don’t
know. Now it is like, I don’t give a fuck, but I think when
I was younger, I had to perform.” (TF01)

Numbness, but it really was denial, disbelief, and then
of course the anger after you realised there was a
violation that took place on many levels. So, I think I
became sheltered; I became removed.” (TF04)

I tried to go to counselling right after it happened and I
just could not go, so I think I was not ready for it. The
questions and especially at the beginning, they talk
about self-harm and ‘Do you plan to harm yourself and
harm other people?’ I said no, but really I was harming
myself anyway by the isolation, and sometimes the
drinking and not eating purposefully because I felt that
I had control over that, and then I think physically
there was a lot of pain in my body at the time and
doctors could not explain what was going on. So, I was
on a lot of medication, and I did, I think it was MRI or a
CT scan where they look at my entire body, but it was
inconclusive. They did not ﬁnd anything. And so, I tie
that to the assault as well. I think that the pain and
everything like dissolved maybe two years after the
assault, so it took a while, and doctors ended up just
saying ‘It’s ﬁbromyalgia’, so that was the ﬁnal thing.
First, they were looking for things like MS, but nothing
was in my brain that they could see, but emotionally
there was something there. There was a scar that was
causing me pain. So, that was the thing looking back,
was it, had to be some kind of connection of course.”
(TF04)

It didn’t matter where I looked, somehow people could
tell I was defective or dirty. So that stuck with me a
little bit, yeah; anger I guess, depression, anxiety, um,
the inability to have a healthy sexual relationship for
the longest time.” (RF2:2)

I think I always had low self-worth, so it deﬁnitely
reinforced that. I was diagnosed with depressive
disorder, anxiety disorder, mood disorder. I had
already had a disorder which just enhanced more
because it controlled how I was feeling. I had a lot of
regression towards pretty well everyone, um, I,
nightmares and ﬂash backs which I still have, so I was
diagnosed with PTSD.” (RF2:5)

… the ﬂashbacks, because they are super invading my
life. And I can’t sleep. I can’t eat. I don’t trust anybody. I
hate the world, which is not exactly true, but basically,
you know, and I think humans are the biggest fuck up
ever created. So, I hate the asshole who created
humans.” (RF2:3)
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... suicide attempts” (RF2:3)
I have an overall feeling of hopelessness and
helplessness.” (RF2:3)
It’s kinda a chicken and an egg thing, like you know, did
the low self-worth and depression come ﬁrst, or was in
made worse?” (RF2:4)
I had some good times, you know? Drugs, alcohol,
acting out sexually, party, party, party for many years.
Um, yeah, there’s some really good self-medicating
options out there. Um, my favourite was ecstasy. I went
– wow, I can actually feel this good and this comfortable
around people. Ha! - This is the medicine everyone
should be getting, broken backs, my back turning to
mush be damned. Yeah, depression, anxiety, possible
personality disorder. I’ve had psychiatrists go back and
forth on.” (RF2:4)
I live with a lot of guilt because I’m constantly thinking
like how many people did he do it to after he did it to
me, because it was so well planned out, which I didn’t
realise at the time, but now that I’m older, I realise. He
had his friend with him, who he made do it once to me,
so that way he was completely under his thumb. He
showered and shaved me in the morning, so the older (I
get), I realise this is sick. He knows what he’s doing. It
wasn’t like a one-time thing. So, I have a lot of guilt,
because I know he probably did it to other people.
Maybe I would have said something, but I had no one. I
have a 15-year old daughter. My daughter is 15 now and
that’s how old I was, so I’ve talked to her about this. She
knows when it happened and it happened at my home
in my own bed, in my own room, where I had to sleep
every night after that. So, she knows like if you go to a
party, you do not put your drink down. If you put your
drink down, you get a new drink - you don’t trust
anyone. Don’t let anyone watch your drink while you go
to the washroom. You don’t let your drink out of your
sight for two seconds.” (RF1:2)
How does it affect you? Um, I would say, I could list ﬁfty
thousand things. The main thing is, it took a very long
time for me to trust my inner voice again.” (RF1:3)

I would have physical ﬂashbacks or whatever, um, and I
would just pull a sheet up and whatever. Um, my
partners have always known, because I had to explain
why I had these little things, right? Pink Floyd, that
was like the music he liked to listen to in bed, so every
time I’m in the car and my husband puts on [the radio
station], they play Pink Floyd every fucking time you go
to that station, and I’m like ‘Can we change the
station?’ and he’s like ‘OK’, and he changes it, you
know? But every time that happens, I have a memory.
30 fucking years! I would so like to just be done, you
know?” (RF1:3)
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So, what is it to be 11 and you just get your ﬁrst period,
and so now you’re a woman and then you’re sexually
assaulted by a man who happens to be your father but,
maybe you’re on the journey and - I was on the journey that I was woman-identiﬁed. That was a fuck up. So
those two happened, and then I never wanted to have
children. I love children. I became an early childhood
educator. I learned a lot of stuff about kids. My family
was very dysfunctional, so I didn’t trust myself. So I
didn’t trust myself that I would be a good parent.
Happily, when I was 30, I was like oh my god, my clock
was running out – I [now] have three children and
three grandchildren. But that was interrupted for a
long period of time. I chose to be in a marriage with a
man who was an alcoholic, who I could help and ﬁx,
who at a point sexually assaulted me. But you know, we
don’t talk about that; he’s a nice man. I still see him, but
it just interrupted relationships. It interrupted me
getting to know who I was as a human being, as a
woman, and it interrupted my relationship with my
mother. I decided to identify with my father, because
he was the power in our house. So, don’t you fuck with
me. Don’t fuck with me, which is his attitude, right?
That wasn’t so helpful. So my mum, you know, was the
central, also of his attention of his abuse, not sexual or
physical but deﬁnitely emotional. So the relationship
with her was interrupted, but I have a better
relationship with her now. She’s been dead since 2004
but it’s true [...] It was like this, not a pivotal moment
but a complete bend in the road. Here you are 11 years
old just hitting puberty, just getting rolling, and fuck
off… Which is good because I became very angry. I
spent most of my adolescent years being very angry. Um
that’s a good thing. Anger is a good thing.” (RF1:4)

I don’t trust my gut. I don’t. It’s like, is it my gut talking,
or is it my anxiety? I don’t know which one it is. I can’t
tell. So, in my current relationship now, I have - is he
ignoring me or am I just being crazy? I don’t know. And
it’s something I have to discuss with any sexual
partners because I have lots of triggers, as well lots of
ﬂashbacks. I didn’t have sex after the rape for a good
couple of months, and then I just got really, really
drunk one night and wanted to have sex with this one
dude, and just did it. I just wanted to rip off the band
aid and it was stupid and whatever, but it was ok. It was
consensual. And I was like, OK. There we go. But then, I
still couldn’t trust anybody. What’s going to happen?
So, I starting carrying around pocket knives with me at
all times. It’s in my car at all times, always usually one in
my purse and sometimes I put it my shirt depending on
where I am. When I’m going to the bar, I usually don’t
drink. I couldn’t drink for a very long time. I couldn’t
smoke. I couldn’t do anything. I was too afraid to go out
of control and someone was going to take advantage of
that ‘cause that’s what happened. I started smoking a
joint and it was not normal. There was something else
in there and made me feel out of control and I couldn’t I remember I could barely walk up the stairs. I was like,
I smoked pot before. I’m a frequent [user] yeah, yeah,
but this is weird. I can’t walk. This is something not
right. So, I never thought that would happen with
someone I’m seeing. I trusted him. He has a daughter.
He wouldn’t do this to me! There’s no way. No way. So, it
really affects sexual relationships ‘cause there is a lot
of triggers, and he assaulted me with my vibrator
anally so, that’s a no go. Heavy trigger there. Sorry for
the visual there. So deﬁnitely some heavy triggers. I
think I see him; my whole body just freezes.” (RF1:6)

So ﬁnancially, emotionally, anxiety, depression, PTSD,
triggers, every day, every day. Something. There’s
always something. And it’s hard and I try and I try and
be strong ‘cause I know there’s so many people that go
through this, and I feel bad for not reporting ‘cause I
don’t want other people to go through this, ‘cause it’s
horrible, and I constantly think to myself, I think I
would kill myself before I get raped again.” (RF1:6)

I am a nursing student, kind of, uh I’ve pretty much
completed my full RN, except I’m now two courses away
from my degree, but because of this rape, I have
developed horrible test anxiety so, I have failed three
courses and I got kicked out of University of Ottawa, so I
can’t get be an RN right now, so that sucks. That’s my
dream. And so, I’m not quitting; I’m still going for my
RPN.” (RF1:6)
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I ended up having sleep disturbances, so I went on a lot
of sleep medication so I can sleep during the day. So,
now with the anti-anxiety medication that I do take, it
helps with sleep, so you don’t realise all the
consequences that come after an assault years later.
You don’t make the connection. But I believe now,
working at night, it was the best way to keep me safe,
because it happened at night” (TF04)

5. No Sex / Gap in Relationships
It is easy to understand the very reasonable and
rational decision by many survivors of sexual violence
to abstain from engaging in sexual activities, or from
entering into relationships after experiencing sexual
violence. For some, it would take many years before
they even entertained the thought of having any
contact with another man.

I just kinda closed up, isolated, drank a lot. It’s hard
really, to say what came from what because I already
had sexual violence in my history as a child and as an
adolescent. So, I already had quite a number of failed
relationships under my belt, um, but after this
incident, um, I took a break from men for ten years.
Ten full years.” (RF1:5)

The gap between 2006 and 2012, I wasn’t in a
relationship, no physical, no sexual. I kinda was, I guess
you would say, by choice, celibate from the other, the
ﬁrst experience which was a sexual assault.” (TF04)

6. Physical Impacts
Along with the emotional and mental health
repercussions, physical consequences are also
apparent with survivors of sexual violence. The
violence takes a toll on our bodies and how we hold the
stress and trauma inside of them. Many of the
participants discussed suffering from conditions such
as ﬁbromyalgia, cervical cancer and Urinary Tract
Infections (UTIs).

A lot of UTIs” (RF2:2)

Probably the worst is that I did get pregnant the ﬁrst
time and thank the lord I did have a miscarriage, so,
things happen for a reason I believe. And yeah, it’s
pretty evil and interrupts - it interrupts my life to this
day. I still struggle with nightmares and ﬂashbacks and
a disorder that I’m trying really hard to ﬁght. And I did
try to take my life at one point in time and for whatever
reason it didn’t work so, here we are. […] One of the
biggest sort of physical impediments is when I smell
certain smells, I even projectile vomit.” (RF2:5)

When I was diagnosed with cervical cancer, my aunt
said, it serves me right, because I had multiple partners
and I’m like, not by choice, so fuck off.” (RF2:3)

Everything hurts. I tend to push it down, push it down
and make sure it’s a nice big, tight, knot ball in my
stomach. So I had a lot of gastro-intestinal problems. I
have IBS, Irritable Bowel Syndrome.” (RF2:4)

Yeah, some people would say I’m really uptight, but it’s
like, well I gotta hold it in there somehow. Um, yeah, I
think. I get massages and when she gets my lower back
where I’m usually describing the pain, and she goes a
little lower I’m like Ahhh! Yes, that’s where all the
tension is, I’m sitting on it all the time. I’ve had
problems with tailbone stuff. I’ve got liver problems,
anger, like I said, that hasn’t been expressed but it’s
there. Frustration, shame, guilt.” (RF2:4)

A few years later I talked to a counsellor for the ﬁrst
time, in kinda a group setting after having yeast
infection after yeast infection and not knowing, and I
started looking at mind-body connection, and it was
like, oooh, unresolved sexual trauma that may be
causing it. So, OK. I was kinda tired of that, so I said
alright; I guess It’s time to talk this out.” (RF1:3)
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I contracted HPV virus. I didn’t have to worry about me
getting pregnant that night because I hadn’t even gotten my
period yet, but I did contract HPV virus and so, OK, so, this
is very personal. I ended up - and imagine, I’m this 14-year
old girl who you know, I don’t have a close relationship with
my mum. There’s not talking about, you know, anything,
and then I end up covered in genital warts and I had no idea
what the hell that was. I just, so I let it fester for a long time
because I was just thought I was deformed. I didn’t know it
was from sex. I didn’t know anything about sexual
transmitted diseases because you learn - we learned in
school, well there’s AIDS and there’s syphilis, and I had
never been taken to a doctor or anything like that. So, I was
never tested or treated for any STD’s so, literally I had this
horrible mess for about a year. In that time, I did not have
sex because - but not because I didn’t want to spread it,
because I didn’t know what it was, - but because of the
embarrassment, the shame. So I had incredible shame
because of that and I thought that, I just thought that I was
just disgusting. I ended up in foster care by the time I was 15
or so, and so I got taken to the doctor, not for that, but for
general exam and I like started having a family doctor and
that’s when she found it. And I started getting treatment.
And so, I would have to go every Wednesday at 9:00am to
the civic hospital and with all the other HPV people ‘cause
all it would be is… I’m not kidding you, here I am, this young
girl, and they would hold me down. Four nurses would hold
my arms and my legs down every Wednesday to cauterise
my genitals, and I would lie there trying not to scream and
they would put a thing in my mouth to bite down on but, no
anesthetic. I can remember lying there and the tears would
just roll down my eyes because I was so embarrassed and it
was painful of course, but more I was just so embarrassed.
And I had to do this for a year, every week for a year, and I
can’t tell you how many times a nurse would say to me,
‘Well, I bet you regret getting yourself into trouble’ or ‘Well
I hope you’ve learned your lesson’. I mean there was more
good than bad with the nurses, but the bad ones stuck with
me, right? And only compounded that shame. And anyways,
I ﬁnally ended up having like major surgery, where they
actually put me to sleep in the operating room and cut out so by the time when I was 16, I had lost most of my outer
vagina. It had been all cut off and cauterised. So, you know
it was all mutilated. It was mutilated is what it looked like,
looks like, and so you know, scars are still there and
everything, never heals from being burned so many times.
And it was really like, I would lie on that table and it was
like, living it all over again, every week you know what I
mean?

The burning and the, it was just like, fuck. Anyhow, the HPV
virus lead to Cervical cancer, and so that was only ﬁve years
ago. And so, then I had to have surgery and that put me into
menopause immediately, at the age of 38. And it broke my
heart because I had ﬁnally met the love of my life, or a good
man for the ﬁrst time, ﬁrst good man I had ever met. And yeah,
I’ve got some kids, but we dreamed of having a baby together
and my self-worth was always in part, my ability to have
babies and be a good mum. So, when that became that you like
– pow – no, it’s over. It’s not by your choice; it’s just over.
Anyways, besides that, you know, chronic bladder infections
over the years, chronic tonsillitis, and had my tonsils removed
as an adult and chronic ear infections ‘cause I got hit in the
head so many times and whatever. I don’t know, but yeah.”
(RF2:1)
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As with the section on Care in the one-on-one
interviews part of the report, we have documented and
ampliﬁed the many ways in which survivors can care
for themselves, as well as how others have cared for
them. These acts of love, kindness and compassion
have been beneﬁcial on diverse self-directed healing
journeys. We do not want to limit the acts to the ‘aftercare’ and strategies deployed by survivors to cope with
the trauma from the assault. Rather, we want to
expand the understanding, to show how care is an
important part of all human survival. These are all part
of the continuum of trauma and care, and are a part of
everyday life for many. For many survivors, it was
present before the assault, continued in the moments
of the assault and revived after.

1. Therapeutic Care / Counselling
Some survivors discussed that counselling was a
beneﬁcial route for them after the sexual violence.
Counsellors can be that support that a survivor is
looking for.

There is nothing to reach out to as a survivor socially,
where you can actually go and unpack how you feel a
month later to three years, a decade later, to talk about
what issues do you still have now? So that is why for me
I had to ﬁnd the right therapist, the right counsellor
who can deal with me both internally and holistically.
It’s not just something that happened to me sexually or
mentally, but spiritually as well. I needed a holistic
approach to ﬁnd healing for me through this journey,
and so I think the only agency that I can truly say that I
would invest in is WomenatthecentrE, because of the
research that they do.” (TF04)

It took me while to get my story out there, even to the
counsellor. I remember she said to me once, ‘Did you
know you have the right to breathe?’ And I’m like, the
right to breathe? I felt I didn’t have any right, and from
the outside, everybody thought everything was good
and ‘cause I was able to hide it very well - I thought I
was able to hide it very well. Now I have, and my
parents are so supportive, like, I could have went to
them and the situation would have been dealt with like
I wanted. I didn’t have a fear of reporting it, I just didn’t
know I could report it.” (RF1:1)

I did not have any support. I’m not even sure it was
available, that was so long ago. If it was, I wasn’t aware
of it. It was a long time before I spoke of that particular
incident. I did get some counselling for the childhood
and adolescent sexual assault assaults. But, actually, to
be honest, it wasn’t enough. It wasn’t deep enough. It
was good counselling; it was what was available. I made
a decision to do some deeper work and access services
in the US, and for over a period of many years, went to a
US wellness institute and received ongoing counselling
and intensive therapy with a group of other
professionals, who have also been traumatised in
different ways. Many therapists have had experiences
that are negative and have used that to enrich their
own work so, that was my goal. And but yeah, it was
quite the journey and I’m glad I did it, and I just think
that as a result of that, the topic of sexual abuse, of any
kind of abuse, is open in our family, and we could
launch into a discussion about it. Some of us were
abused by the same man and both physically and
sexually, and my brother-in-law and we just talk about
it. It’s just so lovely to be able to have that
conversation.” (RF1:5)

And then later in life, by the time I was about 22 or 24
maybe, something like that, I found the Women Sexual
Assault Centre of Renfrew County, and that was
probably the most amazing and most healing that I did,
um, ever, to this day. A ton of experience and support,
you know? Unconditional safety, and so that, and
besides that, you know, I’ve belonged to a really, very
cool church and have many friends there who are very
cool, like, and very open about sexual abuse and lots of
other stuff. So, there’s a lot of support for, if you know,
if something triggers or whatever, and yeah.” (RF2:1)
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I used yoga as a coping mechanism it helped me
pretend everything was OK, I guess. And then when I
was ﬁnally ready to look at it, I was at university, so we
had a campus counselling department, so I made an
appointment and sat down face-to-face with a
counsellor who was sort of initial intake, and I guess
after that, they do placement or something, which I
remember coming home to a voicemail from her saying
basically ‘You’re too complex. I would recommend you
go to a family doctor and see if you can get a referral, or
there is this clinic/shelter in Ottawa.’ So, I called her
back and just left her this terrible voicemail saying
like, how unprofessional. Do you realise you were the
ﬁrst I opened up to in ﬁve years? And how vulnerable I
am? And I just I lit her up, and she came back and was
like ‘Are you OK? I’m really sorry.’ and I’m like, 'I’m not
talking to you anymore. You can go fuck yourself.' So, I
did ﬁnally, after I was mad and done being, oh poor me
nobody understands me, I ﬁnally sought out the
women’s shelter in Ottawa and it ended up being this
really awesome, healing place.” (RF2:2)

I accessed human supports in about 2000 or 1999. I
ﬁnally went to the Aboriginal Health Centre in Ottawa
and an (Indigenous) Health Centre and for once in my
life, not only did they listen respectfully and have
supports and groups and courses and workshops up
the ying-yang like crazy, wonderful. But it was almost
like, duh, of course you’ve been abused. And it was like,
yeah, it’s a fact, and we’re here to help you. I was just
like, what?! You guys are all aliens, right? So, again, I’d
be stark-raving mad if it wasn’t for those.” (RF2:3)

I have been lucky to have some good family and friends,
some good therapists, some good doctors; the one in
Toronto, who is a nurse practitioner. we need more in
Renfrew County. But honestly, I don’t recall ever
disclosing speciﬁc incidents, this speciﬁc incident
certainly, to anyone. Well no, one. One counsellor who
then said, ‘oh, I don’t think you should think of that as
rape.’ […] Yeah. And she was good for other things, so I
kinda liked to think she was just trying to give me a
chance to get over it, maybe. But I haven’t disclosed
since then. So, thank you for doing this (focus) group
because this was an opportunity.” (RF2:4)

2. Teaching / Prevention Care
Many survivors have taken it upon themselves to try to
reach and teach the next generation through their own
experiences.

The advocacy piece - yes now I think for me, its
prevention. So, I like having conversations with young
girls and letting them know what consent is and what
it looks like. I always continue to have conversations
with younger girls, and boys too, because there are
some boys who are more vulnerable than others,
especially if they are autistic, or have some special
needs. You have to talk to someone as well, because
they are vulnerable. Deﬁnitely the young girls. My
heart is prevention, and parents, but with parents they
are a little hard-headed, so sometimes you bypass the
parents and go to the children. It would be interesting
to have a social support for children of survivors, or
even when women are making the next steps to be
pregnant and have a family of their own. I am sure
there are different emotions that go with that, so
where are the supports for those women?” (TF04)
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I feel like I talked to mostly young boys after that
happened to me. I didn’t think about this before but,
that is when I started having conversations with my
youngest brother about consent and like ensuring that
even if you’re going for a hug, you can’t just expect that
girls are going to want to hug you back. So, you have to
make sure you ask for consent for that. And yeah, and
just like family dinner conversations around violence
against women and whenever, you know, my siblings or
my dad or mum or whoever says something around
like, even the #metoo movement, it was, such as my dad
would make a comment, like ‘It’s so overboard, and
how do you even know they are telling the truth?’ and
so I always challenged that and tried to unpack those
types of discourses with them. I think it’s more just like
talking to younger boys and like, trying to have those
conversations at a young age. I think I talked to my
brother ten years ago, so he must have been, 5, 6, 7 and
a lot, so even when I talked about it before, how
recently with his girlfriend that he has now, I always
remind him, make sure you are always asking for
consent, even though she is your girlfriend now, doesn’t
mean she always wants to have sex.” (TF02)

I’m thinking about my child and how I want to engage
because… I was thinking do boys have the same
conversation about waiting? Do parents have the same
conversation with boys about not having sex until
marriage and saving yourself for the right one and
holding on to your virtue, as though it is something to
hold on to and given to the right person? Sometimes,
it’s not always taken and sometimes it is. So, thinking
about that conversation that I am going to have to have
with my partner, one, and how we are going to raise
our children, especially boys, especially boys.” (TF01)

3. Advocacy Work – Paid and Unpaid
We were excited, but not surprised to see that so many
of the participants resorted to social justice advocacy
work – whether as their careers or as volunteers.
Survivors spoke of how that kind of engagement
helped them ﬁnd meaning and purpose, so that
something good would be borne from something so
horrible. By getting involved and using their lived
experience as the catalyst, they were able to help
empower other survivors.

The fact that I work solely for looking for alternative
models for sexual assault (survivors) and the fact that I
wanted this [project] speciﬁcally and working for a
survivor organisation in itself has been a
transformational experience for me and validating as
well. So yeah, I think that is my part of the advocacy.”
(TF05)

It happened at a young age and I think I went into social
work because my mm pushed me into social work. But
knowing her background and knowing recently, she
cried at one point because she had the same
experience, with her grandfather. He molested her at a
young age as well and I think that was a ﬁeld that she
connected with; so I had to connect with it. I am so
grateful that she pushed me into it because it opened
up my mind in many ways and I’m much happier than
being an accountant. (laughs).” (TF01)
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Yes, the advocacy part for me started right away for me
and I didn’t realise it did. Got into college and then
began working with the young homeless people. And I
think for me, as a survivor, I am able to pick up quite
easily (on) someone else who has been assaulted or
might be going through (it). There are some signs and
symptoms you can see mirrored either in you or
someone else that you know, the exhibited similar
symptoms post-trauma. So, you kind of have an idea of
what to say and what not to say. So, I think the advocacy
piece never left. I think it actually was ignited when
that happened. It might have taken other incidents
leading up to [the sexual assault] for it to happen, but I
think it was that incident. So, it really pushed me into
social work, into advocacy, into other people being
oppressed and not standing for it, and I became strong
in that way. That’s it.” (TF04)

I’ve been a violence against women advocate for eons
but that’s separate.” (RF2:3)

4. Social Support
Social supports are an integral part of a survivors’
healing journey. Social support can be in the form of
friends, family members, work colleagues, or formed in
the larger social networks that can be created among
online communities.

#metoo was a social support. The fact that you actually
see yourself and your story or your declaration or
things that happened to you be put out on blast for
thousands, hundreds of thousands of women or
survivors who engaged in this, that was powerful. That
was a big support. That was a big piece of advocacy that
I don’t know that has happened before, and the fact
that it was mostly women, and there were people that
were not represented, so it could have been better but,
I think that was a huge piece of advocacy that was
support.” (TF05)

I was fortunate to have a lot of female friends, and live
with a woman I had a good relationship with for most
of those years, and it was a very nurturing time. I
worked in an organisation where there was a lot
nurturing as well.” (RF1:5)

At the time I made the realisation that I had been
assaulted after the fact, and with a group of
girlfriends, with candles lit, we were having some wine
and we were talking about the fact like - this is in the
‘80’s, so the news was saying that’s actually still rape if
you say no - and it was like what? And then I started
crying and everybody was like ‘What’s going on?’ So,
they were my support in that particular moment, and
they all believed me and I relied on them for the next
weeks, or however long, while I actually processed the
whole thing.” (RF1:3)

So, friends is the biggest support, family, the select few,
have been very supportive. But one thing I didn’t
realise was the impact of my suffering also affects
other people. So, I didn’t know my best friend, actually
had to go to counselling. She said [she] couldn’t handle
it.” (RF1:6)

5. Supportive Partners
Seeing how past sexual violence can impact future
relationships, we found it a hopeful and impactful part
of the research to see that for some of the survivors,
they had found supportive partners, individuals who
were patient, non-judgmental and who did not hold
them responsible for the violence. These positive
partner relationships were of signiﬁcant importance in
furthering her healing.

Somehow both guys that I told after, like partners,
right after and then the partner after that, they were
both super supportive. Which is good.” (TF05)
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…and my partner, just being amazing, understanding
and supportive, and at times a punching bag, and I
think, yeah, not literally! Just yeah, he loved me
through all my crap.” (RF2:2)

6. Sharing Declarations
The focus groups that we facilitated allowed survivors
to speak freely and invited them to engage in a room
where unquestionably everyone believed and
supported them. The women all stated how the
opportunity to come together, as survivors, to share
and unpack their experiences was transformational for
them. The act of creating collective safety, showing up
with kindness and compassion for the other women in
the room, helped them show love, kindness and
compassion to themselves. They were able to reﬂect
on their own pasts, while listening to the experiences
of others, which in turn gave them opportunities to
identify other harmful behaviours they may not have
been aware of, as well as helpful strategies that they
could implement moving forward.

So, I think being in the space, you’re able to think about
what to do, and realising things that happened, and I
didn’t know I needed a space to talk about any of it.”
(TF01)

I’m just thinking about so many other experiences that
I am like, that was deﬁnitely sexual assault. I’m
laughing, not because I think it’s funny, but because,
holy fuck, realisation. Like when you were saying your
[experience], I was like, this is deﬁnitely something
that I have experienced. Especially when you are
drinking too; it’s like, yeah, I don’t even know what
happened. So, I’m just - all these other things are
starting to surface and I think I am also realising that
all these things over the years have impacted me in
ways that I haven’t processed yet. Yeah, but I’m affected
by them.” (TF02)

7. Physical Outlets
Physical movement, especially in the form of exercise,
was for many participants, a form of therapy and
healing that can often go unacknowledged. Of course,
we recognise that not all survivors have the ability to
do that, because for many, living with disabilities
means living with reduced mobility. These disabilities
may even have even been caused by the sexual
violence. Participants talked about the many ways they
were able to work through their trauma by being
physically active.

I was doing good for a while. I was in kickboxing. I was
freaking fantastic but, expensive and that was great. It
was the only thing that really felt, made me feel
powerful.” (RF1:6)

It’s interesting how one of my colleagues said yoga as
support. I hadn’t thought of that. I have been using yoga
and meditation as a support for a long time, and yes,
also for this. And the rest of the world is over there, and
I didn’t see it as escapism until I heard those words.
Which is cool. And I’m all for it.” (RF2:3)
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8. Spiritual Support
Different survivors talked about their spirituality being
a big part of their support system. It provided them
with the opportunity to holistically strengthen their
own bodies and minds.

I was suicidal after. The only thing that kept me going, I
had lost a cousin the year before who’s like a brother to
me. (He) died in an accident, so, I knew he had such a
drive, that he would be so disappointed in me if I gave
up, so he like- his spirit I believe was with me. That’s
what’s got me this far. Yeah, so that was really my
driving force, was just knowing that if he could still be
here, he would go through anything. So, I had to get
through, through it somehow. I don’t really (know)
what else he did, but somehow I made it this far.”
(RF1:2)

My grandmother, my father’s mother, died when she
was 35. The suspect was that she was beaten by her
husband in Saskatchewan and died, and I always had
this feeling that somebody had my back and I think it’s
her, and I go to Scotland all the time, and I feel her
there, and I ﬁrmly believe in that. I really believe that. I
always felt that there’s somebody that’s got you; that’s a
gift. So, that’s a support ‘cause I didn’t have that so
much then. I certainly had that, develop that over time,
and yeah, I never discount that. I feel very lucky.”
(RF1:4)

I innately use Mother Nature and all the components
for the same purpose I used to walk up the meadow
and, or walk up the mountain and plunk myself in the
middle of the meadow. I’d walk all the way around to
the creek, I spend hours listening to the sound the wind
makes going through the pine trees and it makes
different sounds going through these trees, the
poplars, and I even wave at the trees, they wave at me, I
wave back. I was doing sacred ceremony, well I know
that to be sacred ceremony now but, when I was a kid I
would put stones and make a circle and do this and that
and whatever and I still do that. I spend at least an hour
a day and I don’t care what the weather is, I still have
my lunch out on my lawn, I still have two hammocks out
and I still use them. If I have to put three coats and then
my parka on, and six mitts, I don’t give a ﬂying ﬁg, I
need to lie in the hammock and need to see the stars
and listen to the birds and whatever the heck goes on
and I walk a lot. Nature, otherwise I would be stark,
raving mad.” (RF2:3)

9. Anger
We heard how anger can be used as a coping and
survival mechanism, and as a care technique. For some
survivors who continued to hold on to their anger, they
did so, because it was a kind of fuel used to charge and
propel them forward.

I don’t feel like I need the support so much now. I just
deal with it when it comes up, but I will say, I’m sure
someone will say this anyway, with the news, the
president, Brett Kavanaugh, that has just brought
everything up again. And so, the rage. Yeah, the rage
now to me is my own rage, but also just that are we still
fucking talking about this? Are we still ﬁghting for
this? I’m going to be 75 and pissed off, and my
daughters - I try to still have hope that things will get
better. Then in some ways they do, but anyway, I’m so
tired of trying to convince people that people have
worth, like, for fuck sake! Anyway, that’s another rant.
Yes, I have supports. Yes, I’ve used them. Next. 25 years
later, still pissed off.” (RF1:3)
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But being with women now, um, many women, we have
a right to be angry. We do. We absolutely do. But it
wasn't something that I learned. I was sort of ashamed
with it because I associated anger with rage, when my
father becomes violent. Next, my anger saved my life
I’m pretty sure, but it wasn’t something that I really
wanted to, you know, really wanted, really, and it still
happened. So, that’s one of the side effects I guess
which hell’s bells, here I am 65. Yes! Still pissed off! So,
I’m in the right line of work.” (RF1:4)

10. Medical Care
Another theme that emerged was the role of medical
care and supports. Most survivors did seek out medical
support, and for some of those who did, they found it
not very helpful. We see this as an opportunity for the
medical community, especially family doctors, to step
up and be better ﬁrst responders to their patients who
disclose having experienced sexual violence.

No, I never went to counselling. I didn’t even tell anyone
till a couple years ago. I was brave enough to tell my
recent doctor. It was just very brief. She told me that
the statute of limitation is up, and there’s nothing they
could do, and that’s the end of the conversation.”
(RF1:2)

I just wanted to mention, I had a female doctor for
about 12 years and she did the annual pap tests, same as
always, I’m shaking and I’m like, fuck, this is worst
thing since [the assault]; ﬁnally said to her, ‘So, by the
way, I was a child sexual abuse survivor. What does she
respond? ‘Well I knew that. Every time I do the pap,
your legs are like this (showing crossed legs) and you
[have a hard time].’ I’m like, you fucking asshole. You’ve
known all along? And you never acknowledged it. And
then I’m thinking to myself, and you’re supposed to be a
female?” (RF2:3)
I was on a variety of different meds and in the end, I
was on Lithium, Methyloxime(?) and Cipralex and it
saved my life. It really did. It saved my life.” (RF1:1)

I went to the doctor. I think it was the following day,
and explained to the doctor what happened, that I
went out with friends, and I can’t remember nothing,
and I woke up without underwear on, and it just felt
weird. My doctor did a series of testing, but what stuck
with me, she told me to go to Women’s College, which I
did. She looked at me and said, ‘You really need to reevaluate who your friends are’, and so I left there. I
called a friend of mine; she followed me, accompanied
me to Women’s College, and they started with
questions, of course, and then the Rape Kit, pictures,
and then you get the drugs, and I think I had gotten a
little Teddy Bear from them too.” (TF04)

A week after I went home and told my aunt right away
and then saw my doctor, but it wasn’t my doctor; it was
just some random hot doctor that was in there ﬁlling
in, which was lovely. That was a great experience being
in there. ‘Hi, yeah, nice to meet you. I was sexually
assaulted. I need a STI kit. Let’s just get this going here.’
He was like, ‘Oh! Uh, did did, did you report it at all?’
And I was like, ‘No. Can we just get that, and some more
antidepressants please? Let’s get this going.’ He was
very nice, very supportive, didn’t really know what to
do. He’s young; he probably just got out of school, in
practice, but I did that ‘cause I knew I had to get
checked ‘cause it was unprotected sex, so did that, and
then I got hooked with counselling right away.” (RF1:6)
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11. Strategic Care
We think it is crucial to also point out certain strategic care methods that survivors cultivated in order to
protect themselves. In this example below, a survivor discusses utilising a fat identity to avoid
relationships. It is problematic, as fatphobia has created the association of being fat and being
undesirable or ‘unwanted’,.We want to resist against such notions, and certainly not promote it, rather
support survivors to embrace their bodies, loving every part, while supporting each other.

I liked the fat identity because it kept me from relationships. The only people that could get in, were
people who could see beyond that, and could like me for me. So that was an identity which has its own
troubles, but it was an identity that was useful for me.” (RF1:4)
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This project has been centred on the notion of
justice – what it would look like for survivors and
how perpetrators can be held to account for their
violence. The broader conversation has been on
the role communities play to either reinforce the
systems of oppression, or as agents of positive
change, who advocate for shifts in social and
cultural practices, so that the choice to do harm is
no longer an option. Having the opportunity to be
in conversation with those who have and who
have not experienced the current criminal legal
system has expanded our understanding of what
is possible, around violence prevention, supports,
public education and healing.
We understand that the criminal / legal system
has been programmed and socialised into the
fabric of our lives. So while some turned to that
system, their expectation was that it kept its
promise; that it did its job, with integrity and
fairness to accused persons and victims alike,
without favouring one side at the expense of the
other. Instead the message they got back was that
justice is relative, depending on your genderidentity, on your race, on who you know. In spite of
that, some survivors continued to seek punitive
approaches, as is their right. Others were able to
look outside of the current system to see if there
were other ways to have their justice needs met.

Bringing multiply-situated women together to
discuss their differing views sparked conversation
about how community, and a sense of belonging,
is so integral to healing. Community is needed
before and in the aftermath of the crisis, not only
to support and encourage healing, but to take
accountability for its role in creating the space
that allowed this violence to take place.
Accordingly, community is a fundamental portion
of this discussion.
Finally, a conversation arose about seeing the
aggressor as someone with a complex, nuanced
identity. This was raised separately by different
participants, who discussed how people are
usually harmed, before they themselves commit
harm; therefore we need to see aggressors as
people that have been harmed as well. It may
seem to some as a problematic or controversial
position to advocate for, but there was general
consensus about the urgency of ﬁnding
alternative, humane ways of working with
aggressors, so that they unlearn the limited
harmful ways of being, and develop empathy
towards others. Anything less will only recreate
the status quo, and women will continue to be the
targets of these forms of gender-based violence.
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1. What Can Support Actually Look Like?
Survivors explored different ways of supporting, and
what supports would have been helpful for them.
During this very important conversation, what again
became apparent was that, even as survivors with
shared experiences of trauma, one-size-ﬁts-all
approaches to care and support are actually missing
the point - that every survivor is at a different stage in
their journey. Their needs will differ, reafﬁrming the
importance of having a menu of options for them to
access.

A continuation of care, because, just because the
assault happened for me in 2006 doesn’t mean that
that event stayed in that year and didn’t spill over in
other years and other areas of my life. I think for other
survivors it will be the same. I think that they would
want and need care post-assault. Whether it’s three
months, a year, even in different phases of life and life
changes. Like I said, maybe it’s, they are getting
married, so now that is a different need that you would
have, or you are having a baby; that is a different need.
Then you had a baby. That is a different need. Not even
ﬂexibility, but options to seek different types of
resources during different phases of our lives as
survivors I think is important and it is nowhere to be
found.” (TF04)

And I think there needs to be - I’m just thinking back to
like when I was younger, like 18, 19 whenever, when it
happened, and how I wasn’t able to talk to anyone, or
feel like I couldn’t talk to anyone; like something
online, talking about peer support. Something like
that, where you feel like you are not the only one who is
experiencing it, or maybe you are talking to someone
that this is what happened. Was it a sexual assault? To
have the conversations where you are saying it’s
conﬁdential and you are also getting the support that
you need, because someone else has also gone through
that. I’m thinking, too when I was younger, I probably
would have gone online.” (TF02)

In terms of public education of folks, a subject as that,
it just is reminding me how important it is to like, if a
beloved person in your life got sexually assaulted, how
can you be supportive? And we know a lot of men will
say, ‘Oh I’m gonna kill the bastard.’ That’s not helpful
right? Maybe you wanna say, ‘Wow. If this ever happens
to you, let’s chat about this, and we’ll ﬁgure out
together what we’re gonna do.’ There’s an entry way to
have a conversation. We know so many dads or
whatever are like ‘Yeah, were going to ﬁx this. We’re
going to kill; that’ll ﬁx it.’ It may make you feel better,
but for the rest of us, it doesn’t.” (RF1:4)

I think also the after-care or support should also look
very different for every individual. There is ﬁve of us in
here, six. All of us have experienced a sexual violent
experience. Maybe multiple, I’m sure. But it looks very
different for all of us. So, I think the remedy to that
should also look the same. Thinking about moving
forward, it’s going to be a very interesting mountainclimb, but I think it can be done when great minds
come to together and governments do get behind and
support, not only with mouth-action, but moneyaction. I think governments need to listen to survivors,
and God forbid it happens to their daughters. Maybe
that is the only time that needs to happen for them to
listen, and I’m sorry but maybe that will be how they
listen. There needs to be money, not cut-backs as Mr.
Ford has done for sexual assault centres. He slashed
that funding, so that’s very frustrating. I wish
governments would do more and put money where the
mouth is. So, that is the only thing that is missing in the
conversation, besides the information not getting out
there. The reason the conversation is not getting out
there is because there is no money to do it.” (TF04)
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“Can I just throw on my, ‘Hello. I work here’ hat? So, if they
come to us and talk about their experiences of sexual
violence, and they are weighing whether or not they may
proceed to the justice system, we try to give as much
information that we know from listening to women for 25
years about the realities of the justice system, so that
women can then go. If they want to have a support person,
they will take a support person. If they want somebody to
go that they can make a road-map plan, and some women
will say, ‘Oh, OK. I didn’t realise that. I’m not ready for that
just yet. I think I want to have some more sessions before’,
or ‘I want to seek some more counselling.’ We try to give you
a whole deck of cards and then you choose what’s best for
you, because the other thing we notice is women will come
and other people in their lives will say, ‘Call the cops right
now!’” (RF1:4)

Many survivors, a number of them went through the court
system and what I heard was, that they were more
victimised in a court’s unjust system than the actual abuse,
because they expected something different. These were
[people] who had power and were professionals and who
should have believed them and what the Defense was
allowed to do to them was just unbelievable. And we want
to work in a place where we give women all the options,
‘cause what we want to do is give the control back, ‘cause
perpetrators have a lot of control. So, our role is to give
control back whatever way we can and once we have all the
information, absolutely if you are ready to go forward in
the justice system, absolutely. Whatever you need to be
there. But I just saw so many times where it caused so much
more damage.” (RF1:5)

People need to know they’re not alone. They’re not crazy.
It’s not your fault, because that is some of the things I’ve
heard over the years that women said about themselves. Or
they came to get support, you know, and we’ve had women
who came to the Centre and they only needed to come one
or two times, and we had women who came for three years
because that’s what they needed. Everyone is in different
places. It depends what kind of support you had. It depends
when you disclosed. It depends who you disclosed to, and
who disclosed their word to you, and it’s so many different
scenarios and it makes a difference in how we are
surviving.” (RF1:4)

2. What is Justice For You?
In posing this question to survivors, we wanted to explore
what their notion of justice was and what it would have
taken for them to feel that they had received it. There were
many similarities, mostly centering around perpetrator
accountability, recognition of the harm that had been done
to them. For a few, they did not discount the role of
retribution as a way to make the perpetrator understand
the harms they had caused.
a) Accountability

Justice would be him actually recognising he did something
wrong and contacting me and saying, ‘I’m really, really,
sorry.’ Maybe but, that’s never going to happen and I’m
never going to sit in a room with him and explain to him
what he did to me because I also don’t want him to know the
power he’s had over my life. Like, fuck you. That’s a very
loaded question for me.” (RF1:3)

What would justice look like for something that affects me
every single day and that changed me at the core? Karma.
And just trying to forgive myself, for that whole situation. I
know it’s not my fault, but forgive (him) for what he has
done, because he has no idea he did something wrong,
absolutely nothing. But maybe if he could realise ‘Wow,
maybe I did do something wrong. Maybe when she did say
no, she actually meant no. Maybe those tears weren’t nice
tears.’ For his own daughter, for his new girlfriend who he
already has a child with. I hope that he learns what an
asshole he is for what he did, and that he never does it
again.” (RF1:6)

I would love a circle of affected community members and
have the twit in the circle and have to listen to every person
saying this is how this impacted me for however it takes. If
it takes a week nonstop, you’re not going to the bathroom;
you’re just going to sit there and listen. Cause if the perps
were in our circle now, I don’t know if it would penetrate
their pea-sized brain, but it’s a start anyways.” (RF2:3)
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I think for me because elements of trust were broken that
needed to be addressed immediately, and not denying, but
admitting what happened and taking responsibility or
accountability for what happened. I’m not sure I would
have gotten it, but it would have been nice for all four
parties to acknowledge what happened, to say they
wouldn’t do it again, especially with drugging people,
because there is no consent. For them, I believe it looked
like this could fun, but nothing about it was fun. So maybe
for them they enjoyed (it) but it caused a lot of stress and
trauma for me as a survivor, so I think them being able to
take responsibly for what happened and promising not to
do that again would be the justice that I would have needed
from that situation.” (TF04)

I
think
mine
is
around
accountability
and
acknowledgment. I mean I’m sitting here wondering how
many times he’s done this? I just know he is occupying this
world, right now, without thinking that he has done
anything wrong. Like he thinks that he just got some nice
“sexual favours” from a young girl, and he’s like this old
man so, he probably thinks he’s super hot.” (TF02)

I think when we talk about accountability and
acknowledgement, in one of the situations I got
acknowledgement and it was powerful. Because right after
he ﬁnished [raping me], and like I was trying to get out, he
stopped me and was like, ‘Don’t call the police on me’ and
that was my acknowledgement that he knew that
something he had done was worthy of calling the police,
and so I think that’s kind of what, like that was the only
type of validation that I had, is that he knew that it was bad.
So, like, that’s terrible. But like that was my
acknowledgement for one of the situations. But there was
absolutely no accountability. So the acknowledgement
helped 100%. It helped because I did not get it in the other
situation and two or three weeks after it had happened in
the other situation, I was walking through [a store] and we
walked past each other and he was like ‘Oh, hey! How are
you?’ And I was like, ‘OK’. So, in the other situation, it was
like he had no idea, and so I think that sucked more, like,
you know what I mean? I think that hurt more, that he
didn’t know. I think the acknowledgement part is really
important for me. So, I guess justice to me would look like
the acknowledgement for sure, and then I want a real
transformation. I want a real apology. I need you to ﬁrst
acknowledge and two, actually do something about it,
right? And I want to know what you are going to do about it.
And I think that is what justice would look like to me.”
(TF05)
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b) Education

We need more education for our kids. We need education in
our school. We need parents to get educated, that they need
to educate their kids. We need to back it up a lot further
than we do.” (RF1:5)

Justice is interesting. Personally, I don’t know yet. I don’t
know. It’s a progress and a healing process, I guess you
would say. More education like everyone has been saying.
More education around what’s right, what’s wrong. I knew
what was right and what’s wrong but, I didn’t know that it
was so easy to get myself in a such a dangerous situation.”
(RF1:6)

I’ve heard myself say more judges should get raped and
their daughters, and I don’t really mean this, OK, but you
get what I’m getting at, because they don’t get it. If they
were raped, then they would get it. This bullshit with the
fucking lacy thong like, seriously? And some of the
outrageous things they say. I guess I’m partly saying that
police oﬃcers and judges should go to… reprogramming. I
really need that or something like that. Come on.
Seriously? And this male entitlement crap, like that starts
at age 18? No, it starts right away. That’s what I was going to
say, that it starts right before birth. Yeah, the pink and blue
blanket thingy, that is so outrageous.” (RF2:3)

Justice, you know, it’s hard to think about justice. As she
said, the current system ain’t working. The simplest you
know, the only thing I can look at for the future is raise
better men. I don’t hold a lot of hope for my generation
changing, but I see it in my friend’s children. I see little boys
who understand slowly, some, very few, are slowly learning
that, you know, when you pull a little girl’s pigtails, that
doesn’t mean you like her. It’s not a nice way to play. It’s not
a good idea. It’s not OK. That it’s OK to cry, or ask for help,
or show emotion. Yeah. I just - you know, I hope that that’s
not scared out of them, and I see it happening at such a
young age, like the gender dynamic does start in the womb,
at birth. ‘Oh, he’s such a strong little grip, he’s going to be a
tough guy.’” (RF2:4)

So there needs to be a venue for them to learn about what
consent looks like and what it doesn’t look like… to attend
some kind of training for all parties about what consent
looks like, the dangers of using drugs, physical force, all of
that I think needs to be addressed. Not just from the men
involved in the situation but also the women.” (TF04)

So like acknowledgement for sure and training, like he has
no fucking clue, and I’m almost certain this has happened
[a lot] in the restaurant business. The entire culture itself is
so misogynistic and like all of my mangers were always
male, except for this one woman who was wonderful. And
so, like there needs to be some type of training, especially in
the restaurant industry. It’s actually really disgusting. I
don’t know if anyone has worked in the restaurant
industry; it is literally disgusting. The comments and the
other male servers are just gross, groping you; it’s just nasty
so, there needs to be some type of training for sure,
acknowledgement.” (TF02)

I think it needs to be put out there that consent is always on
a continuum. It’s not because I am your girlfriend, means
that you can violate me. If I say ‘No’ and I say ‘Stop’, that
means that I am not consenting, and so I think that is an
important piece that needs to be out there, and all over,
because for some reason, it is still a grey area and I don’t get
why it’s such a grey area to a lot of people that I speak with.”
(TF04)
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So unfortunately, every survivor that I know gets
validation from a TV show. ‘Oh, so that is what
happened to me’, and then we will go through the
process of, ‘OK. I was assaulted, but didn’t realise it at
the time and now ﬁve years later, that’s what
happened.’ I think that it would be good for it to be in
school. Everybody has to go through the education
system in Canada so at a young, young age, teach kids
what consent is. Teach them what sexual assault looks
like. And it doesn’t just mean penetration; it can also be
touch and it can be him saying ‘Touch my penis. Put it
in your mouth’. Those are different types of assault.
They are still assault. But if they are getting the
message from Mum or Dad – ‘Well, if he puts his penis
inside of you, that’s sexual assault’, but what about the
other (acts of violence)? So, I think it needs to be
taught and kids need to be informed, boys and girls at a
young age for prevention.” (TF04)

When we are talking about the training and stuff, yes,
it needs to be in schools. Because the way that sex is
used for power and control and all these things, we
need to, for the sake of justice, to have training in
schools, when they are young. This needs to be a part of
Sex-Ed, way more than it is now.” (TF05)

Having conversations around consent, [...] what sexual
assault looks like too. In what the signs are. I mean, I’m
sure it’s on the internet, [...] but it needs to reach a
young age, so that you think, even if you’re questioning
whether or not it was (sexual assault) [...] So, I think
would have been helpful.” (TF02)

Education. I grew up, when I went to high school, I
didn’t know you could get date-raped - I didn’t know
what consent was.” (RF1:2)

You know, I never said ‘No’ so, like he may have thought
I was consenting, but I wasn’t really ‘cause I didn’t
really want to. Who would want to engage in sexual
activity with, I think I was 18 or 19; he must have been
52 (years old).” (TFO2)

c) Improvements to the Current System

Conviction. My interpretation would simply be that it’s
a crime. It was committed and it’s acknowledged to be a
crime. It’s against the law to sexually assault someone.
Period. End of story. No negotiation. That’s what a
conviction means, whether it came with time served or
whatever, it’s because I think that’s a deterrent. That’s
a big deterrent to actually say to the offender as well ask anyone who knows the offender or hears about the
case, ‘Hey, guess what? It actually happened and it was
a crime and he was convicted of it’. So that’s what a
conviction means to me. It’s an acknowledgement that
this a against the law.” (RF1:5)

Now if he could go to jail that would be fantastic, but
real jail time, not like 8 months because that’s nothing.
Someone that goes to jail for that, either that changes
their patterns or they come out and do it again. […]
Just improvements in the justice system.” (RF1:2)

A clear charge and a you know, clear conviction would
have been ideal without having to be dragged through
not guilty plea, but we all know that’s not very
realistic” (RF1:5)
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We need to back it up, where the justice system does
not allow men to plead not-guilty. Where it’s not an
automatic response for the Defense to say you know,
‘Plead not-guilty and we’ll tear her apart’. There are
some places in Ontario where they realise that these
perpetrators of sexual violence start their careers in
adolescence. So, if adolescents offend and they want,
and their parents want treatment, they will not accept
the client unless they plead guilty. And they’re removed
from home and that does work. The kid does realise
hey, this is an offence. This is a crime, and they actually
have a chance of changing it. Maybe they will offend
again but, to me it’s the best chance. But lawyers also
need to be educated about the harm that they’re
causing by allowing adolescent or an adult sex offender
to plead not-guilty. They have no clue. They have no
clue what they’re doing. I don’t know if that would
change but, if they at least had the education to step up
and see the damage that they’re causing by
encouraging this sort of behaviour. So that’s my magic
wand, and that’s the justice part of it.” (RF1:5)

Because they were friends, I think it made for a
diﬃcult thing to try to sort what justice would look
like. I just knew that it wouldn’t be the criminal system
because there is no way to put all four of them on trial
without knowing who did what. So that’s for me why I
knew immediately, criminal justice is out, because
where is the evidence? Who did what? All those
questions I can’t answer from a criminal standpoint
and so therefore probably would not. It would cause
more trouble than it would I guess, closure or justice
for me, going the criminal way, so, deﬁnitely out of it.”
(TF04)

d) Solidarity as Justice

Justice for me as well, and what I’m ﬁnding is that, is
coming together and talking is a big thing, and
knowing that you’re not the only one.” (RF1:1)

e) Believing the Survivor

Actually, believing women would be fantastic.” (RF1:2)

Justice would also be that the ﬁrst thing that happens
is the woman is believed, and we assume she is right.
And he has to prove it didn’t happen, not her proving it
did, just that switch.” (RF1:3)

To just be suffering, be taken away from everything, all
your comforts, everything. You have to have everything
stripped, be put in a cell. You’re not in control anymore.
The guards, and they’re all in control of your life. They
have no control of their life and they learn what it’s like
to be picked on by some other mean person who’s
deserted to be in there. I think is discouraging as well.
Whether the person gets six months or two years or
ﬁve years, they were still convicted and that carries
with them, and that carries. They carry that. And you
were believed, whether that person gets a week or two,
justice is still being done and you’re still being heard,
and I don’t know if that means somebody that’s on your
side in the courts say ‘I believe you. I believe, I believe’,
and having that person on your shoulder and right
there say ‘I’m right there.’” (RF1:2)

Yes, so if justice was better, if they would just - we were
believed right away, and it wasn’t so, ‘Well, he didn’t do
it, so, yeah, whatever’, and the conviction was actually a
worthy conviction due to the crime. You should have to
pay for the pain you made me suffer and you should
have to be, you shouldn’t be allowed to be happy
because of what you did to me.” (RF1:1)

I would love to see a society where that’s taken as we’re
survivors and believed and empowered to help our
sisters, to warn (them).” (RF2:4)
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I would have really liked some acknowledgement
because all these years I was thinking, even when I
wasn’t thinking, I felt so shamed. I didn’t tell anybody,
one person, and if I couldn’t tell my mum, or like one of
my best friends who was like, I considered nonjudgmental, then there is no way I was going to go to the
police, because I am scared that someone isn’t going to
believe me. I wouldn’t even believe myself, so how can I
go seek justice, or what they consider justice in the
current justice system. So, if I am uncertain, what can
they do?” (TF02)

Inter-generational trauma that happened and I think
that is a huge part of that. We only see the survivor; we
don’t see the survivor’s family, and then what happened
to you, also happened to your mum, also happen to
somebody else and it formulates this internalising of
this, what happened to you, and I’m not going to
acknowledge. Especially coming from a West-Indian
family, we don’t talk about it. Even if it did happen, the
way of acknowledging is silence. You don’t ever speak
about it. Because if you do then everybody is going to
know that your family is somehow the messed-up
family.” (TF04)

f) Not the Survivor’s Responsibility

Justice is interesting ‘cause I come to the place of, I
believe that it’s not my responsibility to enact justice
for you. I believe that justice will come to you somehow.
I do believe that justice will evolve to you and that did
come to be true. My father suffered numerous heart
attacks and strokes and lived the rest of life in a
nursing home. I never visited him.” (RF1:4)

g) Shift in Consciousness by Supporting Survivors

For me justice would be that there would be enough of
a shift in conscious that the friends in society [would
say] that ‘We can’t support that. You’re not welcome in
our friend group anymore.’ He should be the one to be
shunned, not me. I found out after, that some of my
friends still have him on Facebook and like I had to ask
my sister ‘Why do you have him on Facebook? Can you
please delete him?’ (She said) ‘Oh, I feel bad for him.’
Why?! Why?! So, like part justice would be that society
just stand and like no, enough you’re being shunned
now. And then for careers where that’s known, that
they, like employers should not continue to hire people
like that.” (RF2:2)

There needs to be a shift in politics. There needs to be a
shift in tribal consciousness, a shift in employers.
There needs a huge shift even as sisters. We need to be
more like ‘Hey, I might not have the answers, but you
can tell me whatever you want because guess what, (it)
happened to me.’” (RF2:3)

h) Difference Between Harm and Criminal Code
Assault

I think we also need to start seeing harm outside of
legality. So, like whether or not it’s a criminal offence;
they could still harm you and it cannot be a criminal
offence, and I think we need to see a division of those
two things. That’s why we also talk about sexual
violence here, because whether or not it ﬁts into a
Criminal Code of sexual assault. And so, I think being
able to see the impacts that harm can do without even
being attached to the legal system, I think is also
important for justice going forward. Because when you
say what does sexual assault look like? I think it can
look so vast for so many different people, right? And so
that everybody feels included and validated and see
that, but also when as Aziz Ansari was going through
the whole thing and people were like, well is it sexual
assault? She was just kind of uncomfortable and it’s
like, that’s a type of harm. It’s OK to feel harmed and it
not be represented in the legal system. So, I think
making that distinction going forward.” (TF05)

I think reﬂecting back on even the criminal justice
framing sexual violence so narrow, they coin it sexual
assault. And then the different things that come along
with it, what happened, and even if you remember it
happening at the time of the court. Sexual assault or
violence is very violent to the individual that has the
violation done to them.” (TF04)
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i) Understanding Nuanced and Complex Identities

j) Community Accountability

I like to think that many people should be given a
chance. Sometimes they make mistakes and I know
there are people who end up on a sex offender registry
because they had sex with their 14 year old girlfriend
when they are 16, you know? Circumstances…
sometimes they are not incurable and they need a
chance and maybe those ones get a chance, well for, you
know, for counselling, for ﬁnding out how they’ve been
damaged, what made them an abuser? You know rape
is not about getting their rocks off. It’s about power, so
who took their power? And how can they heal? I would
love to see healing lodges for men that really do heal
them. I think going into the prison system is just a great
way to learn to be a better criminal. This isn’t
especially with sexual violence, you know. We don’t
talk about it, but prison is a cesspool, a cesspool, a very,
very, very bad place to go if you don’t want to be a
victim of sexual violence. And you would think that
these guys having been raped in prison would not be
rapists, but they just learn to do it better and not get
caught. So, yeah, change everything. Have compassion
for the ones that deserve it and don’t for the ones that
don’t.” (RF2:4)

So, I think that acknowledgement is just a huge key and
learning that just because you acknowledge someone’s
situation, just because you were a part of that, doesn’t
mean that you created the violence, but at the moment
you are committing more violence by not
acknowledging, by the person who’s experiencing it
saying ‘Yes, that person is awful, even though they are
related to me, somehow that is not connected to me’.”
(TF01)

I think justice for me at a young age would have looked
like, maybe those kids having a conversation with
someone who could have helped them understand why
there were doing it. Because if I was that young, trying
to keep someone’s penis from entering my vagina,
trying to perform, to act like we were actually doing
something, what did they do before that to say that was
OK? Or did they even know what they were doing? Or
if it happened to them before? Or why was there a line
up outside the door for other people to come in? And
who initiated that? And what caused that? And so, I’m
here feeling for all those kids and like other kids who
they continued to do that to. And I just feel bad for
everyone else, even for the person who initiated it; they
must have went through something similar to say that
is OK, or it’s our secret, or its just, yeah. So yeah, I think
justice would have [meant] help for them, ‘cause I feel
like I am receiving, like I have the support. I hope that
they ﬁnd support and I hope that they see what they did
as wrong and not OK and that it’s not happening
anymore. (TF01)

When we are talking about accountability, it’s
interesting because in each one of your experiences
that I listened to, like there were other people around
that knew. All the kids that lined up [in your situation]
and then in your mum’s story. She told her grandma,
and then in yours, you were saying that people at Jack
Astor’s probably knew. Even when you talk about
Harvey Weinstein and the fact that his secretaries
were setting up these [meetings], women are also
culpable and women also play a part, a part in it. And
not just women but other people that surround and
take care of them and things like that. And so, when we
talk about sexual violence, I don’t know if anybody isn’t
involved. Whether you have been a survivor, whether
you helped somebody hide it, whether you didn’t listen
to somebody. Or a ﬁrst responder. Sexual violence is
literally in all of our lives and the fact that it is so
ignored and erased and shamed to the pits of
conversation is terrible. So, I think part of the
community, the accountability, is raising the
conversation within community, raising the
conversation within schools, raising the conversation
within families. Because I think it’s important the more
that, especially children, the more that children are
aware, the less likely they are to be a perpetrator and a
victim, I think, or a survivor.” (TF05)
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k) Community Resources

And men even, there needs to be resources for men
who have women in their lives. Well, if you came from
this world, you have a woman in your life and just
because it happened to her ﬁve years ago doesn’t mean
that it’s not still there. ‘Well, what’s wrong with her?
Why can’t she just have sex with me? It’s just sex.’ Well
actually it’s not. And so, having supports for partners I
think is as important for survivors because you are not
in a relationship alone; they’re in that relationship
with you and sometimes the intimacy part can be so
traumatising to even try to get into, and sometimes we
are not ready for it, but there would be nice place to
say, you know, ‘Honey, I think you need to go to
WomenatthecentrE, and you need to talk to them and
say you are in a relationship and don’t know what’s
going on or what to do. So, for men, I think there should
be supports because in supporting them you are
supporting the survivors and you can’t say it all but
sometimes in saying over and over, ‘it is traumatising’.
And how do I say that to my partner and him not
knowing what to do with that? And there is fear that if
I say that to my partner, he won’t want to touch me or
[asking] ‘Is it ok if I kiss you?’ Then they kinda walk on
eggshells and I don’t want that, so, I think there needs
to be something for partners, counter-partner, because
your needs do change. And so, I think having those
types of resource, online groups for girls, groups for
men, groups for children. I think they are important
because they learn key skills, because sometimes the
survivor can’t be the be-all-end-all. Because you are the
survivor, you must know everything. Actually, I don’t.
So, I think resources can look different, but there isn’t
anything out there.” (TF04)

l) Alternative Justice Needs

But there isn’t anything else you can offer to a survivor.
It is either you go to the police, or you don’t. So, it would
be nice to have something else that is not just the
police, just court. Because it does more damage, and I
know that based on the experience before that, what it
did to me, what the court process did to me. No, there
has to be something else.” (TF04)

He has passed away so that was my justice.” (RF1:2)

He didn’t deserve the forgiveness that other people
gave him.” (RF1:2)

Justice would be to magically just make everything go
back in time” (RF1:2)

I also think for me, a Restorative Justice is, I can
literally sit with my two sisters. I guarantee with my
cousins, and if we can all just sit as a group, I think that
would be great for us. I really do, ‘cause there’s a lot of
hiding. I know there is. I know there’s lots hiding.”
(RF1:2)

I think so, to have done to him…what he’s done to me. I
think that would be my justice.” (RF1:2)

For me, justice is so important because I live with guilt
that this person is probably doing it to a ton of other
people, which is - I agree just cutting it off and never
happening again - because it’s disgusting. But yeah, I
don’t know. I can say, this is a little off but, once a nurse
said to me once, ‘Why can’t you just go on with your life,
because whoever did it to you is going on with theirs?’”
(RF2:5)
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The truth of the justice system. So, I think it’s hard for
us, when you have that indoctrinated into you for, you
know, forty years, or say thirty years, whatever. Do I
think I would have wanted to go through the court
system for them to get 18 months and get out in a third
of the time for good behaviour, some bullshit? I don’t
think so. Justice for me? You want the honest thing?
Castrate them. Let, allow survivors, allow women
survivors volunteers, anyone want to do it? You
motherfucker, you will never do this again, whatever
part of their body they used against, they cut it off, you
know? Whether it’s their tongue, their ﬁngers, their
dick, their balls, everything. Just cut it off, and that
would be justice. Never-mind prison, they’ll live in their
own prison within them, just like we do.
Motherfuckers. Do it to them all… But then the
problem is that we have this patriarchy that creates the
justice model, and of course they cannot do anything
without it being a reﬂection of themselves and
therefore you get this cruel or unusual punishment.
And you know, I really believe that that’s like a
Freudian thing, like, because ‘I don’t want it to happen
to me. I don’t want them to cut my dick off when I rape
somebody’. And you know, I’m very much like an eye for
an eye, you know? You destroyed me; you get destroyed.
And then, and I think it would help. It would. It’d help
the survivors I mean. I would feel pretty good if I knew
they were walking around with no dick. I mean
imagine, imagine how diﬃcult though it would be for
heterosexual women to ever meet a functional man!
(laughs) It would be… part of your identiﬁcation. ‘I live
with an intact male’ and we’d be like, ‘That’s so
awesome. You found one that’s not a rapist? My god!
You are lucky. Hang on to him girl! Where did you ﬁnd
him? Does he have intact brothers?’ That would
awesome. That would be pretty fucking awesome. I
know we are all laughing because it would be pretty
powerful, because if you ask men what women feel like,
not intact as a survivor and if you ask men, oh I live
with this survivor and if they use type of language and
you know the opposite yeah that’s powerful. That’s
powerful.” (RF2:1)

m) Healing

The healing part is different. I feel like there needs to
be way more in-depth counselling and therapy for
anyone who has been sexually assaulted. It is
something that drives the core of a person into the dirt
and for that, we need to go deeper. We need to go much
deeper for people to heal.” (RF1:5)

Chapter 2 - Introduction
WomenatthecentrE has become well-known for our
CourtWatch activities. In the past, we focused on
monitoring proceedings in the Specialised Domestic
Violence Courts in Toronto, as a way to ﬁnd
opportunities for improvements in the criminal legal
system’s response to gender-based violence. The
experiences of survivors who had been assaulted by
an intimate partner only makes the headlines when
a femicide has occurred. We know that there are
many risk factors that often precede these murders,
including separation, and a lack of accountability on
the part of the perpetrator, many of whom had been
before the courts for previously assaulting their
partners. Those past appearances most often
resulted in a Peace Bond, unconditional discharge,
or being re-mandated to attend the Partner Assault
Response (PAR) programme.
CourtWatch is an important mechanism that allows
for public scrutiny over what’s happening in the
system. Through it, a spotlight can be shone on
what Judges, Crowns, Defense counsel and Police
are saying, and allows us to get a true
understanding of the barriers to justice. For those
reasons, we decided to conduct an audit of the
criminal court’s responses to gender-based sexual
violence, not just by sitting in the courtrooms and
bearing witness to the proceedings, but by
accessing the Canadian Legal Information Institute’s
(CanLII) online platform, and reviewing the reasons
for judgements given in sexual assault cases.
This Chapter provides highlights of our ﬁndings,
including demographic information on the racial
identities of the complainants, the accused and the
judiciary. It further unpacks the gender dynamics of
sexual violence, the power and control
underpinnings, and challenges all of us to face some
uncomfortable truths about this global pandemic
that disproportionately impacts women as victims
of the crime, and men as the perpetrators.
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In this section, we discuss the themes that
emerged around the context of the sexual
violence. This includes who the parties are,
what the nature of the violence was, the
opportunities that existed to allow this
violence to occur (we call this the why), the
location where the violence took place, as well
as when.
1. Who
a) Old and Young
As we were going through the data, a theme we
found running through the data sets pertained
to age differentials between the perpetrator
and the victim/survivor. There was invariably
an older male perpetrator and a younger
female victim/survivor. We found that the
average age difference between them was 14
years. For example, in the CanLII data, almost
6% of cases involved charges against the
father, and almost 6% by another older male
family member. We also reviewed cases where
the age difference was up to 31 years. The
average age of the complainant was 21 years.
The average age of the perpetrator was 39
years.

20%

Of perpetrators were
below 30 years

14%

Of perpetrators were

between 30 & 39 years

30%

18%

Of perpetrators were
between 40 & 49 years

18%

Of perpetrators were

b) Race Matters
It is important to point out the difference
between these two data sets. In the CourtWatch
data, white men represented almost 50% of the
perpetrators, but in the judge’s decisions in
CanLII, “white” was never mentioned. Also of
interest in the CourtWatch data is that none of
the complainants were Black women, with the
majority being white. The racial identity of the
survivors are as follows:

Survivor Ethnicity: CanLII
38% references to White
15% references to Asian
8% reference to Portuguese
13% reference to Latina
30% reference to 'Unknown'

The information we retrieved from CanLII about
the racial identity of perpetrators are as
follows:

Perpetrator Ethnicity: CanLII
8% references to Black peoples
5.5% references to Indigenous peoples
2.7% reference to Inuit
2.7% reference to Brazilian

50+

Of perpetrators were
age 'Unknown'

2.7% reference to Dominican
2.7% reference to Guatemalan
2.7% reference to Serbian
2.7% reference to refugee[6]
2.7% reference to 'Immigrant'' refugee'[7]

50%

Of survivors were
below 30 years

2%

Of survivors were
between 40 & 49 years

10%

Of survivors were

between 30 & 39 years

2%

Of survivors were

30%

Of survivors were
age 'Unknown'

50+
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Below is a breakdown by race of the survivors
and perpetrators from the 13 CourtWatch trials
we monitored. The ‘Unknown’ category
accounts for instances where the race of the
individual was not easily ascertainable.

Survivor Ethnicity: CourtWatch

c) Sexual Violence Is Gendered Violence
One theme that was indisputable was the fact
that women are disproportionately the targets[8]
of these forms of violence, fueled by male
dominance, aggression and the constant
assertion of power and control. In all 50 cases
that we analysed, we found that:

38% identi ed as White
15% identi ed as Asian
8% identi ed as Portuguese
13% identi ed as Latina
30% identi ed as 'Unknown'

Perpetrator Ethnicity: CourtWatch
46% identi ed as White
8% identi ed as Asian
8% identi ed as Portuguese
15% identi ed as Pakistani
8% identi ed as Turkish
8% identi ed as Mixed Race
7% identi ed as 'Unknown'

It is important to note an interesting difference
between the race dynamics that surfaced in the
analysis. In the CourtWatch data, white men
represented almost 50% of the perpetrators,
but in the judge’s decisions in CanLII, “white”
was never mentioned. Also, of interest in the
CourtWatch data is that none of the
complainants were Black women, with the
majority being white.

100%

Of all perpetrators were

male

92%

Of all survivors
were women

8%

Of all survivors
were male

In the trials monitored, 8% involved a male
survivor. However, this case involved a same-sex
situation and therefore the sexual assault was
committed by a male perpetrator.
In the CanLII data, 8% were male survivors, all
victims in the same case. The perpetrator was
also male.
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2. What
a) Charges Laid
A striking fact related to the nature and number of sexual assault charges being brought against each
individual accused. In most cases, there were multiple charges, including another count of sexual
assault, common physical assault, uttering threats, threats to harm pets, forcible conﬁnement, criminal
harassment, administering drugs, breach of probation, choking (strangulation) and kidnapping. Forcible
conﬁnement, for example, was explicitly stated in 38% of the CourtWatch cases.
b) Acts of Violence That Are Ignored
Of great concern were the number of instances where mention was made of other serious acts of
violence against the complainant by the same accused, but no charges were laid. There was a high
incidence of sexual slurs, sexualised comments and objectiﬁcation levied against victims before, during
and / or after the speciﬁc assault that was before the court. We noted a weaving together of slut
shaming, homophobia, male superiority, inspecting[9] the survivor and pressuring them to participate in
sexual activities, as well as threatening them to ensure they do not tell anyone about the assault.
Threats were a common tactic that would rarely be taken seriously by the courts, including in one case
threats to rape the woman’s daughter if she didn’t let him rape her. Other threats included to strangle
and threats to report the survivor to immigration because of her precarious status.
Humiliation was also a factor that came up often. We concluded that humiliation, objectiﬁcation and
threats remain common tools that men use to violate, dominate and control women in the context of
sexual violence.
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c) Importance of Evidence

d) Known Assailants

We found that when external evidence was
introduced by the Crown, it made a signiﬁcant
difference to the outcome of the case. In a few
instances, video footage was brought to
corroborate the testimony of the complainant
and proved very impactful. This also applied to
KGB
statements,
phone
records
and
photographs, either of her injuries, or of a
speciﬁc location that discredited the testimony
of the accused. However, such evidence can cut
both ways, and can be detrimental and work
against her. If, as often happened, no other
‘evidence’ was adduced, apart from her
testimony on the stand, it was easy for the
Defense counsel to minimise the violence,
positioning the case as a matter of ‘he said-she
said’.

We will discuss this theme further, when we
unpack the ‘Why’, but it is important to
highlight the continued belief by many both
within and outside the criminal legal system
about who the perpetrators of sexual violence
are. There is still a myth being perpetuated in
society that acts of sexual violence are
committed by random strangers, scary men,
maybe wearing a ski mask, lurking in bushes,
and waiting to pounce on unsuspecting women
travelling alone at night. There will be no one
to save her, because she’s in a deserted place
where good / smart people know not to
frequent at that time of day. While we
acknowledge that these random strangersexual assaults do occur, they are not the
norm. Out of the 50 cases we examined, only
14% were stranger attacks. 86% of the
assailants were acquainted with, or well
known to their victims. It also became clear
that the meaning of an acquaintance is often
different, depending on who you ask.

CourtWatchers often commented on how
paradoxical it seems for the victim/survivor of
a sexual assault to be seen merely as a witness
to the crime, and yet their testimonies are
treated with a higher degree of suspicion and
disbelief than witnesses to, or victims of other
types of crime.
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3. Where
a) Any Where
Location matters, in so far as it teaches an
ironic lesson that women are not safe
anywhere. The project partners were
determined to reﬂect not just the urban
perspective, but to pay equal attention to rural
communities, hence our partnership with the
Women’s Sexual Assault of Renfrew County.
Even though the CourtWatches were conducted
in two Toronto courthouses, the CanLII data
was as a result of semi-random selection
criteria: cases adjudicated within the last ﬁve
years, in the province of Ontario and classiﬁed
as a sexual assault. This increased the
likelihood of auditing cases in other
communities, such as Wawa, Sault Ste. Marie,
Dryden and Carleton Place.
b) Public / Private Spaces
We identiﬁed two other categories under the
location heading where survivors were
sexually assaulted – in public and private
spaces.
Public space: on the street, in a park, in a
gym, at a football game, outside, survivor’s
and perpetrator’s workplaces
Private space: in a taxi, a frat house, a hotel
room, the survivor’s or perpetrator’s
residence or car, a friend’s residence, or
shared residence
For example, in one CourtWatch case, the assault
occurred in the survivor’s home. This was then used
against him by the Defense, as a way to blame the
victim for bringing the perpetrator back to his house.
The onus was also placed on the complainant to
avoid being raped, and was also blamed for not
‘tricking’ the aggressor into leaving.
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When.
a) Any Time
Sexual violence occurs at any time, whether in terms of over the course of a woman’s lifespan, in terms
of season of the year, day of the week, or in terms of time of day. We noted instances where women
were assaulted regardless of age, and irrespective of whether it is ﬁrst thing in the morning, or late at
night.
b) Recent
All of our CourtWatches were observed between April 2017 and November 2018. They dealt with
assaults that had taken place within the previous three years. For the CanLII data, all of the trials had
taken place within the prior ﬁve years. 92% were between the years of 2013-2017 and 8% of the cases
were for assaults that had taken place prior to 1990, but the matter had been heard within the last ﬁve
years. With this spread of cases, we were able to get a good understanding of what is currently
happening within the criminal system.
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5. Why
We have seen anecdotally that when the
question of why a particular sexual violence
incident occurred, the answer is usually to
blame the victim. There must have been
something she did, or failed to do to have had
that happen to her. Somehow, perpetrators are
never responsible or held accountable for their
criminal actions. We were regaled with
numerous explanations from Defense lawyers,
their clients and from judges. From these 50
criminal-process examples, we were able to
list the reasons thematically.
a) Power and Control
i. Old and Young
We saw above in the ‘Who’ section that there
was a strong theme that emerged around older
perpetrators and younger victims. It is easy to
see the power imbalance that is created with
this kind of age differential at play. Whether
she cannot legally give consent because of her
age, or because he is 43 years old, and she 23 the power imbalance is clear. Yet instead of him
being held to a higher standard because of his
age, these perpetrators were the beneﬁciaries
of more than the legal beneﬁt of doubt; they
were the beneﬁciaries of the social beneﬁt, as
they often got portrayed as respectable
members of the community, more worthy of
our belief, because of their maturity.

ii. Positions of Power
There were instances where family or
workplace
power
dynamics
created
opportunities for individuals in positions of
power and inﬂuence over others, to use
coercion and intimidation in the course of
sexual assaults. In the context of workplace
sexual violence, employer/supervisor sexual
assaults on junior staff had an added
dimension of creating multiple challenges for
victims. They faced ﬁnancial vulnerabilities,
suffered threats and reprisals, including being
passed over for workplace promotions, or
demoted for not acquiescing to the sexual
advances.
Another example where a position of power was used
to coerce the complainant involved a perpetrator who
was impersonating a Police Ofﬁcer.

b) Heightened Vulnerability
i. Financial /Transactional Situations
This section addresses instances where there
was some form of transactional relationship
between the complainant and the perpetrator
at the time of the assault. We found 6% of
victims in our research were involved in sex
work, which is low, considering other research
that indicates women sex workers experience
the very high rates of sexual violence.[10] We
also include the customer/seller relationship,
as this can often times create vulnerabilities,
regardless of whether the woman was the
customer, or the seller.
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Perpetrators would take advantage, as we
noted in several cases where the low-wage
worker (the seller) had been sexually assaulted
by a customer; or the case where a young
woman (customer) in a taxi had been sexually
assaulted by the driver, an older man. In both of
these cases, the women faced multiple
vulnerabilities, and the perpetrators used the
perceived power imbalance to intimidate,
control and abuse.
ii. Publicised Workplace
Over the past few years, we have seen several
media reports of men approaching female
reporters while they were recording a live
segment, and openly sexually assaulting them.
We monitored a similar case at CourtWatch.
The judge in that case was very clear that such
very public incidents exacerbated the
complainant’s vulnerability, as not only was
she trying to do her job, but it was all the more
egregious because she had to endure the
assault being instantaneously broadcast to the
general public.

iii. Supportive Roles
Our data showed that 18% of complainants
were women living with a disability.[11] These
were
disabilities
that
were
explicitly
mentioned. The cases from the CanLII data
highlighted the fact perpetrators held roles
such as support workers or caregivers, and
used their roles to sexually exploit the people
they were supposed to be caring for.

c) Opportunity
The role drugs and alcohol play in sexual
assaults has been fraught with tension and
nuance. It does not appear to be well
understood by many in the criminal courts, or
by the media and society at large. No one really
seems to know how to effectively address the
growing rate of drug and alcohol-facilitated
sexual violence. This is highly concerning
because our research showed that in 70% of
cases, drug use or alcohol was mentioned as a
factor. We’ve called this ‘opportunity’, as in
many of these cases, the perpetrators used the
victim’s intoxication as an opportunity to
assault her. However, there were other
instances where the perpetrator actually
administered the intoxicant to her, precisely for
the purpose of making her compliant, unable to
give consent, respond to, much less fend off
the sexual assault.
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A. Heteronormative & Cisnormative Relationships
Out of the 50 cases that we analysed, only 4% were between male perpetrators and male survivors.
We asked ourselves - Who is missing from this data? Why are so few same-sex sexual assaults
being prosecuted? We know from other research[12] that sexual violence does occur in same sex
relationships. Also, as far as we could tell, every individual in the CanLII and CourtWatch data was
cisgendered. If that is in fact the case, there is a population completely missing, a community who
previous research has shown face high rates of sexual violence - trans folks[13] Given that fact,
what is the reason why queer and trans people are not in the courtrooms? Do they not ﬁt the mould
or meet the criteria that would make assaults against them winnable? Perhaps these communities
are not reporting to the police due to the systemic violence that has been directed toward them over
the years. We believe that this bears further enquiry, as it is important that queer relationships, as
well as trans people, are represented and their experiences of sexual violence are taken up;
otherwise, it continues to render their communities invisible.
B. The Legal System is Very White
From the CourtWatch research, we were able to collect data on the demographics of the justice
players. We found it to be overly represented by white bodies:

100%

Of judges were white

85%

Of Crown Attorneys
were white

46%

Of Crown Attorneys were
male

62%

Of Defense Attorneys
were white

53%

Of Judges were women

46%

Of Crown Attorneys were
female

31%

Of Crown Attorneys were
in their 30's

62%

Of Defense Attorneys
were male

46%

Of Judges were 50+

31%

Of Crown Attorneys were
50 years+

31%

Of Crown Attorneys were
in their 40's

38%

Of Defense Attorneys
were in theit 40's

This shows us that the legal system still lacks diversity when it comes to ofﬁcers of the court. There
needs to be more people of colour represented, especially amongst the judiciary. It was interesting to
note the number of women within the system, helping to uphold it, reinforcing the fact that you don’t
need to be a man to uphold and reproduce the systemic oppression of patriarchy, especially when your
job is entrenched in it.
C. Mental Health and Ability
We noted with keen interest how mental health was viewed and applied, depending on whether it was
of the survivor or the perpetrator. Mental health was used to excuse or minimise the behaviour of the
perpetrator, but was applied adversely to the survivor. For her, it was used to malign her character and
undermine her credibility. For example, in one CourtWatch case, both the perpetrator and the survivor
had met at the same mental health support group. It was apparent to the CourtWatchers that the judge
was being heavily inﬂuenced by the perpetrator’s higher education and higher socio-economic class,
nodding in apparent agreement as his defense lawyer painted his client as an upstanding member of the
community. The CourtWatchers observed that the survivor, on the other hand, was heavily criticised for
her addiction, and it was blamed for making poor choices.
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The use of abelist and sanist language by justice personnel was also widely on display in the CanLII
and at court. For example, survivors were labelled as hysterical and overreacting. Some defense
counsel made statements suggesting that the victim of the crime should have used physical
strength to prevent his client from raping her, rather than placing the blame for the rapes where it
belongs – squarely on the rapists. With 18% of the CanLII cases involving women with disabilities,
how can it be a realistic or reasonable expectation to place on women, or anyone for that matter, in
the terrifying moment of a sexual assault, when they are frozen with fear, to ﬁght off an aggressor?
There needs to be a larger discussion about women with disabilities being speciﬁc targets of
violence due to the myriad of vulnerabilities they face. We must also recognise that sexual violence
is a cause of disability in women.
We cannot overstate that it is always the responsibility of the perpetrator to not sexually assault,
and not the responsibility of women not to be sexually assaulted.
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In this section, we examine the consequences and impacts that sexual assaults have on survivors and
perpetrators, as well as the consequences of reporting, and the toll the trial process takes on the
survivors.
A. Consequences For Survivors
i. A to Z of Direct Impacts
We were able to gather the effects on survivors from excerpts of their Victim Impact Statements
included in decisions in CanLII, and from hearing directly from the survivors while they were testifying.
CourtWatchers stated that they felt devastatingly impacted by what they heard, listening to survivors
recount the multiple ways the violence had harmed them. There were many intersections, repeated by
multiple women. Below is a list of the actual words used by survivors when explaining what the
experience has done to them:
a. I now experience ... PTSD

I was just exhausted at that point. I had insomnia at
the time… I had depression from it all. I still suffer
c. I was frozen with fear / complied out of fear for my life from depression, or on holidays I tend to get back
into a depressive slump... I was self-harming at the
d. I felt weak / lacked the strength to ﬁght him off
time as well… I would drink and then once I started
e. I feel / felt broken
drinking, it just got easier to self-harm.” (TO004)

b. The trial process was completely re-traumatising

f. I was in shock

g. I am fearful (all the time)
h. I am anxious (all the time)
i. It lowered my self-esteem/ self-conﬁdence/ self-care
j. I was in survival mode
k. I had to move residences
l. I had to leave school / workplace
m. I (still) live with physical pain / discomfort
n. I experience generalised emotional distress
o. I suffer from depression
p. I have panic attacks
q. I suffer from insomnia
r. I have difﬁculty focusing
s. I had several physical injuries
t. I have a loss of my sense of security/ safety
u. I suffered serious ﬁnancial loss
v. I felt it was somehow my fault/ shameful
w. It has impacted my relationships; I am distrustful of
people
x. I contracted STIs from the assault / suffer from yeast
infections
y. I have suicidal ideations/ self-harm
z. Loss of Time
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The list went further, well past zed, as we found
that the impacts and consequences on survivors of
sexual violence are deep, wide, lengthy and
complex.
ii. Shame / Blame
Even though the survivors were not the ones on
trial, many of their choices, actions and decisions
were scrutinised and openly criticised. Most of the
time, the criticism originated from Defense counsel,
whose line of questioning would be riddled with
sexual innuendos, insinuations, shaming and
outrageous suggestions about what the survivor
did or did not do. “Well, you didn’t push him off,” or
“Why didn’t you call for help, or say no?” were
commonly asked of complainants on the stand, as
though these were natural, reasonable and
universally
proven
physiological
responses
ordinary people display under such high stress,
highly traumatic situations. Our ﬁndings echo other
research[14] that speaks to how the body actually
responds by ‘freezing’ until the assault is over, or
complying out of fear. Listening in court and reading
the decisions on CanLII, we realised just how little
knowledge and understanding there is about the
neurobiology of trauma, which in part accounts for
why victim-blaming on this level persists.
iii. Sexual History
A common strategy of Defense counsel focuses on
trying to get the survivor’s sexual history
introduced into evidence They would either ﬁle a
Section 276 Application,[15] or if it was a case where
the parties had previously engaged in consensual
sexual activity, to infer that she must have
consented to the current sexual encounter.

iv. Credibility
CourtWatchers commented on how courts appear
to treat the question of credibility as a malleable,
shifting
principle,
applied
differently
to
complainants and accused persons. In many
sexual assault cases, the testimonies of the
complainant and of the accused are the only
evidence brought, meaning that demeanour, prior
inconsistent statements, lack of clarity in answers
given are all the judge has to rely on to make a
determination of truthfulness. This ‘she said – he
said’, however, resulted in what the CourtWatchers
noted as more often than not going in favour of
the perpetrator, most of whom never even took
the stand. How can credibility be measured if his is
never tested? Furthermore, survivors were
frequently labelled as less credible even in
circumstances where both had engaged in the
same conduct in question. For example, if both
parties had consumed copious amounts of alcohol,
and had blacked out, therefore being unable to
recall speciﬁc details, the survivor would be
branded as evasive, as a liar and therefore
unreliable, whereas he would be excused for the
same inability to recall.
In one CourtWatch case, a survivor omitted
that she had previously had consensual sex
with the friend of the perpetrator. She later
disclosed this information to the police, but her
omission was still used against her by both
Defense and the Judge.

Even if the lie had nothing at all to do with the
assault, it is an up-hill battle to remove the stain
from her character. One CourtWatcher commented
that it seems as though survivors of sexual
violence were held to a different standard, not just
from the perpetrators, but from victims of other
crimes, as they are the only victims of crimes who
were expected to remember the minutia of events
that happened years prior.
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A lack of understanding, or perhaps wilful disregard
of the effects of trauma on memory, created
several situations where a survivor’s inability to
recall was then used to infer consent. Defense
counsel in one CourtWatch trial said to the
complainant - “If you don’t remember… then it’s
possible that you actually did consent, but just
forgotten, right?”
B. Consequences for Perpetrators
In the 50 cases we analysed, 36% of the men were
found guilty.
Of serious concern is that 8% of them plead guilty
and were then released with an absolute
discharge. This type of outcome sends the wrong
message that it is okay to rape. As long as you
admit it, there will be no consequences to you. In
many of the CourtWatch cases, we were unable to
ﬁnd out what the sentencing was due to the
challenges we faced tracking cases as they
proceeded through the system. In many instances,
the sentencing was scheduled months away, to give
time for the preparation of Sentencing Reports. We
were, however, able to record the sentence passed
in the CanLII cases, but it was difﬁcult to identify
any consistent themes among them. The only thing
that really stood out concerned a perpetrator who
was identiﬁed as ‘a refugee’. He received a sevenyear sentence, the longest term given to any rapist
in our data. We also saw that a perpetrator
committed serious sexual assault days after being
removed from the Sexual Offender Registry.
Another theme in terms of consequences to the
perpetrator that was of great concern pertained to
the high number of men with previous convictions,
many for sexual assault. CourtWatchers discussed
the issue of ‘dual accountability’ – on the part of the
criminal legal system and of the perpetrator.

In relation to the system, the argument was
forcefully made that by releasing convicted rapists
with previous convictions (for which they had
experienced no consequences for those prior
crimes), it was tantamount to a ‘criminal failure’ to
protect women. It reﬂects a lack of system’s
accountability to subsequent victims, when a
perpetrator who has already been found guilty of
sexually assaulting one person, is then let loose on
society, to continue to prey on others.
In terms of perpetrator accountability, it seems
abundantly clear that for them to be returning on
new charges of sexual assault, after being
previously convicted of sexual assaults, that they
have not learnt from their past. Either that, or they
learnt the other lesson that we stated above:
sexually assaulting women is not something the
courts, or society for that matter will take
seriously; it is easy to get away with and everyone
will blame the victim. Otherwise, there would be
more serious consequences that ﬂow from such
actions. In recognising that consequences can and
should vary and ﬁt the crime, not all sexual
assaults may warrant imprisonment, as
incarceration may not necessarily be the best
avenue for educating perpetrators about the harm
they cause. However, the current outcomes,
especially for convicted serial sex offenders, is so
negligible that one has to wonder what the cost is
to the public purse in prosecuting the same
offenders over and over, with no change in
behaviour, or no remorse ever being expressed. We
refer to this as ‘the inconsequential consequences’
for men who sexually assault women.
CourtWatchers would sometimes attend other trials proceeding in
the courthouse, if a sex assault case had been removed from the
docket. In two instances, they monitored a driving under the
in uence and in another, a theft under $5,000. These
CourtWatchers had previously sat in on sexual assault and
domestic violence trials and were shocked at the difference in
treatment of perpetrators. They noted some judges in sexual
assault and DV cases, especially in Early Intervention court, were
seen joking around with perpetrators. However, in the theft and DUI
cases (where fortunately no one was injured), the judges were
furious, handing down lengthy sentences as well as imposing
nancial penalties. One CourtWatcher commented that she was
“disgusted to see judges get more upset at men who drive while
drunk than at men who beat or rape women.”
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A. The Credibility of the Survivor is Scrutinised,
Not the Man on Trial
Sexual assaults are the only types of cases where
credibility is weaponized against the survivor. We
agree that credibility is important, but there is
something that many courts do not understand victims do not intentionally set out to deceive.
They have reasons why they do not disclose
everything surrounding the assault. We found
these reasons usually have something to do with
protection. In one instance, the complainant spelt
her surname incorrectly, so that the police could
not see her past criminal record. She feared that
her past would be used against her and the sexual
assault not be taken seriously. Despite the strong
“believe survivors” social movement that has been
shaping society over the past few years, judges
refuse to relent from their position that if she lied
about anything else, even on a matter totally
unrelated to the assault, then she cannot be
believed on the sexual assault allegation.
Whereas, his lies are minimised and excused away,
either as memory lapses or minor lapse in
judgement.
B. Impacts of Race
It is important to discuss the issue of race and how
it plays out in cases of sexual assault. We noted
the total absence of Black women survivors in
both the CanLII and CourtWatch data, and
wondered why that was so. Are Black women not
being sexually assaulted (we know they are, and in
high numbers), or are they simply not reporting? Is
it that if they do report to the police, they are not
taken seriously, and not seen as credible, or as
‘real’ victims?

We suspect it has a lot to do with the anti-Black
racism that gets played out in so many ways, and
how society is quick to dismiss Black women’s
experiences of violence, pain[16] and trauma.
Furthermore, many within the Black community
do not see the police as safe, unbiased agents of
law enforcement or as citizen protectors,
because police are often the perpetrators of
harm against the community.
We are also cognisant of the fact that for some
Black women survivors, where the perpetrator
was a Black man, there may be additional factors
and concerns that inﬂuence their decision to not
report. For example, their understanding that
anti-Black racism is pervasive in the criminal
legal system, and having seen ﬁrst-hand or heard
anecdotally how justice is unevenly distributed to
Black defendants, they may be reluctant to report
someone from their community. Anti-Black
racism is the cause of mass incarceration and
over-representation of Black people in Canadian
prisons. The tragedy is further compounded by
the fact that Black women are being denied
justice, because they lose, which ever way they
turn: report a Black man for rape, and risk turning
him in to the hands of a system that does not see
his humanity. Don’t report, and suffer the
isolation and trauma brought on by the violence,
exacerbated by a lack of accountability on the
part of the perpetrator, or the system.
We also noted that while Black women were
invisible as complainants, there was an over
representation of Black men as defendants. We
considered the implications of this, in how the
race of the victim/survivor in those instances, i.e.
white women, were likely part of the conscious
and unconscious biases that helps shape which
prosecutions are brought, especially when the
accused is a non-white man.
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C. Guilty Plea Equals Absolute Discharge
This is a disturbing theme that we identiﬁed, that
when men actually plead guilty to the sexual
assault, they stood a better chance of receiving an
absolute discharge, even for those with previous
convictions for similar offences. It is important to
note because, from the kaleidoscope of data we
collected, perpetrator accountability was a strong
and recurring piece of the justice puzzle for
survivors. By deﬁnition, pleading guilty is
acknowledging that you committed the assault. It
is therefore incongruous to then be discharged of
all responsibility.

This ability of the perpetrator to contribute,
juxtaposed with the need for justice for the victim
and for our collective safety, highlighted yet
another reason why the current criminal legal
system is failing all of us, by placing commerce
over women’s rights.
The deference to men and its interconnectedness
with capitalism at the expense of women’s bodily
autonomy must be viewed as more than an
intellectual exercise. It is real and is being played
out daily in courtrooms across the province,
beneﬁting male perpetrators of sexual violence
and hugely detrimental to victim/survivors.

D. Participating In Neoliberalism

E. Evidence

A signiﬁcant area of concern is over the question
of sentencing. In the CanLII data, we noted that if
the perpetrator was convicted on several counts,
their sentences were predominantly set to be
served concurrently. There were many factors
considered, but the one given most credence was
‘good work history’, which invariably led to
reduced sentences, as though having a good job
makes him a more respectable and responsible
rapist.

The use of evidence at sexual assault trials was
of major importance to us - whether evidence
was presented, the nature of such evidence and
what impact, if any, it had in the trail process.
When brought, the most often used by both the
Crown and Defense included text / phone
messages, and other witnesses. However, there
were instances where the complainant would be
caught off guard because she had received no
warning of what she was about to see. For
example, in one case, the video surveillance of
her sexual assault was presented while she was
on the stand, and then questioned about it. She
admitted later to the CourtWatchers that she had
been unnerved, triggered and seriously retraumatised by having to watch it, as she did not
know the video existed. This is an instance where
independent legal counsel for the survivors
would have been helpful, in at least preparing her
of what was to come.

Previous work history was also often considered
of critical importance. In several cases, it was
noted that the perpetrator held a full-time job, or
that they had consistently been employed since
graduating from school. These comments, made
by the Defense, painted a picture of their clients as
responsible men who contributed to the labour
force in a valuable manner, which therefore should
entitle them to receive a reduced sentence. This
emphasis on the perpetrators’ contributions to the
labour market highlights the ways in which society
continues to uphold certain values, speciﬁcally the
ability to participate in a neoliberal market.

Another issue that came up concerned who has
the responsibility for proper collecting and
storing it for use at trial. There were instances
where the evidence had been gathered by the
victim/survivor, not the police, which invariably
opened the door for Defense to question its
authenticity.
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F.

Programmes For Perpetrators

In a few instances, the possibility of sending perpetrators to attend programmes designed to educate them
would arise. However, the CourtWatchers questioned the utility of these programmes, especially in light our
ﬁndings that they do not appear to be having meaningful, lasting impact on men mandated through the
Specialised Domestic Violence (DV) Court process. Offender intervention programmes are not new in the
context of violence against women. The Partner Assault Response (PAR) programmes in DV cases have been
around for almost three decades, and through our previous three DV CourtWatch initiatives,
WomenatthecentrE has also been able to conduct an independent review of a PAR agency in Toronto. We have
been part of the Building A Bigger Wave Network[17] advocating to make them more relevant, longer in
duration and better funded, so that those who are mandated into the programme actually derive the positive
beneﬁts they were intended to confer, beneﬁts of accountability and attitudinal change.
PAR programmes are mandatory for ﬁrst-time offenders through the Early Intervention (EI) courts, and are
generally reserved for offences that are theoretically less severe than the sexual assaults we audited. Yet, in
the sexual assault cases under review, the idea of offender intervention programmes for these men were
mere recommendations and not mandatory. Therefore, we see opportunities for more to be done in providing
better resources, supports, education and counselling for perpetrators. Otherwise, the likelihood of a change
of behaviour will remain elusive.
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In this section, we discuss the various supports
that survivors of sexual violence look for and the
ways in which they access them. We understand
that for many women, it takes a lot for them to
enter a police station in order to ﬁle a report of
being sexually assaulted. It takes even more for
them to then participate in the prosecution of that
assault. We therefore wanted to identify the
following:
what supports women relied on, or put in place
how they coped before, during and after the trial
whether their engagement with the legal
process exacerbated or abated their trauma
We will discuss the common themes that we saw
emerging at trial and / or read in CanLII,
addressing what they identiﬁed as helpful or not
helpful in their survival journeys.

A. First Responders
When we use the term ‘First Responders’, we
intentionally mean it to go beyond the traditional
three that usually comes to mind – Police, Fire and
Paramedics, but to literally include the ﬁrst people
to whom women disclosed, and those individuals’
responses to the disclosure.
i. Family / Friend Support
We identiﬁed having a positive family or close
friend support as being the most impactful to
survivors. This was conditional on the support
person demonstrating ﬁrstly an unwavering
commitment to believing the survivor, followed
with being understanding, compassionate and
patiently listening to what the survivor wanted to
do. These individuals expressed no judgement, or
passed negative commentary on the survivor’s
conduct, rather made afﬁrming statements like ‘It
was not your fault’. If the violence occurred in the
home, it meant discussing with her ways to make
the physical space safer.

Safety was also measured by the family / friend
accompanying the survivor to the hospital or
police station, if that was what the survivor
chose to do.
There were instances where family members,
close friends or even work colleagues called the
police, taking away important agency from the
survivor, at a time when she may be feeling
powerless. Attention should be paid to strategies
that support her regaining her sense of power
ii. Informed, Supportive Emergency Services
We noted the difference between those survivors
who engaged with police ofﬁcers who believed
them and those who engaged with ofﬁcers who
appeared sceptical. The ofﬁcers in the former
category were more engaged, empathetic and
supportive. They maintained regular contact and
provided complainants with information and
generally appeared to take the reported assaults
seriously. This approach resulted in survivors
who felt more prepared for trial, regardless of
whether the case resulted in a conviction or not.
They seem to ﬁnd the whole process less disempowering.
Paramedics,
ﬁreﬁghters,
nurses,
hospital
personnel, all of these services need to be
trained to start by believing survivors[18]
because when they are believed, it seems that
the survivor has a better outlook[19] on the
process, and the evidence that is gathered is
much more comprehensive, ironically objective
and better serves the administration of justice.
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iii. The Community Bystander & Societal
Understanding of Sexual Assault
There are certain situations where the call for help
is to someone in the community. We saw one
example where the ﬁrst responder to a sexual
assault was a woman who heard the assault from
her house and came out to intervene. This woman
had initially tried to run after the perpetrator, but
then came back to help the survivor. Due to the
fact that a ﬁrst responder could be anyone in the
community, the consciousness-raising for how to
better support sexual violence survivors needs to
happen throughout our communities.

In one CourtWatch trial, there was an exceptional Crown
Attorney who diligently and persistently let the court know
that there were no rules on how a sexual assault victim
should act or react. There was also a case with a judge who
engaged in a very critical analysis of the issues, but it was
difﬁcult to say whether it was because he had been
informed that there were CourtWatchers present,
considering that for the ﬁrst few days of the trial, he had
made some problematic comments. Could the right people
watching the trials make a difference?

B. Stereotype-Free Courtrooms

C. Self-Care

There are countless rape myths and stereotypes
surrounding sexual violence that are swirling
around in society. These myths and stereotypes
have also been part of the playbook used in the
prosecution of sexual assault cases. They were
impossible to miss. We were witness to many,
which we will examine further in the next section.
However, it is an important discussion when
addressing the notion of care. The ways in which
complainants are treated during the trials of
perpetrators – too often scrutinized and
dismissed, calls into question just who is on trial?
Too little care and attention is paid to the mental
health and well-being of the victim/survivor, or to
their humanity. CourtWatchers commented that
some justice players, especially members of the
Defense Bar, treated survivors with such scorn
and contempt, seeming to derive pleasure in
stripping away their dignity or breaking them.
When there were Crowns with a good analysis of
the social context of sexual violence, they were
able to push back against the onslaught from
Defense counsel, but that did not always happen.

i. Professional
We found that some survivors utilised
professional counselling and therapy to help
support them, as they tried to navigate the
trauma and in dealing with the long catalogue of
impacts we listed in the ‘Consequences’ section
above. Some survivors struggled to ﬁnd a
supportive individual that they could form a
connection with, many having to engage in trial
and error, hit or miss endeavours. Many gave up
looking after being met with very outrageous
comments from people who ought to know
better. Survivors were blamed, not just in the
courtrooms and in the general public, but by
some community agencies whose mandates
claim to be operating in support of survivors. It is
easy to understand why some women never
went back, or move forward, fearing that others
would treat them the same way.
We monitored a case where a worker in a community agency
told a woman not to report to the police because of her
immigration status. This woman went to that agency for help
and she wanted to report. Although this worker may have had
the best intentions, they were in fact replicating racist beliefs
around whose body is worthy of protection and justice.
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D. Self-Love

F. Protection

We analysed some cases where women discussed
taking part in self-care practices as a way of
getting themselves to a better place after the
assault. These practices ranged from simple
changes to their past routine, to signiﬁcant strides
that distanced them from old habits, all in an
effort to refocus back on themselves. There was a
common theme of practising mindful self-love as
a way of overcoming engaging in destructive acts
of self-harm.

The idea of protection is not what one might
expect it to refer to, but is in fact multifaceted.
Protection was demonstrated by women who
kept their assault a secret from family and
friends, because they didn’t want them to worry
or be hurt. It also covered instances where
women feared the consequences to their careers
or family relationships if it came out. It was not
solely about protecting themselves, but often out
of a sense of responsibility for others and how
those others would feel.

E. Survival
We believe it is of the utmost importance to
surface the various strategies deployed by
survivors in the midst of the violence, as it may
help to educate everyone, particularly those
working as a part of the criminal court process.
Women’s declarations of what they did during the
sexual assault, when they feared for their life, was
profoundly moving.

There are only so many times you can say no… so
what do you do then, without the fear of being
hurt?”
This was said by a survivor while on the stand
during one of our CourtWatch trials.
Another survivor testiﬁed that she “… yelled ‘ﬁre’
not ‘rape’” because her parents had told her to do
so growing up, since people are more likely to
respond to the former.

In one CourtWatch trial, because the perpetrator
had plead guilty, the complainant did not attend
court, but still wanted a publication ban, because
she was a TV Reporter who feared her reputation
would be marred by a sexual assault.

Another aspect of protecting came through with
the number of survivors who were alone in the
courtrooms. We were informed by VWAP on
several occasions that many had made that
decision to not have friends or families in
attendance because they wanted to protect them
from knowing the harrowing details of the
assault, and the trauma that would inevitably
come with that knowledge.
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G. Accountability

Accountability Isn’t Survivor-Directed

One of the most persistent and foundational
themes to come out of our research is that of
accountability. Survivors repeatedly stated that
they wanted perpetrators to be held accountable
for their actions, but what that accountability
looks like was different for different women. It
was not a one size ﬁts all. For some survivors, all
they wanted was an honest admission of guilt
from the perpetrator, and an acknowledgement of
the wrong they had done, and harm caused.
Others felt that the public nature of criminal trials,
where they were able to speak their truth,
regardless of outcome, was sufﬁcient, as the
silence was ﬁnally broken, and the community
would know the identity of the person who had
sexually assaulted them. For some, a prison stint,
where he lost his liberty even for a short period of
time, would have been a good outcome, but still
would not begin to equate to all that she had lost.

One of the main critiques of the criminal legal
system, within the context of sexual assaults, is
that the complainant remains powerless in the
process, in many ways mimicking how she was
rendered powerless during the violence. Once
she has reported to the police, she is effectively
forced to step aside, with very little opportunity
to inﬂuence proceedings, apart from in the role of
a witness to a very personal crime committed
against her.
Survivor-driven accountability would begin the
process of placing power back in the hands of
those who were rendered powerless by the
sexual assault. As stated above, perpetrator
accountability looks different, depending on who
you ask. Survivors want a system that provides
them with options and a say in which one works
best for them. The current system is not
addressing the notions of justice that survivors
are saying they need. We must therefore ﬁnd
ways to start listening and providing those
options, because we owe it to them.
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This 5Cs framework allows us to critically examine
the ways in which gender-based sexual violence is
talked about in the broader social context, as well
as within the legal system. We wanted to evaluate
what impacts, if any, some of the recent high
proﬁle cases, such as that of Jian Ghomeshi, has
had, especially in light of the ways the
complainants in that case had been treated.[20]
Were survivors feeling more reticent to come
forward to report or testify, given the very public
scrutiny that followed that case? What were the
conversations taking place in the community and
the messages being sent about sexual violence
and
systems’
responses?
Were
these
conversations in any way impacting the decisions
survivors were making? This section is a call to
action, for the larger social consciousness to
surface, reﬂect on and proactively engage in
challenging and countering the harmful narratives
that furthers trauma in the lives of survivors.
A. Toxic Masculinity
For our part, we started the conversation by
looking at the root causes of the problem, where it
stems from – gender inequality, male privilege and
men’s sense of entitlement to women’s bodies.
Our data and other research[21] have shown that
this is a gendered issue, where the overwhelming
majority of perpetrators of sexual violence are
men, and the overwhelming majority of victims of
these assaults are women.
We were astonished by the amount of sexualised
comments we heard made openly in the
courtrooms, or read on CanLII, comments that
objectiﬁed women, relegating them to property,
whose sole purpose is for the enjoyment of men.
We saw many instances where perpetrators
refused to listen, despite being told ‘No’ on
multiple occasions.

In one CourtWatch case, the survivor stated that
she had told the perpetrator “You made me feel
uncomfortable” to which he replied when he took
the stand, “How did I make you feel
uncomfortable by engaging in a moment of
intimacy?” Was this a case of simple
misunderstanding, or was he wilfully choosing to
ignore her?
There were also instances where conversations
in the courtroom between the justice players
were highly inappropriate.
In one CourtWatch trial, the judge and Defense
attorney engaged in a conversation about the
attractiveness of the complainant, describing the
details of her underwear in a manner the
CourtWatcher described as “really creepy”.

When survivors have endured the experience of
being sexually violated by a man, and are then
expected to step into a system that is propelled
by patriarchal and misogynistic ideals, we have
to wonder how does one come out of that
unscathed?
B. Power and Dominance
Power differentials are entrenched in so many
aspects of society, in our personal and
professional lives. Those who are perceived to
have the power make it very difﬁcult for those
who don’t, to circumvent the systems that were
created speciﬁcally to maintain their subjugation.
The survivors in the 50 cases we monitored and
audited afﬁrmed what we already knew - that
sexual violence is not so much about sexual
gratiﬁcation, but more about maintaining male
dominance and asserting power and control over
others.
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The perpetrators preyed on the social and physical
vulnerabilities of people they perceived as weaker
or less than they, deploying tactics that included
manipulation, humiliation and intimidation. We
were able to witness the ways in which male
privilege, as an example, was deployed to
overpower and silence female victim/survivors,
not only by the perpetrators, but also by male
judges and male Defense counsel. This became
even more pronounced when the age differential
was factored in, with many of the survivors being
so much younger than the perpetrators, and
younger than the individuals representing the
legal system. The interplay of gender and age, two
of the largest themes that recurred throughout
our research, is yet another reason why the
societal conversations have to shift, to embrace
power-sharing discourse and strategies of
dismantling harmful structures that only
perpetuate harm for so many.
C. She Reported For Revenge / 'Regret Rape'
The myth that most women fabricate rape
allegations, is itself false. The belief, for example,
that she ﬁled a report against an ex-boyfriend out
of anger, or jealousy, is itself false. Furthermore,
the troupe of the ‘regret rape’ reports, where
women are accused of having had consensual sex,
then subsequently feel badly, so ﬁle false reports
rather than having it known, is also equally false.
Research has shown that women are more likely
not to report being raped, with only between 2%
to 8% of all reports being false.[22] This truth
doesn’t however seem to be widely accepted by
some in the criminal legal process, especially
Defense lawyers, who happily repeat it, perhaps in
the hopes that if they say it often enough, it will
become true. No matter the guise in which it is
presented, the underlying message is clear; do not
listen to, or believe survivors.

There was another insidious aspect to this myth
that we considered, that is the ways in which it
continues to bind women to men, as though
women are property and there for the male gaze.
She is making it up because she’s too scared to
‘tell their boyfriend she slept with someone’, or
‘she was mad because he (the perpetrator) didn’t
take her to the club after their date.’ These actual
statements were made by Defense lawyers in
2018, in Toronto, demonstrating that some myths
still persist, despite the work of advocates and
other social movements, like #MeToo.
D. Victim-Blaming
Victim blaming is the constant, underlying theme
to almost every sexual assault trial. Furthermore,
it is the foundation of sexual violence. ‘Why did
you let this happen to you?’ ‘What did you think
would happen, drinking so much?’ ‘Why’d you put
yourself in that situation?’ Some of the direct
statements we heard from the courtroom
included:
“Why didn’t you push him off of you?”
“Why didn’t you use more force?”
“Well, you must’ve known something was going
to happen”
“Why didn’t you trick him to leave?”
Even more upsetting for CourtWatchers was
listening to the Defense ask an 8-year-old why
she continued to go on outings with the
perpetrator, an older male in her family who was
taking care of her. Another asked a woman why
she didn’t leave her abusive husband. These are
the wrong questions. Instead, society should be
asking why he chose to rape. Victim-blaming
does nothing to address the criminal acts of the
perpetrator; it only shifts the weight of our
rightful societal outrage away from the guilty
and on to the innocent. How can that be just?
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Asking survivors ‘what were you wearing?’ is also
still common in courtrooms. The implication that
what a woman wears is an indication of her
intentions and desires to engage in sexual activity
is bizarre. It’s as though Defense lawyers want the
rest of us to believe that clothing is more
important a means of communication, than the
verbal language and other cues used by the
victim/survivor. “She was outside in the cold with
a ﬂimsy top, so she must have been interested in
spending time with him.” This statement sounds as
stupid now as it did when uttered by Defense, to
justify his client raping a young woman who had
come to visit his friend.

This ‘model survivor’ narrative also shapes the
ways responses to being sexually assaulted are
viewed. How should she be behaving during or
after this kind of assault? What should she have
said, or not said to the perpetrator? Video
evidence or witness testimonies were used to aid
the court in understanding the reactions of
survivors in the immediate aftermath of the
assault. If she is crying, and hurt, and her clothes
are ripped, then she qualiﬁes. If she was able to
move a table in a frat house, for instance, she
was ‘obviously ﬁne’. Any behaviour that deviated
from this very narrow and prescriptive view was
deemed to be suspicious and indicative of a false
survivor.

E. The ‘Model Survivor’
The presumption that there is a standard reaction
or affect that ‘real victims’ of sexual violence
displays has permeated the criminal courts and
our society as a whole. Firstly, the idea that only
some women are attractive enough to be victims
of sexual assault shows a lack of understanding of
the point we made earlier, that these forms of
violence are not about sexual gratiﬁcation, but
about power, control and dominance. Part of that
narrative is to position white, young, able-bodied,
educated and middle-class women at the top of
the model pyramid, with all other women – Black,
Indigenous, trans, disabled or fat-bodied women –
below. Thus, women who are at the intersections
and marginalised, including women engaging in
sex work and those with precarious status, are
even less protected because they are viewed as
not the kinds of women who are desirable to men,
and therefore are not ‘rape-able’.

A model survivor also remembers everything.
There was no credence given to the impact of
trauma and how that trauma affects memory.
Furthermore, considering that these trials were
being heard between one and three years after
the incident, expecting complainants to recall the
minutia as though it was yesterday seemed
extremely unfair and unrealistic to the
CourtWatchers, especially if drugs and alcohol
had been involved, as these can also be the
reason for a loss of memory.
F.

Consent

If we could highlight one major theme that needs
far more and far reaching discussion on, it would
be the question of consent. Consent was an issue
in almost every case reviewed. The idea of
‘mistaken consent’ was also raised, prompting
CourtWatchers to ask whether this actually
happens in reality.
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These were some of the things that perpetrators
argued implied consent:
her body language
how she spoke to him, saying the word ‘No,’ in a
‘ﬂirting’ manner
giving him her phone number
she had consented before
lying down on a bed (she was feeling sick)
kissing
sexting
letting him perform oral sex (but did not consent
to penetration)
she consented to sex with a condom (but then
he pulled it off without telling her)
she consented to sex, but he did not disclose he
was HIV positive (therefore, it was not informed
consent)
Drug and alcohol-mediated sexual violence was
present in a large number of the cases we
monitored. When drugs and or alcohol were
involved, consent seemed to become a very murky
line, where perpetrators, their defense team and
society in general appear quite obtuse, and willing
to give the perpetrator the beneﬁt of the doubt,
even though the survivor was behaving in ways
that in any other circumstance, she would be
deemed incapacitated. We understand that
people’s tolerance to substances can vary, so are
not measuring the amount consumed, but the
effect it has on the individual. There are certain
common-sense indicators of impaired ability that
should lead one to conclude that she is incapable,
in that state, of consenting. If, for example, she is
too drunk to stand, or at the point where your
speech is slurred, she cannot give consent.

[This is a discussion that needs to continue,
especially with young people, and especially with
those of elementary school ages. We believe that
the actions of the current Ontario conservative
government in trying to silence the conversation
on consent in schools, is irresponsible. In fact, the
consent conversation needs to be had across all
generations, given that even adult perpetrators
seem to not understand the difference between
‘yes’ and ‘no’. They seemed to have a difﬁcult time
coming to terms with the fact that ‘no’ does not
have to be verbally, explicitly stated, but that
‘yes’ does. Consent education must to be made
widely available. It needs to be respected. It
needs to be followed. Planned Parenthood uses
the abbreviation FRIES[23] to help individuals,
especially young people, understand the
fundamental elements that must be present for
there to be true consent.
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A. Coercion & Control
We have seen that drugs and alcohol usage is a
recurring theme in sexual assaults. We have also
seen that in many instances, the perpetrator is the
one administering the intoxicating agent to the
victim. CourtWatchers posited the view that it may
be due to feelings of insecurity and weakness on
the part of perpetrators, who may be resorting to
drugging women as a way of eliminating the
possibility of being rejected. Do they feel as
though there is no other way they would receive
consent from women? Are they humiliated by
rejection? With increased news reports of
‘Incel’(19) violence against women, this is a real
possibility and worth further investigation. This
discussion would also be furthered by utilising
consent knowledge and language.
B. Othering
I. Racism
We discussed above some of the disturbing acts of
racism we witnessed that are inherently
embedded within the criminal legal system,
especially the fact that Black women’s
experiences of sexual violence are erased from
judicial and social consciousness. Since the
Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women & Girls
(MMIWG) movement started in Canada,[25] we
have seen the national outcry for violence against
Indigenous women and girls to be recognised, and
for systems’ accountability. We stand in solidarity
with all our Indigenous sisters. However, we have
yet to see the same momentum building or call to
action and solidarity for Black women in Canada.
We were able to ﬁnd one research article on the
experiences of sexual violence among Black
women and girls in the Canadian context.[26]

We believe that this lack of research is indicative
of a deliberate systematic strategy of erasure,
because as the saying goes, what does not get
counted, does not get measured, and what does
not get measured, remains erased from social
policy, programme and resource allocation.
II. Ableism
We have talked about the usage of ableism within
the legal system. We need to disrupt this
preference
and
engage
in
authentic
conversations with those working there, so that
they become better informed about ways to
respect the experiences of women living with
disabilities. It is critically important for such
conversations to be led and informed by these
women. That is the best way to demonstrate
system accountability for the harm it has done
and continues to do in discounting and silencing
this community’s experience of sexual violence.
III. Saneism
Labelling women as hysterical has been a
strategy deployed for generations, and has
proven an effective way of silencing reports of
sexual violence, or of invalidating genuine and
rightful anger resulting from oppression. Society
is made to believe that hysterical women overexaggerate, therefore should not be taken
seriously. She’s mad and doesn’t know what she’s
talking about. This was a common strategy used
by the Defense, who would imply that the
complainant crying too much on the stand, or
getting angry were signs of her instability, and
therefore should be grounds to question her
credibility. This discussion about women’s right
to display heightened emotions, or feelings of
anger needs to be taking place across all levels of
society, as it is a very problematic historical
stereotype that continues to surface in
circumstances that furthers harm and trauma on
survivors who have already experienced horriﬁc
violence.

Chapter 2 Critique:
Conversation /
Communication
V. Classist
We have discussed the privilege that class confers
to some, while stripping away dignity from others.
We found that class also works for the survivor
and the perpetrator in different ways. For
example, if the perpetrator belonged to a higher
socio-economic class, that was used as a measure
of his credibility, his moral fortitude, and to
portray him as an upstanding member of the
community. However, whether the survivor was
from a lower or high socio-economic class did not
seem to matter, as either way, it was invariably
used against her.
She worked in a low-wage job: not good enough
She was a student: not good enough
She was unemployed: not good enough
Situations that were deemed positives for the
perpetrator’s were deemed deﬁcits for the
survivor, leading one CourtWatcher to comment
that ‘’survivors just can’t catch a break. Whatever
you do, you’re damned.’’
V. Language
Having the opportunity to observe trials gave us a
new perspective on just how important access to
justice depended on one’s ability to fully
comprehend what was being said during the
proceedings. We recognised how language can
often be a barrier to that access, so we fully
support having properly trained Interpreters
available at every step in the process, for both
parties, and for family members who may be
called upon to testify.

Final Critique:
CourtWatch & CanLII
We were able to critically monitor and
analytically audit 50 sexual assault cases
We came to the overarching conclusion that
the current justice model does not in fact
impart justice to most of the victims of sexual
violence who come seeking it
The institutional dysfunction, administrative
chaos and systemic barriers combined to make
for a very frustrating experience (and that was
just on the part of our CourtWatchers)
We heard from survivors what the direct
impacts of sexual assault and the reporting
process are, and the high toll it takes on them
We also discovered that the system is itself
entrenched in patriarchy and misogyny, and
witnessed ﬁrst-hand how much of a liability it
actually is for survivors
For almost all the survivors who discussed the
notion of a just outcome, it was heavily
equated to that of accountability, yet the
system continues to fail to hold perpetrators
accountable, neither does it listen, so as to
understand what accountability means to
survivors
We understand that a criminal legal system is
needed in certain circumstances, for example,
where there are violent offenders, who continue
to pose safety concerns to the victim/ survivor,
or to society at large
All the lessons learned from attending sexual
assault trials and from auditing decisions on
CanLII makes us even more convinced that an
alternative model is urgently needed. Society will
beneﬁt from it. Perpetrators will learn and grow
from it. Survivors deserve it and are demanding it.

“Women have been speaking up for years about harassment and
abuse. 'Me Too' has just created cover for those who didn’t feel
safe enough to speak up. The movement didn’t *create* the
concept of speaking out. it just allowed people to hear us better as
a chorus, and not a solo.”
— Tarana Burke
Understanding the social discourse about gender-based
sexual violence through a media analysis

Chapter 3 - Introduction
We are living in an era where sexual violence,
sexual assault and sexual harassment are at
the forefront of almost every conversation.
These discussions are taking place in
newsrooms, on morning shows, on ﬁlm and
television, at workplaces, at dinner tables, on
social media and over cocktails. Relatively early
into the project, we realised that we needed to
capture
these
very
authentic,
hard
conversations because contained within them
were the voices of survivors, speaking their
truths in unapologetic ways, and sharing their
wisdom and a wealth of knowledge for those
who cared, or dared to listen. We also realised
that we would never get an opportunity to sit
down and speak with so many diverse
survivors as we could reach through the
declarations from all those who answered the
#metoo call. Therefore, tapping into the
different media platforms, to fully understand
how the discussion surrounding sexual
violence was changing our social and cultural
landscape, became a part of our kaleidoscope
of data gathering activities.
The logistics around capturing those
compelling excerpts was a real challenge.
There were several platforms available to us,
each with hundreds of thousands of
information to chose from. How to select and
distill these down into manageable pieces,
given our limited resources was not an easy
task. We decided to focus on four platforms,
both online and more traditional forms:
Social media: Twitter
Podcasts
Television shows
News segments

On the social media platforms, we utilised
certain hashtags, and were able to access a
wealth of animated conversations and some of
the most honest outpouring of experiences on
a public platform imaginable. Television shows
and podcasts were spaces where experiences
of sexual violence were being made available
for more mainstream consumption, resulting in
far more diversity of experiences being
featured, and from diverse perspectives.
Finally, we wanted to follow the news
segments on sexual violence that were
receiving attention, to see how the reporting
depicted perpetrators and survivors, and
whether the consciousness-raising, antigender-based sexual violence movement was
permeating the newsrooms. We have combined
all of our sources, including three TedTalks and
various articles and identiﬁed overarching
themes.
To be able to pull all of this information
together, we worked together as a team,
sending each other news stories, or
recommending television shows addressing
this issue. Our student interns, members and
the research team then critically watched,
listened to or read the selected materials
before we reconvened to unpack the
information and discuss the ways these were
impacting us. We used the same 5 Cs Of Sexual
Violence framework to categorise our ﬁndings:
Context, Consequences, Care, Communication
/ Conversation and Critique which you will see
outlined below.

Chapter 3 - Introduction
The Media Scan has been a critical aspect of our research. Being able to watch and document, often in
real time, survivors’ utilisation of social media to share their opinions on the legal system and on sexual
violence, without any ﬁlters or censorship, was a powerful and validating experience for us. We are
therefore committed to continue with our strategy of sharing the actual words used by these survivors.
The important role media plays in shaping reality and social norms for all of us can sometimes get
overlooked. The media is a heavy inﬂuencer that curates content and feeds younger generations’ views of
the world. If we want the problematic rhetoric around sexual violence and victim-blaming to end, we
believe that media, and social media especially, is the place where that conversation needs to shift. When
that changes there, we that the rest of the world will quickly follow.

Chapter 3- Context
A. #NOTALLMEN

B. #YESALLWOMEN[29]

This hashtag was ﬁrst used on Twitter in 2014, and
was intended to counter the generalisations about
men's behaviour. It became more popular after the
premeditated murders of six people, two of whom,
were women, by a young, white male[27] in Isla
Vista, California. This was really the ﬁrst time a
proponent of the incel terrorist movement
surfaced, attracting media and public attention.
The natural outrage and calls for all men to do and
be better led to some men going on Twitter to
protest, as not all men were bad.

‘'Yes all women go through physical, mental and
sexual abuse…’ [30]

Phil Plait, a writer for the online magazine, Slate,
wrote that the NotAllMen hashtag was
‘’… not an unexpected response. However, it's also
not a helpful one. Why is it not helpful to say "not
all men are like that"? For lots of reasons. For one,
women know this. They already know not every
man is a rapist, or a murderer, or violent. They
don't need you to tell them. Second, it's defensive.
When people are defensive, they aren't listening to
the other person; they're busy thinking of ways to
defend themselves. I watched this happen on
Twitter, over and again. Third, the people saying it
aren't furthering the conversation, they're
sidetracking it. The discussion isn't about the men
who aren't a problem. (Though, I'll note, it can be.
I'll get back to that.) Instead of being defensive
and distracting from the topic at hand, try staying
quiet for a while and actually listening to what the
thousands upon thousands of women discussing
this are saying. Fourth—and this is important, so
listen carefully—when a woman is walking down
the street, or on a blind date, or, yes, in an elevator
alone, she doesn't know which group you're in. You
might be the potential best guy ever in the history
of history, but there's no way for her to know that.
A fraction of men out there are most deﬁnitely not
in that group. Which are you? Inside your head you
know, but outside your head it's impossible
to.’’[28]

"Because every single woman I know has a story
about a man feeling entitled to access to her
body. Every. Single. One. #YesAllWomen." [31]
This hashtag galvanised momentum after the
2014 Isla Vista killings in California and was also
a response to the inherent misogyny of the
#NotAllMen campaign. It allowed users to share
the many ways they were affected by the everyday sexism, racism, transphobia and misogyny,
while understanding that not all men are sexist.
‘’I lost 5 friends because of my incendiary tweets.
I am truly remorseful and sad that I didn't lose
more fuckboiz disguising themselves as Zen bros,
so at the start of 2018, let me
SAY #YOURHERITAGEISHATE
#METOO
#YESALLWOMEN
#BLACKLIVESMATTER
#TRANSLIVESMATTER[32]
These two hashtags reinforce the fact that this is
a gendered issue. Yes, there are also men who are
survivors, in situations where the perpetrator is a
woman. However, most of the perpetrators of
sexual violence, regardless of the gender of the
victim/survivor, are men. It is an undeniable truth
that it is women who are more likely to be the
targets of sexual violence. As we noted above in
Chapter I, that rate is even higher for Black and
Indigenous women, trans folks, as well as women
with disabilities, children and youth.

Chapter 3- Context

Main Themes

C. #metoo

Common themes from #metoo Twitter analysis
many women were assaulted by someone they
knew, including current and former partners,
family members, work colleagues, or casual
acquaintances

The effects of #metoo are still being felt all over
the world. The movement was founded in 2006 by
the Black woman activist and survivor, Tarana
Burke, to help survivors of sexual violence,
particularly Black women and girls, and other
young women of color from low income
communities on their healing journeys. The
organisation’s visions
‘’… from the beginning was to address both the
dearth in resources for survivors of sexual
violence and to build a community of advocates,
driven by survivors, who will be at the forefront of
creating solutions to interrupt sexual violence in
their communities.’’[33]
The movement made international headlines in
October, 2017, following reports from numerous
women about being sexually assaulted by
disgraced media mogul, Harvey Weinstein. Actress
Alyssa Milano posted on Twitter.
"Me too. Suggested by a friend: If all the women
who have been sexually harassed or assaulted
wrote 'Me too' as a status, we might give people a
sense of the magnitude of the problem." [34]
The hashtag has been shared by millions of people
all over the world, as an act of resistance and
solidarity with other survivors.
“Me too, my mother too, my sister too, my
grandmother too, my best friend too.” [35]

“90% of sexual assaults are committed by
repeat offenders.” [36] This is a signiﬁcantly
high number and shows that although
misogyny affects every person, it is individually
willed, in that the perpetrator makes the
decision to sexually assault
It is important to understand that we are not
talking about monsters, but human beings,
every-day men who we live with, work with,
socialise with, ride on public transport with.
These are the men who cat call, tell rape jokes,
slap women on their bottom at a bar, and laugh
off the fact that she is too drunk and needs to
go home, alone
Sexual assault is not just the act of a single
man against one single (or multiple) person(s);
it lives and breathes in a culture that exploits
and silences women, and thereby condoning
rape

Chapter 3- Context: Main Themes
1.

Positions of Power

A theme that stood out to us concerned men in
positions of power who use their power to control
and coerce others in subordinate roles. These
positions of power were acted out in two
television shows that we unpacked. ‘13 Reasons
Why’[37] and ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ [38] depicts
powerful men whose status in the society meant
that they had authority, opportunity and the sense
of entitlement to rape women. In ‘13 Reasons Why,’
one of the main protagonists is a popular, male,
white, heterosexual, able-bodied, high-school
baseball player. He is able to use his privilege, as
well as his positionality to coerce and ultimately
rape young women in the school. In ‘The
Handmaid’s Tale,’ the position of power is also
held by a white, heterosexual, able-bodied, upper
class male who had an important role in the
government. While rape in that context was statesanctioned, it was also ‘individually willed’, in that
he chose to commit these acts, which in that
society may no longer have been viewed as
criminal, but were certainly understood by the
Handmaids / victims and the viewers as such.
Positions of power can also be held by male
ﬁgures in the family. In both the online and off-line
world, when survivors come forward to chronicle
sexual assaults by powerful men, society is
usually asked to think about that man’s future, and
the impact such an allegation would have on his
career, his future and his family. Tarana Burke, in
her TedTalk stated:

“Wealthy white men who have landed softly in their
golden parachutes following disclosure of their
terrible behaviour; and we’re asked to consider their
futures… but what of survivors?” [39]
-Tarana Burke -

This was also a prominent underlying
commentary in ’13 Reasons Why’, as when the
rapist only received three months’ probation
because the judge did not want to damage his life
any further, despite the fact that one of the
survivors had died by suicide. This led us to ask
what was her life worth? Evidently nothing.
2. Alcohol and Drugs
This was a recurring theme in our media scans. In
one of the podcasts we listened to called ‘Guys
we fucked: The Anti-Slut Shaming Podcast,’[40]
one of the guests discussed being raped by
multiple men when she had been extremely
intoxicated. She also discussed blacking out, and
coming in and out of consciousness. This
scenario was also featured in ’13 Reasons Why’
where one of the rapes portrayed was against a
woman who was black-out drunk. The reality is
that drugs and alcohol consumption go hand-inhand with sexual assault, and was evident in
many of the conversations we reviewed. In most
of these instances, perpetrators were excused
for their actions because they were intoxicated,
but victims were blamed, because they were
intoxicated.
3. Public Transportation
Sexual violence on public transport was an
unsettlingly common theme that was rife in the
#metoo declarations we read, reinforcing the fact
that stranger assaults do occur. Based on the
volume of comments on social media that fall in
this category, we can conﬁdently say that most
people living in a city with public transportation
system have either experienced this, or know
someone who has.
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4. Publicly Addressing Sexual Assault
It has been said that #metoo was the ﬁrst time
survivors publicly addressed the sexual assaults
they had experienced. The guest from the ‘Guys
we fucked: The anti-slut shaming podcast’ stated
that because of #metoo and the social media
advocacy it galvanised, she felt comfortable
enough to talk about her experience, a rape that
had occurred 6 years prior. We noted how so many
people disclosed their assault for the ﬁrst time on
these very large and public social media
platforms, something we believe demonstrates
the level of comradery that can quickly develop
among survivors of sexual violence.
Although many survivors mentioned that they
realised speaking publicly about their assault may
lead to further violence from online trolls, they felt
emboldened by seeing the groundswell from so
many other survivors, to step out and boldly
acknowledge what had happened to them. This in
turn ampliﬁed the numbers and voices, so that
many other survivors felt secure, came forward,
and catapulted the issue into a full global
movement.

Chapter 3 Critique: Context
A. Whose Voices Are Being Silenced?
“This is a movement about the one-in-four girls
and the one-in-six boys who are sexually
assaulted every year and carry those wounds into
adulthood. It's about the 84 percent of trans
women who will be sexually assaulted this year
and the indigenous women who are three-and-ahalf times more likely to be sexually assaulted
than any other group. Or people with disabilities,
who are seven times more likely to be sexually
abused. It's about the 60 percent of Black girls like
me who will be experiencing sexual violence
before they turn 18, and the thousands and
thousands of low-wage workers who are being
sexually harassed right now on jobs that they
can't afford to quit..” [41]
We continue to ask ourselves - where are these
‘other stories’? Where are the voices of these
individuals? We were able to watch several
TedTalks that answered some of these questions,
but some communities remained invisible. Even in
the two shows we critiqued that engaged in the
discourse around sexual assault, the main
survivor was still a white woman and able-bodied.
While both of the television shows had Black
women survivors in it as well, their experiences
were not given much prominence, missing an
important opportunity to inform the audience
about the intersecting oppressions faced by Black
survivors of sexual violence.
“Black women have been saying #metoo since
slavery” [42]

Our media scan further revealed the heavy bias
towards portrayals of cisgendered women as rape
victims, since there were no examples of trans or
gender non-conforming people’s experiences of
sexual violence being shown in the mainstream
media. Only one movie stood out that featured a
character from this community - ‘Boys Don’t
Cry’[43] starring Hilary Swank. She portrayed a
transman who was raped. That movie was
released in 1999, again leading us to ask where is
the representation of that community in today’s
movies? One trans #metoo survivor discussed
why trans people are discouraged to report,
speaking about the stereotype of a trans
bathroom predator.
B. All of Us
We also noted that many women had experienced
multiple instances of sexual violence, something
that often goes unrecorded, but must be
illuminated with further research. One survivor
made a statement that impacted us and spoke to
the broader issues. She wrote:
“Know what makes me angry? That my ﬁrst
thought about this movement was “but isn’t that
all of us” and my second thought was, “which
time?”[44]

Chapter 3 - Consequences
1.

Fear of Reporting

There are other communities who do not have
the same distrust of police, and have no fears
about reporting, especially if they are met with
kindness and compassion.
However, many women have to contend with
genuine, tangible, oftentimes debilitating fear
at the thought of reporting the sexual assault
to the police. We knew this, and understood
that there are a variety of reasons why this is
so. However, fear of reporting was such a
powerful theme that resonated for so many on
the social media platforms, that we had to
reconsider how that fear had become quite
normalised for so many, such that it takes this
kind of groundswell to bring it back. We heard
that some survivors were too scared to report,
fearing that they would not being believed, or
of facing more violence stemming from victimblaming. Others felt that they were not
empowered to report because survivors are
socially conditioned not to do so. It was further
evidence of how our society has been
functioning for so long, by silencing survivors
and forcing the innocent to bear the
burdensome secrets of the guilty.
It’s also important for people with diverse
social locations to understand that engaging
with law enforcement ofﬁcers can be a large
barrier, especially for communities where
police have continued to do a lot of harm.
Another survivor provided reasons why police
were perceived as a barrier:
“And the cops tried to talk me out of pressing
charges, because everyone would know I’d
been raped and how embarrassing would that
be.” [45]

Finally, survivors may be afraid of reporting
due to the violent backlash they see others
receive. Whether it be from family, friends or
total strangers, whether it’s online or in the
real world, there can be real adverse
ramiﬁcations for the survivor who decides to
speak up. For example, the lawyers
representing Christine Blasey Ford stated that
their client was still being harassed. She’s
reportedly
“... had to move 4 times, had to pay for private
security and hasn’t been able to return to her
job as a professor at Palo Alto University”[46]
It underscores the fact that we are still far
from the kinds of supportive environments that
make it safe for survivors to report.

2. Surviving a Trial
If a survivor does report, which we know is only
about 10% of survivors, and if charges are laid
by police, and if the Crown agrees to proceed to
trial, it can feel as though you’re still at the
bottom of the mountain, looking up. We know
from our members that a trial can be an
incredibly re-traumatising experience, as was
revealed in the Mandi Gray documentary, ‘Slut
or Nut: The Diary of a Rape Trial.’[47] Judges
still rely on discredited stereotypes, dangerous
social norms and myths about women to blame
survivors for being raped. Here in Canada, we
have seen egregious instances where judges
are still using historical and problematic myths
as the basis of decisions in sexual assault
cases, as demonstrated in the two examples
below:
Justice Robin Camp in Alberta who told a
survivor that "pain and sex sometimes go
together" and asked why she didn't just keep
her "knees together.”[48]
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Justice Gregory Leneham, from Nova Scotia
who stated, “Clearly, a drunk can consent.”
[49]
Judges are only one part of the equation; the
trial process itself is another. As another
survivor stated, throughout
“…[the] brutal legal process of a rape trial, I felt
utterly overwhelmed.” [50]
She further described how the legal system
can make the survivors feel powerless.
"I tried to ﬁt into the role of "perfect victim" to
protect the legal process and to get this man
held to account. I felt that by modifying my life
and behaviour to ﬁt this "perfect" image of a
victim, I lost the little agency I did have in the
process to begin with."[50]
We found several instances where the legal
system further expects and pressures women
to take on certain roles. For example, if there
was more than one victim in the trial, they
must isolate themselves from the others and
effectively police their behaviour, otherwise
they run the high risk of being accused of
collusion. One woman online discussed how
she didn’t have a lot of people (family and
friends) come to the trial, so that she didn’t
appear too invested. We found this such a
tragic and damning indictment against the
system that forces victims to feign disinterest
at the proceedings and its outcome, when
those proceedings are about the exploitation of
your body.

A #metoo survivor wrote, “rape is the only
crime in which the victim becomes the
accused.”[51] We saw this recurring victimblaming while monitoring sexual assault trials,
where survivors were openly accused of lying,
or of somehow causing the assault. The same
survivor discussed how the compounding of
insults and slurs made the process
unnecessarily re-traumatising.
“I was accused of wanting to further my
political career with this case, of only reporting
because I was unsatisﬁed with his
performance sexually, and of not actually
remembering correctly that I had consented. "
[52]
When it comes to the issue of sentencing, one
TedTalk provided the following information
that:
"Only six percent of assaults reported to the
police end with the assailant spending a single
day in prison. Meaning, there's a 99 percent
chance that they'll get away with it." [53]
These statistics mirrored our ﬁndings from the
CourtWatch monitoring and CanLII audits, and
further emphasised the fact that there are few
deterrents for perpetrators.

“My family and I have been the target of constant
harassment and death threats. I have been called the
most vile and hateful names imaginable. These
messages, while far fewer than the expressions of
support, have been terrifying to receive and have rocked
me to my core.”?
- Dr. Christine Blasey Ford -
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3. “Living in The After Is Brave”
‘’If you aren't okay w posting #MeToo know
this: 1. I believe you. 2. You don't have to speak
up to be brave. Living in the after is brave.[54]
We saw online discussions with survivors on
the direct impacts the sexual assault had on
them. One woman stated:
“40 years doesn’t make you forget. Time
doesn’t make you forget.”[55]
Rape is something that generates deep,
complex and adverse impacts that can be
difﬁcult to articulate, yet many survivors did.
They talked about experiencing the following:
night terrors
panic attacks
anxiety
issues with being touched
struggled in relationships
trust issues
PTSD
reliving the horrors of the sexual assault
ﬂashbacks
These emotional, physical, psychological and
spiritual effects also matched the ones
identiﬁed by survivors in our CourtWatch and
from the CanLII audits. In ’13 Reasons Why,’
there were many different survivors, but the
show focused on three, all of whom had
completely different responses. One woman
tried to move past it and therefore, didn’t want
to discuss it at all, keeping herself isolated
from the community. Another woman did want
to discuss it, tried to talk with a therapist, but
that engagement ended up being more
harmful, resulting in her committing suicide.
The one man who was sexually assaulted by
numerous men, ended up bringing a gun to the
school.

The show was very effective in demonstrating
how different survivors respond in many
different ways to the trauma of being sexually
assaulted.
One news article we read had an excerpt of a
survivor’s Victim Impact Statement. In it she
said:
“There were many effects that the rape had on
my self-image, conﬁdence and personal self
that I am choosing not to reﬂect here. I have
worked very hard to heal those scars and I
don’t believe he deserves an ounce more of
access to information about me or my life.”[56]
Living in the aftermath of sexual violence can
be like walking through a mineﬁeld of triggers
and that is why discussing the ‘Care’ in the next
section is so imperative.
4. Social Context
In Tarana Burke’s TedTalk,[57] she described
herself feeling numb in the #metoo social
context because there were so many things
happening, not just in the United States. She
discusses the Supreme Court nominee, Dr.
Christine Blasey Ford’s statement, survivors
getting attacked from the White House podium,
gross mis-characterisation of women and
survivors, internet trolls, women’s marches
and rallies and continuous declarations of their
truth from survivors. The reality is that it just
hasn’t affected Burke; it affects all survivors.
That is why many survivors stood up, wrote
#metoo, and marched. However, it can
sometimes feel very daunting and harrowing
being present to hearing all of the survivors’
experiences. It can be triggering for many
survivors, but by the same token, it can be
empowering, knowing that you are not alone.

Chapter 3 Critique: Consequences
A. Barriers to Justice
It is ironic that many of the barriers to justice are
the ones we also associate with helping us to
access it: police, lawyers, judges, religious leaders
and government ofﬁcials. One woman wrote
online about an experience with the legal system
where she was asked questions about her political
standpoint, prostitution, consent and intoxication,
despite the fact that some of these issues are
already established in law as not relevant to the
assault. She was also questioned about what can
only be described as ‘physical impossibilities’ of
the positioning of her body parts while being
raped. The challenge is to remain continuously
outraged and not become so immunised by the
frequency in which these questions are asked.
Maintaining a degree of moral indignation is a sign
of allyship, a way of saying that we’re her with her,
and will not forget how inappropriate and
insensitive these questions are. It is the least we
can do, since she has to endure the minutia of the
rape being dissected, often through disbelieving
lens.
Many other women are silenced. They are told not
to talk to family, friends or other survivors. One
woman discussed she was told to be silent on her
social media and avoid political work, so that it
didn’t undermine her case. Many survivors are
silenced into looking like the ‘perfect victim’, as
they attempt to hold perpetrators to account.
"I tried to ﬁt into the role of "perfect victim" to
protect the legal process and to get this man held
to account. I felt that by modifying my life and
behaviour to ﬁt this "perfect" image of a victim I
lost the little agency I did have in the process to
begin with"[58]

Knowledge of the effects of trauma on memory
are also a barrier to justice, as the ‘choppy
recollection’ of events usually goes against the
survivor’s credibility. One #metoo survivor wrote,
“some images are seared into our memory, while
others fade and recede.”[59]
Since the ability to recall is so directly connected
with the issue of credibility, but is so adversely
impacted by trauma, it is imperative that we have
an open dialogue on this issue and ensure that
everyone, particularly justice players, becomes
better informed on effects of trauma on memory.
The legal injustices, social stigma and the lack of
resources, along with the process of re
traumatisation can and does dissuade so many
survivors from reporting their experiences.

Chapter 3 - Care
1.

Survival

When we talk about surviving, we need to
understand that while the notion is on a
continuum for many, it can be broken down to
two different times. The ﬁrst relates to
surviving in the actual moments of the sexual
assault. The second relates to surviving
afterwards. But the violence to the body and
mind is continuing. We wanted to hear from
survivors how they managed in these
moments, recognising also that some people
simply do not survive the rape. A woman
survivor wrote a chillingly impactful statement
online that in the moment:
“What women are doing in these situations is
negotiating. They're trading sex for life”[60]
Sadly, these acts of survival and other
responses, such as freezing or complying out of
fear, are later used to vilify them. Another
survivor wrote:
“Being raped once made it easier to be raped
again. I instinctually shut down. My body
remembered, so it protected me. I
disappeared.”[61]
Survivors demonstrated the many ways they
survive day-to-day. These ways also vary from
woman to woman and surfaced as a strong
theme across different media platforms.
Navigating through the trauma-terrain of
sexual assault for many has become a life skill.

2. Solidarity
One theme that was clearly evident is that of
solidarity between women. #metoo and Time’s
Up has had the very positive effect of bringing
women together, with shared experiences and
a shared understanding of the commonalities
between us. However, we recognise that not all
women are represented as much as they
should be, especially members of the trans
community. They are rendered practically
invisible in many women’s organisations who
do not see them as ‘real women’. We remain
hopeful that with the rising social
consciousness, that social movements will
become much more inclusive.
A. I’ll Do It For You
One theme that we noted often was of women
protecting other women. One woman came
forward and reported after ﬁve years, because
the same man who had raped her, had attacked
another woman.
"When I saw his name in the rape crisis centre I
worked at and knew there was another woman
who had endured his violence as well, I was
forced to re-evaluate my own decision to not
report him. I felt deeply ashamed of what had
happened to me and felt a sense of guilt that
because I had not gone forward, I had
somehow contributed to his ability to continue
assaulting women. I now understand that this
logic is ﬂawed but nonetheless I felt it. To this
day, although that woman and I are still
nameless and faceless to each other, it is
because of her that I could be bold and she is
the reason I decided to report him to the police."
[62]
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In ’13 Reasons Why’, one woman reports in the
end because it had been happening to so many
other women. There was also an ongoing
discussion of survivors’ feelings of shame and
guilt if they didn’t report, then subsequently
learning that had happened to someone else.
B

Protecting Each Other

“Why whisper networks started. At some point,
women gave up wasting energy trying to be
heard by men and started devoting themselves
to protecting other women instead.”[63]

“If a woman tells her story and no one in her
government hears her – does her government
exist at all? No. Women have no government.
We are ungoverned, so we will become
ungovernable.”[64]
C. Stronger Together
“I kept ﬁnding solace and strength in knowing
that I was only one woman amongst hundreds
and thousands of women ﬁghting back against
the men who have committed violence against
us.” [65]
“Watching Christine Blasey Ford remain
composed, digniﬁed and strong in the face of
such ugly male power, and the force of women
rising up in support of her is exhilarating and
inspiring”[66]

“Only thing more powerful than a selfconﬁdent woman, is an army of them” [67]

Social media has had a phenomenal impact by
creating space for survivors to speak their
truth, despite the backlash and harassment
from internet trolls. It remains an important
platform to highlight how the expression by
one survivors of her reality can be an
inspiration to another, until such groundswell
is created of acts of bravery numbering in the
millions, of survivors who are refusing to
remain silenced, but empowered to speak up
and speak out. There have also been many
walk out’s and marches, including the Women’s
March against Donald Trump[68], the women at
Google who walked out,[69] protesting the
company’s handling of sexual harassment
against women employees, and the protests in
Cork, Ireland against the acquittal[70] of a man,
after his Barrister, Ms. Elizabeth O’Connell SC
told the jury during closing arguments:
“Does the evidence out-rule the possibility that
she was attracted to the defendant and was
open to meeting someone and being with
someone? You have to look at the way she was
dressed. She was wearing a thong with a lace
front.”[70]
Each march or demonstration generated more
publicity and added to the social discourse
about gender-based sexual violence, at
workplaces, in schools, in the home and in
other public spaces.
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3. Hashtags
There has been an onslaught of different
hashtags that survivors and allies have been
using all over the world. These include:
#womenwhoroar[71]
#rapedandneverreported[72]
#babaeako[73] which translates into “I am a
woman,” (in the Philippines)
#thisisnotconsent[74], (in Cork, Ireland) with
survivors showing pictures of their
underwear or other items that judges used
against them.
#lalabanako[75] which translates into, “I will
ﬁght back.” (in the Philippines) after Duterte
said he would prefer not to have a woman
for a vacant, top government post"
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A. Open Dialogue

B. Male Survivors

The #metoo social movement has created
important opportunities for dialogue and a change
of the social discourse. Conversations are
happening across all media platforms and
formats, in our own workplaces and in our homes.
Many have found it to be a very progressive
process, of learning directly from those with the
lived experience. Many survivors have had to hold
the truth for a long time, but now those truths are
in everyone’s hands. However, this movement also
has put the burden on survivors to speak. They are
again doing the work, by having to disclose their
experiences to further the conversation. In her
TedTalk, Tarana Burke reminded the audience that:

The conversation about male survivors is an
important one, but has its own challenges to
contend with. Many men utilised the #metoo
Twitter space to share their own experiences of
sexual violence. There backlash it generated
centred on the issues of appropriation (of the
hashtag) and of timing (at a time when women
were ﬁnally in the spotlight). We believe that
sexual violence hurts many people - mostly
women and many trans and gender non-binary
folks due to the sexuality component. It also
affects men. However, as noted above, women are
disproportionately the targets of sexual violence,
and to say otherwise ignores research and
dismisses the lived experiences of millions of
women. In one of the podcasts we listened to,
‘Armchair Expert’[77]with Dax Shepard and Amy
Schumer, Amy was discussing #metoo and being a
survivor. Dax, who is a male, continuously tried to
hijack the conversation and ignored the gender
dimensions. He then revealed he too had been
assaulted, but his point was made to validate his
own position - which was that men go through
pain too, rather than to stand in solidarity with the
woman survivors, especially the one who was his
guest. He later apologised after the podcast,
acknowledging that what he had done was
comparable to what “All Lives Matter” tried doing
with “Black Lives Matter”.[78]

“We don't believe that survivors should tell the
details of their stories all the time. We shouldn't
have to perform our pain over and over again for
the sake of your awareness.” [76]
Recounting the details of a sexual assault can be
triggering
and
re-traumatising.
Therefore,
survivors should not feel guilty if they cannot
participate, or need time away. It is important to
remember that survivors have already done a lot
of work in their own lives, on a journey towards
healing. We believe that it is now time for others
to take up the mantle, especially for men, as they
are prominently the perpetrators.
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“[I have a] belief that all of this exposed pain
and shame that is rising to the surface of our
communities might just be the beginning of us
having that difﬁcult discussion we as a society
have been avoiding for many years.”[79]
1.

Victim-Blaming

We found that victim-blaming is used as a tool
to continue the oppression and silencing of
survivors. Society makes women in general,
and survivors in particular, think it is our fault
when bad things happen to us. One #metoo
survivor wrote:
“Saying #metoo comes with the silent
admittance that you were right and I was
wrong. I shouldn’t have stayed out so late, or
worn that dress, or had that drink. It paves the
way for even more policing and for further loss
of autonomy.” [80]
This was one of the most powerful statements
we read in the #metoo context. It
demonstrates how the very foundational seeds
of victim-blaming is already sown, cultivated,
consumed and regurgitated throughout society.
It further reveals the insidious and
consequential outcomes from the victimblaming strategy, which is an increased
scrutiny and policing of the victims/ survivors,
rather than perpetrators.
A sub-theme of victim-blaming is isolation.
“Rape isolates women from each other. It is
stigmatised and we are encouraged to believe
we brought on ourselves and are somehow to
blame for it.” [81]

We saw this theme of isolation of survivors
during our CourtWatch, where women were
physically alone, without family or friends (and
sometimes without VWAP) in the courtroom.
But isolation can also come in the form of
silencing of survivors. Through our Media
scans, we witnessed instances where women
silenced other women, as well as trans and
gender non-conforming folks. We also noted
the many instances where men silenced
everyone. In the ﬁrst episode of ‘The
Handmaid’s Tale,’ one of the handmaid’s is
made to discuss the fact that she was gang
raped. The woman in charge calls her out,
telling her that she led the men on, and gets all
the other handmaids to chant “Her fault” and
“Teach her a lesson” while pointing at her. The
people in power also ensure that handmaids,
who are also survivors, police each other.
‘Slut shaming’ was a large theme that surfaced
across the media platforms. One incident
occurred in ’13 Reasons Why’ where the
characters engaged in a conversation about
why girls put themselves in these situations
where they could get raped. This was asked by
one of the main characters who admittedly had
great intentions, but we have seen how even
the
best-meaning
people
can
create
environments that silence survivors.
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2. ‘It's Not So Bad’
“In order to escape accountability for his
crimes, the perpetrator does everything in his
power to promote forgetting. If secrecy fails,
the perpetrator attacks the credibility of his
victim. If he cannot silence her absolutely, he
tries to make sure no one listens.” [82]
“I caught myself wondering, ‘Have I
experienced anything bad enough to merit a
‘me too’ post? Does catcalling count? Does
being groped on a dance ﬂoor count? Would my
participation trivialize the experiences of
people who have been through worse?’ And
then I realized, that’s part of the problem, the
tendency this society has to dismiss someone’s
experience as ‘not bad enough’, ‘not traumatic
enough’, ‘not real enough’ to matter. Nothing
will change if we persist in validating and
believing a few, under certain circumstances,
and dismissing the rest." [83]
This was a theme that we believe is most
difﬁcult for people to discuss and comprehend.
Many don’t understand that sexual violence
runs a broad spectrum. On one side, there are
rape jokes and cat calls, and on the other, there
are rapes. We read of examples where some
survivors didn’t feel they had a right to say, “I
was raped” because they didn’t scream “No”, or
push the attacker off, but silently complied out
of fear. Other survivors spoke of leaving that
situation not wanting to see themselves as a
victim, so in turn, thought that maybe they did
consent. The point is that all of these
experiences are completely valid; they are
normal, as different people react differently. All
these experiences need to be heard and held
with the same amount of dignity and respect.

We need to make space for survivors, and
listen whenever one makes her declaration of
the truth about what happened to her. We need
to stop thinking that rape only happens in one
way, only to certain kinds of people, by certain
kinds of people. We need to make room for
people to heal, otherwise we as a society will
be complicit in the continued silence of
survivors.
3. Online Misogyny
Scanning social media, especially Twitter,
looking for #metoo tweets, we couldn’t help
but notice the level of vitriol and hatred toward
women and the movement that was on display
online. Other survivors noticed this too, writing:
“Using the term ‘witch hunt’ against women
who are seeking justice for sexual assault
clearly deﬁnes the underlying issue.”[84]
We saw a number of men writing that they
were ‘safe’ from the attack that they perceived
‘metoo’ to be promoting, often comparing the
movement to terrorist attacks. This was truly
disturbing and disappointing, as it seems that
no matter the number of people involved or the
changing discussion, there are still those who
refuse to understand that this is a reality for so
many people. It is probably more likely that
they do not care to.
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4. Collective Trauma
Many survivors globally talked about felling as
though they were sharing a common
experience with other survivors, a collective
trauma experience, something that we at
WomenatthecentrE can relate to. We are all
dealing with our own trauma from our own
assaults, and yet within this social context, we
then have to wade through the waters of pain
from so many other survivors. There is a scene
at the end of season 2 of ’13 Reasons Why’
where one of the characters was in court,
reading her Victim Impact Statement. Then one
by one, other women in the show stand up and
makes her own declaration of her experience
with sexual violence. It was one of the most
powerful scenes in television we have seen,
and the best way to describe that moment is
with the term - collective trauma.
“The scene is a chilling one, because as far as
the audience knows, these women never got to
"really" tell their stories. Instead, we're left
with the idea that most women have these
anecdotes, even though such a small fraction
of them have the opportunity or ability to claim
them in court.”[85]
5. Possibility in Trauma
“We don’t have to ﬁx other people’s suffering;
we just need to make space for it to breathe,
space for it to heal; and hopefully if we honour
that space, we can do whatever is necessary to
not repeat that suffering.” [86]

One of the strongest themes that emerged
from the media scan was centred on the lifting
up of survivors who are still dealing with
trauma, so that they could see the possibility of
a world without sexual violence. In one OWN
Podcast[87], Oprah and Arianna Hufﬁngton
discuss the term ‘Post-Traumatic Growth’.
Using this term, in relation to the healing
journeys survivors embark on, seems to us a
powerful ﬂip of perspective that could help
them see the resilience they have and how far
they have in fact come. One survivor online
wrote:
“The ghosts of all the women you used to be
are all so proud of who you have become.”[88]
Tarana Burke also discussed this in her TedTalk
by saying:
“Part of the work of #metoo is about the
restoration of our humanity, because the
violence doesn’t end with the act. The violence
is also the trauma we hold after the act.
Remember, trauma halts possibility. It serves
to impede, stagnate, confuse and kill.” [89]

Chapter 3 Critique: Conversation /
Communication
The #metoo, #TimesUp and these other social movements are ongoing, remaining as relevant today as
when they were originally created. They are bigger than a single point in time, because they have
galvanised so many to join the revolution. Hoping for and talking about change isn’t enough; action needs
to follow. We can see slow but real shifts, in workplaces, in schools and in homes, as well as in the media.
Witnessing so many different media outlets and platforms discuss sexual violence in an informed way is
really encouraging. The conversations are taking place. In her TedTalk, Tarana Burke discussed getting to a
future with no sexual violence.
“To get there, we have to shift a culture that propagates the idea that vulnerability is synonymous with
permission and that bodily autonomy is not a basic human right.” [90]
That is the next step, to make a cultural and societal shift in the way communities look at and treat
women, trans and gender non-binary folks. We must stand up for an end to the continued exploitation of
women, especially those who are the most vulnerable, marginalised and who lack the means and support
to be able to speak for themselves.
There are new strategies that people are using to get others to understand the importance of the issue. On
a university campus[91]. for example, survivors displayed a large number of red solo cups throughout the
grounds of the campus. On the cups were written the words “This cup represents a student that was
sexually assaulted.”
There is also an organization called Voices In Action using #ProVoice[92] and they are discussing the
importance of speaking out and up. Some of their members shared these sentiments:
“Using my voice took me from feeling like a victim to feeling like a warrior on a mission”[93]
“Your voice is active, alive and necessary for positive change and can be a catalyst for freedom, for many”
and “Speaking out transforms victims into survivors.”[93]
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The #metoo, #TimesUp and these other social
movements are ongoing, remaining as relevant
today as when they were originally created. They
are bigger than a single point in time, because they
have galvanised so many to join the revolution.
Hoping for and talking about change isn’t enough;
action needs to follow. We can see slow but real
shifts, in workplaces, in schools and in homes, as
well as in the media. Witnessing so many different
media outlets and platforms discuss sexual
violence in an informed way is really encouraging.
The conversations are taking place. In her TedTalk,
Tarana Burke discussed getting to a future with no
sexual violence.
“To get there, we have to shift a culture that
propagates the idea that vulnerability is
synonymous with permission and that bodily
autonomy is not a basic human right.” [90]
That is the next step, to make a cultural and
societal shift in the way communities look at and
treat women, trans and gender non-binary folks.
We must stand up for an end to the continued
exploitation of women, especially those who are
the most vulnerable, marginalised and who lack
the means and support to be able to speak for
themselves.
There are new strategies that people are using to
get others to understand the importance of the
issue. On a university campus[91]. for example,
survivors displayed a large number of red solo
cups throughout the grounds of the campus. On
the cups were written the words “This cup
represents a student that was sexually assaulted.”

There is also an organization called Voices In
Action using #ProVoice[92] and they are
discussing the importance of speaking out and up.
Some of their members shared these sentiments:
“Using my voice took me from feeling like a victim
to feeling like a warrior on a mission”[93]
“Your voice is active, alive and necessary for
positive change and can be a catalyst for freedom,
for many” and “Speaking out transforms victims
into survivors.”[93]

“Another world is not only possible. She is on her way. On a quiet
day, I can hear her breathing…” ~ Arundhati Roy.
Creating an alternative model for justice and healing

Chapter 4 - Introduction
This research initiative, grounded as it has been in
the powerful words and experiences of diverse
survivors of male-perpetrated sexual violence,
has led us back to where we started. We have
known for quite some time that the current
criminal legal system is neither designed, nor
equipped to properly address this form of
violence. It continues to fail victims/ survivors, by
putting them on trial, allowing them to be bullied,
badgered and berated, subjected to the most
egregious forms of ‘gaslighting’ for having the
audacity to report someone who has, lest we
forget, broken the law. And after all of that,
knowing that survivors will walk away with no
justice, no perpetrator or system’s accountability.
It should not come as a surprise to hear that many
survivors describe the criminal trial process to
have been as traumatising as the rape that
brought them there.
The same system continues to fail perpetrators as
well. It seems contradictory, given that the few
aggressors who are prosecuted face very little
consequence, but it is nevertheless true. When
someone is not helped to admit their wrongdoing,
nor held to account for it, they miss the
opportunity to learn and grow. These missed
opportunities have a cumulative effect on society
as a whole, because these individuals resume their
lives, continuing to bring devastation and turmoil
to other people they meet.
Society, like the individual survivors, will continue
to bear the brunt of this ﬂawed system that
beneﬁts the few at the expense of the many. Many
of the participants we talked to had no faith that
the legal system would bring them justice, and yet
some couldn’t see past it, to consider the
possibility that alternatives may exist, or even the
possibility that they could have a hand in creating
one, until we posed it to them.

Below are a few examples of the declarations
from survivors, detailing their disappointment in
the system, the support and justice they felt the
criminal legal system could have given them,
instead of bringing additional violence in their
lives.
I don't believe that jail is helping at all. At all. At all. I
just think it's just fueling the hate and the, the
disrespect and the disgust he has against women. So,
for me, that's not justice. Justice for me would be to
have employers and community realise the damage
that has been done and to understand things like
anxiety and PTSD and depression, that all those are
real, and Fibromyalgia, you know? Those are all real
and those are all the, you know, the victim has to live
with.” (RC001)
Many survivors, a number of them went through the
court system and what I heard was that they were more
victimised in a court unjust system than the actual
abuse, because they expected something different.
These were [people] who had power and were
professionals and who should have believed them and
what the defense was allowed to do to them was just
unbelievable.” (RF1:5)
I knew this was a crime. I knew that I was innocent, um,
but I was aware that the legal system would not support
me. That was my belief, it was then, and it is now. It
was, um, primarily that reason (why)I didn’t report. I
felt that I would be, if not blamed outright, um, made to
take responsibility for it. And I also felt that there were
some reasons to back that up, for example, he was
drunk, so he could probably get off and that’s probably
true; he could have gotten off for that reason. Um, I felt
that I had opened the door, and that made me
responsible or at least would be made to look like I was
responsible, because I opened the door.” (RF1:5)
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When asked about justice, many survivors echoed
the above statement about not believing that
incarceration would be a meaningful outcome to
bring about positive behavioural change in the
perpetrator. However, every survivor discussed
accountability and what that would look like for
them. Accountability from the perpetrator seemed
to go hand in hand with justice for the survivor.
For me, what I wanted, hoped for, and I knew was a
pipe dream, and you know you can have all you hoped
you’d want, was I wanted accountability on his part and
this recognition of wrong doing, some kind of apology
and then a learning. You know, in my opinion a full
apology is only given when the person actually
recognised what they’ve done and takes steps to change
that. So, I was hoping there would be an accountability,
recognition of wrong doing, and this would, he
wouldn’t do this to someone else. You know, I’ve come
to understand that is completely out of my control;
that’s not something I can control. And also, is not
something that, it was never my thought process that
reporting would get me that. It really was - how can I
help future potential victims, or prevent future
victims?” (T005)

These survivors provided us with a breakdown of
what accountability looks like under these
circumstances. It can be divided in four parts:
there needs to be a recognition of wrong doing
then an apology to the person they harmed
demonstration that they have learned the
lessons
a commitment to not repeating that harm
Bullet points three and four were repeated by
practically every survivor, who spoke of the need
for the perpetrator to learn something, by going
through some sort of education process, so that he
can understand why his behaviour and attitudes
are wrong. The programme content should include
consent, toxic masculinity, patriarchy, misogyny,
misogynoir, and harm/ trauma, all with the hopes
that he does not harm another person.

There were two distinct community justice
approaches that we evaluated – the Restorative
and Transformative models. When we asked
survivors about Restorative Justice measures, most
of the them stated that they did not want to have
contact with the perpetrator. Many had serious,
ongoing safety concerns, or were convinced that
the perpetrator would use any contact time to try
to control her, or to manipulate the situation.
Others simply had no interest in engaging with him,
as they didn’t want him to know the full impact the
violence had had on her.

I have had other things in my life besides the person
who sexually assaulted me, who caused me pain my husband’s ex-wife, my step-daughter, and I
always, always, practice forgiveness. Love wins,
compassion, but there’s no fucking restorative
justice circle with this man.” (RF1:3)
Many survivors could not hold the aggressor’s
actions separate from the aggressor as a whole
person. We understand that many perpetrators
have themselves been harmed and are victims as
well. Many may live with mental health issues, or
are also victims of the patriarchal, misogynistic
society we live in, as we know that violence does
not exist in a vacuum. This is where transformative
and traditional restorative justice practices often
depart. Transformative Justice doesn’t require the
survivor sits down with the aggressor, as this
experience could be tremendously re-traumatising,
especially if that aggressor has not done any
healing work on themselves.

Justice is interesting cause I have come to the place
of, I believe that it’s not my responsibility to enact
justice for you.” (RF1:4)

Chapter 4, Part I- Community Engagement
For our community engagement activities, we wanted to ensure that we were connecting with
representatives from diverse communities, particularly those who were working in the Transformative
Justice arena. We also realised that having input from individuals working within the current system
would provide invaluable perspectives which we may not have taken into consideration, especially given
the fact that there had been so few opportunities in the past to meet. There were agencies and
individuals who had agreed to be part of a Steering Committee established at the very early stages of the
project, including police and Crowns, but it proved challenging to set aside sufﬁcient time to really
brainstorm with them, to hear from them what they saw as challenges and as opportunities for systems’
change.

Engaging the community is an essential part of this work. Community is
complicit in these acts of gender-based sexual violence, by turning away
when harm has been done, so community accountability has to be
integrated into the process of justice and healing. It’s not about
shaming and blaming; I’m getting over that. For me, as a survivor, it’s
about the collective accepting responsibility, and showing up to do
better, to be better for each other. WomenatthecentrE’s engagement
with community members has shown us how effective and impactful
these collaborations and engagements with like-minded individuals
and organisations can be. That’s the only way.
- Nneka MacGregor

Community Engagement:
Organisations

Christopher Cowie - Community Justice
Initiatives (CJI)[94]: Chris Cowie is the Executive
Director of CJI. His programme is based on a
Restorative Justice model and the Centre has been
in operation for over 40 years, with a stellar
reputation for delivering on its promise to
facilitate conﬂict resolution and providing
community-based supports, including to those
who have been impacted by sexual trauma. On the
issue of services for women survivors of genderbased sexual violence, Christopher informed us
that the Centre’s expertise was not in that area.
When they have engaged, it had been on historic
cases, with adult survivors of childhood sexual
abuse. He also expressed keen interest in learning
more about the work we have been doing and
what the eventual framework will look like and
operate. By the end of the meeting, and after we
had shared more about Transformative Justice &
Community Accountability principles, both
organisations agreed that his CJI model operates
more as a hybrid, rather than pure Restorative
Justice. It was interesting for us to hear him note
that it was also a strategic decision to maintain
the Restorative terminology because of its
recognisability within communities.

We learnt several lessons from this meeting,
especially that the community accountability
model works. Secondly, it afﬁrmed and validated
what we already knew – that peer support
programs work. His team offers programmes for
aggressors, where the men hold each other
accountable. He spoke highly of the difference that
form of peer-based accountability and healing
makes in transforming the lives of aggressors,
because otherwise, they would have continue
living in denial. Finally, it also conﬁrmed for us that
these models are needed and are proven
alternatives to the current criminal legal system.

Community Engagement:
Organisations

We also discussed how important it was for the
community to be the ones ﬁguring out what works
best for them.

Mia Mingus[95]: is one of the leading proponents
of the Transformative Justice model. She is part of
a very small group implementing this kind of
justice model world-wide. She consultant with and
supports organisations like ours who are looking
to establish the model in their communities. We
saw Mia speak about her work in this ﬁeld in 2018,
at Ryerson University, where she presented on
some lessons learnt after decades working in the
ﬁeld with grass-roots organisations and
individuals, highlighting the challenges and
opportunities for change that Transformative
Justice creates. We arranged a Skype meeting with
her, and she joined us from her home base in San
Francisco. Mia discussed in detail the principles of
Community Accountability and the logistical needs
that should to be in place in order to do the work
properly.
We discussed the kinds of training people needed
to be competent and knowledgeable facilitators of
this model. She reiterated the fact that
Transformative Justice, in its purest form, exists
outside of the system, operating by design on a
completely different track from state-run police,
courts and prison industrial complex. We
discussed why the model was created by certain
communities, principally Black women, queer and
trans communities, disabled folks and activist
communities, as a way of ﬁnding meaningful
justice and safety for those who have been
harmed by a member of their community, without
‘throwing that individual away’.

Mia repeated how Community Accountability is
really the backbone of Transformative Justice.
Below is her explanation on why community
accountability and justice are so integral to
transforming individual lives and society as a
whole.
“Our communities are not perfect and have also
internalized the state and its tactics (e.g. shame,
blame, revenge, isolation). Many survivors have
shared their traumatic stories of not only how the
state responded to them when they reported, but
also how their communities responded to them
when they came forward as survivors. Often
survivors are shamed, blamed, isolated, exiled,
attacked or threatened with violence by their
communities. We must push ourselves to move
beyond just saying “no cops, no prisons” and move
towards true transformation of violent behavior
and conditions.
This is why it is critical that TJ is not simply the
absence of the state and violence, but the
presence of the values, practices, relationships
and world that we want. It is not only identifying
what we don’t want, but proactively practicing
and putting in place things we want, such as
healthy relationships, good communication skills,
skills to de-escalate active or “live” harm and
violence in the moment, learning how to express
our anger in ways that are not destructive,
incorporating healing into our everyday lives.

Community Engagement:
Organisations

Key Questions

In TJ interventions we work to actively practice
things such as healing and accountability for
everyone involved, not only for the survivor and the
person who committed the violence. TJ responses
are an opportunity for us to not only address
incidences of violence, harm and abuse, but to also
take stock of and collectively build the kinds of
relationships and communities that could intervene
in instances of violence, as well as prevent violence.
We can ask ourselves:
What kinds of community infrastructure can we
create to support more safety, transparency,
sustainability, care and connection (e.g. a
network of community safe houses that those in
danger can use, an abundance of community
members who are skilled at leading
interventions to violence)?
What are the skills we need to be able to
prevent, respond to, heal from, and take
accountability for harmful, violent and abusive
behaviours?
What do survivors and people who have caused
harm need?
Why do survivors and people who have caused
harm have so few options in our community?
What are some of the harmful ways that we
treat each other that help set the stage for
violence and abuse, and how can we change
this?

Ultimately TJ understands that we have a collective
responsibility when it comes to violence and that no
one is born knowing how to rape or torture–these
are learned behaviors. TJ is a collective response to
violence within our communities and it requires that
we understand that it is not about locking-up a few
“bad apples,” but that violence is a necessary norm
in our current society and actively encouraged. The
current rates of domestic and sexual violence are at
epidemic levels and violence against oppressed
communities is extremely pervasive. Violence is
collectively enabled, has a collective impact and
requires a collective response. This does not excuse
people’s harmful behavior or mean that a person
who has caused harm or been violent doesn’t need
to be accountable for their actions, but it does mean
that we need to understand the context in which
harm and violence happen.
TJ interventions can take different forms, but more
often than not, they include
supporting survivors around their healing and/or
safety and working with the person who has
harmed to take accountability for the harm
they’ve caused,
building community members’ capacities so that
they can support the intervention, as well as heal
and/or take accountability for any harm they
were complicit in, and
building skills to prevent violence from occurring,
and supporting community members’ skills to
interrupt violence while it is happening”[96]

Community Engagement:
Re-Humanize

Re-Humanize[97]: We were referred to an article in Buzzfeed [98]featuring a sexual assault survivor who
had started a non-proﬁt organisation, to raise awareness about an alternative model of justice. Marlee
Liss co-founded Re-Humanize with her mother, Barbie Liss, in November, 2019 after experiencing what
Marlee describes as a profoundly healing Restorative Justice process with the man who assaulted her. We
met Marlee, Barbie and the remarkably courageous Toronto-based Crown who facilitated the process.,
Cara Sweeney. We wanted to hear directly from each of them how they had found out about this
alternative model, why they chose it, what the process had entailed, and whether other system players
were receptive to her determination to opt out.
We heard that there was a tremendous amount of pushback, despite the fact that the process was what
the survivor wanted and needed, and it evidently had an equally positive and profound impact on the
aggressor. This conversation was very instructive, as it prepared us for the inevitable resistance we will
face from some people working within the system who have a vested interest in maintaining the status
quo, in spite of the many ways it continues to fail victim/ survivors, perpetrators, families and society as a
whole.

“My family and I have been the target of constant harassment and death threats. I have been called the most vile and
hateful names imaginable. These messages, while far fewer than the expressions of support, have been terrifying to
receive and have rocked me to my core.”?
Re-Humanize

Community Engagement:
Toronto Police Service

Toronto Police: Our community consultation with Toronto Police went extremely well. We presented to
Detective Sergeant Anne-Marie Bishop and Detective Ann-Marie Tupling from the Toronto Police ServiceSex Crimes Unit. Detective Tupling is also the Domestic Violence Coordinator. They too understood that the
current system was not serving survivors well, neither was it holding aggressors accountable. Two of the
largely unanswered questions we had been grappling with was with how to get aggressors to participate
in a Transformative Justice model, together with dealing with the insistence from Transformative Justice
purists that the model can only work outside of any state engagement.
We therefore want to acknowledge Detective Tupling for her suggestion that we approach the
perpetrators engagement process under a ‘diversion framework’, similar to the Partner Assault Response
(PAR) program, which if properly developed and administered, would see a coordinated community
response to sexual violence. We started identifying strategies for how this alternative model would differ
from current PAR programs. For example, the 12-weeks time-frame currently allowed would have to be
expanded signiﬁcantly.

After our engagements with survivors, we realised
that we wouldn’t be doing justice to them or our
own research if we opted to follow the Restorative
Justice route. Our research team also practiced
continuous reﬂexivity and although we had
Indigenous women participating in our research,
none of the team members identiﬁed as
Indigenous. It is important to discuss brieﬂy why,
based on our understanding of the Indigenous
roots of Restorative Justice, we were reluctant to
join the recent clamour of non-Indigenous
communities to adopt this model. Some have
indicated that it is not ‘cultural appropriation’, but
rather a ‘cultural appreciation’.

However,
many
of
the
non-Indigenous
practitioners of Restorative Justice that we spoke
with, or researched were engaged in sessions that
certainly seemed appropriated from Indigenous
communities,
utilising
‘whitewashed’
and
watered-down versions of ceremonial practices
handed on from generations of their knowledgeholders. Restorative Justice is a cultural way of
bringing about individual accountability and
community healing, practised by different
Indigenous peoples around the world[99].

Community Engagement: York University
Centre for Sexual Violence Response, Support
& Education

We had meetings with the team at York University's Centre for Sexual Violence Response, Support &
Education. We had heard from a few of our members about the level of support and empathy they had
been shown by the team at the Centre. Our Executive Director had also moderated a panel discussion on
November 1, 2019, hosted by the Centre, with Professor Jennifer Llewellyn from the Schulich School of
Law, Dalhousie University, Dr. Melanie Randall, from the Law Faculty at Western University and Dr. Lori
Haskell, Clinical Psychologist and Assistant Professor in Psychiatry at the University of Toronto. The
panellists were discussing Restorative Approaches to Sexual Violence on Campus.
During various phone and in-person meetings with the Centre's Director, Joanie Cameron Pritchett and
Jessica Thyriar, the Training & Educations Specialist, it became clear to us how much our visions, missions
and approaches were aligned. They were keenly interested in the Transformative Justice model we were
working on and expressed a real commitment to supporting us, as we support survivors of sexual violence.

The York community and the broader community are clearly so thirsty for this knowledge and I am hopeful that we will be able to
host you again in the future and possibly expand our collaborations
Joanie Cameron Pritchett
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For the Canadian context, we were concerned that
some individuals and organisations who have little
understanding of its historical and cultural
signiﬁcance, were adopting and facilitating this
intricate
and
tradition-rooted
way
of
administering justice, with little regard to the
colonial-style erasure of its originators.
Restorative Justice is predicated on existing
community interconnectedness, on kinship bonds,
on a shared experience of historical and continued
state-sanctioned violence and trauma, and on the
understanding that those of its members who
perpetrate harm may themselves be survivors of
violence. It therefore works by tapping into those
community strengths, built from shared
experiences, shared histories, common identity,
shared language, and other unifying spiritual
beliefs, much of which are not common among
many in wider society. This is certainly a good
reason to urge restraint in the recent upsurge and
interest in this model by non-Indigenous
individuals.
The Restorative Justice process engages that
community in an embrace of both the aggressor
and of the survivor, as both are parts of the whole.
Committing to repair relationships that have been
adversely impacted by the harm is a central tenet
of Restorative Justice practices.
While we call up the differences between these
two models, it is also important to note one of the
most signiﬁcant similarities they share, and where
both diverge from the criminal legal system. This
current legal framework is based on the notion
that individuals commit acts of violence against
the state, as a way to justify state intervention
and jurisdiction over the offender and the victim.

Restorative and Transformative Justice, however,
understand that an individual was the target of
the violence, not the state, which in fact is not
some amorphous entity, or a person (in law), but
made up of individuals. Individuals write the laws.
Individuals carry out orders. Individuals, acting as
agents of the state are personally responsible for
the violence they do against other individuals, in
the name of the state. This form of mass
deception accounts for why people become
resigned to obeying unjust laws, turning a blind
eye to the oppression and violation of the human
rights of others and abdicating our rights, for the
good of the state, even as that state does violence
to our society.
“State responses to violence reproduce violence
and often traumatize those who are exposed to
them, especially oppressed communities who are
already targeted by the state. It is important to
remember that while many people choose not to
call the police, many communities can’t call the
police because of reasons such as fear of
deportation, harassment, state sanctioned
violence, sexual violence, previous convictions or
inaccessibility.” [100]
“TJ was created by and for many of these
communities (e.g. indigenous communities, black
communities, immigrant communities of color,
poor and low-income communities, communities
of color, people with disabilities, sex workers,
queer and trans communities). It is important to
remember that many of these people and
communities have been practicing TJ in big and
small ways for generations–trying to create
safety and reduce harm within the dangerous
conditions they were and are forced to live in.”
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We therefore embarked on additional secondary
research, to see what other models existed. That
is how we became introduced to the
Transformative Justice model, also known as
Community Accountability. Transformative Justice
has been used informally for generations, but was
not given the formal name until relatively
recently[101]. A more detailed review of this model
showed us that it had the ﬂexibility to speak to the
needs survivors had identiﬁed. During our
community consultation phase, we met with
practitioners of both forms of alternative justice.
We were always surprised whenever settlerpractitioners of Restorative Justice would tell us
that there is no real difference between the two
models, which would further conﬁrm what we had
suspected - that the individual really does not
have a deep understanding or appreciation of the
issue, because while there are similarities, there
are fundamental differences between them. We
have therefore laid out below some of these
differences and similarities.
Restorative: – what are we restoring to?
Restoring relations; restoring balance to the
individual; restoring community supports
Transformative: what are we transforming?
Transforming individual attitudes and behaviours;
transforming relationships; transforming lives
When we think about restoring relationships to
the way they were before harm was done, it
demands we acknowledge the fact that the very
nature of those relationships may have created
the conditions that allowed the harm to occur in
the ﬁrst place. Furthermore, survivors talked
about how they were never the same after a
sexual assault. Therefore, the idea of going back to
the way they were is an impossibility for them.

Outside of Indigenous communities, Restorative is
more integrated into the state systems, which
have been historically and are currently inherently
violent, especially to Indigenous and Black
peoples.
Transformative inherently recognises that
interpersonal forms of violence occur within the
context of structural conditions, including poverty,
racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, ableism
and other systemic forms of violence and
oppression.
Transformative understands that the criminal
legal system is one that serves to maintain
conditions of structural violence. These systems
cannot then be trusted to intervene when harm is
done.
While the term restoration implies the desire to
‘return to’ such conditions, transformation speaks
to ‘moving beyond’.
Transformative is about ﬁnding and working in
the alternatives that exist outside of the system,
working to support individual survivors, and
working for the beneﬁt of the community. The
same can be said for Restorative Justice, as both
operate from a strength-based paradigm, where
you build up the parties, re-invest in the
community, all the while co-creating real options
for safety, justice and healing.
Transformative is also a way in which we can
transform the world around us, including our
communities, relationships and our own values
and belief systems. Our interest in Transformative
Justice comes out of a recognition that the
criminal legal system dehumanises and
disempowers survivors, in addition to increasing
the amount of violence in all our lives. These
negative impacts are most acute for survivors and
communities who are already disproportionately
targeted by state violence, including survivors
who are engaged in sex work, and those currently
or previously incarcerated.
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Transformative Justice offers a lens through which
survivors can examine the underlying conditions
that allowed the violence to occur, and identify
what changes they might want from the person
who harmed them, their community or the broader
society.
One foundational Transformative Justice principle
is that we are all responsible for addressing the
root causes of sexual violence, and that together
we hold the power to transform our communities.
Working with a Transformative Justice framework
means acknowledging the broader systems of
oppression that instigate sexual violence, and not
assigning sole culpability for the assault on the
aggressor.
Creating a culture of responsibility and
compassion is a long-term goal of Transformative
Justice. It begins with practice in our everyday
lives and a ﬁrm belief that communities are better
equipped than lawmakers to break harmful cycles
and redeﬁne accountability that builds up, rather
than destroys the community. Communities are
sites
for
prevention,
intervention
and
transformation, spaces where healing and
accountability can be imagined, initiated and
implemented.
Transformative Justice- Community Accountability
have been constructed as organic, dynamic and
malleable strategies by each community, for that
community. Pioneered by Black, trans, disability
and other marginalised activist communities, the
work reﬂects the authentic and powerful ways
that individuals can come together to repair harm.
Recognising that they have historically not found
safety, shelter, security or justice from the
criminal legal system, they had no choice but to
create frameworks where the neighbourhoods
kept each other accountable and safe.
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Even though the research team and our organisation have members culturally located in these
communities, we remain mindful of the fact that cultural mis-appropriation can still be an issue when
adopting and adapting the Transformative Justice model. Being Black, or trans or living with a disability
does not automatically entitle one to claim rights of access to the sweat-equity, emotional and physical
labour that the Transformative Justice/ Community Accountability creators have built up. Instead, we will
stand in solidarity with them, respect their struggles, spotlight their achievements, honour their
knowledge, elevate their voices and commit to doing justice to the spirit and intent of that model, as we
formulate our own Transformative Accountability & Justice framework.
In developing this Transformative Accountability & Justice framework, we returned to what survivors had
told us they wanted from an alternative model, as a way to honour our promise to them. This is what we
heard:
C o n t r o l /
A g e n c y

In the criminal system now, they have little to no
control of their own story. The only way they
keep control, is by not reporting.
(Sometimes) not to be the one that has to push
the perpetrator to change
Sometimes naming a never-ending list of the
impacts harm has done to your body and self, to
the person that has done that harm can be
pretty damaging
The labour and responsibility of effecting
change in the perpetrator should not be given to
the survivor, as she is dealing with her own
trauma
It is important to not place the burden for
ending harm/ sexual violence on survivors
R e s o u r c e s /
S u p p o r t s

To meets her needs, which change in time
Peer Support/ Groups
Has comprehensive counselling, including peerbased counsellors
Has Peer Systems Navigators and supports
Inclusive, informed and non-judgemental
environment to report violence and discuss
harm
Financial compensation – help on how to access
(especially for rural and remote communities)
Supports for children and safety
Accessible

S y s t e m s /
C o m m u n i t y

Is an efﬁcient, timely process, yet is not rushed
Independent legal advice
Trained system actors
Meaningful consequences
Culturally appropriate
Treated with dignity and respect
Trauma informed
Validation, acknowledgement from perpetrator/
community
Choice to meet with the perpetrator, or not, is
hers alone
Provides compensation for pain, suffering and
ﬁnancial losses resulting from the violence
Limited repetition of disclosing
Clear parameters about conﬁdentiality
Is a hybrid of voluntary-mandatory for
perpetrator engagement
S a f e t y

/

H e a l i n g

Survivor self-directed healing (might pursue
individual or collective paths to healing)
Able to make 'accountability needs list' from the
perpetrator, or from the community (if the
community holds harmful practices or attitudes
that contributed to the harm)
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We also identiﬁed the following list of needs that survivor are looking for from the aggressor in an
alternative justice model:
A c c o u n t a b l e /
R e s p o n s i b l e

Recognise and understand the harm they have
done, even if it was not intentional
Take responsibility for it and acknowledge that
harm’s impact on individuals and the community
Make appropriate restitution to the individual
and community
Commit to working to keep the community safe
in the present and future

E d u c a t i o n

Develop solid skills and change attitudes and
behaviours towards women.
Understanding that instances of sexual violence
occur within larger systems of structural
violence and oppression, we must confront
individual acts of sexual violence within its
systemic context)

B e h a v i o u r
C h a n g e

Respect
physical
and
communication
boundaries for the survivor speciﬁcally, and for
women generally
Examine past behaviours, to understand how
manipulation, power and control played a role in
the violence they committed; acknowledge and
be accountable to that history
Do the work to understand the incident(s), the
intent, behaviour and the harm done to the
survivor and community
Discuss and model consent behaviour for future
interactions
Ensured procedural fairness
Has comprehensive counselling, including peerbased counsellors
B e n e f i t s :
A g g r e s s o r

Peer Support/ Groups

Learn about the larger systems of structural
violence and oppression that perpetuate
violence against women

Counselling

Learn about the social context of sexual
violence, consent, privilege, patriarchy, gender
socialisation, rape culture and whatever other
issues that need to be unpacked

Learn in a safe space ﬁlled with kindness,
compassion and understanding and be safe
from shame

Self-educate to better understand the violence,
the intent and behaviour, and the harm done to
the survivor and community
Discuss and model consent behaviour for future
interactions

To be heard and understood

Supports to transforms values, thoughts and
behaviours
Have access to resources and supports that
change with the perpetrator needs
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What does a perpetrator need from an
alternative model?
Everything listed above, and includes:

Challenges punitive, retributive responses of the
state
Is always survivor-driven

A space where he feels heard and understood
Is able to learn in a safe space, ﬁlled with
kindness, compassion and understanding, and
be safe from shame, while still holding him
accountable
Has access to information and strategies that
transforms values, thoughts and behaviours
What do we all need from an alternative model?
Founded on the understanding that efforts to
transform communities must be grounded both
in the present moment – in the form of ensuring
survivors safety and prioritising survivors selfdirected healing, as well as in the long term –
working toward transforming lives and
eradicating all forms of gender-based violence
Has community accountability co-existing with
safety, self-determination, healing and the
human potential to change
Realising the potential carried by our families,
communities and networks to address violence
without relying on the state
Building support networks, based not on the
punitive and coercive methods of the criminal
justice system, but on principles of care, harm
reduction, accountability and healing

Alters our perceptions about what is possible –
reminding us that we can no longer afford to
dismiss people who harm others as inescapably
violent
Imagine, then create and practice methods for
confronting sexual violence that move us
toward
safer,
more
self-determined
communities, as well as tearing down the
structural underpinnings that foster cultures of
violence
Fosters the understanding that accountability
looks different in each situation - ﬂexibility
Fosters a culture of sexual responsibility
Acknowledges that when someone is sexually
assaulted, everyone in the community is
harmed. Therefore, everyone needs to heal and
everyone has a responsibility to support a
survivor and hold the perpetrator accountable
Having an informed, compassionate team that
believes survivors
Having an informed and compassionate team
that shows kindness and compassion to
perpetrators
Actually, bringing justice for survivors

A practical, effective and proven way to shift
cultural/ societal responses to sexual assault
A model that has healing and accountability to
the forefront

Flag repeat offenders, and discuss alternatives
to the work that needs to happen with those
individuals
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The Transformative Accountability and Justice
(TAJ) Model
Based on all of the above information, we have
developed a blend of components from the
Community Accountability/ Transformative Justice
models and the principles that underpin them. Our
goal is to provide options, because that was a
constant theme throughout, echoed by the women
we spoke with, as well as the many survivors
across the media platforms. The current legal
system is a one-size-ﬁts-all, which it clearly
doesn’t. Therefore, the new model must have
ﬂexibility embedded in it, allowing for the fact that
survivors’ needs change over time, and depends
on where they are in their journey.

I think also the aftercare or support should also
look very different for every individual. There is
ﬁve of us in here, six. All of us have experienced a
sexual violent experience. Maybe multiple I’m
sure. But it looks very different for all of us so I
think the remedy to that should also not look the
same.” (TF04)
The people who will be working with either the
survivor or the aggressor will have members
dedicated to that team. For the survivor, it will be
the Survivor Support Team (SST) and for the
aggressor, an Accountability Support Team (AST).
We have identiﬁed below the broad scope of the
responsibilities of these teams, and in Chapter 4 of
the report, have a structured framework detailing
how they engage and interact with each other.
The Survivor Support Team will be made up of
three individuals, with at least one being a
survivor and another, a trained community
support worker, such as a Social Worker. They will
meet with the survivor on a regular basis.
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Meeting with Survivors: The Survivor Support Team
(SST)

The Justice and Accountability
Statement (JAS)

Meet the survivor where they are on their journey.
Listen to them. Offer emotional support and
resources and support the survivor-led solutions
being developed

The aggressor is a hockey coach for girls. The
survivor may need the aggressor to tell the
hockey association that they are engaging in a
TAJ process for sexually harming someone.

Determine initial priorities, urgent needs, such as
immediate health, safety needs, emotional supports,
medical care, counselling, engaging the support of
people close to them, child care, safety planning,
travel, housing

JAS

Explore options for accountability, justice and
healing, by engaging in an accountability process/
shared-space policies/ and protocols

The aggressor is a professor at a university. The
survivor may need the university be notiﬁed,
and or for them to hold ofﬁce hours over Skype

Helping with resources
Help them articulate and develop their Justice &
Accountability Statement (JAS), a document
developed by the survivor identifying what they need
the aggressor to do, to make amends,. For example:

The Personal Transformation
Statements (PTS) - Aggressor

PTS-a

PTS-a

The survivor may stipulate that the aggressor
engages in training to learn about what consent
is and is not, and may require a letter from the
aggressor stating that they now understands
consent.
The survivor may have had other family
members impacted by the violence and harm
the aggressor caused. They may require that the
aggressor also writes a letter to the family
member, acknowledging the impact and harm
their actions caused to others.

The Personal Transformation
Statements (PTS) - Survivors
This is a document created over time by the
survivor, with support and input from the
survivor's SST members. It is a thoughtful,
tailored, trauma-informed road-map that
incorporates self-care strategies and resources
to help her on her justice and healing journey. It
is like a promise they are making to themselves.
This PTS will look differently for each survivor.
Some may make plans to go back to school, or
identify opportunities to engage in advocacy. It
may be done in the form of an artwork (painting
or photography) that represents who they want
to become, or where they want to go. It could
be in the form of a poem they write, or even an
audio recording of themselves speaking their
PTS into the world.

The aggressor is an uncle and will be seeing the
survivor at family events. The survivor may need
him to stay one room away from her at all times

This is a document created over time by the
aggressor, with support and input from his AST
members. It is a thoughtful, tailored, traumainformed road-map that incorporates self-care
strategies and resources to help them on their
accountability and healing journey. It is like a
promise they are making to themselves. This
PTS will look differently for each aggressor.
Some may make plans to go back to school, or
identify opportunities to engage in advocacy. It
may be done in the form of an artwork (painting
or photography) that represents who they want
to become, or where they want to go. It could
be in the for of a poem they write, or even an
audio recording of themselves speaking their
PTS into the world.
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The Accountability & Support Team (AST) will be
made up of three individuals, one of whom may be
a survivor, together with a trained community
support worker, such as a Social Worker, and a
transformed aggressor. They will meet with the
aggressor on a consistent, regular basis (e.g. once
a week). They will not meet on the same day that
the meeting with the survivor will take place. The
SST and the AST will not be made up of the same
individuals.
This model seeks to embed ﬂexibility and
accessibility into its processes, in ways that
ensure it fully embodies the spirit and principle of
what it means to be ‘survivor-led’. One of these
principles is that the survivor can chose whether
or not to meet with the aggressor. They will
communicate, if needed, through their SST, to the
AST and through them, to the aggressor. The
survivor can discuss the incident with their
Support Team, during their team meetings, to
surface emerging needs. The aggressor will have
their own meetings with their Accountability &
Support Team, unpacking the matters that have
arisen, perhaps from the survivor’s JAS, which
their SST members are sharing with team
members.
Furthermore, we understand that survivors are
heterogeneous, from diverse backgrounds and
sometimes with radically different needs which
can change over time. It is therefore imperative to
refrain from attempting to rush people through
one static process. Based on our research, these
engagements can last anywhere from six months
to two years. If at any time, the survivor does want
to meet with the aggressor, that is their choice,
and will require the teams' expert facilitation and
support to ensure both parties are prepared, and
that the meeting would be beneﬁcial to healing
and understanding for both.

Additionally, we want to ensure that respectful
space and access to Elders and Indigenous
practitioners of Restorative Justice processes are
available, if either the survivor or the aggressor
identiﬁes as Indigenous.
Meeting with Aggressor: The Accountability &
Support Team (AST)
Regular meetings that strive to help the person
who committed the violence recognise the harm
they caused, acknowledge the impacts, make
appropriate amends, and develop skills for
transforming attitudes and behaviours that are
harmful to themselves and others
Determine initial priorities/ urgent needs
(immediate health/ safety needs/ emotional
support/ medical care/ counselling/ engaging
the support of people close to them/ child care/
safety planning/ travel/ housing)
Use the Justice & Accountability Statement (JAS)
from the survivor as a tangible checklist to
ensure progress
Important to tailor an accountability process in
such a way as to make the person we are
working with understand that they need the
process. This acknowledgement can only arise
in a trusting and comfortable atmosphere.
Involve them with the design of the process
Use the meetings as an opportunity to model
the behaviour we’re trying to build in the person
Identify harmful patterns of behaviour as
potential sites of transformation, facilitating the
recognition of deep-seated and destructive
cycles of behaviour, while unpacking the ways
privilege and internalized oppressions play out
in relationships
Tools: storytelling, personal check in, writing,
roleplaying, reading/ listening/ watching
Closure when demands have been met
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We have concluded, through our primary and secondary research, that justice needs to be administered
differently. The criminal and legal systems currently in place were not designed for survivors to get
justice, neither were they constructed for them to have, or for aggressors to take accountability for the
harm done. Instead, the state has established rigid binaries that asks what happened, but really does not
care to hear the truthful answer. It has created an expensive adversarial process that is so mired in
delays, victim-blaming and shaming, that those who pay the price, ﬁguratively and literally, are not just
the victims of the crime, but all of us. For perpetrators, it has become an extension of their hunting
ground, where they get to relive the thrill they felt from the fear on the faces of the innocent. Did you
cause harm? Maybe. Probably. But I will not own up to it, so you will have to face me, while my lawyers
shame you. That’s what you get for not keeping silent.
The framework we have developed is predicated on a form of justice that is more liberating,
transformative and meaningful; a justice that understands personal, communal and societal functions of
harm and addresses them at each level. We have heard testimonies from other communities about how
Transformative Justice has proven a powerful alternative route to justice for survivors of sexual violence.
We are therefore calling for the government to support us in the creation of the ﬁrst Canadian
Transformative Accountability and Justice Centre, a space where community discussions and survivor and
aggressor healing can take place, a place of societal change, personal discovery and transformative
action.
This poem by the Transformative Justice activist, Adrienne Maree Brown, eloquently summarises why we
have chosen this path and this model as the alternative one for bringing justice and healing to survivors,
and at the same time, accountability and healing to those who do harm.
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“We will not cancel us.
We hurt people.
Of course we did, we are human.
We were traumatized / socialized away from
interdependence. We learned to hide everything
real, everything messy, weak, complex. We
learned that fake shit hurts, but it’s acceptable.
Our swallowed pain made us a piece of shit, or
depressed, or untrustworthy, or paranoid, or
impotent, or an egomaniac. We moved with the
herd, or became isolationist and contrary, perhaps
even controversial. We disappointed each other, at
the level of race, gender, species…in a vast way
we longed for more from us.
But we will not cancel us.
Canceling is punishment, and punishment doesn’t
stop the cycle of harm, not long term. Cancellation
may even be counter-abolitionist…instead of
prison bars we place each other in an overﬂowing
box of untouchables – often with no trial – and
strip us of past and future, of the complexity of
being gifted and troubled, brilliant and broken. We
will set down this punitive measure and pick each
other up, leaving no traumatized person behind.
We will not cancel us. But we must earn our place
on this earth.
We will tell each other we hurt people, and who.
We will tell each other why, and who hurt us and
how. We will tell each other what we will do to
heal ourselves, and heal the wounds in our wake.
We will be accountable, rigorous in our
accountability, all of us unlearning, all of us
crawling towards dignity. We will learn to set and
hold
boundaries,
communicate
without
manipulation, give and receive consent, ask for
help, love our shadows without letting them rule
our relationships, and remember we are of earth,
of miracle, of a whole, of a massive river – love,
life, life, love.

We all have work to do. Our work is in the light. We
have no perfect moral ground to stand on, shaped
as we are by this toxic complex time. We may not
have time, or emotional capacity, to walk each
path together. We are all ﬂailing in the unknown at
the moment, terriﬁed, stretched beyond ourselves,
ashamed, realizing the future is in our hands. We
must all do our work. Be accountable and go heal,
simultaneously, continuously. It’s never too late.
We will not cancel us. If we give up this strategy,
we will learn together the other strategies that
will ultimately help us break these cycles, liberate
future generations from the burden of our shared
and private pain, leaving nothing unspeakable in
our bones, no shame in our dirt.
Each of us is precious. We, together, must break
every cycle that makes us forget this”[102]
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Through all of the research and declarations from
survivors that you just read, it is easy to conclude
that the criminal legal system has either
completely failed, both survivors and aggressors;
or has given lackluster sentences that do not
equate justice for the survivors of sexual violence
that we worked with, nor taught aggressors
anything different. Therefore, it is clear that we
need a different avenue of justice for survivors of
sexual violence. Many of the survivors we talked
to had lost trust in the legal system. Yet some
could not see past that system for alternative
possibilities. Below are a few examples of these
declarations detailing the lack of faith, support
and justice they feel the criminal legal system
would give them, all while perpetuating additional
violence within their lives.

I knew this was a crime. I knew that I was innocent um
but I was aware that the legal system would not support
me. That was my belief, it was then, and it is now. It was
um primarily that reason I didn’t report. I felt that I
would be, if not blamed outright, um made to take
responsibility for it. And I also felt that there were
some reasons to back that up, for example he was
drunk so he could probably get off and that’s probably
true he could have gotten off for that reason. Um I felt
that I had opened the door and that made me
responsible or at least would be made to look like I was
responsible because I opened the door.” (RF15)

I don't believe that jail is helping at all. At all. At all. I
just think it's just fueling the hate and the, the
disrespect and the disgust he has against women. So,
for me, that's not justice. Justice for me would be to
have employers and community realize the damage
that has been done and to understand things like
anxiety and PTSD and depression that, all those are
real, and Fibromyalgia, you know? Those are all real
and those are all the, you know, the victim has to live
with.” (RC001)

When asked about justice, many survivors said
things that looked similar to one of the quotations
above, they did not believe that jail would be a
meaningful experience that invoked change in the
perpetrator. However, every survivor discussed
accountability and what that looked like for them.
Accountability from the perpetrator seemed to go
hand in hand with justice for the survivor.

Many survivors, a number of them went through the
court system and what I heard was that they were more
victimized in a court, [an] unjust system, than the
actual abuse, because they expected something
different. These were [people] who had power and
were professionals and who should have believed them
and what the defense was allowed to do to them was
just unbelievable.” (RF15)
No I am not going to report. My friend got so upset. She
said well why wouldn’t you report? I said well why
would I? I reported the last time. I went to the trial, it
was dismissed, the judge looked at me and said I really
do believe you but there just is not enough evidence.
And I was a teenager then. So why would I report
now?” (TF04)

The truth of the justice system so, I think it’s hard for
us when you have that indoctrinated into you for you
know, forty years or say thirty years whatever, of
paying attention to what does not happen for survivors
you know?” (RF21)

I think for me because elements of trust were broken
that needed to be addressed immediately and not
denying but admitting what happened and taking
responsibility or accountability for what happened.
I’m not sure I would have gotten it but it would have
been nice for all four parties to acknowledge what
happened to say they wouldn’t do it again, especially
with drugging people because there is no consent. For
them I believe it looked like, this could fun but nothing
about it was fun. So maybe for them they enjoyed but, it
caused a lot of stress and trauma for me as a survivor so
I think them being able to take responsibly for what
happened and promising not to do that again would be
the justice that I would have needed from that
situation.” (TF04)
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For me what I wanted, hoped for, and I knew was a pipe
dream, and you know you can have all you hoped you’d
want, was I wanted accountability on his part and this
recognition of wrong doing, some kind of apology and
then a learning. You know, in my opinion a full apology
is only given when the person actually recognized what
they’re done and takes steps to change that. So, I was
hoping there would be an accountability, recognition
of wrong doing, and this would, he wouldn’t do this to
someone else. You know I’ve come to understand that is
completely out of my control; that’s not something I can
control. And also, is not something that, it was never
my thought process that reporting would get me that. It
really was how can I help future potential victims or
prevent future victims?” (TO05)

These survivors broke down accountability very
well. First there needs to be a recognition of
wrong doing, then an apology to the person you
harmed and then learning needs to take place. We
probably heard this in every interview, from every
survivor. The perpetrator needs to learn
something, by going through some sort of
education process (this could be education around
consent, toxic masculinity, anger management,
etc.). Then hopefully, all of these things will give
validation and justice to the survivor. As many
survivors want the perpetrator to learn from the
violence and harm, but also don’t want them to do
it to anyone else.
There were two distinct community justice models
and initiatives that we examined - restorative and
transformative justice. When asking survivors
about restorative justice measures, most
expressed an unwillingness to have contact with
the perpetrator. Many had serious safety
concerns, or were certain that the perpetrator
would use such contact times to attempt to the
control, manipulate or 'gaslight' them. Many had
no interest in even engaging with the perpetrator,
as they didn’t want the perpetrator to know the
full devastating impact their actions had caused.

I have had other things in my life besides the person
who sexually assaulted me who caused me pain, my
husband’s ex-wife, my step-daughter and I always,
always, practice forgiveness. Love wins, compassion
but there’s no fucking restorative justice circle with
this man.” (RF13)

Also, many survivors could not hold the
aggressor’s actions separate from the aggressor
as a whole person. And we know that many
perpetrators have been harmed themselves, many
may live with mental health issues or be a
symptom of the patriarchal, misogynistic society
we live in today, as violence does not exist in a
vacuum. This is where transformative and
traditional restorative justice often depart,
transformative justice doesn’t ask the survivor to
sit down with the aggressor, as this experience
could be tremendously re-traumatizing and
unproductive. It also relies heavily on the survivor
to ‘teach’ the aggressor, and we do not believe this
responsibility should be on the survivor.
Justice is interesting cause I have come to the place of, I
believe that it’s not my responsibility to enact justice
for you.” (RF14)

After discussing with survivors, we realized we
wouldn’t be doing justice to our own research to
utilize the restorative justice route. Our research
team also practiced continuous reﬂexivity and
although we had Indigenous women participating
in our research, us ourselves are not and do not
identify as indigenous. Restorative justice comes
from histories of Indigenous Peoples and we could
not continue the colonial erasure of Indigenous
methods and practices and use them as our own.
Therefore, we did additional secondary research
on existing forms of justice. Through this research,
we found transformative justice, also known as
community accountability. This model seemed to
have ﬂexibility and work with the needs that
survivors in our research were describing. Below
you can see the main differences between
restorative and transformative justice, and learn
more about the powerful experience of
transformative justice.
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When we discuss the notion of restoring
relationships to the way they were before the
harm was done, it raises certain questions,
especially when one considers the fact that
inherent in many of those relationships were the
conditions that allowed the harm to occur in the
ﬁrst place. Also, we have heard from many
survivors that they are never the same after the
violence, so the idea of putting things back to the
way they were before it seemed an impossible ask.
There is no restoration, in the true sense of the
word. Restorative Justice is more integrated into
the state systems, which as we said before, have
been historically and are currently inherently
violent.
Transformative Justice inherently recognizes that
such interpersonal forms of violence occur within
the context of structural conditions, including
poverty, racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia,
ableism and other systemic forms of violence. It
understands that the criminal legal system is one
that serves to maintain conditions of structural
violence. Such a system cannot then be trusted to
intervene in harm. While the term restoration
implies the desire to return to such conditions,
transformation requires moving beyond.
Transformative Justice is about alternatives that
exist outside of the system, working to support
individual survivors while building real options for
safety, justice and healing. Transformative Justice
is also a way in which we can transform the world
around us, including our communities, individual
relationships and our own personal values and
belief systems. Our interest in Transformative
Justice comes out of a recognition that the
criminal legal system is often a de-humanizing
and dis-empowering space for survivors, in
addition to increasing the amount of violence in all
our lives.

These negative impacts are most acute for
survivors and communities who are already
disproportionately targeted by state violence,
especially Black, Indigenous, trans communities,
individuals living with a disability, as well as
survivors who are sex workers, and maybe
currently or previously incarcerated.
Transformative Justice offers a lens through which
survivors can examine the underlying conditions
where the violence occurred, and identify what
changes they may wish to see from the person
who harmed them, their community or the broader
society. One of the transformative justice
principles is that we are all responsible for
addressing the root causes of sexual violence, and
that together we hold the power to transform our
communities. Working from a transformative
justice framework means acknowledging the
broader systems of oppression that instigate
sexual violence and not assigning sole culpability
for the violence on the aggressor. Creating a
culture of responsibility and compassion is a longterm goal of Transformative Justice. It begins with
practice in our everyday lives and a ﬁrm conviction
that communities are better equipped than
lawmakers are, to break harmful cycles and
redeﬁne accountability to foster, rather than
destroy community. Communities are sites for
prevention, intervention and transformation,
spaces where interventions can be imagined,
initiated and implemented.
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Central Principles for a Transformative Accountability and Justice
Model
Community accountability grounded in safety,
self-determination, healing and the human
potential to change (realizing the potential
carried by our families, communities and
networks to address violence without relying on
the state)
Support networks (based not on the punitive
and coercive methods of the criminal justice
system but rather on principles of care, harm
reduction and accountability).
Shift cultural/societal responses to sexual
assault
Bring healing and accountability to the forefront
Challenge punitive responses of the state
Efforts to transform communities must be
grounded both in the present moment – in the
form of ensuring survivors safety and
prioritizing survivors self-directed healing – as
well as in the long haul – working toward a
vision of the world we want
Work is always directed by the survivor

Altering our ideas about what seems possible –
reminding us that we can no longer afford to
dismiss people who harm others as inescapably
violent.
Dream up and practice methods for confronting
sexual violence that move us toward safer, more
self-determined communities, as well as tearing
down the structural underpinnings that foster
cultures of violence.
Understand that accountability looks different
in each situation (ﬂexibility)
Fostering a culture of sexual responsibility
Acknowledging that when someone is sexually
assaulted, everyone in the community is
harmed, everyone needs to heal and everyone
has a responsibility to support a survivor and
hold a perpetrator accountable
Having an informed, compassionate team that
believes survivors
Actually, bringing justice for survivors
Flag repeat offenders
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Phase I: Feasibility Plan
When we started hearing from the participants of this
research initiative that resources were something they
critically needed, we realised that whatever model we
created, it must incorporate access to information and
extensive resources for survivors. Such information
should be preferably developed by survivors and
address the continuum of trauma and care. Ways for
them to access the resources was also considered.
Survivors from the Renfrew County community talked
about some challenges they face getting information,
including:
the lack of public transportation, especially during
winter months, so they cannot get around
during winter months, when services close early, due
to fewer daylight hours
the fact that they cannot go to the library and take
out books on sexual violence, because the Librarian
knew them or a member of their family
For many of these participants living in rural
communities, as well as some of the younger ones,
online resources were deemed the most accessible.
However, we remain mindful of the fact that not
everyone has access to computers or internet services.
Geographical constraints will also be a factor/ barrier
to any physical location where the model will operate
from. If survivors and perpetrators cannot get there
easily, it will signiﬁcantly restrict the possibility of
wide-spread uptake of the new model. In the interim,
we can still create those support resources and make
them available at the premises of organisations
supporting survivors of sexual violence, as well as at
other community spaces where people gather,
including houses of worship.

Our original intent was as part of Phase I to create an
online platform with geo-located resources and
services available in Ontario, by postal code. Survivors
would then be able to select ones closest to them. It
was also really important that the services and
organisations listed on the portal be those who were
‘survivor-friendly’; that is to say, had been rated by
other survivors as providing safe, kind, supportive,
useful and welcoming services. We had heard
disheartening examples of women calling or attending
some community agencies, and being met with
hostility, impatience, even verbal and emotional abuse
from workers. Thus, we devised a process, to call
agencies who dealt speciﬁcally with sexual violence, in
Toronto and Renfrew County. We developed a series of
questions (Appendix I) to ask either the person who
answered the call, or if they did not have the answers,
to speak with another person in their organisation who
did. These questions were in no way meant to shame,
or ‘call out’ organisations. We felt that it might be a
gentle way to get a sense of the answers survivors
might get if they called, asking similar questions. The
questions were also meant to assess, among other
things, whether or not the agency was a safe and
welcoming place for trans bodies, fat bodies and for
people living with disabilities. We further wanted to
locate the agency’s ‘feminism lens’ and how they
interact with different survivors. Lastly, we wanted to
know if any agency had programmes for aggressors.
This was a new direction for us, resulting directly from
what we had learned from the research. After the calls,
we ranked each agency, only recommending those who
met our safe, inclusive and accessible criteria.
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Our plans included adding the questions to the platform, so that survivors could access them from, regardless of
where they were located, so as to be better informed and prepared when seeking services. The ‘Survivor
Approved’ designation would begin to act as a quality control and quality assurance mechanism, and a way to
hold organisations accountable to the clients they serve. We saw this as a really valuable way to continue our
support of survivors reclaiming their power, control and agency, by giving them opportunities to use their voice
and comment on the quality, or lack thereof, of services received, or the way they were treated by staff. We have
paused this work since we found out that the Canadian Women’s Foundation is developing something
similar[103] – an online portal with information and resources for anyone who has experienced sexual
harassment in the workplace. We have been working with them, providing feedback on the look and navigability
of their site, and have offered to share any information that might enhance their initiative, including our geolocated resources.

Chapter 4, Part III - Phase II: Visioning The Centre
We have spent the past three years re-imagining what an alternative model of justice for sexual
violence survivors would look like. The research activities we undertook and the many conversations
with the team led to us actually pushing further, to envision what the physical space would look like. Our
Project Coordinator, Shelleena Hackett , raised the possibility of creating a model, that will allow others
to see what we mean, when we talk about a physical centre. Another member of the team, Karia Jones,
suggested we design an online 3-D model that would be interactive, allowing for an immersive
experience.
Working with one of our volunteers, Christiana MacGregor (M.Arch. candidate), they created this virtual
simulation of the Transformative Accountability & Justice Centre, incorporating staff ofﬁces, meeting
rooms, a calming courtyard and session rooms where the survivors would meet with members of their
Survivor Support Team (SST), and aggressors meet (on separate days) with members of their
Accountability & Support Team (AST).
The space also has rooms (Resting Rooms) where a survivor who has been assaulted can come, have the
evidence documented, stay for a few hours, catch her breath and have access to the wrap-around
supports provided by the staff and peer support resources available.
Below are some images of the rooms, taken from the 3-D model. To get an immersive experience of the
facilities, click on the link. Enjoy.
https://hspano.homestyler.com/?m=np&id=bURQM21LKtzVhcLL7EayuA
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TAJ Centre: Plan

TAJ Centre: Ariel View
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TAJ Centre: Reception

TAJ Centre: Ariel View
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TAJ Centre: Counselling Room

TAJ Centre: Session Room
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TAJ Centre: Staff Ofﬁces

TAJ Centre: Staff Ofﬁces
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TAJ Centre: Resting Room

TAJ Centre: Medical Room
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TAJ Centre: Dining Area

Chapter 4, Part III - Phase III: Developing The Framework
Based on everything we heard from survivors, the
lessons learned from monitoring sexual assault trials,
auditing decisions on CanLII, scanning numerous media
platforms and engaging in community consultations,
we were able to identify some key components to help
us develop a comprehensive framework for an
alternative model of justice. We have used simpliﬁed
schematics to aid in understanding the steps taken to
engage in this model. This includes possible referral
strategies for both the survivor and the aggressor,
roles and responsibilities of key personnel and critical
aspects that should be a part of the support and
accountability programme. It also provides elements to
show how individuals navigate the process. The
principles that are the foundation of this model have
been highlighted, so as ensure that we remain
grounded in them as we move forward.

In Chapter 5, Part III, we discuss what we see as the
next steps, in terms of short, mid and long-term, and
the strategies we aim to adopt in order to implement
the model
Note to Reader: the iconography used in the
framework below are in part based on the identities in
our own research participants, but also due to the
limited options available to us. We strive to be inclusive
in everything we do, and not leave any voices and
experiences out, thereby reproducing what we stand
ﬁrmly against,
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Chapter 5, Part I - Conclusion
This has been a long, afﬁrming and very rewarding journey. We are excited about the model we have created and
trust that it has done justice to the words of the many survivors who we have spoken with over that time. We
were not able to share all the many profound insights from these women, yet still have drafted a report that is a
few hundred pages in length. We debated among ourselves on what to leave out and what to bring forward,
because there was so much valuable information and lessons to be learned. This report has something for
everyone. If your main interest lies with survivor-engagement, then you will ﬁnd that in Chapter 1. If you are
working in the area of criminal legal reform, and are interested in knowing more about how matters of gender
and race intersect, then Chapter 2 delves into that.
For those who are seeking to understand how public discourse continues to shape our understanding and
conversations about gender-based sexual violence, take a look at Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is the culmination of all
the work, and is a must-read for those seeking an alternative way to intervene and support not just the survivor,
but the aggressor, while holding them accountable. At the start of this initiative, we had no way of knowing
precisely where the research would lead us. We were standing on fairly solid ground in terms of our conﬁdence
in what we would hear from survivor, because after all, they are us and we are them. However, what was
disclosed was still pretty devastating. Learning that the same kinds of rape myths, system’s bullying and societal
silencing was still prevalent made us even more determined to ﬁnd solutions that would make a meaningful
difference in the lives of not just survivors, but of aggressors.
We believe that the time has come to start implementing real alternatives, not just for the social good, but also
for positive economic impacts this will bring.

Chapter 5, Part II - Recommendations
We narrowed down our recommendations to 10 points:

1 Listen to survivors and believe them
At the core of the organisation’s work, and at the heart of this report,
lies two foundational recommendations: listen to survivors and believe
them. We have been through it, and understand the violence in ways
that true experts understand the subject matter they have examined
from all angles. We understand the process and the system. We
understand the socio-political dynamics at work to maintain it. The
participants discussed with us how they think the system can change,
to become a safe, fairer and more accountable avenue for those who
come before it.

2 Language matters.

Throughout this report, you will have noticed how we avoided
describing what women shared with us as ‘stories’. The word ‘stories’
implies that they are made up, like fairytales and works of ﬁction. It is
yet another way of discrediting women’s experiences of sexual
violence, and continuing with the disproven position that women make
up reports of rape, either for revenge or out of regret. Language
matters. The same can be said of the use of ‘alleged’. We understand
that in the criminal legal context, it remains an unproven matter until
the ‘trier of fact’ makes a determination on its validity, or otherwise. But
we saw throughout our research that ‘facts’ and ‘truths’ were actually
not what was being pursued. If it had been, the processes and
outcomes would have been radically different from what we witnessed.
Instead, rape myths, bullying and the use of tactics designed to retraumatise and silence complainants were in order. Any tactic that
could deﬂect and deceive was fair game, not on the part of those
accused of fabrication, but by Defense lawyers, who it appeared would
do almost anything to get the client off.
'Declaration’ speaks to acts of resistance and revolution, We have
therefore fully embraced that, hence the title of the report.
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3 Facilitate healing.

The current criminal legal system perpetually harms survivors and,
in turn, fails to keep our communities safe or hold one another
accountable. Thus, we require a process where aggressors, the
community culture, and power dynamics are transformed to ensure
long-term, sustainable change. Transformative justice does not
erase harm, at least not in the short term, but does address the
impacts of violence and facilitate ongoing healing, both reactive and
proactive, for the person harmed and the person who did the harm.
Janae E. Bonsu (2020) argues in favour of “healing-centered
organizing”, which requires “habitual self-care and collective-care”
(p. 52), and is further demonstrated in the following quote:
“…what I needed, maybe more than his apology, was a community of
people who could help me hold and honor all the stories that led to
this one, who could help me uproot the layers of silence learned
through too much violence …I needed someone who could show me
love that was deeper and more nuanced than just hating him” (Blyth
Barnow in “Beyond Survival”, p. 48).

4 Amplify the humanity of people.

However, we recognise that there is room for the current system to
have a continued role, especially in addressing the serial, extremely
violent sexual offenders. Even so, there are more humane ways to
treat them, rather than locking them up and throwing away the key.
We read with great interest the prison abolitionist stance taken by
Transformative Justice practitioners and agree with them, on their
position that the prison industrial complex is actually not designed to
rehabilitate, or to reform, but for proﬁt.

5 Don’t tinker.
We do not think that tinkering around the edges of this behemoth of
a system will bring about any meaningful or lasting positive change
– for anyone, victim/ survivors or perpetrators. We recognise that
we cannot disband it either. Those with the power, predominantly
white, cisgendered, able-bodied, middle-class men, remain the
beneﬁciaries of the system they designed on the one hand to
complicate, confuse and condemn the actual victims of the crime,
and on the other, to force the mass-incarceration of other men,
particularly Black, Indigenous and racialized members of society.
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6 Be safer and do better:

for survivors. We also acknowledge that some survivors will still
want to utilise the current criminal legal system, and may view it as
a viable site to pursue justice. Therefore, it is our recommendation
that that system be made safer for those survivors who chose that
option.

7 Be safer and do better:

for minoritised communities. The discrepancies and erasure of
certain bodies within the legal system should be a crime in itself. We
must make the criminal legal system safer for Black, Indigenous,
Trans, Queer, Mad, racialised people, newcomers without
English/French, those without immigration status and people living
with disabilities. The fact that these bodies are rarely represented,
unless as the perpetrators of violence, shows the embedded racism,
ableism, cisnormative, homophobic and colonialist nature.

8 Recognise and respect even small acts of courage

Even though we cannot overhaul the current system, there are
things we can do and have already done. We started replacing the
word ‘alleged’ with ‘reported’, and ‘story’ with ‘declaration’. The shift
to using this powerful term, ‘declaration’, has been profoundly
impactful, especially to survivors. A declaration is a statement of
one’s truth. It speaks to acts of resistance and revolution, which in
many ways, is precisely what we have been witnessing over the past
three years engaged in this research:
the declarations made by survivors across social media platforms
through the use of hashtags that organically sprung up, especially
#metoo
the courage of complainants who, in spite of their fear, still took to
the stand and testiﬁed about the horrors they had been subjected
to by the men, who had to sit silently and listen
the equally courageous survivors who spoke with us in one-onone and focus group discussions
All of these people who spoke out have started a movement,
because so many others have not been able to. We are part of that
revolution and in our framework, have found an alternative way of
bringing true justice, accountability and healing.
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9 More participatory research is needed

There were many themes that surfaced from this research, some we
believe should be the subject of further investigation. For example,
there were multiple health impacts to women after the assault,
conditions that they did not have prior to being raped, but which
subsequently became almost debilitating and certainly life-altering.
Many of the participants had not made the connections in their own
minds, until their engagement with us in the one-on-one and the
focus group interviews. We would highly recommend additional
exploration and analysis into these, through a collaboration
between those of us working in the gender-based violence sector
and those on the front-lines of cancer research, similar to the
ground-breaking participatory research partnerships we have
developed with researchers working on Traumatic Brain Injury[104]
Further examples of medical and physical consequences that were
raised by the women are listed below:.
There appeared to be a correlation between sexually violent
survivorship and
* cervical cancer
* ﬁbromyalgia
Survivors also discussed experiencing either an interruption or
complete loss of their menstrual cycle, especially as they
navigated through the trial process
Many tragically spoke about wanting to sever ties with their
femaleness after the rape. They wanted to disconnect from
anything in their bodies that portrayed them as lesser, and more
vulnerable, and therefore more likely to be victimised in the same
way at some future point
Survivors also disclosed experiencing repeated UTI’s and yeast
infections after the sexual assault. We strongly believe that there
is a connection between these two, with sexual violence leading to
gynaecological illnesses in survivors
We are also calling for research that looks at the experiences of
Black and Indigenous women and girls of gender-based sexual
violence. Such funding must be provided to Black and Indigenous
women-identiﬁed researchers engaging in participatory research
that is informed by survivors, and has survivors as co-Principal
Investigators.
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10 Support us to implement this framework,

We listened to survivors and we have created a framework based on
Transformative Justice and Community Accountability principles. Our
ﬁnal recommendation is that you support us to implement this
framework, so that survivors, aggressors and communities can start
the healing process together.
We challenge you to awaken to the truth that had lain dormant for
generations, that sexual violence is a rampant stain on all our
lives, and the current criminal legal framework is ill-equipped to
prevent or punish.
We urge you to mobilise around this trailblazing alternative model
we want to build. It will be the ﬁrst in Canada and we believe that
as a survivor-led organization, built from the communities of
gender-based violence – we can do this. We think you can do this
too.
We invite you to join us, as we raise the social, political and
ﬁnancial capital we need to bring our vision of Transformative
Accountability and Justice to Canada, with a 3 to 5-year pilot
programme, so that survivors, aggressors and communities can
start the healing process together.

Chapter 5 - Next Steps
Our plan, before the COVID-19 global pandemic started,
was to submit the report, then start our outreach to
both the federal and provincial government to discuss
ways they can support us. The types of support we
brainstormed included ﬁnancial, procedural and on a
policy level. We anticipate engaging with Justice
Canada and the Ministry of the Attorney General,
Ontario, to explore any legislative changes that may be
required to implement this new model, as well as to
seek funding.
We looked at various options and believe that a pilot
initiative, possibly over a ﬁve-year period, would be a
reasonable course of action, as it would give us a
reasonable time to
engage with a broader sector of the community,
including members of the Defense Bar
formulate the comprehensive TAJ policy / procedure
/ protocol
ﬁnd suitable test site(s) where the pilot can operate
from
develop a comprehensive and robust Evaluation plan
that monitors and feeds-in to the process in real
time, so that we remain ﬂexible, nimble and versatile
and able to pivot to meet unintended consequences
that may arise
Part of our next steps was to also identify key
organisations that we wanted to continue our
partnership with - those ‘locksmiths’ we mentioned in
the Introduction, like the Women’s Sexual Assault
Centre of Renfrew County.

We are also developing a comprehensive list of
individuals and agencies working with the minoritised
communities who, as we've maintained throughout this
report, have been denied justice.These include
individuals and organisations working with men who
use violence, agencies serving women living with
disabilities, trans rights activists and any organisation
working by and for Black women and girls, such as the
Toronto-based Black Women In Motion[105]
With the physical distancing still in effect at the time of
releasing this report, we have been looking at
developing a Communications and Engagement Plan,
detailing new strategic ways to ﬁrstly share the report
as widely as possible on all our social media platforms,
as well as asking our networks to do the same. This
plan will include such things as hosting webinars and
other technology-facilitated conversations with
communities, to present our ﬁndings, elicit buy-in and
get support. We had already discussed the possibility
of presenting our ﬁndings to an inter-ministerial group
within the federal government, and while we recognise
that the landscape has shifted in terms of priorities, we
still contend that this is of critical importance.
COVID-19 is a new global pandemic that has coincided
with an old global pandemic of gender-based sexual
violence. We cannot wait until ‘things return to normal’,
as we have no way of knowing when that will be, or
indeed what the ‘new normal will look like. In the
meantime, women and girls are still experiencing
sexual violence, only now, with fewer and fewer
options around their safety, or for perpetrator
accountability.
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Appendix A: Key Themes
1. Demographics
Age: Older perpetrator (up to 30-year
difference) / younger victim, including of
historical childhood sexual violence
Race: tends to be white victims and white
perpetrators in CourtWatch & CanLII, One-onOne interviews & Focus Groups; no Black
women survivors in the reviews of the legal
system
Gender: All victims identiﬁed as women; all
perpetrators were male, but diverse racial
backgrounds in Media Scan. Who is missing and
how can we support them?

2. “It’s not ‘just’ the sexual assault”
Often accompanied by multiple / other Criminal
Code violations, often very violent in nature, yet
which gets dropped by Crown, minimised by
justice players; including transmitting STIs

3. Acquaintance versus Stranger
Perpetrator most often known to the victim
(family member, ex-partner, work colleague, or
casual acquaintance), and if a known
acquaintance, often treated by the system as an
intimate partner, even though not viewed as
such by either party

4. Location / Cause of Assaults
Can happen anywhere (public / private spaces),
at any time, for any reason

5. Power / Control / Vulnerability
Perpetrators in positions of power over the
victim, including in work settings; social media
has placed power in hands of survivors to call
out perpetrators

6. Consequential Impacts & Trauma
On the survivor: disabilities - as the reason for
and a result of the assault; short / mid / long
term, including health complications, ﬁnancial
losses, emotional, psychological; lack of longterm counselling; positive impacts when
supportive family, friends, Unions, workplace
and justice players (police / Crowns / VWAP);
self-care strategies, including many who turned
to informal peer supports and advocacy. How
can we formalise and replicate peer support and
survivor advocacy programmes?
For perpetrator: ‘inconsequential consequences’,
because even when found / plead guilty, even
with serial rapists - would receive absolute
discharge; mental health issues; asked to
consider the damage to his career if convicted,
but same deference not shown for her
Trauma from the process - effects of engaging
can often feel worse than the actual assault;
long process; weighted against the victim;
‘Collective Trauma’ - impacts everyone; leaves
women feeling unsafe all the time

Appendix A: Themes at a Glance
7.

Lack of Accountability

On the part of the perpetrator: toxic masculinity;
failure to acknowledge wrongdoing; inadequate
/ non-existing programmes, like PAR program;
online backlash, especially from men’s rights
groups, like Incel; Need vigorous prosecution of
threats made to women online

8. Consent
Recurring and very problematic; ‘mistaken
consent’ often used to justify; alcohol & drug
facilitated. Pressing need for better education of
judiciary, young men and community at large on
true meaning of consent

9. Rural versus Urban
Women will report their assault in order to
protect others; not feeling safe anywhere; sense
of isolation; shame / blame self and blamed by
others
Rural: conﬁdentiality & privacy is hard to
maintain when everyone knows everyone; leads
to fear and not report, or seek support services;
difﬁcult ﬁnding resources e.g. from local library
as you know the Librarian; ﬁrearms; How can we
use technology to bridge the gap?
Urban: as with rural survivors, minus ﬁrearms

10. Technology
Access to information – resources online
3rd Party online reporting
Peer Supports and hubs for healing

Appendix B: Interview & Focus Group Recruitment
Telephone Interview Script
Caller: Hi, I am calling to ﬁnd out more information about the study
Investigator:
 Thank person for calling and showing interest
 My name is (insert name) and I am (insert position) at WomenatthecentrE. I'll begin by telling you a
bit about the study.
 We are interested in hearing from women who have experienced a sexual assault and participated in
the judicial system.
 I know this can be a difﬁcult question to be asked, but before we go further, can I conﬁrm that the
sexual assault you experienced occurred in Ontario and that you were over the age of 18 when this
happened?
Caller: <responds to question>
Investigator Response:
A. If a participant does not meet the criteria
 Thank you for answering that question and taking your time to call. I have to let you know that since
the purpose of this study is to ﬁnd out about how women survivors of sexual assault have experienced
the criminal justice system, we can't interview you at this time. We really appreciate your interest in the
study and hopefully there will be other opportunities to share your unique experiences in the future.
Please check our website for other ways to get involved or email us.
B. If participant meets the criteria:
 Thank you for sharing that with me. I know it can be hard to talk about these experiences. I will tell
you more about the study and what participating will involve if you choose to get involved.
 We want to learn more about women survivors’ experience with the criminal justice system and
supports outside the system. We believe that it is important to learn more about your experience so that
we can identify gaps in services and identify where programs need to be revised and /or maintained to
meet the needs of survivors, through information gained in this project.
 Before I go on to describe what participating would involve, do you have any questions about anything
I have said so far?
.
Caller: <questions or comments>
Investigator:

Appendix B: Interview & Focus Group Recruitment
 Answer any questions and respond to comments
 OK, I'll tell you more about participating in the study now. Please don't hesitate to ask questions
along the way.
 We would like to have an in-person interview with you that would last between 1 and 1.5 hours. The
interview will be conﬁdential and anonymous. That means that no personal or identifying information
about you will be disclosed. We want to make sure participants feel comfortable and safe, so we will
arrange to meet you somewhere that works for you. If you are able to come to the WomenatthecentrE
ofﬁce, we have a private ofﬁce where we can speak with you. If you prefer, we can meet at your home or
at a community space, such as a library, or other space that's convenient for you. Before I continue to
explain more about what the interview entails, do you have any questions?
Caller: <questions, comments>
Investigator:
 Answer any questions, respond to comments, etc.
 If you choose to participate in this study, you will be asked to share your experience of the
prosecution of the sexual assault. Prior to being interviewed, the study will be explained in fuller detail,
including the risks and beneﬁts of participating. You will be asked to sign a consent form that states that
you understand everything we have discussed.
 The interview will be tape recorded. This will help us make sure that we accurately get all the
information you are providing.
 We want to show that we value your time and contributions so we will be offering $100 at the end of
the interview. In addition, we will cover travel costs to ensure that ﬁnancial challenges are not a barrier
to your participating.
Would you be interested in participating in this study?
Caller: <questions, comments>

Investigator:


Answer questions, etc.

If no:
 OK, I really appreciate your time in talking to me today. If you have any further questions or change
your mind about participating in the study, you can reach me at XXXXXXXXX@womenatthecentre.com.
Thank you again for your time.
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If yes:
 I'm glad to hear you are interested and appreciate the time you've taken to call and learn about the
study. Can I please have your name and contact information? We will review all of these details again
before you are interviewed. Can we go ahead and schedule an interview now? If not now, could you call
back with a convenient date and time that you could be interviewed, or let me know what times work for
you?
If yes:
 I'm glad to hear you are interested and appreciate the time you've taken to call and learn about the
study. Can I please have your name and contact information? We will review all of these details again
before you are interviewed. Can we go ahead and schedule an interview now? If not now, could you call
back with a convenient date and time that you could be interviewed, or let me know what times work for
you?

Appendix C: Survivor Data Collection Questionnaire
Participant number: __ __ __ __ __
Date of Form Completion: DD___________ MM_____________ Y Y Y Y __________________
Section 1
First, we would like to ask you some general background questions. We are interested in knowing more
about you. Please check only the box which best represents your answer unless otherwise speciﬁed.
Where there are blanks, please write out your answer.

1. How old are you? ________________
2. What are the ﬁrst three digits in your postal code? ________________

3. What ethnic or cultural group do you identify with? _______________
4. Do you identify yourself as an Aboriginal person (e.g., Metis, status/non-status Indian, First Nations,
and Inuit)?
 Yes………………………………….…………..1
 No…………………………………………….…2
5. What is your sexual orientation?
 Exclusively heterosexual ..………….1
 Predominantly heterosexual.……..2
 Exclusively homosexual …..…………3
 Predominantly homosexual …..…..4
 Bisexual ……………………………………..5
 Other ………………………………..……….6

6. Do you have a disability?  Yes ……………………………………….…….1
 No………………………………………….……2
If yes, please specify:_______________________________________________
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7. What is your highest education?
 Elementary school……………………………….1
 Some high school………………………………..2
 High School Diploma……………………………3
 College ………………..……………………………..4
 Undergraduate degree………………………..5
 Graduate degree…………………………..…...6
 Other, please specify: _____________________7
8. What is your employment status? (check all that apply)
 Working full-time…………………….…….1
 Working part-time…………………….….2
 Not working for a wage ………………..3
 Retired……………………………………….…4
 Student……………………………………......5
(specify): _______________________
9. Please choose your TOTAL yearly individual income.







Less than $20,000......................................1
$20,000-$39,999........................................2
$40,000-$59,999........................................3
$60,000-$79,999........................................4
$80,000+....................................................5
prefer not to answer..................................6

10. Please choose your TOTAL yearly household income.







Less than $20,000......................................1
$20,000-$39,999........................................2
$40,000-$59,999........................................3
$60,000-$79,999........................................4
$80,000+....................................................5
prefer not to answer..................................6

 other
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10. Please choose your TOTAL yearly household income.







Less than $20,000......................................1
$20,000-$39,999........................................2
$40,000-$59,999........................................3
$60,000-$79,999........................................4
$80,000+.......................................................5
prefer not to answer..................................6

11. Do you receive any form of social assistance?

 Yes ………………………………1
 No ……………………………....…2

If yes, what type of social assistance do you receive? Please describe
: ____________________________

Section 2
Now, we would like to ask you some questions about your family situation
12. What is your marital status?
 single………………………………..……….……….….1
 dating someone………………………………..…....2
 separated / divorced …………………………..…3
 married / common law / co-habiting ……....4
 widowed ………………………………………………5
 other, please specify: ..........................................6
13. What is your living situation?
 live alone ………………………………………………………………1
 with partner only ……………………………………………………2
 with family (e.g. parents, children, grandparents),
including partner………………………………………………………3
 with family (e.g. parents, children, grandparents),
not including Partner .……………………………………………….4
 with roommate(s) / friend(s)……………………………………5
 Homeless……………………………………………………………..6
 shelter………………………………………………………………….7
 group home/institution (e.g., rehab centre)……………….8
 other (specify): ______________________________.9
14. Do you have any children?  Yes ……………………………………………………..1
 No………………………………………………………2
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15. If you have children, how many children do you have who are living with you:
Less than 5 years old: _________________________
5 to 12 years old:_____________________________
13 to 17 years old: ___________________________
18 and older: _______________________________
16. Do you have social supports (e.g. friends and family you can turn to for help)?
 none………………………………………………………….…………………1
(check all that apply)
 partner……………………………………………………….….………..2
 family (e.g. parents, children, grandparents)…….………….3
 roommate(s) / friend(s)…………………………………………….4
 work colleagues…………………………………………….………...5
 community/group afﬁliations (not services)………………...6
 school (e.g. teacher, principal, coach, professor)…………...7
 religious/spiritual leader or community……………………….8
 other (specify): ________________________________9
17. Do you have support from health, social or community agencies/services?
 Yes………………………………………………………………….1
 No …………………………………………………………………..2
If yes, please specify: ______________________________

Appendix D: Letter of Information & Consent Form
Full Study Title: Due Justice for All: Exploring the impact of the criminal justice system through the lived
experience of women survivors of sexual assault.
Co-Principal Investigators: Nneka MacGregor, Shirley Broekstra, and Shelleena Hackett
Study Coordinator and Emergency Contact: Nneka MacGregor, 416-964-0892
Funder: Status of Women Canada
INTRODUCTION
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before agreeing to take part in this study, it is
important that you read and understand this entire consent form. The consent form describes why the
study is being done (purpose), what will happen during the study (procedures), how many people will
take part in the study, participant responsibilities, beneﬁts, discomforts and risks associated with this
study. It also describes your right to refuse to take part or withdraw from the study at any time. You
should understand enough about what you will be asked to do, as well as any risks and beneﬁts of
participation, to be able to make an informed decision. This is called the informed consent process.
This consent form may contain words that you do not understand. Please ask the interviewer to explain
any part of this consent form that you do not understand. You may discuss possible participation in this
study with your counsellor, friends and family before you decide. Make sure all of your questions have
been answered to your satisfaction before signing this form.
This study is the initiative of WomenatthecentrE, a global network of women survivors of all types of
violence against women, including sexual violence in general, and sexual assault speciﬁcally.
Participants for the study have been recruited through the membership of WomenatthecentrE and from
referrals from partner agencies. If you decide that you do not want to take part in this study, you do not
have to give a reason. You will not lose the beneﬁt of your membership or association with
WomenatthecentrE.
WHY IS THE STUDY BEING DONE?
The purpose of this study is to understand the impact, both emotional and physical, that survivors of
sexual violence experienced after disclosing a ‘sexual assault’ (referring to a narrow list of conduct that
constitute a criminal offence under the Criminal Code of Canada) and going through the criminal justice
process. The fact that the perpetrator was charged in the case means that what you experienced was
one that can be categorised as an assault.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THIS STUDY?
You will be interviewed by a researcher who has extensive education, training and experience working
with women survivors of gender-based violence. We will ask you questions about your experience of
engaging with the criminal justice system, after experiencing a sexual assault. We will also ask you
about the personal, emotional, physical and social impacts of having gone through the criminal trial
process, your use and experiences of services, and your opinions on how to better support survivors and
educate professionals about sexual violence.
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HOW MANY PROPLE WILL TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY?
Approximately 18 women in two communities – Toronto and Renfrew County - are expected to
participate in this study. Enrollment is expected to be completed by February 2018. We expect the study
to be completed within eight (8) months.
WHAT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS?
1) Prior to participating in the study, the interviewer will reconﬁrm with you that
a. You are over the age of 18 years
b. You are able to read, speak and understand English
c. You are a woman who has experienced sexual assault within the last ﬁve years
d. Reported the assault to the police
e. The case was concluded within the past ﬁve years and is no longer before the courts in any capacity,
either on appeal in criminal court or in civil court
2) There will be two parts to this study: a survey and a one-on-one interview. The survey and study
visit will take between 60 and 90 minutes to complete.
a. The survey will be offered to you to ﬁll out, and will ask general questions about you and your living
situation. There is no information on this survey that will identify you. The interviewer will be able to
assist you with understanding or answering the questions. You do not have to answer any question if it
makes you uncomfortable. If you would like to see a copy of this survey before making your decision to
participate in this study, let the interviewer know and one will be provided to you.
b. The Interview: In the interview you will be asked general questions about your experience with
sexual assault, but the emphasis will be on what factors led you to disclose the assault, your
engagement with the criminal justice system, as well as exploring how the assault impacted you both
personally, emotionally, physically and socially. We are also interested in the actions, if any, you took in
response to the assault(s) and the response from the individuals or agencies you went to for assistance.
We will tape record your responses and then make a written transcript of this to help with us with the
accuracy of the interview.
At the end of the interview, we will offer you a resource list of places where, should you need to, you can
access counselling or support services. In the event that you require immediate support, a direct referral
will be made to a community agency.
WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS OR HARM OF PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY?
The study includes some questions about the sexual assault you have experienced, so recalling the
experience may be upsetting. To ensure that you are as comfortable as possible, support will be
available from the interviewers, who have extensive experience working with survivors of all forms of
gender-based violence. Where this may involve unforeseen risks, you will be provided with additional
information and resources in the community.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY?
There may not be any direct personal beneﬁt to your participation in this study. Some potential beneﬁts
of participating in the study include helping other women who are survivors of all forms of sexual
violence, by sharing your experiences and ultimately contributing to improved justice responses and / or
community services for other women who have experienced any kind of sexual violence.
WHAT OTHER CHOICES ARE THERE?
You do not have to sign this document if you do not agree with the uses and types of disclosures of your
data described below. However, if you do not sign this document, you will not be able to participate in
the study. Regardless of your decision to participate, we will offer you a resource list of places where
you can access counselling or support services. If you decide not to participate in this study, your future
relationship with WomenatthecentrE will not be affected in any way.
CAN PARTICIPATION IN THE STUDY END EARLY?
You are under no obligation to participate in this study. You may refuse to participate or withdraw from
the study at any time without penalty or loss of beneﬁts to which you are otherwise entitled. If you
decide not to participate in this study, or if you decide to withdraw at any time, your future relationship
with WomenatthecentrE will not be affected in any way.
You should tell the interviewer if you wish to stop taking part in the study. You do not need to give a
reason for doing so. At all times, your best interests are more important than the goals of the study.
WHAT HAPPENS IF I HAVE A RESEARCH RELATED INJURY?
No injury or harm is anticipated from participation in this study. However, your participation is without
prejudice and you have not waived any rights to legal recourse in the event of research related harm by
choosing to participate in this study and by signing this form. If you do encounter an injury related to this
research, please contact Nneka MacGregor, Executive Director of WomenatthecentrE, at 416-964-0892.
WHAT ARE THE COSTS OF PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY?
You may incur travel expenses and time lost from work / school / daily activities in order to participate
in this study.
ARE STUDY PARTICIPANTS PAID TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY?
You will be compensated in the form of cash or a gift card of one hundred dollars ($100) for your time to
complete the interview and you will also be compensated for your travel costs. We shall also be
providing a contribution to childcare expenses for participants who need it.
HOW WILL MY INFORMATION BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL?
You have a right to privacy. The interviewers have extensive expertise in dealing with privacy and
conﬁdentiality issues inherent in their regulated professions as a Lawyer, Social Worker and Registered
Nurse. All information collected for this study will be conﬁdential to the limit possible by applicable laws
and regulations.
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This means that under certain circumstances, the interviewer will be obliged to disclose information.
This will occur:


Where a court of law requires disclosure such as a search warrant or a subpoena

 If the interviewer believes on reasonable grounds, that you are at risk to harm yourself or someone
else
 A report to the Children’s Aid Society will be made when a child is under the age of 16 and there is
suspicion or disclosure that he / she is at risk to be, or is being physically or sexually abused or
neglected by a caregiver
If disclosure is necessary as indicated above, the interviewer will remain with you until you are received
by the professionals.
Your information will not be voluntarily disclosed or made publicly available. All your responses on the
interview and questionnaire are conﬁdential and participants will not be referred to by name in any
interview transcripts or publications. All participants in the study will be identiﬁed through an assigned
study number only.
Following the study, the interviewer may contact you for a check in follow-up phone call if you agree.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE DATA THAT HAS BEEN COLLECTED?
Your interview tape will be transcribed and analyzed. Certain statistical tests will be carried out on your
data, along with those collected from the other participants who entered the study. Statements you
make during the interview may be also be included in the results of this study, which may be used in
reports about the study or for scientiﬁc presentations or publications.
We are required to collect a signed copy of this consent form, which will be stored separately from your
interview tape and the researchers analyzing the data will only receive the transcribed interview with
your responses. We will not share the signed consent form with anyone and you will not be placed on
any mailing lists, nor will your information be sold to anyone for marketing purposes.
Immediately upon completion of the interview, the tape-recorded session and ﬁlled-in questionnaire
will be brought directly to the ofﬁces of WomenatthecentrE, which is in a secure ofﬁce building. The tape
will be stored in a locked ﬁling cabinet in the ofﬁce of the Executive Director. The electronic data ﬁles
from the interviews for analysis will be kept on a password protected computer at the premises of
WomenatthecentrE. Your data will be stored at WomenatthecentrE for at least 5 years.
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CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THE RESEARCHER MAY TERMINATE YOUR PARTICIPAT ION IN THE
RESEARCH STUDY
a) If the Interviewers at any time recognise that you are visibly distressed, the option of suspending
and rescheduling the interview or terminating will be discussed with you
b) If during the interview, it becomes apparent that your experiences does not fall within the category
of strangulation, the interviewer will sensitively conclude the interview
DO THE INVESTIGATORS HAVE ANY CONFLICTS OF INTEREST?
The investigators, institution, and study sponsor do not have any real, potential, or perceived conﬂicts of
interest in the conduct of this study.
WHAT ARE THE RIGHTS OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE RESEARCH STUDY?
You have the right to request the withdrawal of your data from the study up to six weeks after your
interview. Upon receipt of your request, the Study Coordinator will remove all data relating to you and
destroy it. If you would like any further information about the study, please contact the study
coordinator, Nneka MacGregor at WomenatthecentrE at 416-964-0892 or by email at
nneka@womenatthecentre.com. She can further explain aspects of the research to you.
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Due Justice For All Research
Signature Page for Consent to Participate in a Research Study
Research shall begin only after the you have provided your consent. Prior to your participation in the
study, the written informed consent form must be signed and personally dated by you.
Study Participant: By signing this form, I conﬁrm that:
• This research study has been fully explained to me and all of my questions have been answered to
my satisfaction
• I understand the requirements of participating in this research study
• I have been informed of the risks and beneﬁts of participating in this research study
• I have been informed of the rights of research participants
• I have read each page of this form
• I authorize use of the study data as explained in this form
• I have agreed to participate in this research study
• I consent to my interview being tape-recorded
• I understand that I can request that any or all of my direct quotes can be omitted from this study
• I have been informed that I can receive a follow-up phone call after the interview and I agree to
being contacted
• I understand that I will be given a copy of this signed information sheet and consent form
____________________________________________
Printed name of participant
____________________________________________ ________________
Signature of participant Date

Person Obtaining Consent: By signing this form
- I conﬁrm that this study and its purpose has been explained to the participant named above
- All questions asked by the participants have been answered
- I will give a copy of this signed and dated document to the participant
____________________________________
Printed name of individual obtaining consent
____________________________________ ________________
Signature of individual obtaining consent Date
This research project has been reviewed and approved by the Community Research Ethics Board. If you
feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in the information you received, or your
rights as a participant have been violated during the course of this project, you may contact the Chair,
Community Research Ethics Ofﬁce (Canada) Corp., c/o Centre for Community Based Research, 190
Westmount Road North, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3G5. Email: creo@communitybasedresearch.ca.
Telephone: 1-888-411-2736.
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Project Research Questions
• How does reporting and the prosecution of a sexual assault impact survivors and do they feel that
justice was done through the process?
• What do survivors envision as the essential components of a "just" response?"
 Why do people choose to report sexual assault?
o Why do they choose not to report sexual assault?
 What are the barriers to reporting a sexual assault to the police?
 What do people who report a sexual assault expect to happen following a report?
 How do these expectations correspond to what actually happened?
 What systemic changes would survivors of sexual assault like to see?
 How do survivors of sexual assault envision ‘justice’ within the criminal legal system?
N.B. In the following sections, questions in blue text are deemed as priority questions
Method
Format:
One-on-one semi-structured interviews that will be transcribed and coded to identify common themes.
# of Participants:
We will be seeking to interview:
• 8 participants - Toronto and
• 10 participants –Renfrew County
Duration: The interviews are expected to take between 60-90 minutes each.
Participant Requirements
• Have experienced sexual assault within the last ﬁve years.
• Are over the age of 18 yeas at the time of the assault.
• Cannot be currently involved in the legal system (civil or criminal).
• Reported the sexual assault to the police within the last ﬁve years.
Interview Pre-Screen
1. Approximately what year did you experience the sexual assault?
2. Were you over the age of 18 at the time of this assault? How old?
3. Did you report to the police?
a. If so, when?
4. What was the ﬁnal outcome of the report?
5. i.e. trial concluded, police did not lay charges
6. Are you currently involved in any other processes in relation to the assault? (For example, civil suit
against the perpetrator?)
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7. We are trying to reach a diverse representation of survivors of sexual assault, and are particularly
interested in the experiences of marginalized women. Please respond to the following questions, if you
feel comfortable:
a) Do you have a disability? (e.g. physical, learning, sensory, chronic illness)
b) Are you a sex worker?
c) Are you trans, gender-queer or gender ﬂuid?
d) Do you identify as Black, Indigenous or as a person of colour?
e) Are you unemployed, underemployed or precariously employed?
f) Are you currently precariously housed or living in a women’s shelter?
Interview Guide
Schedule A:
Reported the assault to the Police
We realise it may be difﬁcult to recall some of the details, but we would like to ask you some general
questions about the sexual assault.
1. In as much or as little detail as you are able, tell us some general circumstances surrounding the
sexual assault.
Probe:
Find out about relationship to the perpetrator, where it happened, how long ago, etc.
2. Who was the ﬁrst person that you disclosed the assault to?
Probe:
• How soon after the assault did you tell someone?
• Was this person helpful or supportive?
• How did the person respond?
• Did this person encourage you to report to the police?
3. What made you decide to report to the police?
Probe:
• What factors did you consider in to help you decide to report?
• What factor(s) were most compelling for you to decide to report?
• What police station did you report to?
4. Can you walk me through your experience making the report to the police?
Probe:
• Find out how long it took to investigate
• Relationship to the ofﬁcers and detectives working on the case
• If charges were laid, was contact with the police continuous
• How long it took to lay charges
5.

Did the police provide you with any resources / referrals / supports after your reported?
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6. When did you ﬁnd out if the police would lay charges?
If the police did not lay charges, move to Interview Schedule 1 - “Unfounded” by the Police – Charges not
laid by police
If the police laid charges, move to Interview Schedule 2 - Charges Laid
1.

Was it explained to you why charges would not be laid against the perpetrator?

2. Were you provided with any resources or supports when you received this information?
Probe:
a. If yes, did you utilize any of the resources provided?
b. Were they helpful / not helpful?
c. Why?
d. Why not?
3. What, if anything, do you think could have been improved in your experience reporting to the police?
4. What, if anything, do you think was done well when you reported to the police?
5. Is there any information that you would have liked to have received before or after you reported that
you did not get?
6. What, if any, impact has the assault and reporting to the police had on you?
7. Abandoning any ideas about the criminal justice system or the law – what would justice look like to
you after a sexual assault?
8. Is there anything else that you would like to share with us about your experience reporting sexual
assault?
Schedule 2 Charges Laid
1. After charges were laid, were you updated on a regular basis or had regular contact with anyone
from
a. the courts
b. the police?
2. Did the case go to trial?
If yes, proceed to Schedule 3 - Trial
If no, proceed to Schedule 4 - Charges Withdrawn / Guilty Plea
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Schedule 2 Charges Laid
1. After charges were laid, were you updated on a regular basis or had regular contact with anyone
from
a. the courts
b. the police?
2. Did the case go to trial?
If yes, proceed to Schedule 3 - Trial
If no, proceed to Schedule 4 - Charges Withdrawn / Guilty Plea
1.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Begin this section by ﬁnding out the following information, if known:
what courthouse
name of Crown
name of Judge
name of defense

2. Did you meet with the Crown and the detective assigned to your case before the trial?
If yes, probe:
How did the meeting go?
3. Did you review your (KGB) video statement made to the police before the trial?
4. Did you feel that you were prepared for the trial?
a. Why?
b. Why not?
5.

How long did the trial take to complete?

6. Did you prepare a Victim Impact Statement?
If yes, probe:
Did you get to read it?
Did you feel it was useful?
Did you feel that the judge took it into consideration?
If did not prepare a Victim Impact Statement, probe why not
7.

What was your perception of how the Crown asked you questions?

8. What was your perception of how the defense asked you questions?
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9. What was your perception of the Judge who heard the case?
10. What, if anything, do you think was done well?
11. What do you think could have been done differently?
12. What was the ultimate outcome of the case?
13. What impact has the trial had on you and your life?
14. Setting aside for the moment any ideas about the criminal justice system or the law – what would
‘justice’ have looked like to you after a sexual assault?
Probe: as example - Restorative Justice model, Human Rights model, civil suit against him

Schedule 4 Charges Withdrawn by Crown / Guilty Plea
1. Did you meet with the Crown or the detective in charge of the case?
Probe:
a. if yes, was this meeting helpful?
b. Did you have questions that you felt were adequately answered?
c. If no, did you want to meet with the Crown or the detective?
2. Do you feel you received adequate information about what happens next?
3. In your opinion, what do you think should have been done differently?
4. What, if anything, do you think was done well
a. by the courts?
b. the police?
5.

Is there anything you wish you had known when you reported that you were not told?

6. What impact has the assault had on you?
7.

What impact has engaging the legal process had on you?

8. Abandoning any ideas about the criminal justice system or the law – what would justice look like to
you after experiencing a sexual assault?
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Schedule B Supports
1. Did you seek medical care speciﬁcally in response to the sexual assault?
2.
a.
b.
i.
ii.
iii.
c.
d.
e.
f.
i.
ii.

If yes:
How soon after the sexual assault did you seek medical care?
Where did you seek medical care?
sexual assault care centre
hospital
family doctor
Can you walk me through your experience of seeking medical care?
Did you disclose the sexual assault when receiving medical care?
Did you receive a Sexual Assault Evidence Kit? (AKA Rape Kit)
Did you ﬁnd seeking medical care helpful?
Why?
Why not?

3.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Did you seek any other services such as:
counselling
housing
income supports
other

4. If yes, did you ﬁnd them useful?
a. Why?
b. Why not?
5.

If no, was there a reason you did not seek services?

6. Did you experience any barriers to receiving services?
7.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Did you feel supported through informal networks such as:
family
friends
colleagues and/or co-workers
peers / other sexual assault survivors

8. From either formal or informal supports, what kind of support did you ﬁnd helpful?
9. What was not helpful?
10. Is there anything that did not exist that you wish existed?
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11. What would that look like?

12. Did you seek out independent legal advice?

13. If yes, what was that experience like for you?

14. Would you recommend independent legal advice to others who are sexually assaulted?
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Appendix G: Focus Group Engagement & Participation Guide
Creating a Safe(r) and Conﬁdential Space
First, we want to thank you so much for your interest and participation in this research initiative. We are
so grateful for survivors and the power it takes to come and have these discussions. We appreciate you
trusting us with your experiences and please know, your input is meaningful and impactful.
We are WomenatthecentrE, which is an organisation by and for survivors of gender-based violence. We
are engaged in an initiative called Due Justice for All, which is hoping to enhance the process of seeking
justice for sexual assault survivors by designing an alternate model of justice. We have engaged in many
forms of data collection, including 1:1 interviews with sexual assault survivors that reported and went
through the legal system; CourtWatches in sexual assault cases, including auditing CANLII and media
scans. We are now inviting you to participate in our Focus Groups. We are hoping these focus groups will
give us experiential information on why survivors don’t report, the way sexual violence impacts our
lives, ﬁnding and utilising meaningful social supports and ideas surrounding justice.
Our focus group will last 3 hours and you will receive refreshments. Your participation is completely
voluntary and you may withdraw from this study at any time without penalty. You do receive $25 as
honoraria, because we are tremendously grateful for your time. You will receive this even if you choose
to withdraw during the focus group.
The content discussed during the focus group may feel triggering or activating to participants. We
encourage everyone to take care of yourself. It is ok to leave the space if you are feeling uncomfortable.
One of the facilitators will be available to go outside the room to listen, provide support and a space to
debrief, and can give information about resources.
We ask that everyone makes a conscious effort to use participants’ chosen names and pronouns. We ask
that everyone listen and respect others experiences. We want to ensure that the space is as comfortable
and safe as possible for all attending.
In order to be conscious around conﬁdentiality we ask that folks uphold the principle, “What is said here
stays here, but what is learned here leaves here.” No space can be perfectly conﬁdential, but we ask that
people strive to make it as conﬁdential as possible and respect each other’s privacy. Your identity will be
known to other focus group participants and the researchers cannot guarantee that others in these
groups will respect the conﬁdentiality of the group. We will ask you to sign below to indicate that you
will keep all comments made during the focus group conﬁdential and not discuss what happened during
the focus group outside the meeting. All participants will be asked not to disclose anything said within
the context of the discussion. By agreeing to participate, you agree to not disclose to others outside this
event anything said within the context of the discussion.
• I have reviewed the information in this form and have had any questions about the study answered
to my satisfaction.
• I am agreeing to have the focus group audio-recorded.
• I agree to maintain conﬁdentiality of information shared in this focus group.
• I have received a copy of this information letter.
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I agree to participate in the research study.
Because this is qualitative, community-based research, we do ﬁnd that using quotations is the most
impactful when writing our research. Your identities will be completely anonymous, and we will use
[Participant 1] as opposed to individual names.
Permission to Quote:
We may quote your words directly in reports and publications resulting from this. With regards to being
quoted, please check yes or no for the following statements:
Researchers may publish documents that contain quotations by me under the following conditions:
0 Yes 0 No
I agree to be quoted directly if a made-up name (pseudonym) or number is used.
By signing this consent form, you are indicating that you fully understand the above information and
agree to participate in this study.
Participant’s Name _____________________________________________
Participant's signature __________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________________________

Facilitator’s Name: ____________________________________________
Facilitator's signature: _________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________________________
If you have any questions, please email Shelleena Hackett, Project Coordinator of Due Justice for All at
shelleena@womenatthecentre.com and we would be happy to answer any questions.

Appendix H: Focus Group Questions
1.

What factors went into your decision not to report the sexual violence that you experienced?

2. In what ways (mentally, emotionally, physically, physiologically) has the sexual violence that you
experienced, impacted your life?
3. Did you have supports when the sexual violence occurred?
What supports/social supports/advocacy have you invested in since the sexual violence?
4. In terms of the sexual violence that you experienced, what would justice look like to you?
5. Thinking outside the Justice perspective for this question, what kind of “Community Model”
(supports, services, availability, location, etc.) do you think would be helpful to survivors coming forward
today?

Appendix I: Critical Questions for Assessing Agencies Serving
Survivors of Sexual Violence
Potential Intro Statement:
Hello, my name is ________, and I am calling from WomenatthecentrE, the only survivor led agency
working to eradicate violence against women-identiﬁed folks. Primarily, we engage in advocacy and
research to ensure that systems and agencies are equipped to respond to survivors’ needs. We are
currently facilitating an initiative called Sexual Violence Transformative Justice initiative, which seeks to
understand how the current system is failing survivors with the goal of constructing an alternative
model of justice. A part of this initiative involves constructing a resource guide that outlines inclusive
and responsive services within Ontario for survivors of sexual violence. Do you mind if I ask you a few
questions about your agency?
Process:
1. When a survivor is seeking services from your agency, what is the process for accessing these
services?
- Do you have a waiting list and if so, how long is the wait list?
Theoretical Framework(s) Guiding Practice
1. Through our primary research with survivors of sexual violence, we have found that they face
judgment through disbelief, blame and shame, not only by friends, family, and justice players, but also by
those working in the VAW sector who claim to work from a feminist lens.
a. How do you resist these discourses in your work with survivors to ensure that they feel believed,
heard and validated?
Diversity & Inclusion
2. Recognizing that each survivor has multiple intersecting identities, such as those who identify as
queer, trans, Black, Indigenous, newcomer, persons with disabilities, multiple languages and fat folks,
which may impact how sexual violence is experienced, a. how do you respond to survivors with diverse
identities and needs?
b. Use discretion: Is there anyone that may not be safe coming to your organisation?
Moving Forward
c. Do you provide services or referrals to other organisations that offer supports for aggressors?

Appendix J: New Model of Justice

An Alternative
Model of Justice
for survivors of sexual violence

A TRANSFORMATIVE ACCOUNTABILITY & JUSTICE
model to bring about foundational change and healing

Building A Framework

Developing a comprehensive Framework for
the creation of a Transformative Accountability
and Justice Program

1

2

3
4

Review Existing Systems
Monitor trials and audit
decisions

Do Some Research
See what alternatives
currently exists

Listen to Survivors
Ask the experts what works /
not work

Engage Community
Partners
Build meaningful relationships

Building Blocks of the Framework: Guiding Principles
Allyship & Accountability

Believe Survivors

Understanding the importance of community
accountability, work collaboratively across
sectors to build trust, create inclusive strategies
and commit to transforming attitudes &
behaviours

Believing survivors is fundamental in the work
to counter existing narrative, and instils trust
and confidence

Change Behaviours

Develop Solutions
Supporting the community to identify and
develop solutions addressing the underlying
structures that enables GBSV

Committing to creating real, impactful and
lasting behavioural and attitudinal change, on
individual, societal and systemic levels, as the
foundation to ending GBSV

Strategic Process: A Phased Approach
An Alternative Model of
Justice for GBSV Survivors

Evidence-based
Gather information and data from
different sources, jurisdictions

The TAJ Model
Six Phases: Outreach. Refer. Screen.
Orient. Engage. Feed-Forward

Getting Buy-In
Reporting back to funder, showcasing to
other funders, impacted, interested
partners and the community

Implementation
Propose a three-year pilot in Ontario, in
the two communities Toronto & Renfrew
County

PHASE I: Outreach

Outreach Process
There will be a variety of ways for us to raise awareness about the
program. Working the federal / provincial governments’ justice
departments, we plan to develop a diversion program, similar to
the Partner Assault Response program, but more ‘nested’ on the
individual. This will allow for Crowns to identify aggressors who
would benefit from this kind of program. There will also be a large
community awareness-raising and education campaign to
publicise the program and develop a seamless coordination with
community partners and agencies working with survivors. This
Outreach would enable survivors to learn connect and learn more
about the program, as a more holistic and healing alternative to
the current one-size-fits-all criminal legal process.

Transformational
justice and
healing through
accountability

Rinse & Repeat

PHASE I: Outreach

PHASE II: Referral

Referral Process
We firmly believe in the importance for survivors to feel a real
sense of control over the process and the outcomes. That is why
one of the Referral criteria rests on obtaining the informed
consent of the survivor as an initiating step to entering the
program. In the instance of aggressors who have been charged
and who meet the diversion criteria, we will work with the
survivor, the Crown, the aggressor and their Defense counsel and
with VWAP to initiate a process that reviews suitability. For
referrals from community agencies, the process will be similar, in
that we will work with individuals to identify and facilitate
strategies for connecting with and bringing the aggressor in to the
process

Transformational
justice and
healing through
accountability

Rinse & Repeat

PHASE I: Outreach

PHASE II: Referral

Screening Process

PHASE III: Screening
Transformational
justice and
healing through
accountability

Rinse & Repeat

We recognise that this alternative model will not be suitable for
all survivors, or for all aggressors. For example, if a survivor is
seeking a form of retributive justice, as she has a right to do, this
may not be the space for her to get that. Likewise, if the aggressor
refuses to accept any responsibility for the harm he has caused, or
is unwilling to be accountable, this model may not be the space to
do that. If we are able to identify the right candidates, it will mean
that the current criminal system will be better able to devote
resources to addressing those instances involving a recalcitrant
aggressor. Screening allows us to identify and better support
individuals who will most likely benefit form this kind of
supported and holistic approach to justice and healing

PHASE I: Outreach

PHASE II: Referral

PHASE III: Screening
Transformational
justice and
healing through
accountability

Phase IV: Orientation

Rinse & Repeat

Orientation Process
The ability to manage participants’ expectations will be a critical
part of the work, and a precursor to a successful engagement. The
Orientation process therefore is an important opportunity to have
open discussions with the parties, focussing on a detailed
explanation of the program, its origins, mechanisms and
possibilities. It will be the point where the survivor and the
aggressor will be able to receive information on how this model
differs from the criminal legal process, what ideal outcomes could
look like and a time to introduce some of the individuals who make
up the different Support teams.

PHASE I: Outreach

PHASE II: Referral

Engagement Process

PHASE III: Screening
Transformational
justice and
healing through
accountability
Phase IV: Orientation

Phase V: Engagement

Rinse & Repeat

This is the stage where the Transformative Accountability &
Justice program sessions are administered to the participants. In
anticipation of the question – ‘how long does the process take?’,
we are inclined to say – ‘as long as it needs’. However, the most
reasonable answer is to ask how long does it take if the matter
was before the

PHASE I: Outreach

PHASE II: Referral

FeedForward Process
PHASE III: Screening
Transformational
justice and
healing through
accountability
Phase IV: Orientation

Phase V: Engagement

Phase VI: FeedForward
Rinse & Repeat

Throughout the process, information will be collected, tracking
information such as the demographics of the participants, the
challenges and opportunities encountered, as well as feedback of
all involved, including members of the Support teams. The
information gathered will be used as a way to guide the process,
making adjustments when necessary, and serve as the basis for
identifying themes and action items in the recommendations on
future expansion of the program. This FeedForward process will
also entail the development of a communication strategy that
allows for transparency and accountability to the participants and
to the community.

Transformative Accountability & Justice Engagement In
Survivor: wrapped with support, kindness & compassion
Action
Develop Personal Transformation Statement
• Over time, support to develop personalized statement
of ways she move through / heal the trauma
• Develop practical strategies to ensure adherence to the
commitments in the Personal Statement

Personal
Statement
& Action
Items

Determining Accountability

Survivor-centred

Once screened in:

•
•
•
•

Develop
her
Justice
Statement

SST
members
allocated

Survivor Support Team
(SST)
Introduce team members
Explain the process
Manage expectations
Review and support with meeting
basic / immediate needs

• Working with her SST member, develop the items to
include in her Justice Statement
• Navigating the terms & conditions
• Engaging in developing strategies for
implementation

Her justice & accountability
needs

Trauma-informed
Participate
in the TAJ
Program

The TAJ Program – for Survivors
• Comprehensive engaging workshop series
• Modelled on our C6 program
• Designed to ‘unpack’ the social conditions that
enables male-perpetrated violence (MPV)
• Support to articulate what justice would look
like
• Embed trauma counselling & healing strategies

Liaise with his
Accountability& Support
Team

Transformative Accountability & Justice Engagement In
Aggressor: wrapped with support, kindness & compassion
Action
Develop Personal Accountability &
Transformation Statement
• Over time, support to develop personalized statement of
ways he can show accountability / heal the harm caused
• Develop practical strategies to ensure adherence to the
commitments in the Personal Statement
• Include steps to maintaining healthy relationships with
women

Personal
Statement
& Action
Items

Demonstrating Accountability

Survivor-centred

Once screened in:

• Working with his AST member, reviewing the
survivor’s Justice Statement
• Navigating the terms & conditions
• Engaging in developing strategies for implementation

Review
her
Justice
Statement

AST
members
allocated

Her justice & accountability
needs

Trauma-informed

Accountability &
Support Team (AST)
•
•
•
•

Introduce team members
Explain the process
Manage expectations
Review and support with meeting
basic / immediate needs

Participate
in the TAJ
Program

The TAJ Program – for Aggressors
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive engaging workshop series
Designed to ‘unlearn’ the social conditions of GBSV
Focus on consent – what it is / is not
Understanding Toxic Masculinity
Addressing why ‘hurt people hurt people’
Building empathy for others

Liaise with her Survivor
Support Team

